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FOREWORD

PHILIP S. OWEN

In his introduction the Chairman, Dr. Dripps, points out how this conference

arose from small heginnings. We thought originally that interest in this subject

would be rather limited and specialized. It has proved otherwise, and we owe a

measure of apology to many whom we had, of necessity, to turn away.

On behalf of the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Academy of

Sciences—National Research Council I want to express our appreciation to Dr.

Dripps and to the members of the several committees who worked long and hard

in the preparation of this conference, and to the participants who bore with us in

these preparations. They are too numerous to thank individually here. I want

especialh- to thank our guests who came from abroad—from Britain, Sweden,

France. Holland, and Yugoslavia. I hope they found their journey rewarding.

Finally, we are most grateful to the Armed Forces who together, not only

through their interest in the practical application of cold to problems of medical

practice but also through their concern with the fundamental underlying physiologi-

cal mechanisms, have sponsored and made possible this meeting. The three services

have contributed jointly to the support of the Symposium, but particular credit is

to be given to the Army for giving initial impetus, to the program and for its gen-

erous support of this publication.
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INTRODUCTION

ROBERT D. DRIPPS

The interest of the Armed Forces in hypothermia was aroused by the possibility

of using lowered body temperature to prevent the onset of shock, to treat shock
once it had developed, and to permit surgical intervention on patients who might be
unable to tolerate the stress of anesthesia and operations at normal body tempera-
ture. The initial interest in hypothermia was therefore primarily of a practical

nature.

As clinicians began the practice of reducing the body temperature of patients, it

became evident that much additional information was needed on the fundamental
alterations in function which accompanied hypothermia. Until these physiologic

factors were understood, the use of hypothermia would remain largely empirical.

Furthermore, certain primary hazards associated with the lowering of body tem-
perature w^ere soon recognized. Rather than approach these in the clinic by trial and
error, it seemed essential to enlist the aid of individuals with a basic orientation in

various of the medical sciences.

This conference was consequently designed to bring together clinicians with a
practical experience in the problems of induced human hypothermia and research

workers with a broad background of related interests. It was our hope that the

more important questions in hypothermia would be delineated, that profitable areas

of investigation would be outlined, and that through the stimulus of the conference
some would return to the laboratory for a fresh look at this intriguing subject.

The large number of formal presentations and the breadth of the subject limited

the time available for free discussion, appraisal, and synthesis of the material. In

consequence, several of the participants were asked to review the data presented
and to ofTer for inclusion in these pages an evaluation of specific sections. It was
hoped that the reviewers would call attention to conflicting data and opposing
theories; that the sources of such differences would be pointed out in terms of such

variables as differences in technique, experimental design, species studied, tempera-
ture range, and degree and type of anesthesia; and that directions for future work
would be indicated. This has been attempted by J. W. Severinghaus and S. M.
Horvath for the general physiological aspects of hypotliermia ; by C. McC. Brooks
and B. F. Hoffman for cardiac irritability; and by R. D. Dripps for the clinical and
technical phases of induced hypothermia in man. These will be found at the end of

the particular sections concerned.

I should like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the tremendous amount of
effort expended by Drs. Charles D. West and D. Eugene Copeland of the staif of

the Division of Medical Sciences of the Academy-Research Council in the prepara-
tion of this conference. Their help has been invaluable.
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PART I

SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF PHYSIGOGHEMIGAL FACTORS
IN HYPOTHERMIA

DUGALD E. S. BROWN

A consideration of physicocheniical factors in hypothermia is a complex assign-

ment. The concept of homeostasis, so well developed by the late Prof. Cannon

and stemming- from Claude Bernard's vision of the milieu interior, is sufficient to

give anyone a conservative view on the direct role of physical chemistry in hypo-

thermia. I am honored at being given this opportunity to open problems for con-

sideration, but I am approaching this assignment chiefly as a physiologist with a

strong interest in physicocheniical biology.

The regulation of intra-animal affairs and the maintenance of homeostasis, in

the final analysis, rests at the cellular level. If the cardiac output and the chemical

composition of the blood are sufficient to meet the cellular re(|uirements. the regula-

tory mechanisms will remain effective and the survival of the animal will be assured.

On the other hand, when the rate of oxygen utilization exceeds the rate of oxygen

transport, cellular activities are reduced and regulation is impaired.

In induced hypothermia, the low temperature slows the rates of all processes and

modifies the action of metabolites and other substances. This in itself is not neces-

sarily harmful, as shown by the true hibernator. but will become disastrous as soon

as anoxia and chemical imbalance begin to develop. The excellent experiments of

Gollan ct al. ( 1955) where dogs, provided with an adequate composition and circula-

tion of blood by artificial means, survived cooling to 1.5° C, point directly to cir-

culatory failure as the limiting condition in hypothermia with anoxia and chemical

imbalance as primary agents modifying the activity of the regulatory cells.

The basic physicocheniical considerations in hypothermia thus relate to the laws

governing the dependence of cellular activities and their enzymatic reactions on tem-

perature, ions, metal )olites and drugs. Of particular importance are such cellular

phenomena as excitability, rhythmicity and contractility. In regulating the oxygen

transport these can act interdependently, since their specific rates are set at comple-

mentary levels. When the temperature is lowered, the rates are reduced in accord-

ance with the temperature coefficients of the respective processes. In such an inter-

dependent system its effectiveness at any temperature depends on the actual relative

rates of the processes and on their temperature coefficients.

In both the true hibernator and the non-hibernator there is every reason to expect

comparable values for the temperature coefficients of the cellular reactions. For

several hundred processes, including rates of diff'usion, cardiac rhythms, and numer-

ous enzyme reactions, the Arrhenius U. values range from U. 3.000 to 25.000 with a

large number of processes grouped at U. 6,000, 12.000 and 16.000 (Morales. 1947).

In terms of the temperature coefficient, or Q,o. these are grouped at Qio 1-0.

2 and 3, thus indicating that the rates of the reactions involved would increase in

this proportion for a rise in temperature of 10° C. or. in relation to hypothermia, a

1
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decrease in the same proportion. In general, the rates of metaboHc and rhythmical

processes exhibit a Qio of 3, the rates of contraction a Qio of 2, and the rates of

most physical processes such as diffusion, a Qio of 1. As a result, when the tempera-

ture is lowered the rates of metabolic and rhythmical processes decrease two to three

times as much as the rate of diffusion of the metabolites.

In both the hibernator and non-hibernator it would be expected that the tempera-

ture coefficients for identical processes would be the same. The factor contributory

to the ready survival of the hibernator would be that the reaction rates of the vari-

ous cellular processes have a better relative setting at 38° C. Thus on cooling, al-

though the rates decrease, the relative values are sufficient for the over-all effective-

ness of the system.

In the non-hibernator it appears that the rate setting of the processes is quite

different. The end result is that, although the Qio's are the same, a lowering of the

temperature reduces the rates of certain reactions to a level where they can no longer

contribute effectively as members of an interdependent reaction system.

Considering that such a system is acting on events within cells, it could lead, for

example, to cessation of the cardiac rhythm at 13° C. in the dog, whereas the beat

of the hamster could continue at a much lower temperature. At the systemic level,

acting between the heart and the nervous system, it could interfere with the nervous

regulation of the heart.

In accordance with the foregoing, the control of induced hypothermia would rest

on the extent to which the rates of cellular processes and their temperature coeffi-

cients could be controlled. The extent to which this could be accomplished naturally

depends on a sound understanding of the cellular phenomena involved and the laws

governing their susceptibility to temperature, ions and drugs.

The most significant physicochemical development bearing upon intracellular

enzymes stems from the studies of F. H. Johnson and co-workers * on bacterial

luminescence. In an extensive investigation of the luminescence reaction in vivo, its

dependence on temperature, pressure and various chemical agents was established

and the kinetics described in terms of the Glasstone-Eyring theory of absolute reac-

tion rates. Recently the essential enzymatic proteins were isolated from the bacterium

Achronwbacter fischeri and light emission found to occur in the presence of FMN
(flavin mononucleotide), reduced DPN (dihydrodiphosphopyridine nucleotide),

and palmitic aldehyde. When this system was studied in relation to temperature,

pressure and inhibitors, it was found to behave similarly to the system in vivo

(Strehler and Johnson, 1954).

For many years it has been the hope of both physiologists and physical chemists

that a specific cellular process, enzymatically controlled, could be duplicated by the

isolated enzymatic proteins in vitro. It seems that this is being approximated in bac-

terial luminescence. Assurance is thus given that the physicochemical analyses of

intracellular reactions can provide valuable information on the properties of the

underlying enzymatic reactions which control the wide spectrum of cellular reactions.

In relation to the regulation of hypothermia and its control, there is thus a good

* An extensive treatment of the physical chemistry of enzymatic and cellular processes in rela-

tion to temperature, pressure and chemical agents will be found in F. H. Johnson, Henry Eyring

and M. J. Polissar : The Kinetic Basis of Molecular Biology, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1954.
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reason to consider the luminescence reaction as the prototype of many groups of

intracellular processes, particularly in relation to temperature and chemical agents.

The temperature relations of the luminescence reaction arc typical of numerous
biological processes. W'itli increasing temperature, the rate of the reaction increases

in accordance with the .\rrhenius equation, reaches a maximum, and then decreases

(Brown, Johnson, Marsland, 1942). At low temi)eratures, the rate is determined by

the luminescence reaction with U. 16,000, while at high temperatures the rapid de-

crease in rate is controlled l)y the reversible thermal denaturation (RTD) of the

enzymatic proteins. The rate at intermediate temperatures then depends on the inter-

play between these opposing reactions. Concerning the RTD, a sufficient body of

evidence has accumulated to consider that it depends on a reconfiguration of the

protein enzymes, this being attended by a large increase in volume (
A\' 80-100 cc.)

and a heat equilibrium (H 50,000-80,000 cal.).

The recognition that this typical temperature relation involves at least two quite

distinct reactions has opened the way to an understanding of the action of various

agents on cellular processes and enzymatic reactions in vitro. As a result of a most
extensive study of the action of inhibitors, F. H. Johnson and co-workers concluded

that in the simplest cases these agents fall into two classes, designated as Type I

and Type II. Among the Type I compounds are agents such as sulphanilamide and

certain anticholinesterases. These, it seems, combine with the prosthetic group of

the enzymes and, since the degree of association is temperature-dependent, they

become more effective at lower temperatures. In view of their mode of action, the

Type I compounds tend to compete with the substrate and are thus influenced by

variations in the effective substrate concentration.

The Type II compounds, which include a large number of narcotics, encourage

the RTD and are thus greatly potentiated by a rise in temperature. Certain agents,

such as quinine, exhibit both Type I and Type II effects, indicating in all probability

that they are acting at more than one locus. The effectiveness of such agents is at

a minimum at intermediate temperatures but increases when the temperature is

raised or lowered.

During recent years, the conclusions drawn from studies on bacterial luminescence

have been found to be applicable to many phenomena, such as growth, disinfection,

cardiac rhythmicity, contraction, cell division, and amoeboid motion. It seems cer-

tain that knowledge brought to light in this long series of studies may have an im-

portant bearing on the role of chemical agents in induced hypothermia. To allay any
doubts, the results of Overton on the anesthetization of tadpoles by ethyl alcohol

may be mentioned.' Here tadpoles, anesthetized at 20° C, tend to revive on being

cooled. Since this is the typical action of a Type II compound, Johnson and Flagler

(1951) argued that compression by reducing the volume of the protein enzymes
should revive the animals and proceeded to perform experiments to test the matter.

The results were as expected : on compression, anesthetized salamander larvae

resumed swimming, and on subsequent decompression they became inactive.

The results of this simple but critical experiment give clear evidence that reac-

tions, similar to the luminescence reaction in their basic physicochemical relations,

are involved in the responses of a vertebrate to temperature and anesthetics.

Another sort of reaction, differing from the luminescence type only in that the
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reversible thermal denaturation is absent, is typical of many cellular processes and

enzymic reactions. In these the logarithm of the rate increases linearly with the

reciprocal of the absolute temperature until irreversible thermal denaturation ensues

more or less abruptly at a temperature near or above the upper physiological limit.

Since the reversible thermal denaturation is absent, inhibitors (Type I) act primarily

by combining with the prosthetic group, competing with the substrate at this site.

As a result, their potency tends to increase progressively with a lowering of the

temperature.

Serum cholinesterase exemplifies the above type of process. In the absence of an

inhibitor the rate of the cholinesterase of dog or human blood serum varies with

temperature in accordance with the Arrhenius relation, beginning to show some

irreversible denaturation above 30° C. (Bach, ct ah, 1951; Robert, ct al, 1951).

When an inhibitor such as quinine is present, the inhibition at low temperatures is

much greater and the temperature coefilicient is increased accordingly. It is significant,

however, that if a series of quinine derivatives is compared the degree of tempera-

ture sensitivity varies widely, the inhibition of certain members being independent

of temperature over the physiological range (Lawler, Brown, unpublished). An
anticholinesterase with the latter characteristics would be particularly useful in the

regulation of induced hypothermia.

The foregoing physicochemical considerations are sufficient to illustrate the types

of reactions underlying cellular processes and to show the manner in which they are

influenced by temperature and chemical agents. In induced hypothermia, under con-

ditions of a natural circulation, the chemicals subject to experimental control are

drugs and such substances as might be used in an attempt to sustain the electrolyte

balance. In relation to their use, the above discussion may serve to emphasize the

fact that one group of substances (Type I) combines with the prosthetic group of

the enzyme and is usually potentiated by a lowering in temperature, but it is possi-

ble to have inhibitors that act independently of temperature. The additional fact is

that enzymes which exhibit a reversible thermal denaturation are also inhibited by

substances such as ether and narcotics (Type II), the inhibition tending to decrease

with a lowering of the temperature. This could be a disturbing factor in hypothermia

but could be eliminated if anesthetics acting independently of temperature could be

employed.

In turning to a consideration of cellular processes, such as excitability, rhyth-

micity, contractility and secretion which may be the target of metabolites and other

agents in hypothermia, it may be stated that they reflect the behavior of enzymatic

systems in their temperature dependence. This is shown in the case of the cardiac

rhythm which Landau and Marsland (1952) have found to be controlled by a proc-

ess showing a temperature and pressure dependence resembling in its main char-

acteristics the luminescence reaction. The contractility of auricular strips of the

turtle also shows a dependence on events which increase with temperature to an

optimum and then decrease, the latter decrease, as in the case of luminescence,

being reversed by high pressure.

The major problem with which we are faced in dealing with such complex cellu-

lar processes is insufficient knowledge on which to decide whether the potentiation

of some processes results from tlic inhil)iti()n of a recovery process or an increased
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activaliun. Or for that matter whether a reduction in activity with increasing tem-
perature depends on the increase in rate of some interfering reaction or a reversihle
thermal inactivation of a controlling enzyme. In the former a Type I inhihitor could
lead to an increase in activity while in the latter a Type II would increase the inhihi-

tion. Clearly the extent to which the physical chemistry of enzymes may be applied
to cellular processes is limited l)y our knowledge of cellular physiology.

In hypothermia considered at the cellular level the impairment of any cellular

activity arises when the energy essential for function is impaired either for the pri-

mary cause of anoxia or the secondary cause of an insufficient electrolyte balance
across the cell membrane, both stemming from an inadequate composition of the

extracellular fluid. In the light of the body of evidence on cellular function now
available, it seems certain that the locus of action of the above agents is on the cell

membrane. By acting there they tend to limit its capacity (a) to maintain the elec-

trical potential, (b) to excite, (c) to induce activation, and (d) to determine the

duration of the active state. Since the cardiac contractility is of such importance

in hypothermia it is appropriate to consider its temperature dependence and the

extent to which it depends on excitation and the activation cycle.

The significant fact concerning the effect of temperature on the isometric tension

developed by an isolated strip of heart muscle is that all vertebrates exhibit a tem-
perature optimum. Thus the frog, turtle and cat have optima at 0°, 10° and 22° C,
respectively, the tension diminishing at lower or higher temperatures. In an unfa-

tigued heart the tension developed at the optimum temperature is the maximum
which can be developed at any temperature and pressure or in the presence of drugs

such as jj strophanthin. If the rate of stimulation is increased above a certain limit,

the tension at temperatures below or at the optimum is reduced. But above the opti-

mum temperature, where treppe exists, the maximum tension may be attained pro-

vided a suitable rate of stimulation is employed at each temperature (Hajdu and

Szent Gyorgyi, 1952; Twente, 1955).

Perhaps the most important fact with respect to tension and temperature is that

when the heart is treated with /3 strophanthin or if the Ca** is sufficiently increased,

the tension increases with temperature to the maximum level and maintains this

value at increasingly higher temperatures over the physiological range and treppe

is non-existent. In the turtle the maximum tension obtains from 9° to 34° C. When
the heart is in this state it requires a much higher rate of stimulation before the

tension is reduced. In the mammal the maximum tension is reached at about 22° C.

and it would be expected that increased Ca'\ digitalis, or /3 strophanthin would cause

this tension to be sustained up to 38° C, provided that the rate of beat were sub-

Dptimal.

The view has been held by some that a heart in situ under normal physiological

conditions does not exhibit treppe. Although this may be so, it is certain that the

"treppe state" is readily induced by rather minor changes in the composition of the

extracellular fluid and it is quite probable that it would appear during progressive

hypothermic failure. If this were the case, it would be a very unfavorable situation

since the isometric tension becomes very dependent on heart rate. The fact that

digitalis, alkaloids, cortisone and other agents tend to stabilize the tension with
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respect to rate and temperature warrants the further investigation of their poten-

tiahty in hypothermia.

A very important reason for considering the treppe state is that recent studies

have shown that it depends upon events occiu'ring coincident with the brief period

of activation of the heart.

The treppe studies of Twente were based on observations (Brow-n, unpubHshed)

on the manner in which high pressure increases the isometric tension of the auricu-

lar muscle of the turtle. Here it was shown that the greater tension developed under

pressure was produced only if the muscle was under compression during the latent

period and the initial one-tenth of the contraction phase. Pressure applied at the end

of this period and sustained throughout the contraction did not increase the tension.

Since the pressure-efifective period coincides approximately with the QRS com-

plex of the action potential, it seems clear that some process restricted to this period

is augmented by pressure.

Recently Twente demonstrated that at 20° C. pressure increased twitch tension

to the greatest extent (100%) in a non-beating auricular strip capable of treppe.

If the maximum treppe tension is allowed to develop by stimulation at the optimum

rate, pressure has only a slight effect (10%). When the treppe condition is elimi-

nated by treatment with /i strophanthin the tension is not altered by pressures up

to 10,000 psi.

The conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing is that pressure increases the ten-

sion by eliminating the treppe condition. Since the pressure-effective period coincides

with the QRS complex of the action potential, it follows that treppe also depends

on events restricted to this period. Further, since /5 strophanthin eliminates both

treppe and the action of pressure, it may be concluded that the action of this agent

is also on events restricted to this period in the cycle.

On the basis of the pressvire data on tension in striated muscle it was proposed

earlier (1941) that stimulation induces an alpha process which reaches a maximum
within the first one-tenth of the contraction cycle and then diminishes. The change

in state set up by the alpha process then causes activation of the actomyosin and the

development of the active state. It was considered that under pressure the alpha

process was increased and therefore a larger tension developed.

On the basis of the heart studies it may be concluded that the above explanation

is applicable to this tissue and that the alpha process reaches a maximum within the

QRS interval of the action potential. In terms of the preceding, it would be con-

cluded that pressure and /i strophanthin acted on the alpha process, increasing its

magnitude, while the treppe condition would depend on a decrease in this process.

According to the proposal of Hill (1949), the tension developed in the isometric

twitch is determined by the duration of the "active state." Clearly pressure does not

directly affect the rate of de-activation since compression applied at the end of the

alpha process and maintained throughout the remainder of the contraction cycle fails

to increase the tension. From this it may be concluded that the magnitude of the

alpha process determines the duration of the active state and that pressure, treppe

and /5 strophanthin, by modifying this process, influence the development of tension.

The coincidence of the alpha process and depolarization of the muscle suggest that

an increase in the alpha process may represent a longer persistence of the state of
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(lc])()hu-i/.;iti()n. 'l^his would permit a i^rcaUT sodium sliift and lead to the creation

of a greater actixalion ])otential. Such changes in the intracellular ion concentra-

tion would he secondary to the membrane changes accompanying depolarization.

The basic problem then is the nature of the reactive process which determines the

period of membrane depolarization.

The purpose of presenting the foregoing somew^hat detailed consideration of heart

muscle was to give an example of the type of system which re(|uires intensive

physicochemical study and to indicate one way in which it may be investigated. It

has been shown that the reactive state of the cell surface can influence the duration

of the active state and the size of the contraction, that it is subject to the action of

temperature and pressure, and that substances such as (3 strophanthin in very small

concentration can give great stability to the system. A concerted attack on the

physical chemistry of this interfacial activator system, particularly in the direction

of identifying more effective stabilizing agents, would be a worthwhile etTort. From

such a program there might come methods of regulating more effectively the activi-

ties of cells in hypothermia and other conditions.
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EFFECTS OF HYPOTHERMIA ON GENERAL METABOLISM*

STEVEN M. HORVATH and G. B. SPURR

Survival of isolated cells, tissues and small organisms after cooling and storage

at very low temperatures, close to absolute zero, has been frequently reported. In

contrast, adult intact animals apparently are sensitive to moderate reductions in body

temperature. In dogs and man body temperatures below 25° C. usually contraindi-

cate surgical procedures because of the risk of ventricular fibrillation and cardiac

arrest. However, temperatures as low as 18-19° C. have been induced in dogs and

man with survival.^' - ^ Rodents have l)een frequently cooled and successfully

revived from body temperatures of approximately zero.^* °' *^ Recently Gollan^ using

extra-corporeal cooling, oxygenation and rewarming of the blood has revived dogs

with body temperatures as low as 0° C. and in cardiac arrest for one hour.

Marked species variation in the response to hypothermia has been demonstrated.^

This has been expressed for some species as mean duration of survival time conse-

quent to exposure to a constant air temperature of —35° C. Under these conditions

the mouse survives 0.4 hours, the rat 0.75 to 2.0 hours, the rabbit 3.5 to 6.5 hours,

and the pigeon 22 to 78 hours. Smaller members of a species respond better to a

lowering of their body temperature than do the larger ones. Similarly, a significant

difference was noted in the lethal temperature of adults and infants of various

species.® Maquire and AIerendino^° have also remarked upon the greater tolerance

of the younger animals. Furthermore, they reported that cardiac arrest occurred

in their juvenile dogs while ventricular fibrillation occurred in the adults. All of

these observations are suggestive of the complexity of an organism's response to

lowered body temperature.

Every biological process depends upon a series of consecutive reactions, each

characterized by a definite temperature coefticient and each becoming the limiting-

factor or the master process at a definite temperature. This implies that certain

reactions have a more significant influence at some temperature ranges than others.

This does not deny the importance of other factors such as the products of reactions,

the chemical environment or the availability of the substrate on chemical or biologi-

cal processes or responses. In fact, these other factors are to some extent deter-

mined by temperature. All of these influences can be summed in the Arrhenius

formula, wherein

^'-^\r\ t„t, ;

This equation reflects the underlying metabolic chemical reactions. Activation ener-

gies calculated from this formula are of the order of 11,500 and 16,500 calories and

are those associated with cell respiration corresponding to hydroxyl and iron cata-

lyzed systems respectively. Therefore, it is evident that oxygen is a limiting factor

and temperature a controlling factor in the response of the cell and the organism to

their environments.

Efficiency of cellular function is determined by their metabolic composition con-

* Aided by a grant from the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation.
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sequent to prior activity. These metabolic gradients are predicated upon enzyme
mosaics. Enzyme activity is modified by temperature but the enzymes found in a

cell may not have the same thermo-activity characteristics. Therefore, the relative

inactivity or stimulation of members of the system alter the substrate and the con-
centration of metabolic end products and consequently derange the system. This
suggests that the exact temperature of cells and the influence of this temperature
level on the components of the cell are the most important factors to be considered
in the evaluation of the animal's response to a lowered (basically an altered) body
temperature.

There are considerable differences in the temperature of different parts of the
body core and body surface (fig. l).^' Whether similar gradients exist in the hypo-
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VEIN 98.7°
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99.6° ^^^^^ ^^'^
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Fig. 1.—Thermal gradients in blood and various tissues of the dog.

Ambient temperature = 22.2° C.
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thermic animal has not been determined. UnpubHshed observations by the authors^'-

indicate that they do exist but that the direction of the gradient in certain areas is

reversed. Observations on right heart and rectal temperatures show a slight discrep-

ancy of 1° C. This difference becomes greater at rectal temperatures below 20° C.

because the heart cools more slowly than the rectum. Hart^^ has measured the heat

content of small animals by a calorimetric method and in hypothermia has found

rectal temperatures to be lower than average body temperature. In non-chilled ani-

mals average body temperature is 1 to 2° C. below rectal. These few indications of

variable temperatures in the hypothermic and non-chilled animal are indicative of

the unstable background upon which any discussion of hypothermia rests. In view

of the influence of temperature upon enzyme activity, the dissociation of water, the

pH at neutrality, the isoelectric points of proteins, the balance of electrolytes be-

tween cells and surrounding fluid, and many other biological phenomena, the simple

assumption of rectal temperature as indicative of a thermal state is likely to lead to

unjustified conclusions. Alterations in the chemical balances of the cell that may be

innocuous at the cell's optimum temperature whether it be 20^ or 40" C. may prove

to be disastrous if the temperature be only slightly altered. Furthermore, if two

adjacent units adapted to operating at a 5° or 10° C. differential are as a consequence

of hypothermia asked to perform at identical and lower temperatures their responses

and those of other units may not be in adequate harmony for the best interests of

the total organism.

However, most of the available data relating energy output and temperature have

been referred to temperatures obtained from the rectum. Consequently, discussion

of the finer details of temperature and metabolic activity must be ignored. In a hiber-

nating animal with a body temperature of approximately 4° C, the oxygen consump-

tion drops to 3 to 10 per cent of normal. Considerable variation exists as to the

degree of depression, since it is quite difficult to secure many adequate observations,

due to technical difficulties. Early studies upon the oxygen consumption of humans
(body temperature 28° C.) and dogs, rats and rabbits (as low as 19° C.) have given

variable results. Values ranging from 300 per cent increase to 50 per cent decrease

have been recorded.^*' ^'' ^"' ^'' ^^' -- The high values have been attributed to the in-

creased muscular tension and shivering invoked by cold. Bigelow ct al}^ reported

that oxygen consumption fell consistently with reduction in body temperature (to

18° C.) and rose in proportion during rewarming. According to Lynn et fl/.-° the

reduction in oxygen consumption is 27 per cent at a rectal temperature of 30° C.

and also it decreases linearly with temperature. Extrapolation to zero oxygen con-

sumption would place the rectal temperature at 10° C. Similar relationships for the

rat were noted by Adolph^'* and earlier by Woodruff-' for the dog.

An exponential decrease in oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production

with decrease in the rectal temperature was reported by Velten.-^ A similar relation-

ship was observed by Spurr et al.^- - and could be expressed by the e(|uation

U)g y = 0.37x - 0.6926.

Their data gave Qj,, values of 2.3 in good agreement with vau't lloff's law. If

the animals were shivering during the development of the hypothermic state, the

oxygen consunij^tion followed the same pattern of response to reduction in rectal

temperature but at a significantly higher level (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2.-—Oxygen consumption, under condition of sliivering and in the ab.sence of shivering,

during progressive reduction of the rectal temperature in 24 experiments on 19 dogs. Points

indicate the mean values and vertical lines the extremes of variation at each temperature level.

The level of activity of oxygen consumption as well as other physiological func-

tions of the hypothermic animals shows an exponential decline with decreasing body

temperatures. This decline is not greater than expected and can be expressed as

being physiologically adequate for the situation existing at the time.

Considerable attention has been given to the problem of spontaneous versus con-

trolled respiration. Oxygen consumption in relation to body temperature does not

appear to be affected by the mode of ventilation of the lungs.-" Oxygen supplies to

the tissues apparently are adequate in either instance. The major point of contro-

versy hinges not tipon any metabolic differences but upon the relative incidence of

ventricular fibrillation observed. Spurr ct al.'-^ did not find a greater incidence of

fibrillation in their spontaneously breathing dogs than other investigators who em-

ployed controlled respiration.

Oxygenation of arterial blood even when l)reathing room air appears to be fully

adequate.-- However, Dill and Forbes^" have noted a decrease in arterial pOi from

98 mm. Hg. at 37.1° C. to 70 mm. at 27.8° CJ This decrease was attributed to

altered rates of diffusion through lung nieml)ranes and was supported by the find-

ing of pulmonary edema in one patient and on Walther's-"' demonstration of pul-

monary edema in cooled rabbits. This ano.xemia, evidenced by cyanosis and relieved

by oxygen inhalation, was also noted by Woodruff-'^ who similarly found pulmonary

edema in one of his dogs. Although development of a state of anoxia during hypo-

t At 20° C. approximatelv 32 per cent more oxvgen is physicallv dissolved in plasma than at

38° C.
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thermia has been assumed to occur by some investigators, NoelP" reported that the

EEG changes; observed were not typical of anoxia but were similar to eserine poison-

ing. He suggested that the breakdown of acetylcholine might be delayed at low tem-

peratures. It should be noted that Dill and Forbes^" found no evidence of arterial

unsaturation since the oxygen dissociation curve shifted sufficiently to the left to

maintain a normal arterial saturation.

This shift in the oxygen dissociation curve to the left with lowered blood tem-

peratures is not as disastrous an event as many investigators have believed. Con-

comitant with this tendency, accumulation of CO2 has been demonstrated to result

in a respiratory acidosis. This state of acidosis results in a shift of the oxygen dis-

sociation curve to the right. In consequence of these opposing shifts of the oxygen

dissociation curve, the resultant curve may be relatively normal in shape. Over-

ventilation, as practiced by some investigators, lowers the blood CO2 levels, leaving

the temperature effect on the oxygen dissociation curve in command, so that some

interference with oxygen exchange may result.

The ventilation equivalent was reported by Dill and Forbes^^ to be increased. The

respiratory volume of most of their patients was large in comparison with the

volume of oxygen removed. Normal persons at rest remove from 3 to 5 per cent

of oxygen from inspired air and this proportion is not altered greatly during mod-

erate activity. This observation has not been confirmed in the hypothermic dog- but

the discrepancy may lie in the marked shivering and high oxygen consumption in the

patients of Dill and Forbes (fig. 3). It should be emphasized that the respiratory

center responds normally to CO2 at low body temperatures."^

Finney et alr^ found a marked fall in the R.Q. with reduction in the body tem-

perature. The R.Q. was observed to fall as low as 0.32 provided that shivering had

been suppressed. Even during shivering the R.Q. could fall below 0.70. Similar

results have been found by the present authors and Gray ct ol. (communicated

today) observed a low R.Q. in isolated cooled livers.

The reduction in oxygen consumption of the total organism with lowered body

temperatures is apparently shared by all organs. This has l)een observed for the

brain, kidney and liver. -°' '^° Whether any of these or other tissues have a dispropor-

tionately greater or smaller change in oxygen utilization cannot be evaluated on the

basis of presently available data.

The patterns of heat exchange have not been completely analyzed during the

development or maintenance of the hypothermic state. Heat losses are enormous

at the beginning of cooling despite the increase in metabolism.^' -> ^^ Analyses of

the pattern of heat losses during a steady state of lowered body temperature are

in progress but definitive conclusions are not as yet available (figs. 4, 5, and 6).

Lyman and Chatfield^^ have reviewed the changes which occur in protein and fat

metabolism during hibernation but these variables have not been followed in the

hypothermic non-hibernator. Finney, Dworkin and Cassidy-^ found that hypothermia

resulted in a diminished respiratory quotient in non-shivering dogs and an increased

quotient when the animals were shivering". They thought that this represented a

change in the character of the animal's metabolism. However, in the light of present

knowledge of carbon dioxide retention and elimination in hypothermia and shiver-

ing, this conclusion is not completely justified.
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Fig. 3.—Rectal temperature, pulmonary ventilation, ventilation equivalent and oxygen con-

sumption of an animal that was maintained at a rectal temperature of 25.0 ±0.1° C. for 17 hours

before rewarming occurred.

The effect of reduced body temperature on carbohydrate metaboHsni has been

studied to some extent. According to Fuhrman and Crismon^- hyperglycemia in

animals cooled to about 20° C. was noted as early as 1855 by Claude Bernard. Other

investigators have also reported increased blood sugar as a result of hypothermia.^^- ^*

It has been demonstrated that lowering of the blood sugar by insulin injection re-

sulted in the cessation of shivering in cooled dogs and that administration of glucose

caused its reappearance.^^ Fuhrman and Crismon'- found that in shivering rats

provided with ample carbohydrate previous to cooling, blood glucose levels increased

during the initial phase of hypothermia, associated with a concomitant decrease in
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ELF.CTROLYTES

Sodium. S\v:m cl al..^" I'lfuiino-." McMillan ct al.'- and Dcterlino- cl a/.'-' have

rc'iJorU'd that the concentration of serum sodium docs not change appreciahly dur-

ing hypothermia. Da Costa ct al:*^ also ohserved no change in cyanotic dogs suh-

jected to hypothermia. Oshorn'"' found that, in general, serum sodium decreased

in concentration though no values were reported.

Potassium. The changes which occur in the plasma or serum concentrations of

potassium during hypothermia are less clear-cut than for sodium. Fleming,*^ Deter-

ling et al.^'- and Da Costa et a/.^' found no significant change in plasma potassium

at low hody temperatures. McMillan ct al.^'- also found little change in plasma potas-

sium either for dogs which were respiring spontaneously during the hypothermia

or for dogs in which artificial respiration was maintained at 24 cycles/min. through-

out the cooling procedure. The latter group of animals demonstrated an average

decrease in potassium to ahout 85 per cent of the control value (3.5 to 3.0 mEq/L.).
This rate of ventilation, at low body temperatures, would represent a hyperventila-

tion of the animals. There was a progressive washout of carbon dioxide to as low as

12 vols, per cent at rectal temperatures of 22° C. However, Swan et al.*^ found that

hyperventilation alone (50-60 cycles/min.) produced a decrease in potassium to

about 70 per cent of control.

Bigelow, Lindsay and Greenwood^^ found a consistent increase in serum potas-

sium concentration in dogs and Elliot and Crismon*^ reported that the cooled rat

demonstrated a rise in serum potassium from a mean value of 3.55 ±0.64 to 5.28

±0.70 niEq/L. at rectal temperatures of 25° C. Since potassium did not increase

to a toxic level, the question arose regarding altered sensitivity of response in hypo-

thermic animals. The latter authors found that injections of potassium salts which

were well tolerated by the normothermic rats resulted in fatal potassium poisoning

when injected into hypothermic rats. If the hypothermic animals were given oral

glucose or injection of calcium chloride or ouabain previous to the potassium injec-

tions, protection against the lethal efTects of the^ latter was obtained. Fenn*^ had
found previously that the storage of glycogen in the liver involves an increase in

both hepatic water and potassium. When release of the previously stored carbo-

hydrate occurs there is a simultaneous release of water and potassium. Fuhrman and
Crismon"- had reported a sharp lowering of liver glycogen in cooled rats and
Samaras'^ found that an effective method of rendering the dog's liver glvcogen-

free was the induction of shivering by exposure to cold. Combining these results,

Elliot and Crismon^' attributed the rise in serum potassium observed in their experi-

ments, at least in part, to the release of potassium by the breakdown of liver glyco-

gen, and the protection afforded by oral glucose to the maintenance of a high liver

glycogen. Furthermore, muscular activity is known to deplete muscle of potassium*^

and to bring about an increase in plasma potassium.^" Consequently, part of the

increase in potassium seen in hypothermia may be due to the increased muscular

activity of shivering.

Swan ct al.*^ found a consistent decrease in serum potassium in hyperventilated

dogs during hypothermia. They reasoned that there was a shift of potassium to the

intracellular phase since the loss could not be accounted for in the urine. During oc-
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elusion of the general circulation potassium appeared to accumulate in the tissue

spaces. Upon resumption of flow, potassium levels increased rapidly in the serum and

the concentration after occlusion was greater than he fore occlusion. These authors

were successful in converting ventricular filirillation in hypothermic dogs to a normal

beat by the injection of potassium chloride followed by calcium chloride.

Osborn^^ also reported a decrease in serum potassium in hypothermia and

Brewer^^ found that the depression of body temperature following decerebration

was associated with a depression in the plasma potassium level. He observed fur-

ther that increases in body temperature l)rought al)Out by dinitrophenol resulted in

increased plasma potassium levels. If the dinitrophenol was given to the decerebrated

preparation no decrease in body temperature or plasma potassium occurred. Fur-

thermore, the stimulus of low environmental temperature, producing an increase

in general body metabolism, increased the plasma potassium in both normal and

decerebrated animals. Brewer concluded that there was a rather good positive cor-

relation between metabolic activity and the plasma potassium level.

It appears that several factors must be taken into account when considering plasma

or serum potassium levels in hypothermia. The observation that the release of car-

bohydrate from the liver is associated with simultaneous release of potassium, ''^

together with the finding that the liver glycogen is rapidly utilized during hypo-

thermia and that blood glucose increases during the early phases of hypothermia

and remains elevated in previously fed rats,^- indicates the necessity of delineating

the nutritional status of the animal at the time the experiments are performed. In

rats which were starved previous to the induction of hypothermia the blood glucose

was maintained or fell during the course of cooling.^- The rate at which animals

are cooled may also play a role since slowly-cooled, fed rats exhibit the same blood

glucose picture as rapidly cooled, starved animals.^- The presence or absence of

shivering as a sign of muscular activity and the severity of the shivering response

must also be considered, since it has been demonstrated that increased muscular

activity is associated with loss of potassium from the muscles and increased blood

levels.*''' ^° The finding of Swan ct fl/.*° that hyperventilation alone results in de-

creased potassium, together with their observed decrease in potassium levels in hy-

perventilated, hypothermic dogs, suggests that the ventilation of the experimental

animals must be considered. ]\Iackay's" findings were suggestive of a correlation

between hypercapnia and potassium but McMillan ct al.^'- were unable to demonstrate

any correlation between these variables during hypothermia. At present the relation-

ship between COo content and serum potassium is not clear.

Calcium. Elliot and Crismon*" found a statistically significant increase in rat

serum calcium levels upon reduction of the temperature to 25° C. This was asso-

ciated with an increased potassium level but the Ca/K ratio was reduced from

1.46 to 1.08. Bigelow et al.*'^ reported an increased serum calcium in 3 out of 4

experiments on dogs. McMillan ct al^'- also observed an increased serum concentra-

tion of calcium in both spontaneously respiring and artificially respired dogs. They

determined free and bound calcium and, with the exception of the bound calcium

in artificially respired animals, observed progressive increases down to rectal tem-

peratures of 19° C. Since they also observed little change in potassium, the Ca/K
ratio increased, in contrast to tlic findings (»f '".lliot and Oismon.'' On the other
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hand, incmini;" louiul no .significant change in ])la.snia concentrations of calcium
at rectal teniperatin-es of 20° C.

1"lu' role ol calcitini in hypothermia is undefmed at present hut may he of impor-
tance hecause of its well known power of offsetting the toxic properties of potas-

sium/'' In this connection, the protective elifect of injections of calcium against

suhsecjuent administration of potassium to hypothermic rats has already been men-
tioned.^" The literature on the effects of calcium on the physiology of the cell is

voluminous. °^

Magnesium. Platner and Hosko^* observed a linear increase in serum mag-
nesium with reduction of the rectal temperatures (jf the dog, cat, rat, hamster, and
turtle. On the basis of Heilbrunn's statement that cold "releases calcium into the

cell interior" they postulated that magnesium ions were thereby displaced and
passed not only to the cortical protoplasm, but out of the cell. Contrary to these fmd-
ings are those of Fleming-*^ and McMillan ct al.*- who observed no significant

change in the serum magnesium of the dog during hypothermia. However, these

observations were made at much lower rectal temperatures than those obtained for

the dog in Platner and Hosko's experiments. It may be that there is an initial in-

crease in serum magnesium in the dog followed by a reduction to near control levels

as the rectal temperature is progressively reduced. However, this does not explain

the increased serum magnesium levels observed in other homiothermic animals.^*

Cations. Chloride, phosphate and bicarbonate have been determined during hypo-
thermia by several investigators. Swan et al.^^ found no change in serum chloride

that was not ascribable to the hyperventilation, Fleming," Deterling ct al.*^ and
Woodruff-^ observed no significant change at low rectal temperatures while Osborn*^
reported a slight decrease. Earlier, Barbour, McKay and Griffith'^"'' described an
initial increase in serum chloride upon cooling of monkeys and rats to rectal tem-
peratures of about 30° C. This initial peak was preceded by a depression which the

authors believe may have Ijeen the result of an epinephrine effect. Upon further

cooling of the animals to 23° C. the serum chloride concentration approached or

attained the control levels. This is in agreement with the finding of no change from
control levels after variable periods of time below 27° C.-^ and no cliange consist-

ently at rectal temperatures of 20° C.*^

The serum phosphorus was found to decrease slightly by Swan ct al.^" who sug-

gested that there may be a movement of l)Oth phosphorus and potassium into body
cells in association with a disturbance in carbohydrate metabolism. Fleming," on
the other hand, found no significant change in the serum phosphate at rectal tem-
peratures of 20° C.

It was observed by Osborn*"' that a low serum bicarbonate was associated with

the subsequent occurrence of ventricular fibrillation or with the appearance of a

'current of injury' in the electrocardiogram. By maintaining a high serum bicarbon-

ate throughout the hypothermia he was able to effect complete recovery in some
animals from rectal temperatures below 19° C. The effects associated with changes
in the serum bicarl)onate appear to be directly related to pH changes rather than

to bicarbonate per sc. This will be discussed later. Fleming" reported an increase

in bicarbonate at rectal temperatures of 20° C. which were not great enough to com-
pensate for the concomitant retention of CO.. He injected sodium bicarbonate to
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reduce the acidosis but was unal)le to reduce the mortality rate and frequency of

cardiac irregularities.

ACID-BASE BALANCE IN HYPOTHERMIA

The pH of the blood has received considerable attention in investigations con-

cerned with the physiology of hypothermia. It is well known that blood cooled

in vitro becomes more alkaline.^*'' ^' However, the response is not as simple for

in vivo blood which is under the influence of respiratory and urinary functions.

The results obtained by various investigators are complicated by the type of artificial

respiration, or lack of it, employed in their experiments. Thus hyperventilation,

hypoventilation and spontaneous respiration each result in relatively different pH
changes during progressive hypothermia. In addition, states of artificial respiration

which, under conditions of normal body temperatures, may represent hyperventila-

tion, hypoventilation or normal ventilation, may no longer represent these states

when the body temperature is progressively reduced. For example, a normal ventila-

tion rate for an anesthetized dog at a rectal temperature of 38° C. is approximately

20 per minute. If an animal is artificially respired at this rate throughout hypother-

mia the ventilation is no longer normal when the rectal temperature has been reduced

to about 25 "" C. where the 'normal' respiratory rate is approximately 2-3 per minute

and the rate of COo production profoundly reduced.- At the lower rectal tempera-

ture the animal is being hyperventilated. Furthermore, in the example cited, during

the reduction of rectal temperature the ventilation of the animal is progressively

changing so that there is a progressively increasing hyperventilation. In the case of

the hyperventilated control, at low body temperature the hyperventilation would be

relatively greater and hypoventilation at normal body temperatures could represent

'normal' or hyperventilation at low rectal temperatures. It would appear from these

considerations that the physiological adjustments which the animal makes, in the

acid-base balance of its blood, to reduced body temperatures are best studied in the

spontaneously respiring animal. This does not deny the value of studies in which

controlled ventilation has been employed. Much valuable information has been ob-

tained from these data concerning the adjustments made by the animal itself, but

more particularly concerning the adjustments which can be made for the animal to

protect it against various adverse states.

That a definite decrease in blood pH occurs during hypothermia under conditions

of spontaneous respiration has been well estaljlished by several investigators.^''' -"' *^-

42, 45, 58 j^ i-,^g i^een pointed out that in animals in which shivering is allowed to

occur during the first stages of hypothermia, there is an initial hyperventilation and

consequent respiratory alkalosis. This is followed by a decreased pH to acidotic

levels as the body temperature falls and shivering and pulmonary ventilation are

progressively reduced. ^^ By hyperventilating dogs and thereby increasing the blood

pH, previous to and during hypothermia. Swan et al.'^^ found it possible to reduce

considerably the incidence of ventricular fibrillation after occlusion of the circula-

tion for 15 minutes. Osborn*^ also observed that the maintenance of a relatively high

arterial pH reduced the incidence of hypothermic ventricular fibrillation. As men-

tioned previously, he also found a close association between low serum bicarbonate

and the onset of severe electrocardiographic changes or ventricular fibrillation. He
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reasoned that the initial respiratory alkalosis ol)servcd in some of his animals would

lower the serum l)icarl)onate content and render the animals more susceptible to the

subse([nent respiratory acidosis. Inducing a respiratory acidosis (thereby raising the

serum bicarlxjnate) previous to the induction of liypothermia appeared to have a

pi-otective effect in a small series of animals.

McMillan ct alf- agreed that under conditions of circulatory arrest sudden changes

in pH might be the cause of ventricular fibrillation." but pointed out that this could

not be involved in spontaneous hypothermic ventricular fibrillation since pH and

COo content change gradually and not suddenly. Covino and Hegnauer'" found a

marked lowering of the ventricular diastolic and minor dip'"''' thresholds, with con-

sequent ventricular fibrillation, in hypothermia. They ascribed this to the respiratory

acidosis which develops at low body temperatures, since both are threshold effects

and ventricular fibrillation could be prevented by maintaining the pH near normal

during cooling.

The respiratory acidosis which develops during hypothermia would therefore

appear to be disadvantageous to adequate cardiac functioning. However, changes

in pH and blood CO. observed in hypothermia have at least two advantages. De-

creased pH tends to counteract the effect of low temperature on the oxygen dissocia-

tion curve. Also, the pH and CO2 represent an attempt to compensate for the de-

pressing action of low temperature on the respiratory center. Cranston ct al.-'' found

that in dogs at rectal temperatures of 25-27° C. there was an essentially normal

respiratory response to inhalation of 6 per cent carbon dioxide in air and concluded

that the observed plasma increase in CO2 was the result of the action of a function-

ing control mechanism.

BODY WATER

Relatively little attention has been directed to the question of body fluid shifts

which may take place during hypothermia. There have been several isolated observa-

tions such as Walther's" report of pulmonary ederoa in rabbits which had been sub-

jected to hypothermia and Woodruff's-" mention of cardiac edema in dogs main-

tained for long periods at low body temperatures. However, the work of Barbour,

McKay and Griffith^^ on monkeys and rats was the first precise approach to the

problem. On the basis of observed changes in plasma proteins and chloride they

concluded that there was a decrease in plasma volume and concomitant increase in

interstitial and intracellular volumes during the initial phases of cooling. They

attributed this movement of water into the cells to the increased metabolic rate

of the cells which produced a temporary accumulation of metabolites. Upon cooling

to 23° C. the entire water shift was reversed. Rodbard et ol.'^^ pointed out that the

data obtained on hematocrit and plasma protein concentration in hypothermia could

be obtained without associated changes in blood volume. These investigators found

only small changes in hematocrit and plasma proteins in chicks and rabbits sub-

jected to hypothermia. However, plasma volume (Evan's Blue technique) and

thiocyanate space were reduced about 30 per cent in hypothermia. Measurement of

extracellular volume by means of inulin revealed no changes in this compartment.

Inspection of their technique revealed that the measurements of thiocyanate space

had been made either before or after the cooling procedure, whereas the determina-
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tions of inulin space were made with a single injection before the cooHng had begun

and again after the animal had been cooled. They interpreted their results as indi-

cating that, while the circulating blood volume was reduced by cooling, the reduc-

tion was not due to shift of fluid outside of the circulation. The decreased plasma

volume appeared to be due to a trapping of blood in various areas of the vascular

bed as a result of the cooling procedure. However, these results do not account

for the frequent reports of increases in the hematocrit,*"' *'^' '^^ which could only be

due to a loss of fluid from the circulating blood or to an addition of cells from the

spleen. Swan et fl/.*° found an increased hematocrit but little change in the plasma

volume, which they believed might have been the result of splenic discharge of

red cells.

D'Amato and Hegnauer"^ noted a transitory rise in plasma protein concentration

in dogs at rectal temperatures of 25° C. which was reversed when the cooling con-

tinued to 20° C. The consistent decrease in plasma volume observed at the latter

temperature suggested that whole plasma was removed from the circulation either

by sequestration in constricted vessels or loss to extravascular spaces. D'Amato"^

later reported a temporary shift of water from the plasma to the tissues of the hypo-

thermic dog. Simultaneously water was found to move from the interstitial com-

partment of skeletal muscle into the cells. This was associated with shivering. At

lower body temperatures, where shivering had ceased, the water movement was

reversed. This agrees well with the previous observations of Barbour ct al/'^" and

with what is known concerning increased intracellular water in skeletal muscle in

response to increased activity.''"'
-

'

It thus appears that during the initial stages of hypothermia, and associated with

the muscular activity of shivering, there is a shift of water out of the vascular sys-

tem and a concomitant increase in interstitial and intracellular water. As hypo-

thermia progresses and shivering ceases these water shifts are reversed. The avail-

able evidence indicates further that at lower body temperatures the reduction in

blood volume is the result of a loss of plasma from the circulation, either by periph-

eral sequestration in constricted blood vessels or by loss of whole plasma to the

extravascular space, or as a response to dehydration and body weight loss.

SUMMARY

A review of metabolic processes during the development and maintenance of the

state of hypothermia has been made. Although some general statements could be

made it is obvious that the available data are too conflicting to permit much assur-

ance as to the validity of such conclusions. A profound reduction in metabolic

processes is agreed to occur. In order for more specific details of the relationship

of temperature to metabolic processes to be obtained, a more precise experimental

approach nmst ])e instituted. .Such an a])i)r()ach should incori)orate, as a minimum,
standardization of at least the following factors: (a) ventilation; (b) anesthesia :

(c) nutritional status of the experimental animals; (d) ])resence or al)sence of

shivering; and (c) rate of cooh'ng, tlic method employed in cooling, and the final

attainment of a steady state.
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THE EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURES UPON INTRACEL-
LULAR POTASSIUM IN ISOLATED TISSUES *

1. M. TAYLOR
(Read by E. CALKINS)

In the last fifteen years it has been repeatedly demonstrated that the distribution

of sodium and potassium between intracellular and extracellular fluids in living

tissues is controlled by the metabolic activity of the cells themselves/- - Dr. Renkin

and I, working independently, have been interested in the effect of hypothermia upon

these cation distributions and are going to discuss some aspects of this phase of the

problem of hypothermia. Each of us will present some of his experimental material

which is pertinent.

The fundamental phenomena in which we are interested can be summarized

briefly. In almost all living tissues, sodium and potassium, the two most abundant

tissue cations, are distributed in a characteristic fashion, potassium being the pre-

dominant intracellular cation and sodium being its counterpart outside the cell. This

separation is not accomplished by the interposition of a barrier (the cell membrane)

which is impermeable to the cations. On the contrary, studies with radioactive

tracers show that interchange of these and presumably other ions across this mem-

brane is taking place constantly. This implies the expenditure of energy for main-

taining the concentration gradients, a concept borne out empirically l)y many ex-

periments which show that interference with the metabolism of the cell results in

disturbance of the electrolyte distributions.

Subjecting tissues to hypothermia is one way of interfering with the metabolism

of the cells and for a variety of tissues from homeothermic animals, it has been

shown that low temperatures will induce escape of potassium from and entrance of

sodium into the intracellular phase, in the direction of thermodynamic equilibrium.

Cultured embryonal tissues from chickens,' guinea pig retina and brain slices,*

human erythrocytes,'' and hemidiaphragms from rats, have all been shown to lose

intracellular potassium when incubated at low temperatures under conditions which

in other respects (except for the temperature) are identical with those permitting

incubation for several hours or even days at 37° C. without disturbance of intra-

cellular potassium concentration.

It may be remarked here that most of the studies cited, and the experiments which

I shall describe, have been directed for technical reasons at potassium, the intra-

cellular cation, and that for the purposes of my discussion there are adequate rea-

sons to assume an opposite movement of sodium even in the experiments in which

sodium has not been actually measured. That is, net loss of potassium from the

intracellular space may justifiably be considered to be accompanied by simultaneous

entrance of sodium into the cell.

Is there a relation between the loss of potassium from these tissues under condi-

tions of hypothermia and the lethal effects of hypothermia in the intact homeother-

* The experiments reported in this paper were performed under contract with the Department

of tlie Army.
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mic animal? Of the experiments cited, only those of Brues with chick embryonal
tissue, and of Raker, ct ol., with human erythrocytes have provided an indication

of the temperature below which loss of tissue potassium occurred. In both cases the

temperature was about 15°. The coincidence of this figure with the body tempera-
ture incompatible with survival in artificially chilled warm blooded animals sug-
gested a possible relation between these electrolyte shifts and the lethal effects of

hypothermia and led to the experiments which I shall describe.

In the first experiments, hemidiaphragms from rats and from hamsters were
incubated in Krebs-Ringer-bicarbonate solutions containing glucose. Water baths set

at various temperatures from 38° to 5° centigrade provided temperature control.

Previous experiments by Calkins, Taylor, and Hastings had shown (for heiuidia-

phragms from rats) that incubation at 38° for several hours resulted in no net

change in potassium within the tissue, while at temperatures around 5° centigrade,

loss of potassium did occur. The aim of the present studies was to determine pre-

cisely the temperature below which potassium escaped from the striated dia-

phragmatic musculature of these two species. The over-all results are tabulated in

table I. The critical temperature for escape of potassium from the rat's diaphragm
is seen to lie between 15° and 17° centigrade, while for the diaphragms of hamsters
the critical range is significantly lower, and under the conditions of these experi-

ments somewhat broader than for the rat's tissue.

These results are particularly interesting in view of the lethal lower limits for

body temperature as reported by Adolph." He found that for the intact rat this

value was approximately 15° and for the intact hamster approximately 5° centigrade.

Table II tabulates these values comparatively. The correlation is good and suggests

that the processes permitting the maintenance of a high concentration of potassium

within the cell may be the ones that fail as a result of hypothermia, leading to

death.

Hamsters were chosen in this study for comparison with rats because hamsters
are hibernators and can undergo spontaneous, periodic and reversible lowering of

the body temperatures to levels between 2° and 5° centigrade, a degree of hypo-
thermia in comparison to which the present levels of clinical hypothermia seem
sub-tropical.

The next experiments deal with the effects of temperature upon the behavior
of the rat's heart. In these experiments, the heart was removed from an etherized,

heparinized rat, the aorta was cannulated with a glass tube and placed in a per-

fusion apparatus, which was inserted in a water bath, the temperature of which
could be varied from 5° to 38° centigrade. By way of the aortic cannula, the coro-

nary system of the animal was perfused with Krebs-Ringer-bicarbonate solution

containing glucose. The perfusion fluid was collected as it dripped from the heart,

was re-oxygenated at the proper carbon dioxide tension, and recirculated at con-
stant pressure through the coronary system. A known volume of perfusion fluid

was used—usually between 25 and 50 ml.—and changes in electrolyte composition
of this fluid during perfusion yielded information about changes in electrolyte com-
position of the heart muscle. With the technique, spontaneous, regular contractions

of the heart began as soon as perfusion was started, and, with the temperature at

38°, would continue for from two to four hours. Electrocardiograms were taken
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TABLE I

Temperature
centigrade

27'

17.2°

15.3°

15.2°

10° .

8.5°

G.y

5.8°

5.6°

5.5°

4.5°

4.0°

Rate of loss of tissue potassium
micro Eq./gram wet weight/hour

Rats

-0.20

-0.13

0.00

0.19

0.19

0.20

-0.13

-0.07

-0.03

0.10

1.17

6.22

4.20

2.45

2.45

2.10

2.05

5.94

3.00

2.53

2.43

4.84

5.61

Hamsters

0.00

0.13

0.13

0.15

0.24

0.2:

0.43

0.17

0.30

0.20

0.00

1.23

2.00

3.82

3.54

1.26

'3.53

.3.03

Rat . . .

.

Hamster

TABLE II

Minimum
survivable
body

temperature—
Adolph'

. . 14.8°

.. 3°-3.8°

Temperature
below which
net potassium
loss occurs

15°-10°

6°-10°
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during incubation with one electrode at the dependent tip of the apex of the heart

and the other at the base of the aorta. In a typical experiment, perfusion was begun

and the heart was mounted in the thermostat. As soon as tiie beat was regular, the

temperature of the bath was slowly lowered, and electrocardiographic tracings were

obtained intermittently. From time to time the perfusion medium was sampled for

analysis for potassium. After a period of incubation at the lowest desired tempera-

ture, rewarming was begun and serial electrocardiographic tracings and medium
samples were again obtained.

Figure I shows sample tracings of electrocardiograms from an experiment in

which the temperature of the perfused heart was lowered to 8° centigrade and main-

.
-; -':
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tained there for three and one-half hours. The first tracing is taken with the heart at

2!i7° at 2 : 40 p.m., soon after perfusion was liegun. At 3:11 p.m. the temperature had

fallen to 20° and a very slow heart rate is noted. At 3 : 40 p.m. the temperature was
14.8° and visible and electrical systole had ceased. At 3 : 54 p.m. the temperature

reached 10° and remained between 8 and 10° until 7 : 29 p.m. when warming began.

At 7 : 52 p.m. a visible beat was noted and simultaneously resumption of electrical

systole appeared. At 8: 20 p.m., the temperature was again 20° and a regular beat

was recorded. At 9 : 42 p.m. the temperature was 36.9° and return to a rate near the

original was observed.

Table III summarizes in tabular form the results of experiments with the isolated

heart preparation. The notable features are ( 1 ) cessation of heart beat between 12°

and 15° in all preparations except that of 12-10-54 in which isolated contractions

were observed at 8°
; (2) the spontaneous resumption of heart beat in all prepara-

tions when the temperature returned again to 12° or 15° even in preparations with

hypothermic asystole of over eight hours duration; and (3) no significant loss of

myocardial potassium to the medium even at low temperatures.

These perfusion experiments show clearly for the rat's heart that hypothermic

asystole is completely reversible and are evidence that for this animal, hypothermia

is not lethal because of a direct effect upon the myocardium. Perhaps the most im-

portant difference between the perfused preparation and the heart in the intact hypo-

thermic animal is that in the former, perfusion and oxygenation of the coronary

circulation is independent of the contraction of the ventricles, while in the latter,

myocardial anoxia must ensue as soon as the pumping action of the heart ceases,

thus complicating the possibly reversible effects of hypothermia with the known

lethal effects of anoxia.

In contrast with diaphragmatic muscle and the other tissues cited at the outset

of this paper, the perfused hypothermic heart does not undergo potassium loss. This

was an unexpected observation, and corresponds in superficial respects at least to

the observations of Dr. Renkin on the perfused hind leg, of which you will hear
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shortly. I'urtluT cxaliKition of this ])lK'n(iiiicii(>n ami the intcrpretatiuu ui its signili-

cancc must await studies with radioactive tracers.

Dr. Calkins: I have read Dr. 'I'aylor's pajjer to you and would like to add a final

comment of my own. It seems aj^parent that des])ite the experience with the isolated

rat and hamster diaphragm, there is reason to douI)t that loss of intracellular potas-

sium per sc has any direct relationshij) to the cause of death from hvpothermia.
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POTASSIUM EXCHANGE IN PERFUSED MAMMALIAN
SKELETAL MUSCLE*

E. M. RENKIN

A variety of isolated mammalian cells and tissues immersed in saline fluids have

been found to suffer a net loss of potassium ion in the cold. These include red blood

cells/' - white blood cells^ and skeletal muscles.^ Measurements of K"^ exchange

rates with radioactive K*- indicate that (1) both influx and outflux of K^ are re-

duced at low temperatures and (2) influx is reduced to the greater extent, and net

loss results. In the case of frog muscles, influx and outflux are equally reduced in

the cold, and tissue K"^ balance is maintained at temperatures as low as 0° C.°

Dr. Taylor has found that in the rat's heart perfused with a saline medium, K"^

balance is maintained at 8° C.'' My own observations on perfused mammalian skele-

tal muscle demonstrate that this tissue, when perfused rather than immersed, is also

capable of maintaining its intracellular IC level in the cold, at temperatures down to

3° C. Tracer equilibration experiments with K^- show that Ik influx is reduced at

low temperatures, and since IC balance was maintained, K"^ outflux must be reduced

to the same extent.

The experimental procedure was as follows. The hind leg of a cat was amputated

at the hip joint and arranged to be perfused through the femoral artery by a me-

chanical pump-oxygenator. The perfusion fluid was either fresh cat blood diluted

with Ringer's solution or a solution of purified hemoglobin in cat plasma. Heparin

was used as anticoagulant. The outflow of perfusate from the femoral vein was

returned to the perfusion reservoir, thus a fixed volume of fluid, 150 to 200 ml.,

was recirculated through the tissues. Blood flows were maintained at normal resting

levels or higher, 3 to 10 ml./min. per 100 gm. The weight of the perfused prepara-

tion was usually between 300 and 400 gm. ; 80 per cent of this was skeletal muscle.

The total amount of K^ in the perfusion fluid was small compared to the amount

in the tissues of the hind leg: 4.3 mEq./L. x0.2L. = 0.86 mEq. compared to

75. mEq./kgm. xO.3 kgm. = 22.5 mEq. Consequently, if a small amount of K* was

lost by the tissues, it produced a large rise in plasma [K*|. Figure 1 illustrates the

time-course of plasma [K"^] in typical perfusions at 35° C. and at 3° C. At 35°, after

remaining constant for an hour, plasma [K"^] rose linearly, indicating net loss from

the tissues at 1.5 niEq./hr. or 0.02 per cent tissue K* per minute. The reason for net

loss at body temperature is not known. It is relatively slight, and does not appear

to be related to injury to the tissues during preparation of the hindleg, glucose con-

tent of the perfusion fluid, or the presence or absence of red blood cells in the per-

fusion fluid. The delayed onset of the loss suggests that accumulation of non-vola-

tile metabolites in the perfusion medium may be responsible, since no provision

exists for their removal in tlie perfusion circuit. It is interesting to note, in this con-

nection, that Andres and others' reported net loss of K' from the forearm muscles

*The experiments reported here were carried out in the Biology Department, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Upton, New York, under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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Fig. 1.—Loss of potassium by tissues of the perfused cat hindleg.

of intact, resting man at a comparable rate, 0.005 per cent per minute, and suggested

that it may be due to diurnal variations in potassium balance.

At low temperatures, 3° to 9° C, net loss of K" was markedly decreased. In the

experiment illustrated (fig. 1), the loss was only 0.004 per cent tissue K"^ per minute

at 3°. In six hours of perfusion at this temperature, only 1.2 per cent of total tissue

K" was lost, in contrast to a loss of more than 50 per cent in one hour for rat

diaphragm soaked in Krebs' saline at 2° C*
In experiments at normal and at low temperatures, the equilibration of tracer K''-

between perfusion fluid and perfused tissues was studied. Arterial radioactivity was

measured continuously with a recording ratemeter. The experiments could not be

run long enough for isotopic equilibrium to be reached, and in calculating equilibra-

tion kinetics it was assumed that all tissue K* is exchangeable. The equilibration

curves followed a double-exponential course, one possible interpretation of which

is that plasma K"^ equilibrates with two independent compartments of tissue K"^.

Table I has been prepared on this assumption, and lists compartment sizes and cal-

culated "exchange rates" at high and low temperatures. Since only 2 per cent of

tissue K^ is extracellular, both components must represent subdivisions of intra-
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TABLE I

Apparent Potassium Exchange Rates in the Isolated, Perfused Hindleg of the Cat

'Fast' compartment 'Slow' compartment

Tem-
perature

° C.

35°

5°

%
total
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In the "fast" cc)ni])ai-tnH'iU. which prcsuniahly represents tlie \vell-i)erfuse(l re-

mainder of the tissues, the limiting step in the transport chain for K'- is not clearly

indicated. The low temperature coefficient, Q,,, about 1.2, suggests that transcapillary

or interstitial diffusion may be the limiting process. Transport of IC across cell

membranes l)y chemical binding to a carrier molecule might be expected to have a

Qio of about 2 or 3, characteristic of a chemical process. However, similarity be-

tween clearances of Xa'-^ and K^- at 35° makes it possible that here too. blood flow

may be the limiting step. In this event, one of the other processes with a higher tem-

perature coefficient must become rate-limiting at 5° C. Consequently, all we can say

about cell membrane exchange of K"^ at low temperatures is that K' influx must take

place at a rate equal to or exceeding the iniiiinial exchange rate listed in table 1,

0.17 per cent tissue K^ per minute in the rapidly equilibrating compartment. And
since net loss of K^ is about 0.004 per cent per minute, the outflux must be just this

much greater than the influx.

Initially we observed that whereas thin strips of mammalian skeletal muscle im-

mersed in a bath of Ringer's fluid lose K* rapidly in the cold, perfused mammalian
skeletal muscle does not. We now come to the question of why this difference should

exist. The answer is entirely unknown at present. The most obvious difference be-

tween the two preparations is the distance through which diffusion of oxygen, tissue

metabolites and potassium takes place between the fluid medium and the cells. The
intercapillary distance in the perfused hindleg muscles is of the order of 50 micra.

the maximum diffusion distance is thus 25 micra. The thickness of the rat diaphragm

is about 0.4 to 0.5 mm., or 400 to 500 micra, the maximum diffusion path l)eing

half this, 200 to 250 micra. However, 250 micra should be thin enough for adequate

diffusion of ( ), and CO,, at 37° C, according to Hill's equations,^ and at lower

temperatures, since metal)olic processes are slowed more than diffusion, conditions

should be even more favorable. Nor does it appear that the presence of plasma or

protein in the perfusion fluid is responsible for the difference, since Taylor*^ found

no K* loss in heart muscle perfused with protein-free media in the cold. Continued
study of ion transport in perfused tissues is planned, and it is hoped that it will lead

to a solution of this and other problems raised by the experiments reported here.

Assuming that tissues in intact animals l)ehave more like perfused tissues than like

soaked tissues, we may expect that hypothermia itself will not result in net loss

of potassium from the cells. However, other conditions accompanying clinically

induced hypothermia may lead to K"^ loss. It has been shown that some of the

changes in myocardial excitability in hypothermia may be prevented or diminished

by hyperventilation, and are therefore attributable to respiratory acidosis. ^°' ^^ There
will certainly 1)e much more said al)out this in some of the papers to follow, and it

seems sufficient t(» point out here that acute acidosis is known to produce loss of K*
from cells. ^-' ^"
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ELECTROLYTE TRANSFER DURING HYPOTHERMIA

FRANK (JOLLAN

I am ill the envia1)le position of l)eino- al)le to confirm in tlie intact animal the re-

snlts ohtaiiied on isolated organs.

In collal)oration with Urs. Normal S. Olsen and Gnilford Kndolph we stndied

electrolyte transfer during hypothermia at the Veterans Hospital in Nashville, Ten-

nessee. Although we also have used tracer techniques, our approach was different

from the one of the previous speakers. We avoided asking difficult questions like:

how fast does an electrolyte travel to another site in the hody, or the even more

difficult question of how it gets there. Thus, in a sense, we have given up hefore we

started since we do not l)elieve that our body consists of two or more compartments

divided by a semipermeable membrane. Electrolyte transfer depends on such factors

as electrostatic charges, hemodynamics, gas exchange, pH, enzymes, and steroid

hormones. Therefore, we have asked one simple question only: how much of the

injected tracer can be found in a particular tissue after complete equilibration has

taken place in the intact body. Thus, we have investigated final concentration instead

of turnover rate or mechanism of transfer.

Potassium,*- sodium.'-* and bromine^- were injected into 20 dogs for each isotope

and after 18 hours they were anesthetized with thiobarbital. Half of each group

were cooled by ice immersion to 23° C. Both groups were artificially overventilated

to exclude the influence of anoxic anoxia and acidosis. Then a thoracotomy was per-

formed and samples of blood, resting skeletal muscle, and beating heart auricle were

taken.

The results (fig. 1 ) show that the major changes do not take place in the plasma

CPS/UL OR GM.

CPS INJCCTED/GM BODY WT.

Na^'* D„82

- 38* C.

1- 23' C.

X - STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT

.42

Na \ir

PLASMA
X X

MUSCLE AURICLE
Fig. 1.—Concentration of isotope tracers in plasma, resting skeletal muscle ami beating heart

auricle.
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but in the tissue. The resting skeletal muscle has lost some potassium and main-

tained its sodium and bromine concentration, whereas the working heart muscle

has given up even more potassium and has taken up some bromine.

Because of the increased ventricular irritability in hypothermia and in anoxia

normo- and hypothermic animals were subjected to acute anoxia by stopping the

respirator for three minutes. After this period blood and skeletal muscle samples

were taken again and the other auricle was amputated. The results { fig. 2 ) indicate

that the change from good oxygenation (dark column) to hypoxia (light column)

does not alter the plasma concentration of sodium and bromine in normothermic

(dotted line) and hypothermic (solid line) animals, but is accompanied by a slight

rise in potassium. The electrolyte concentration of the skeletal muscle at both tem-

peratures is not afifected by anoxia, except for a slight rise in bromine content at

normal temperature. In the heart muscle, however, anoxia causes a marked loss of

potassium in a normothermic and a less pronounced loss of potassium in the hypo-

thermic dog. This loss of potassium from the heart muscle during anoxia is accom-

panied by an increase in sodium content in the normothermic animal only.

The changes of intra- and extracellular electrolyte transfer can be shown more

distinctly bv establishing a potassium to sodium ratio (fig. 3). During hypothermia

the skeletal muscle is able to maintain this ratio fairly w^U. whereas the heart muscle

undergoes a reduction of the K/Na ratio. During anoxia at normal body tempera-

ture the K/Na ratio of the skeletal muscle is decreased, but is maintained during

hypothermia. The same phenomenon in greatly exaggerated form occurs in the heart

muscle where anoxia causes a severe shift of the K/Na ratio in favor of sodium

at normal body temperature and a slighter shift during hypothermia.

CPS/UL OR GM.

CPS INJECTED/GM BODY WT

4

PLASMA

^NORMAL 38*C.

^Z3 ANOXIC 23* C.

X - STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT

MUSCLE AURICLE
Fig. 2.—Changes in c(Miccntratiiins of K, Na and Wx from normal oxyocnalion to ano.xia.
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oxygenated, and refrigerated in a small pump-oxygenator, a degree of over-oxygena-

tion can be achieved in which the arterio-venous difference in oxygen and carbon

dioxide content almost disappears (fig. 4). At the lowest temperature of 3° C,

measured in the right heart, we were then dealing with animals practically devoid

of venous blood. The oxygen consumption of such dogs in respiratory and cardiac

arrest can be calculated from the arterio-venous oxygen difference in the inlet and

outflow of the pump-oxygenator. The oxygen consumption below 10° C. (fig. 5)

was exactly where one would expect it to I)e. namely on a line between the known

value at 16° C. and 0° C. Thus, at 5° C. the oxygen consumption of a dog is ^/^o of

normal. Since the blood flow of about 45 cc./kg./min. exceeded by far the neces-

sary flow of about 7 to 10 cc./kg./min. to cover the needs of such animals, the total

amount of oxygen supplied (closed circles) would have been sufHcient to keep dogs

at about 30° C. in oxygen balance. The content of physically dissolved oxygen in

plasma rose from 0.3 volume per cent at normal body temperature to about 4.0 vol-

ume per cent at 5° C. and therefore even the amount of dissolved oxygen supplied

(open circles) exceeded the oxygen consumption at 5° C.

To test this point we washed out all red cells and substituted Ringer's solution

and plasma for blood until the dog's hematocrit was lowered to 0.5 per cent. Before

rewarming the circulating fluid the red cells were returned to the circulation and

these animals, just like the ones who had the benefit of hemoglobin, survived and

did not show any sequelae of this trying procedure.

VOLUME
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Fig. 5.—Oxygen consumption and oxygen supply in severe hypotiiermia with pump-oxygenator.



MYOCARDIAL BALANCE OF POTASSIUM

HENRY SWAN

We have tried to study the ])ruhlem of the myocardial l)alance of potassium in the

intact animal. In order to do this we have attempted to collect the coronary outflow

by catheters passed down through one of the jugular veins to the coronary sinus

and securely tied by a suture. The catheter continues into the jugular vein, so during

most of the experiment the circulation is intact. A side arm is provided so at any

time the flow of the coronary sinus blood can be measured by draining it into a basin

and timing it with a stop watch.

After the experiment the animal is killed and the heart weighed. We assume

approximately 46 per cent of the heart weight is left ventricle. The estimate that

70 i)er cent of the arterial flow of the left ventricle comes out the coronary sinus

then allows us to compute volume in terms of flow per gram of tissue per unit

of time.

Our results parallel those of Dr. Taylor and Dr. (lollan. In the perfused heart,

in contrast to the perfused skeletal muscle, there was very little loss of potassium

with cooling.

We find under these conditions that the potassium balance of the heart is positive

throughout the experiment (Table I). In this experiment the animals are cooled to

30° C, and there is no support of respiration. In our laboratory, the respiration

slows and we consistently have a fall in pH under these conditions as respiratory

acidosis develops.

There is no parallelism in our data, however, between the pH and the positive

myocardial balance in the intact animal. As seen in the second line, in the control

warm situation, the animal appears to be in very slight positive potassium balance

in so far as the myocardium is concerned. ( )n first exposure to 30° C, the positive

potassium balance increases, and it is still raised one hour later. On warming, the

animal maintains a positive balance but not as great.

There is a similar positive balance for i)hosph()rus. I ])resent figure 1 merely to

show that the animal appears to have a positive balance of both potassiuiu and phos-

phorus at about the same rate at all of the temperatures. These data are means of

eight animals. In our lal)oratory, at 30° C, the mildlv acidotic dog shows positive

balance of i)otassium in the myocardium.

TABLE I

Myocardial Balances

(Means and standard deviation of 8 dogs)

Contiol

Arterial pH 7..V± .00

K (yitEq./Min./lOO gni. ) 2.82±1.98

P (AiEq./Min./lOO gni. ) ().70±1.68
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EFFECTS OF LOW BODY TEMPERATURE ON TISSUE
OXYGEN UTILIZATION

E. F. ADOLPH

Low temperatures have two recognized physiological effects : to kill and to prolong

life. A task of nianv investigators is to define the circumstances under which each

effect occurs. We also want to identify physiological processes concerned in each

effect.

I shall consider only deep hypothermia, in which hody temperatures stand within

a few degrees of lethal temperature. For all non-hihernating mammals, the lethal

temperature, from which they can not recover without assistance, is well above their

freezing points. But in the same range of temperatures, processes are slowed to the

extent that survival without an oxygen supply is much prolonged.

Lethal effects of low temperatures have been attributed to many tissues and proc-

esses. I shall consider only one of these attributions, namely, that cold death is

generally due to lack of oxygen somewhere. I do not know how ancient this theory

may be. During World War II it was promoted by Lutz, Werz, and others. I shall
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Fig. 1.—Modifications in cardiorespiratory functions with body temperatures in unanesthetized

rats. Each band includes massed data ±1 standard deviation. Pressures from Hansen; other data

from Adoli)b, 1951.
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conclude that tliis theory of cold death has ahiiost no evidence in its favor and has
some evidence against it. Hut it will serve the purpose of focusing our discussion.

Delivery of oxygen from the atmosphere to the intracellular enzymes that trade
it for electrons can he suhdivided into processes of (a) lireathing. (h) circulation

of blood, (c) transport in blood, (d) (jxygen ])ressure in tissues, and (e) oxygen
transfer in cells. I will mention each of the.se proces-ses in turn.

Breathing. Oxygen consum])tion in unanesthetized animals such as rats (hg. 1
j

augments when body cooling begins. .\s soon as the core temperature drojjs below
2)2)°

, however, the consumi)tion diminishes. It is linearly related to core temperature,

becoming zero at approximately the tem]ierature at which breathing ceases, which
is 15° for the rat (Adolph, l')50). just above this tem])erature the pulmonary
ventilation is very slow; nevertheless, in species tested (guinea pig. Gosselin ; dog,

Rosenhain and Penrod ; man. Dill and Forbes ) it is found to be more than adequate
to deliver oxygen to the lung alveoli, as indicated by high pO, and low pC( ). in

arterial blood. Therefore, it can be considered that breathing does not limit the

mammal's supply of oxygen until it ceases through paralysis by cold. Even then

artificial breathing alone does not allow animals to survive much lower body tem-
peratures, and specificallv does not. I infer, augment the oxvgen consumption
at 15° to 20° C.

Circulation. The cardiac outi)ut of unanesthetized rats has been measured by
dye solution in this laboratory. It decreases linearly with body temperature (fig. 2).

The stroke volume of the heart is as large at 18° as it is at 38°, thus having a tem-
perature coefficient of 1. At each temperature the oxygen consumption may be

divided by the cardiac output to give the utilization fraction ; this fraction does not

increase at low temperatures. Evidently the blood delivers adequate oxygen to the
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Fig. 2.—Cardiac outputs and stroke volumes of hypothermic rats. Xew data of R. W . Bullard.
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average tissue. Cardiac outputs do not indicate circulatory failure, and arterial

pressure is maintained in the absence of chemical anesthesia.

Blood flows to specific organs need also to be considered. If flow should be

deficient in a critical area, the sufficient cardiac output would not avail. In anesthe-

tized hypothermic dogs the coronary venous blood was shown (Penrod, Berne) to

contain available oxygen. The cerebral blood flow was found (Rosomoff and Hola-

day) to be as adequate as in normothermia.

jVIicroscopic observations of minute vessels in rat mesentery at 20° and in hamster

cheek pouch at 10° reveal that blood ceases to flow in at least half the capillaries and

venules without much visible constriction of those blood vessels (this laboratory).

These stoppages of flow reverse during rewarming. Therefore, general blood flow

in hypothermia diminishes partly l)y means of total cessation of flow through selected

capillaries and venules. Since the cessation is spotty for any given area of mesentery,

over-all oxygen supply may remain adequate.

Oxygen transport in blood. When blood is exposed to low temperatures in vitro

the oxygen dissociation curve (fig. 3) moves far to the left (Brown and Hill, Pen-

rod). This means that oxygen easily coml)ines with the blood's hemoglobin, I)ut

dissociates only at unusually low tissue pressures of oxygen (pOo). Whether cold

tissues can operate when oxygen is supplied by the Ijlood at these low pressures

depends upon (a) how far the oxygen has to diffuse from blood capillaries to its

site, and (b) how low the pO^ is at which the oxidizing enzymes such as cytochrome

oxidase can hand it onward. The first factor is adequate since we find that enough
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capillaries coiuluct blood in a tissue wliere it is used. The second factor depends
upon the operating characteristics of enzyme systems; they too transfer plenty of
oxygen at low temperature.

The over-all delivery of oxygen from the blood to the tissues in general can be
estimated from analyses of mixed venous jjlood. Such analyses in anesthetized dogs
(Bigelow cf al., Rosenhain and Penrod. Hegnauer) show that the fraction of the

blood's oxygen that is unloaded at each circulation is about the same at 18° as at 38°.

Cooled tissues accumulate no measurable oxygen debt.

Tissue pO >. So far as I am aware, partial pressures of oxygen have rarely been
measured by oxygen electrode in any tissue of hypothermic animals (Gollan, 1954).
Tissue p( ),. may be estimated liy two indirect methods, one based on oxygen content

of venous blood, the other based on pO^ of gas bubbles in body cavities. 1 lypothermic

venous blood in %'ii'o shows the diminished pO:- that would be expected from the

shift of oxygen dissociation. Analyses of subcutaneous gas bul)bles in rats (this

laboratory) also reveals the expected decrease of tissue pO^.

Oxygen consumption of isolated tissues likewise diminished greatly (fig. 4). Rat
liver (Fuhrman and Field, 1943), brain (Field ct al., 1944), heart (Fuhrman ct al,

1950), and kidney (Fuhrman and Field, 1942) have been measured. Temperature
(juotients as well as thermal increments are fairly uniform in all ranges of tem-
perature. The limiting pO:., of air at which oxygen consumption would decrease in

slices of different tissues placed at various temperatures has not been ascertained;

this stud\- would tell us whether those tissues in vivo can be getting all the oxygen
they could use at the pOo prevailing there.

Oxygen transfer in cells. iMnallv. the enzvmic transfer of oxvgen into carbon

20 25 30

TEMPERATURE "C.

(5,^.-2.13

10 IS 20 25 30 35

TEMPERATURE "C,

Fig. 4.—Oxygen cunsumptions (QO^) at various temperatures of brain slices from rats.

From Field ct al.
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dioxide and water may be considered. Is it blocked by low temperatures to an extent

one would not expect from the decreased velocities of chemical reactions?

Though slices of isolated tissues consume less oxygen with lower temperatures,

they do not suddenly cease consumption at any one low temperature. I interpret this

to mean there is no "physiological zero" above freezing at which rat tissues cease

to carry on oxidations.

Some tissue homogenates and semi-purified oxidizing enzyme systems have been

studied at low temperatures. These also show no evidence of irreversible damage

within a few hours at 0° C. in their capacities to transfer oxygen (F. A. Fuhrman

et al, 1944). Cytochrome oxidases in particular take up oxygen with ease near 0° C.

While it is possible that another reaction, such as phosphorylation, will limit oxygen

or electron transfer at low temperature, I conclude that none has been found to do

so by the methods so far tried.

Note. Two special processes cease before others when mammals are cooled,

namely, breathing and heart4)eating. All processes, including these, may recover

after an hour or two at 0° ( Andjus, Gollan, 1955 ) whether or not oxygenated blood

is being pumped through the tissues concerned. Are these two processes suspended

through failure of oxidations? For breathing, no direct answer is available; pre-

sumably we should ascertain whetlier oxygen is still being consumed as demanded

in every minute part of the reflex arcs that act in breathing. For cardiac activity

the evidence is decisive : oxygen is available and utilized by hearts that have reached

standstill or ventricular fibrillation (Hegnauer, Badeer). I conclude that synaptic

transmission, breathing, and pumping, the known ^•ital processes that stop at body

temperatures above 5° C, probably do not lack oxidative energy. My general expe-

rience also suggests that we rarely find under natural conditions a single limiting

factor, such as oxygen supply or use. controlling any process, and we would be well

advised to study the whole system of equilibria that shift with diminishing

temperature.

SUMMARY. We have considered five stages in the delivery of oxygen to the energy-

yielding processes upon which cells depend for continuance of their work. In all of

these stages, as in oxygen consumption of the whole body, we find evidence of

oxygen sufficiency. Reduction of oxygen consumption in deep hypothermia is itself

dictated by the lessened demand for oxygen in every metabolizing cell. Cessation

of breathing and of heartbeats, u])on which oxygen delivery ordinarily depends,

itself does not arise from inability of the medulla or the heart to metabolize oxida-

tive energy. I conclude that cold death results from changes other than failure of

oxidation. V'dv from producing anoxia, therefore, hypothermia prolongs the

endurance of it.
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OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF MAMMALIAN TISSUES AT
REDUCED TEMPERATURES

F. A. FUHRMAN

The problem of temperature coefficients of isolated tissues, which Dr. ilrown and

Dr. Horvath touched on, can be summarized in figure 1.

The curve which Dr. Adolph showed was the one relating the oxygen consump-

tion of the brain to temperature over a range of approximately zero to 40° C. I have

added to that curve the oxygen consumption of a number of other tissues deter-

mined in the same way. These are all slices of tissue studied under as nearly identi-

cal conditions as possible in Ringer's phosphate-glucose solution.

In general all of these curves are similar to the one which Dr. Adolph showed

for the brain in that they are smooth over most of their course. It is now possible

to carry this below zero for the brain and, if freezing does not occur, the curve is

still smooth, a continuation of the one shown here.

Temperature coefficients at the various temperatures are not necessarily constant

over the whole temperature range, and they are not constant from one tissue to

another. The temperature coefficient, Qio, of the brain is approximately constant

over a good part of the temperature range (10° to 37.5° C). For the other tissues

this may or may not be so. In general the Qio'5 range between 2 and 3 over the

central part of the temperature range, from approximately 10° or 15° C. up to about

35° or 37° C. Outside of this range the temperature coefficients may fluctuate

widely, in general becoming much larger.

It has been shown by Field and his co-workers that at 37° C. one may ol)tain a

reasonable approximation of metabolic rate of the whole animal by summating the

metabolic rate of the individual tissues, in which case if one makes allowances for

the contribution of respiratory activity, muscle tension and cardiac activity, one

approximates the total metabolic rate of the animal from summating the rates of the

tissues.

We have made some preliminary calculations of this kind at 18° C, using for the

rat at that temperature the total oxygen consumption obtained by Dr. Adolph, which

has been confirmed in a few experiments of our own. At this temperature also the

metabolic rate of the hypothermic animal can be largely accounted for as the sum-

mated respiration of the individual tissues. Again, this illustrates that there appears

to be no interference with oxygen delivery over this range of from approximately

zero to 37° C.
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Fig. 1.—Oxygen consumption of rat tissues as a function of temperature. The rate of oxygen
consumption (QO^) is expressed on a wet weight basis for various tissues of adult albino

(Wistar) rats. All tissues were suspended in Ringer-phosphate-glucose medium with 100%
oxygen as the gas phase. The sources of data are as follows : Kidney—F. A. Fuhrman and

J. Field: J. Pharmacol. Exper. Therap. 75 .-58, 1942; Liver—F. A. Fuhrman and J. Field: Arch.
Biochem. 6:337, 1945; Heart—G. J. Fuhrman, F. A. Fuhrman, and J. Field: Amer. J. Physiol.

163:642, 1950; Brain—J. Field, F. A. Fuhrman, and A. W. Martin: J. Neurophysiol. 7:l\7,

1944; Muscle—N. Hollinger : Ph.D. Dissertation, Stanford University, 1944; .Skin—F. A. Fuhr-
man and G. J. Fuhrman : unpublished.



RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGIC STUDIES DURING
HYPOTHERMIA

JOHN W. SKVERINGHAUS and M. STUPFEL

Methods. The major physicocheniical effects of changing temperature on hlood

gas transport mechanisms have heen summarized l)y UiH and Forl)es^ and Rosen-

hain and Penrod.- Briefly, the sokibihty of l)oth oxygen and caribou dioxide in blood

is increased more than 50 per cent at 20° C. For each degree fall in temperature

the serum pK' rises .005 pH units (see below) and the whole blood pH [in vitro)

rises 0.0147 pH units. The changes in oxygen dissociation curves have been dis-

cussed. These changes invalidate the usual nomograms used for computing gas

tensions, or pH.

The direct determination of blood gas tensions using the Roughton-Scholander

syringe technique will provide the correct tension if the equilibration and absorp-

tion procedures are carried out at body temperature. Since it is difficult to adjust

baths to exact and rapidly varying body temperatures, it was desirable to be able

to apply corrections for small temperature differences. These corrections may be

computed from the standard curves for oxygen dissociation, CO2 solubility, and the

known pH and pK' changes. The assumption is made, and has been verified experi-

mentally, that plasma CO^ content and whole blood oxygen content are not altered

by in vitro changes in temperature. For oxygen, the fact that temperature alters

blood pH, and this in turn alters the dissociation curve in addition to the alteration

due to the temperature change at constant pH, must be included. Over small ranges

of temperature it is sufficiently accurate to reduce the observed tension, per degree

difference between body and equilibration bath, by 6 per cent for oxygen and by

4.7 per cent for COo. An accurate expression for these relations is given as follows

:

P,, = P„X10'^^^'>-T"'-^^

where Pb and Po are the gas tensions in mm. Hg at body and water bath tempera-

tures respectively, Ti, and T,. The factor "f" varies with temperature and i)H, values

being given in Table I for oxygen and carl)on dioxide.

These calculated temperature corrections have been subjected to experimental

confirmation using the Riley modification of the direct tension technique. The aver-

age change for oxygen tension found on reducing blood temperature from ?)7 to 24°

was 54 per cent, which is 6.1 per cent per degree when converted by the above

TABLE I

Factors iou Coruixtinc IIlood Oxvi.en and Cardox Dioxide Tension ero:m tue

Temi'eratuke ok Measurement to the TE^rl'ERAT^RE or the Subject

Factors
Factors "f" for oxygen "f" for

^ J- , C'tr. at

at pH at pH at pTI at pH all pH
Temp. (C.) 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 values

2,7° 02349 .02410 .02475 .02542 .0192

30° 02435 .024% .()25(.l .02628 .0200

23° 02523 .02584 .02049 .02716 .0219
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formula. (Note: this is not 34 ])er cent divided l)y 13°, since the decrease is a frac-

tion of the tension for each increment, lience a los^aritlimic decrease.) For CO., a

greater experimental scatter was noted, and the average change ohserved, 3 per cent

per degree, is not considered reliahle. There is no reason to douht the accuracy of

the calculated \'alues, based on well established factors.

COv tension was also comi)Uted from pil measured on whole blood and plasma

COo content, S and pK' using the Ilenderson-Hasselbalch ecjuation, solved for Poo.,-

p _ COo content
•''»^-

S(10(PH-PK' + 1)

S may be ol)tained by multiplying the values for alpha of CO. in water, in standard

handbooks, by the figm-e 0.0544, giving 0.0301 at c>8° C.

Determination of pK'. It has been assumed since 1928 that ])K' is 6.105 at 38°

and 6.19 at 20°. varying in linear fashion between these temperatures. These data

are based on an averaging of several investigators' data compiled by Hastings ct al.,^

and the determination of temperature sensitivity by Cullen et al.* To our knowdedge,

subsequent reports at variance with these have not been incorporated into investiga-

tive procedure. Robinson ct al:' reported a large number of pK' determinations on

human sera in 1934, averaging 6.092. Furthermore, if data on horse sera are omitted

from Hastings ct al., the average is 6.094. With regard to temperature variations

in pK, Rossier and Mean'' in 1941 reported variations twice as great as those ob-

served by Cullen ct al. Dill ct a I.' noted changes in pK' with the pH of the serum in

which the determination was made, corresponding to a rise of 0.03 for a fall in pH
of one unit. With these conflicting data at hand, it seemed w^ise to determine the

])K' variations with temperature and pH. as they would affect our observations. A
further reason was that pH standards have been changed through the years, and

that most of the data were obtained with hydrogen electrodes, whereas most investi-

gative work is now done with the glass electrode.

Our 41 determinations, on 9 sera, agree well with Robinson, suggesting that pK'
is 6.090 at 37.5°, pH 7.4. We found the increase of .pK with falling pH to be slightly

greater than Dill et al, our slope being .042. At 24° this slope was increased to .062,

and the rise of pK' at pH 7.4 agreed with Cullen, a value of —0.005 per degree

being found (fig. 1 ). These data have been incorporated into a nomogram (fig. 2)

for the calculation of human serum pK' at various temperatures and pH values.

Physiology of pulmonary function during hypothermia. Hypothermia de-

presses the spontaneous respiratory exchange. The magnitude of this depression and

the temperature of its end point, apnea, depend greatly on the depth of anesthesia,

the type and amount of premedication, and individual variations, precluding an\-

valid prediction of these quantitative ventilatory responses to hypothermia. It is

usually assumed that assistance to or control of respiration is desirable during

hypothermia.

Whenever artificial respiration is used, questions arise concerning its effect on the

blood gas tensions, the pH and the circulation. At 2)7° the problem is the mainte-

nance of normal values. At reduced temperatures an additional problem presents

itself: What are the most desirable values of pH and Pco.,. there being no normal?

If one holds pH or Pco., constant, CO. is retained. In other species pH may rise
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during cooling, as in alligators, or fall as in hibernators. The current favoring of

hyperventilation is based largely on the incidence of ventricular fibrillation in animals

cooled without assisted respiration. On the other hand, vigorous hyperventilation

may deprive tissue of oxygen by two factors: (1 ) the rising pH further shifts the

oxygen dissociation curve to low tensions, and (2) cardiac filling and output is

reduced.

A further complication arises when an attempt is made to relate ventilation, as

measured by tidal volume and respiratory rate, to the resultant pH and Pco^- At

2)7° these relationships are conveniently obtained from diagrams. During hypo-

thermia, the metabolic production of COo falls, solubilities change, and the lung may

behave differently. Reports have suggested that during hypothermia, COj elimina-

tion from the lung may somehow be blocked (Osborn^). We have therefore done

the following experiments to establish some of the relationships between ventilation

and blood gases during hypothermia.

Dogs were curarized. anesthetized and ventilated at known rates with known

volumes of air, and cooled in ice packs. Determinations included lung compliance,

arterial blood pH and Pco.,, end-expiratory Poo,, expired air COj concentrations,

anatomic and physiologic dead space and alveolar ventilation. Results are as

follows

:

(1) The anatomic or airway dead space at 25° was increased by 70-90 per cent.

A similar increase in the warm animal is obtained with atropine. Bronchoconstric-

tion resulting from vagal stimulation, easily observed as a decreasing anatomic dead

space, is blocked at 2S° . The cardiodepressor effect of vagal stimulation is greatly

depressed or absent at 25°.

(2) Physiologic dead space, calculated from the Bohr formula using arterial

Pco.,. is also increased during hypothermia, again due to bronchodilatation.

(3) Alveolar dead space, a portion of the physiologic dead space due to uneven

distribution within the lung, is unchanged or reduced during hypothermia. If there

were any block in C():. excretion, from any cause, it would be expected to enlarge

this value.

(4) The difference between arterial and alveolar (end-expiratory) CO2 tensions

is a further measure of uneven distribution, primarily of blood flow. This differ-

ence was not altered, or often reduced during hypothermia, again suggesting no

impairment in COj excretion.

(5) The slope of the alveolar nitrogen plateau after a single breath of oxygen is

a measure of uneven ventilation. No significant change was observed in this slope.

(6) As temperature falls, provided tidal volume and rate are held constant, the

arterial Pco., at 25° falls to about ^ the control value. This fall reflects a comparable

decrease in metabolism. The arterial pH usually rises 0.1 unit.

(7) Metabolic acidosis occurs to a variable extent, both at Ci7° and during cool-

ing, depending on the depth of anesthesia, and the agent used. Acidosis was less

severe with iientobarbital than with chloralose.

(8) Compliance tends to decrease during hypothermia, ])ut not significantlv more
than during a sinn'lar s])an of time at Z7° . This progressive fall is proI)abl\- due to

such lung changes as atelectasis, congestion and rarely edema.

In summary, hypothermia leads to an increased anatomic dead space through
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I)r()nch(Klilatati()ii, Imt no evidence of difficulty in elinn'nation of carlxm dioxide

lias been observed, provided the known changes in blood gas tensions are considered.
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THE GAS TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN HYPOTHERMIA

F. F. KAO

One of the must important aspects of the physiology of liyputhermia is the change

in the gas transport system which normally is called npon to supply oxygen con-

tinuously to and remove carbon dioxide from the metaliolizing tissues. During the

hypothermic state, the body temperature as well as the oxygen consumption of the

organism increases during shivering- but decreases when shivering is aboHshed. The

adequacy of the adjustment of the gas transport system during hypothermia can be

evaluated by correlating ventilation and cardiac output with oxygen consumption.

In dogs, as in man, under normal resting condition, ventilation and cardiac output

are precisely regulated to meet metabolic demands, as evidenced by the constancy of

the ventilatory equivalent for oxygen (VEo^, defined as ventilation in liters per

minute BTPS divided by oxygen consumption in 100 ml. per minute STPD) and

the circulation equivalent for oxygen (CEo^. defined as cardiac out]nit in liters per

minute divided by oxygen consumption in 100 ml. per minute STPDj.

During hypothermia, both VE,,^ and CE„^ change as a function of oxygen con-

sumption. The relationship between ventilation and oxygen consumption in 1 2 hypo-

thermic dogs (without shivering) is shown in figure 1, in which ventilation is curvi-

linearly related to oxygen consumption. The concavity of the curve faces the vertical

axis, indicating a decrease in the ventilatory equivalent for oxygen at low levels of

oxygen consumption caused by a decrease in body temperature. Figure 2 reveals

a similar relationship between ventilation and oxygen consumption in hypothermic

2.0
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dogs, with sliixfiiiii;-. An increase in the \'K„.. occurs at high levels of oxygen con-

sumption. Since a change in V'Eo., indicates change in tlie alveolar r\.„,. it can he

predicted that the arterial Pfo^ and ventilation luust he inversely related in these

hypothermic dogs. Figure 3 shows this prediction is true. The dotted line in figure 3

is the predicted result, using the ventilation equation.' The solid line in figure 3

represents that filled to the availahle data. hVom these results, it can further he pre-

dicted that respiratory acidosis must occur during hypothermia without shivering

and respiratory alkalosis exists during hypothermia with shivering. This prediction

has heen verified hy experimental results.

-

Cardiac output increases in the hypothermic dogs when shivering occurs, Init it

decreases in ahsence of shivering. It is interesting to note that the circulatory equiva-

lent for oxygen is also curvilinearly related to oxygen consumption (fig. 4), indi-

cating that the cardiac output is more than adequate to transport oxygen at low levels

of oxygen consumption hut less adeciuate at high levels of oxygen consumption.

The significance of this finding as well as of the regulatory process of cardiac output

during hypothermia is at present not explained.

During hypothermia in dogs, ventilation fails first, followed hy the failure of the

heart. The regulation of the gas transport system during hypothermia is of a com-

plex nature because of the numerous stimuli produced during hypothermia, in addi-

tion to those prevailing in the normal condition.

100 200 300

Pc02 mm Hg

Fig. 3.—The relationship between ventilation and arterial Pcoo- The dotted Hne represents

the predicted results. The solid line is the line fitted to the data obtained during hypothermia,

both with and without shivering.
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sumption in hypothermic dogs both with and without shivering. The fitted line takes the shape
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HYPOTHERMIA IN THE UNANESTHETIZED
POIKILOTHERMIG DOG

ALLEN 1). KELLER

The reason for attempting to reduce large heat regulating laboratory animals to

the completely non-heat regulatory status was threefold, h'irst, it was desired to

determine if the ability of the homotherni to maintain l)ody core temperature near

constancy was dependent upon nerve cells localized to the hypothalamus as first sug-

gested by Ott^ on the basis of puncture experiments and later clearly indicated by

the brain slicing experiments of Isenschmid and Schnitzler.- Second, if this proved

to be so it seemed probable that graded tissue defects in the hypothalamus might

permit greater insight into the "whats" and the "hows" of heat regulation. Third,

there are many ways in which an ambulatory poikilothermic homotherni could be

used as a laboratory "test tube." The effects of thermal variables applied to tissues

and organs in their otherwise normal habitat could be determined uncomplicated by

superimposed thermal regulatory or anesthesia influences. Tissue chemistry could

be "slow motioned" to allow study of changes in intermediary metalxjlism, blood

clotting, antibody formation and similar processes. The thermal spectrum for invad-

ing pathogens might be delimited.

The material to follow constitutes a summary-report of progress made toward

attaining these objectives.

THE POIKILOTHERMIC DOG

The healthy dog is an exceptionally good heat regulator as judged by its ability

to prevent a lowering of its core temperature in the presence of an abrupt and heavy

cooling load. This is illustrated in the upper portion of figure 1 by the colonic tem-

perature curves for a dog when, without any previous conditioning to cold, it was

abruptly subjected to an ambient temperature of 3° C. for 6 hours and of —20° C.

for a 24-hour period. During the 3° C. exposure, deep colonic temi)erature was

maintained at 3S° C. for the period of the exposure. When subjected abruptly to

— 20° C. core temperature rose from 38 to 38.7° C. during the first hour of exposure

and remained at this elevated level during the remainder of the 24-hour run. Thus,

increasing the cooling load had a sustained elevating effect.

The completely poikilothermic animal. The ability to hold body temperature

at or slightly above the homothermic level under such circumstances is due to auto-

matic regulatory processes mediated by nerve cells localized to the gray matter in

the hypothalamus." This is evidenced by the fact that when the nerve fibers which

descend from this area are severed the animals lose all ability to regulate against

cold. The colonic temperature curves of two such preparations when subjected to

an ambient temperature of 3° C. are shown in the lower portion of figure 1. It was

necessary to incubate them at 30° C. to keep the body temperature at the normal

38° range; when they were abruptly placed in an environment of 3° C. the colonic

temperature fell progressively in a straight line to reach 28° C. at the end of a 3-hour

61
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Upper Portion. Deep colonic temperature of a dog when it was subjected to (1) a

moderate cooling load for 6 hours, solid circles, and (2) a heavy cooling load for _'4 liours,

crosses. The presence of shivering is indicated by stippling between temperature points. Note

that the heavier the cooling load the more vigorous is the physiolo.^ical resistance to core

hypothermia. Lozwr Portion. Body cooling curves of two completely poikilothermic dogs when

they were abruptly subjected to tiie same C(n)ling load. Solid lines between temperature points

indicate the absence of shivering. Note the straight line fall in body temperature while housed

at 3° C. and absence of any spontaneous rise when removed to an ambient temperature of 22° C.
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ex])osure ; there was no shivering. This straiglit h'ne fall in core temperatnre at the

rate of 3.^° C. j^er hour with no change in slope that might indicate the retention

(if reniiianta] ri'gulatiir\- ])n\vers has heen the criterimi used for characterizing the

completely poikilothermic animal. \\ hen the preparations were removed from the

3° to a 22° C. amhient temperature, core temperatures remained stationary at 28° C.

The tissue defect in each of these preparations was a reasonal)ly selective thermo-

coagulation of the i)osterior half of the hypothalamic gray. Sagittal sections taken

from the series on Dog 2S are shown in figure 2 and illustrate the location and extent

of the tissue defect which rendered this animal completely ])oikilothermic against

cold. Observe the sharpness of the edges of the lesion with no distortion of adja-

cent tissue and the absence of debris or scar in the defect—it has simply become a

part of the third ventricle. It has been our experience that a lesion which eliminates

all regulation against cold does not leave any gray caudal or lateral to the lesion but

in turn the defect need not involve the tissue lying immediately adjacent to this

gray. If posterior hypothalamic gray remains, a proportional ability to combat cold

also remains ; it matters n(jt whether the intact gray be situated laterally, medially,

dorsally or ventrally. If a relatively large portion of the posterior hypothalamic

gray remains undisturbed, the animal's regulation against cold does not deviate

materially from the normal.

The partially poikilothermic animal. Cooling curves demonstrating retention

of remnantal cold combatting powers are graphed in figure 3. A curve which has

been interpreted as indicating the absence of non-shivering heat production with

retained remnantal shivering heat producing ability is shown in the instance of

Dog 112. For the first two hours the core temperature fell at the same rate as in

the completely poikilothermic animal after which, at a core temperature of 31° C,
shivering began and sufficient heat was produced to slow body cooling materially.

A curve suggesting the retention of remnantal non-shivering heat producing ability

is shown in the instance of Dog 53. Here the core temperature fell progressively in

essentially a straight line but more slowly than in tire instance of a complete deficit

;

shivering was not in evidence at any time. A cooling curve which indicates the reten-

tion of both non-shivering and shivering heat producing ability in remnantal amounts

is shown in the instance of Dog 527. At first the core temperature fell in a straight

line but more slowly than in the instance of Dog 28, until it reached 32° C. at

which time shivering began and rapidly produced sufficient heat to prevent further

body cooling.

A slower cooling rate in the absence of shivering might be due to retained ability

to reduce heat loss by conductance rather than to an increase in internal heat. How-

ever, the fact that such preparations exhibit a spontaneous rise in body temperature

when removed to an ambient temperature of 22° C, whereas the core temperature

of the completely poikilothermic dog does not, has been interpreted by us as giving

presumptive proof of retained non-shivering heat producing ability both in relation

to hypothalamic ablations and localization of nerve fiber pathways at lower levels.^-
*

Oxygen consumption determinations on such preparations have verified the cor-

rectness of this interpretation as illustrated below in figures 5, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 3.—Cooling curves illustrating different types of reninantal cold combatting powers which

frequently escape the surgical attempt to reduce the animal to tlie completel}^ poikilothermic

status. See text for further reference.

BASAL HEAT PRODUCTION* IN DOGS RENDERED POIKILO-
THER^IIC IN VARYING DEGREES BY LARGE POSTERIOR

HYPOTHALAMIC COAGULATIONS

Basal heat production determinations calculated from oxygen consumption in

45 unoperated dogs, 36 dogs after they were inflicted with large posterior hypo-

thalamic coagulations and 6 litter mates before and after varying degrees of adeno-

hypophysectomy are plotted in figure 4. As shown by the lines drawn through the

scattered points for the unoperated dogs the average basal heat production for the

5-13 kg. weight range was 1.75 Calories per kilogram of dog per hour, for the

* The author is indebted to Lt. Harold G. Danford for oxygen consumption determinations.
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in figure 4 is an example of the former group and 557 also circled is an example

of the latter group.

The differential lesions are schematized in the drawing in figure 5. When the

junctional tissue lying hetween the hypothalanuis and midbrain is coagulated, as

delimited by the stippled circle, without infringing materially upon the structural

integrity of the hypothalamic gray the animal is rendered poikilothermic without

any lowering in basal energy metabolism. This same result is attained by complete

transection of the brain stem at any level below the hypothalamic gray as indicated

by the straight line. But, when the heat-regulating nerve cells are ablated at the ex-

pense of consideral)le cephalic encroachment upon the structural integrity of the

tuberal and anterior hypothalamic gray as delimited by the S(jlid circle, a reduction

in basal energy metabolism results in addition to rendering the animal poikilo-

thermic.

Analysis of these differential tissue defects and associated deficits forces the con-

clusions that physiological regulation against cold is primarily a neural affair, a

function of the neural hypothahiinus, whereas the normally elevated basal energy

metabolism is an endocrine affair, presumably a function of the endocrine hypo-

thalainiis.

The possibility that the basal energy metaljolism deficit might be directly due to

"neighborhood" involvement of the adenohypophysis cannot be entirely ruled out.

However, it is doubtful that this is the case because these preparations exhibit no

other hypophysial deficits (except possibly sex atrophy) and further it is necessary

to remove the larger part of the adenohypophysis before a basal energy metabolism

hypophysis

Fig. S.—Diagram schematizing the differential lesions for separation of mechanism for regula-

tion against cold and the mechanism for reduction in basal energy metabolism. See text for

further reference.
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deficit is in evidence (see data in figure 4) . It is not a matter of the adenohypophysis

being dependent upon nerve impulses passing from the hypothalamus to the hypo-

physis through the infundibulum because the adenohypophysis can be completely

separated from the hypothalamus either by simple stalk section (Dog 295, figure 3)

or by a selective neurohypophysectomy'' without altering basal energy metabolism.

It seems reasonably certain that this reduction in basal energy metabolism pre-

cipitated by associated massive involvement of the hypothalamic gray matter is the

underlying basis for (1) an increased sensitivity to anesthesia exhibited by these

preparations, (2) the decrease in the magnitude of a neurohypophysectomy poly-

dipsia,^*^ (3) the enhancement of pathological obesity when animals are maintained

on a fixed diet^^ and perhaps the permanent lowering of blood pressure both in the

normotensive and renal hypertensive dog,^^ as well as the increased threshold for

eosinopenic stimuli associated with hypothalamic lesions of various categories.^^

Temperature coefficient for heat production in poikilothermic dog. The

temperature coefficient for heat production in the completely poikilothermic dog

cannot as yet be stated with exactness, first, because of the small number of animals

studied and, second, because of the complication which a reduction in basal energy

metabolism introduces into the calculations. Heat production values at different body

temperatures are plotted in figure 6 opposite the cooling curves for 4 animals, 2 of

which were completely poikilothermic against cold and 2 which retained remnantal

non-shivering heat producing ability.
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Fig. 6.—Cooling curves on left and heat production values for various body temperatures on

right for four dogs. Note that two were completely poikilothermic and two retained remnantal

non-shivering heat producing ability, as demonstrated by tlie cooling curves as well as the heat

production data. See text for further reference.
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Dog 447 and Dog 442 were both completely poikilothermic according to the cri-

terion of cooiing to 28° C. in three hours. Note that the lines fitted through the

heat production points for the 2 animals both show a progressive straight line fall

but that the slope of the curve for 447 is steeper than the one for 442 ; 447 having a

calculated Qio of 2.8 and 442 one of 2.5. This difference in Qio seemingly is due
to the fact that 447's basal heat production was in the normal range, whereas 442
suffered a 20 per cent reduction and at lower body temperatures the spread betzueen

the heat production values progressively decreased. ( It also follows that the elevated

basal energy metabolism mediated by the endocrine hypothalamus is maximally

effective only at the homotherm temperature level.) Thus, one can roughly predict

that the Qio for a completely poikilothermic dog with an associated maximal reduc-

tion in basal heat will be in the neighborhood of 2.2. Accordingly, in using the O,,;.

as a criterion for evidencing the absence of or the retention of a non-shivering cold

stimulated internal heat source it is necessary to take into account the presence and

magnitude of any associated reduction in basal energy metabolism.

Cold stimulated non-shivering heat production. The cooling curve on the

other 2 dogs in figure 6 reflects the retention of remnantal non-shivering cold stimu-

lated heat production. In Dog 350 it took an extra hour and in Dog 380 an extra

four hours to cool to 28° C. The calculated Qto was 2.1 for 350 and 1.6 for 380.

Both figures correlate well with the degree of retained heat-producing ability indi-

cated by the cooling curves.

Other examples of close correlations between cooling curves and calculated heat

production values at different body temperatures are illustrated in figures 7 and 8 by

Dogs 396 and 2)2>7 . In Dog 396 the body cooled during the first hour at the rate of a

completely poikilothermic animal after which the curve moved decidedly to the right.

Similarly, heat production at a core temperature of 35° C. indicated a fall in heat

production at the rate of a Qio in the same range of that for the non-heat regulating

animal but subsequently plateaued such that there was as much heat being produced

at a core temperature of 30° C. as there was at Z2)° C. This demonstrates the pres-

ence of a sizeable remnant of non-shivering heat producing ability which was acti-

vated at a considerably increased threshold. Further, the amount of heat produced

was progressively increased as body temperature was lowered (see also heat pro-

duction points for Dog 380 in figure 6). In spite of a maximal reduction in basal

oxygen consumption Dog ?)2)7 exhibited both non-shivering and shivering heat pro-

ducing ability, exhibiting a Qio in the neighborhood of 1.6 for heat production up

to the time when shivering was activated.

The subject of cold-stimulated non-shivering heat production requires further

comment. There has long been a controversy as to whether there is an automatic

increase in non-shivering heat production in response to cold. Analysis of the fore-

going data should leave no doubt as to the existence of a non-shivering heat source

in the dog. It should he emphasised that cold-stimulated, non-shivering heat pro-

duction is just as distinct an entity as is shivering heat production. Each has sepa-

rate and distinct nerve cell and descending fiber tract representation in the hypo-

thalamic gray matter and brain stem. Each is equally dependent upon nerve impulses

efferenting from these neurons. Following hypothalamic ablations remnants of each

may be disassociated one from the other and may exhibit a markedly increased
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Fig. 8.—Cooling curves and heat production values for different body temperatures, graphed

as bars, for Dog i^l , evidencing retention of both non-shivering and shivering heat production

in remnantal amounts. The presence of shivering is indicated by stippling in the cooling curve

and by cross hatching in the heat production bar.

The circled point is the preoperative basal heat production value for this particular dog. See

text for further reference.

Renal^ All procedures were carried out in the post-absorptive state. H}-po-

thermia was induced by subjecting the animal to an ambient temperature of 3° C.

until deep colonic temperature was reduced to the desired level, after which the

animal was moved to a room held at 20 to 22° C. Body temperature remained at a

reasonably constant level during the time that renal clearances were determined.

Clearances at different body temperatures were done on different days with no less

than 5-day intervals. Laboratory procedures have been described in detail elsewhere.^

Glomerular filtration rate and effective renal plasma flow were determined in

5 dogs and Tm PAH in 4 dogs, all of which retained varying degrees of remnantal

physiological resistance to hypothermia but not sufficient in magnitude to prevent a

progressive hypothermia from developing when exposure to cold was sufficiently

prolonged.

t The author is indebted to Lt. Ivan T. Alader for renal function assessments.
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There was an obvious decrease in glomerular filtration rate and renal plasma flow

which progressed more rapidly at lower body temperatures (32 to 28° C.) than at

the mild hypothermia level (36 to 34° C). This tendency for the clearances not to

decrease at lesser degrees of hypothermia seemed to be roughly proportional to the

magnitude of the retained cold-combatting powers. The results obtained on a dog

which approximated closely the completely poikilothermic status and which also did

not exhibit any postoperative change in Ijasal energy metabolism are charted in

figures 9 and 10. The results in this dog perhaps reflect the effects of graded hypo-

thermia upon these functions, uncomplicated by other superimposed factors. In

both instances the clearances were slightly higher postoperatively but they decreased

progressively, in a reasonably straight line fashion, with a progressive decrease in

body temperature.

Tubular maxima for para-aminohippurate were significantly lowered at reduced
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PRE-OPERATIVE 38 36 34 32 30 28
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Fig. 10.—Relationship of glomerular filtration rate to deep colonic temperature in Dog 504.

Figures in parentheses indicate number of times clearances were done at that particular core

temperature.

body core temperatures, but in contrast to glomerular filtration rate and renal

plasma flow in most instances, the greatest reduction occurred characteristically at

mild degrees of hypothermia. The data on 4 dogs are charted in figure 11. Here again

the decrease in tubular maxima in the dog, which approximated a straight-line fall,

was in a preparation which approximated the completely poikilothermic status. Per-

haps, therefore, the precipitous fall during early hypothermia can be correlated with

the retention of remnantal heat regulatory ability.

The ability of the kidney to concentrate, as measured by osmotic flow-load

curves, was not noticeably afi^ected by core temperatures of 28° C.

Cardiovascular.^ Observations were made before and during the induction of

hypothermia and during rewarming in several unanesthetized poikilothermic dogs

t The author is indebted to Lt. Frederick R. Mugler, Jr. for cardiovascular observations.
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PRE-OPERATIVE
38 36 34 32 30
DEEP COLONIC TEM PERATURE °C

Fig. 11.—Relationship of tubular maxima for para-aminohippurate to deep colonic tempera-

ture in four partially poikilothermic dogs. The variation in slope may be related to retained

resistance to hypothermia; note that the line drawn through the solid circles approaches a

straight line and this animal retained the least cold combatting powers.

and several unoperated animals when under a surgical depth of nembutal anesthesia.

Hypothermia was induced by subjecting the animals to an ambient temperature of

15 to 10° C. ; rewarming was accomplished by rapidly increasing the temperature of

the room to 40 to 45° C. All the unanesthetized dogs retained some ability to resist

hypothermia btit not sufficient in magnitude to prevent a progressive hypothermia

from developing when the cold exposure was sufficiently prolonged.

The electrocardiograms have shown the expected P-R and Q-T prolongation, with

a broadened QRS, on cooling the poikilotherms. Additionally, the ST segment cur-

rent of injury has been noted when the deep colonic temperattu-e dropped

below 33° C.

The pf)ikil(ithcrniic dogs have uniforniK- c\liil)ite(l a pi)sti)pcrati\e bracKcardia

and sinus arrhythmia with marked fluctuation in systolic and diastolic blood pressure

levels, depending on the respiratory phase. On cooling, a gradual reduction of the
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nic.'iii l)li)()(l pressure has oceiirred, willi lurtlier slowing' of the l)ra(l\cr(»tic ])ulse.

( )n rewarminjj, the mean IjIockI pressure rose hut the i)ulse rate chd uot rise and at

times rontinuecl to deerease. With the onset of shiverin_ii^, a rise in l)lood pressure

has eonsislentI\- heeu ol)ser\'ed. Also on eoolins^, res])iration has slowed in all animals

and on rewarniini; has returned to or ahoxe the initial rate. These features are illus-

trated hy the data from one experiment charted in figure 12.

In the poikilotherms, the temperature of the paw toe pads has fallen sharply to

near that of the cool aml)ient air. The chest skin temperature has varied from 2 to

.^^ C. below the deep colonic temperature. On rewarming, these skin temperatures

have risen sharply toward the ambient air temperature of 40-45° C. These features

are illustrated by the data from one experiment charted in figure 13.

During cooling the operated dogs consistently showed a rise in arterial whole

l)lood COo while the changes in arterial whole blood pH, hematocrit and arterial

oxygen saturation have been variable. These features are illustrated by the data

from one experiment charted in figure 14. In our experience the anesthetized un-

operated dog with unassisted respiration has shown an earlier and greater altera-

tion in the chemical status of the blood during cooling than have the poikilotherms

;

in particular, the pH fall has been more constant and COj rise more marked.

Some of the poikilothermic animals have shown irritability and excitement at the
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-Diagram of vital signs on cooling in a representative experiment.
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Fig. 14.—Serial whole blood pH, CO2 and arterial O, on cooling in a representative

experiment.

emotionally to being teased or stroked. The animals exhibit no outward signs of

discomfort from cold.

Disturbance in movements of progression are not discernible until body core tem-

perature reaches the neighborhood of 34° C, at which point there is a suspicion of

a lack of smoothness in muscular movement. At 32° C. there is a definite slowness

in muscular movement with a beginning appearance of a characteristic "gait." At

30° C, superimposed upon the "gait" which is now definite, is an occasional stagger

to one side or the other with automatic "catching" of the body to prevent falling.

At 28° C. the immediately foregoing irregularities may or may not be noticeably

intensified. It is suspected that this variation at 28° C. in the severity of symptoms

from one animal to another is a function of the duration of core hypothermia.

In general it is surprising that an animal is so little disturbed by a body tempera-

ture of 30 to 28° C. Analysis of the foregoing forces the conclusion that a 10° C.

reduction of body temperature below the homothermic level does not eliminate or

materially impair functions associated with cerebration, central and peripheral syn-

aptic conduction and the contractile process in muscle. The staggering and "catching"

of the body is interpreted as evidence of a beginning disturbance in the postural

reflexes, presumably at the central synapse.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Alan C. Burton: I would like to ask Dr. Keller if he has any ohservations on

the effect of these surgical procedures on the pilo-niotor response to cold.

Dr. Keller: The first dog shown in the movie e.xhihited pilo-erection at the same
time that it began shivering ; this was at a colonic temperature in the neighborhood

of 32° C. The second dog shown exhibited no pilo-erection and did not shiver.

Whether or not pilo-erection can be disassociated from shivering as a neurological

remnant I do not know. It is difficult to tell on some animals whether pilo-erection

is or is not present.

Dr. Burton: I was wondering- if you fell tliat it was mediated 1)\- adrenal or bv

nerve supply.

Dr. Keller: Definitely by nerve impulses eft'erenting from the li}pollialamic level.
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Dr. John IV. Severingliaus: Did you measure the temperature of the dog in other

parts of the body?

[)r. Keller: "^'es, but we have not done so sufficiently to give a differential tabula-

tion.

Dr. JoJin U . Sei'eriiKjIiaiis: I asked alxiut temperature gradients in various por-

tions of the body because of a curious observation we have made. During cooling,

the rectal and colonic temperature of a dog falls slightly faster than the arterial and
esophageal temperature. However, after vagotomy, the temperature in a certain area

of the colon, about 15-20 cm. from the anus, uniformly falls much faster than any

of the other deep temperatures. We have observed temperatures 12-14 degrees

cooler than the arterial, esophageal, and 5 cm. rectal temperatures. This result could

be obtained by the use of ice water on the abdominal wall alone. However, it was
not due to direct heat transfer through the thin layer of wall, since the thermocouple

at autopsy was far from the surface. There was no measurable fall in portal flow

with vagotomy, so we do not believe this fall to be due to lack of blood flow to the

colon. Our unproven hypothesis is that after vagotomy, blood from the abdominal

wall may return to the systemic circulation by way of veins closely associated with

this area of the colon. It may be, therefore, that other neurologic lesions might pro-

duce this anomaly and give erroneous temperature recordings if deep rectal tem-

perature alone is measured.

Dr. Jean Calm: Did you cool thyroidectomized animals?

Dr. Keller: No, we have not.

Dr. Calm: We did many experiments on adrenalectomized or hypophysectonn"zed

rats, either in surface cooling technique or in artificial hibernation, and we observed

the same results. But we found that it is very difficult to cool some thyroidectomized

animals. They resist the cooling even more when the thyroidectomy has been done
for two or three days.

It would seem the resistance against cold is greatest after three or four or five

days, and it is impossible to obtain the same drop in the body temperature as in the

control if we don't block the thyrotropic secretion* by iodine proteins (tyrosine or

thyroxine). If we did, we obtained a drop in the colonic temperature for thvroid-

ectomized animals similar to that obtained in the control.



PHYSIOLOGY OF HIBERNATION IN MAMMALS

CHARLES P. LYMAN * and PAUL O. CHATFIELD

In reviewing the various physiological problems of hibernation in mammals, one

is hampered by the fact that the word "hibernation" is not sufficiently precise in

meaning. Webster defines "to hibernate" as "to pass the winter in close quarters in

a torpid or lethargic state." Such a definition must include all groups of animals

which are somewhat less active in the winter than they are in the summer. The

present article concerns itself with a small number of mammalian species which at

some time of year undergo a profound drop in body temperature with a concurrent

decrease in metabolism and heart rate. Because there is no single word which de-

scribes this condition, it is perhaps best to refer to it as "deep hibernation," but

for the sake of brevity the word "hibernation" will be used in this restricted sense.

Good comparative physiological data on mammals that hibernate are scanty, and

it appears likely that many animals which are commonly included in this group can-

not be considered as "deep hibernators." For example, the brown bear, Euaixtos

americanus, spends part of the winter in a dormant state but shows no striking drop

in body temperature or metabolic rate.^- -
' Clapp's^' observation of vapor rising from

the nostrils of a dormant bear during the winter also indicates that the body tempera-

ture is much higher than that of the environment. It appears probable that there are

gradations of dormancy from the heavy sleep of the bear to the deep hibernation

typical of some smaller mammals, but only the latter category will be considered

here. Table I gives a list of the more available animals which are known to be deep

hibernators. Throughout the remainder of this article animals will be referred to by

their "common" English names.

It will be noted that several species of bats have been included in this table. As

Hock^ has pointed out, this order of mammals stands alone among the hibernators,

for their body temperature and metabolic rate drop precipitously whenever they

become inactive. Apparently the hummingbird" and the poor-will^^ belong in the

same category as bats. On the other hand, the rodents and insectivores which hiber-

nate can be exposed for long periods to a cold environment without changing their

body temperature. After hours, or sometimes months, the individual animal aban-

dons its homeothermic state, the metabolic rate decreases and body temperature

drops, and hibernation begins. Because the factors involved in these two types of

hibernation may not be the same, this review will be limited for the most part to

hibernation in rodents and insectivores.

It should be emphasized here that there has always been some confusion between

hibernation and hvpothermia. This confusion has grown with the advent of experi-

mental hypothermia for surgical purposes and the development of pharmacological

products which will iicrmit hypothermia.^- The differences between the two states

have been clarified at length by Popovic^'' and Giaja.^^ Any mammal, if exposed to

a sufficiently low temperature, will increase its muscular activity, shiver and increase

* Associate Curator of Mammals, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University,

t See also Svihla, A. and Bowman, H. C. : Am. Mid. Nat. 52: 248, 1954.
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its nietabulic rate. If the cold is too intense or of too long duration, exhanstiou

eventually takes place and the animal begins to cool. When a critical level of body

temperature is reached, death occurs. This sequence of events can occur in both

hibernators and mammals that do not hibernate, but death takes place at a much

lower body temperature in the former. ^'^ Similar conditions can be realized by anaes-

thetizing an animal and exposing it to cold.

One important factor which characterizes the deeply hibernating state is that the

normal animal is capable of arousing from this state without the aid of heat from

external sources. Any hibernating mammal, having received a stimulus strong

enough to start the process of arousal, will begin a chain of physiological reactions

which result in a rapid production of heat and culminate with the animal fully awake

at the end of two or more hours. Failure to realize that this is typical of true deep

hibernation has led to some confusion in the past. For example, hibernators treated

with drugs such as pentobarbital sodium and then exposed to cold cannot be con-

sidered to be in the deeply hil)ernating state when their body temperature drops to

that of the environment, for they are incapable of arousing themselves from this

state no matter what the external stimulus.

Hibernation as it is observed in the natural state takes place in the fall of the year

and, except in the case of bats, is associated with the autumnal drop in environ-

mental temperatures. However, the laboratory animals which normally hibernate in

the fall may be induced to hibernate at any season of the year by maintaining them

for a sufficient length of time under suitable conditions at an environmental tem-

perature a few degrees above zero centigrade.^*'- ^'' ^* It has been reported that cer-

tain animals "aestivate" during extremely dry or extremely wet seasons of the year.

Thus some of the American ground squirrels^^ and the Madagascan tenrec^° aesti-

vate during the summer months. We know of no body temperatures having been

taken on these aestivating animals, but it seems reasonable to conclude that this is a

modified form of hibernation in which the animal enters into some sort of torpid

state with body temperature reduced to the cool temperature of its nest.

PREPARATION FOR THE HIBERNATING STATE

Fat and food storage. It has been known for many years that most animals

which hibernate become enormously fat during the late summer months and enter

hibernation in an obese condition. The golden hamster^" and the European hamster^®

appear to be exceptions to this rule. W^ade"^ indicated that fat thirteen-lined ground

squirrels tend to hibernate before thin ones when exposed to cold simultaneously.

Johnson"- agreed and showed that fat animals hibernated longer. Animals such as

the woodchuck depend completely on their stored fat for nourishment during the

hibernating period, while ground squirrels store small amounts of food in spite of

their obese condition.^" Hamsters, on the other hand, store enormous amounts of

food in their burrows prior to hibernation.-^ Lyman-* showed that there was a long

delay in the onset of hibernation in hamsters that were exposed to cold but pre-

vented from storing food. Thus, depending on the s])ecies, the storage of energy

either as fat or fodder appears to influence the onset of hibernation. The si)ecies

difference also applies to the denial of food, for Johnson-- showed that stai*vation
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liasU'iis liilKTuatidii in invdund s(|uirii-ls, and \\c liavc found the sanic tn he tine for

woodchucks in our laboratory. On the otlicr hand, as might be expected in an animal
which depends on stored fond, starvation never brings on hibernation in the

hamster.-'

Wade-'^ has reported that ground scjuirrels can gain weight very rapidly when
given an unlimited supply of food and believes this is a characteristic of hibernators.

Wilber and Musacchia-" measured the lipids of liver and kidney in arctic ground
stjuirrels trapi)ed in July and September. The higher concentration of fatty acid,

lipid phosphorus and phospholipid in specimens caught during July indicated a rapid

fat turnover at this time, with a slower lipid metalxjlism as the animals approached
the hibernation period in late September. Although it is a fruitful avenue of re-

search, an exhaustive study of the relation of adipose tissue to hibernation has yet

to be made, though the role of brown fat has been the object of some research and
much speculation.

Recently Fawcett and Lyman-' examined the depot fat in regard to its utilization

during hil)ernation. Since many of the animal fats are solid at 5° C, the question

wdiether solid or semisolid fat can be used by a hibernator is an interesting one. It

was shown that exposure to cold (5° C. ) caused hamsters to desaturate their dejxjt

fat, raising the iodine number about five points and thus lowering the melting point

to some extent. A diet of 20% saturated fat caused the iodine number to decline

17 points in animals maintained at room temperature, but only 10 points in animals

exposed to cold. Similarly, hamsters fed a diet rich in unsaturated fat showed a

small increase of the iodine number at room temperature but a further increase of

about five points was found in the animals exposed to a cold environment. Although
the fat of animals at room temperature on a saturated fat diet was sufficiently satu-

rated to be solid when tested //; vitro at 5° C, the increased unsaturation of the fat

in the animals exposed to cold permitted them to maintain their fat in a liquid or

semiliquid state at the hibernating temperature of 5° C. It was further shown that

the albino rat, which is incapable of hibernation, did not desaturate its fat when ex-

posed to a low environmental temperature no matter what the diet (fig. 1 ) . Thirteen-

lined ground squirrels fed the same diet as hamsters had an iodine number of ap-

proximately 93 compared with a value of 88 in hamsters. The diet of saturated fat

which increased the saturation in hamsters had no effect on the saturation of the fat

of ground squirrels under the same conditions. The effect of cold on the ground

squirrels' fat could not be determined because the ground s(|uirrels entered hiberna-

tion too rapidly after exposure to cold.

In the case of the hamster, there is a long period after exposure to cold before

the animal enters the hibernating state and during part of this time, at least, the fat

is evidently l)eing changed to a less saturated form. The depot fat of ground squirrels

is more unsaturated at the outset and these animals enter hibernation in a much
shorter time when exposed to cold. It is tempting to postulate that the delay in hiber-

nation in the hamster has some relationship to the saturation and melting point of

the fat. However, it has not been possible to shorten the period between exposure

to cold and hibernation Ijy feeding hamsters an unsaturated fat diet, nor to prevent

or curtail hibernation by feeding them a saturated fat diet. Therefore, though the
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Fig. 1.—Effect of cold and diet on the saturation of fat in hamster and rat. "Newol" is the

trade name of a saturated commerical cooking fat.

change of iodine number may well have physiological significance, its relationship

to the onset of hibernation has yet to be demonstrated.

Brown fat. While considering the subject of fat, it is perhaps necessary to men-

tion brown adipose tissue. Brown fat occurs in many parts of the body, but the por-

tion located between the scapulae is often referred to as the "hibernating gland."

Rasmussen's-^ careful work showed, however, that this tissue occurs in many ani-

mals that do not hibernate, including monkey, dog, cat and rat. Fontaine-^ has most

recently defended this tissue as being of possible importance to the hibernating state.

It has been shown that extracts of this tissue from woodchucks and ground squir-

rels^° and hedgehogs^^ injected into rats caused a lowering of metabolism. Such

non-specific effects, as Wertheimer and Shapiro^- state in their review of animal fat,

prove only that heterologous brown fat contains some substance that depresses me-

tabolism. The lack of specificity is emphasized by the report of Nitschke and Maier^^'

that extracts of lymphatic tissue from thymus, spleen and lymph nodes also caused

a drop in metabolic rate. In this regard it should be emphasized that it is not known

whether depression of metabolism is a cause or a result of the hibernating state. The

observation that extracts of brown fat from woodchucks of unknown sex contained

androgen^* is of interest but does not seem to implicate the tissue in the problem of

hibernation.

The stumbling block appears to be that the function of brown fat is very imper-
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fectly understood and, therefore, its putative functions have an aura of mystery.
Fawcett^^ has compared brown and white fat by a number of histochemical tech-

niques and concluded that the tissues are quahtatively similar but that brown fat

is a more active type of tissue, thus confirming the biochemical studies of Wer-
theimer,^^ Mirsky" and others. Other investigations have shown that brown fat

reacts to insulin and other substances that influence carbohydrate metabolism.^^- '"•

40, 41, 42 jj^yg evidence is accumulating that this tissue is indeed specialized for the

storage of fat, but that the stored fat may be derived principally from carbohydrate
rather than from ingested lipids. It has recently been shown that the storage and
utilization of this fat is profoundly influenced by its nerve supply.'*^ In conclusion,

brown fat appears to be a specialized adipose tissue, and as such may have some
significant function in animals such as hibernators which depend almost exclusively

on stored fat for energy; but we know of no evidence which justifies calling this

tissue the "hibernating gland."

The endocrines. Along with other preparations for the hibernating state it is

generally accepted that the endocrine glands undergo an involution. This polyglandu-

lar involution has been observed by many investigators, and is the basis for one of

the theories of hibernation which will be discussed at the end of this paper. Kay-
sgj-is, 44 hag a^ijjy reviewed the literature on this subject. Briefly, it may be said that

at the time that mammals enter the hibernating state and during the hibernating

period, the thyroid and adrenal appear histologically to be in a quiescent state. The
ovaries and testes are atrophic before hibernation and remain so during the hiber-

nating state, although in the last few days of hibernation the gonads of some mam-
mals such as the woodchuck and ground squirrel show some signs of increased

activity. (See Growth, page 96. *^' ^'''^ ^')

Involution of the thyroid and adrenal cortex upon exposure to cold is in direct

contrast to the result obtained in many non-hibernating mammals in which cold

causes a stimulation of the anterior pituitary, thyroid and adrenal cortex.'*^' "> ^°

Recently Deane and Lyman^^ have re-examined the question of polyglandular

involution during hibernation and have compared the reaction of the thyroid and
adrenal cortex of the golden hamster and the white rat on exposure to 5° C. Keep-
ing the animals at this temperature produced hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex and
thyroid gland in rats but caused no detectable increase of activity of these glands in

hamsters though the animals maintained a constant homeothermic l)ody temperature
(fig. 2). On the other hand, the pituitary-thyroid and pituitary-adrenal relation-

ship has been shown to be normal in hamsters.^-- ^^' ^'*' ^^' '"^
It was therefore con-

cluded that exposure to temperatures at which the animals normally hibernated was
not sufficiently stressful to produce an "alarm reaction." Deane and Lymau''^^ em-
phasized that the decline in thyroid and adrenal activity which was considered b}^

some to be intimately associated with hibernation actually took place in the summer
time at the close of the breeding season*"- ^"' ^*' ^^' '''° which was often weeks or

months before the time of hibernation. It thus appears to be a peculiarity of hiber-

nators and some other wild species"^ that they do not respond to the stress of mod-
erate cold by enlargement and activity of thyroid and adrenal. This lack of response

of endocrines so intimately concerned with metabolism must be permissive to the
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liibernating state. l)ut the evidence is not convincing that the endocrines exert a

dominant role in the onset of hibernation.*

ENTERING HIBERNATION
Because of the difficulty of studying animals as they enter the hibernating state,

this phase of the process of hibernation is little understood. Kayser^^ has shown
that several species of hiljernators have a lower metabolic rate in the fall just before
hibernation than they have in the spring. Dubois"- and Benedict and Eee"^ have
pointed out that in animals such as the marmot and the woodchuck, the body tem-
perature wavers for several days before the animal becomes completely dormant.
These observations have been confirmed in our laboratories with woodchucks and
ground squirrels, but a different sequence occurs in the gcjlden hamster. This animal
enters hibernation with one rapid decline in body temperature and takes about

8 hours to reach the environmental temperature of 5° C" The drop in body tem-
perature, however, is not as rapid as that of a dead hamster of the same weight
cooling in the hibernating position, which indicates that metabolism is slowing
the cooling to some extent. Metabolic measurements show that the metabolism
begins to decline at approximately the same time as the drop in body tempera-
ture, but the measurements are not sufficiently accurate to determine whether
the temperature drop precedes or lags behind the drop in metabolic rate. As the

animal enters hibernation, the decline in metabolic rate proceeds faster than the

decline in body temperature and reaches its minimum several hours before the

body temperature reaches the basic value of 5° C. (fig. 3). This may suggest

Coffected Temperoture

An.mol Entering HibemoTion

Temperature Dead Bsdy

O, Consjr^ption

Fig. 3.—The upper line is an average of temperatures of the cheek pouch obtained from a

single hamster entering hibernation on three separate occasions at an environmental temi>erature

of 4° C. For comparison, the rate of temperature loss of two freshly killed hamsters is shown
in the middle curve. The lower curve represents the oxygen consumption of the animal entering

hibernation on the same three occasions. The vertical lines show the range of variation of the

measurements.

t Recently, W. N. Holmes (Endocrinology 5~
: 409. 1955) presented confirmatory evidence by

showing that there is actually a transitory rise in adrenal ascorbic acid in hamsters during the
first three hours of exposure to cold. After this time, the ascorbic acid drops to a normal level,
and remains at this level even during hibernation. There was no significant change in the weight
of the adrenals during the total period.
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that the decline in metaboHc rate is the cause of the dechne in body temperaturesJ

IN HIBERNATION

Temperature. With the exception of bats, all hibernators curl in a tight ball dur-

ing hibernation with the hair erect, the head beneath the tail and the tail usually

curled around the body. This position permits a minimum of heat loss.

The body temperature of the hibernating animal is reported by Johnson,^^ Kay-

ser^'^ and others to be 0.5 to 3° C. above the environmental temperature, but Lyman"

found it was less than 0.5° C. above that of the environment in the golden hamster.

Within a limited range, the body temperature passively follows the environmental

temperature."^' ^'^' ^' Unless the environmental temperature changes very slowly there

is always a lag between the body temperature and that of the environment, and many

of the reported observations of body temperature either well above or below the

environment are apparently due to a disregard of this lag.

Circulation. All investigators agree that the heart rate is remarkably slow dur-

ing hibernation. Thus Hiebel and Kayser"^ report rates of two to three beats/minute

in European ground squirrels and marmots ; Suomalainen and Sarajas*'^ observed a

mean rate of 21 /minute in the hedgehog, and Chatfield and Lyman''^ reported rates

HIBERNATING HEDGEHOG EXP 327

Fig. 4.—Hedgehog. The animal enters, remains in, and comes out of hibernation three and

one half times in six days. Tf = anterior thermocouple; Tr = posterior thermocouple. (From

Dawe and Morrison, 1955.)

§ A. R. Dawe and P. R. Morrison (Am. Heart J. 49: 367, 1955) have been able to study the

EKG in hedgehogs and two species of ground squirrels (Citellus parryi and Cifellus franklini)

as the animals entered hibernation. One of their graphs indicates that there is a decline in heart

rate prior to tlie drop in body temperature, but the senior author informs us that he is not

convinced that this has been firmly established (fig. 4). They found the relationship of heart

rate to body temperature very different in animals entering into and arousing from hibernation

(fig. 5). When entering into hibernation, the heart rate falls rapidly with the decline in body

temperature to about 20° C. At temperatures below this, the decline in heart rate in relation to

i)ody temperature is much slower. They point out that this indicates a hyperirritability of the

heart of animals which hibernate compared to non-hibernating mammals. A previous study by
H. S. S. Sarajas (Acta Physiol. Scand. 32:2^, 1954) also demonstrated a similar difference in

the relationship of heart rate and temperature in hedgehogs waking from hibernation and in

hedgehogs cooling in "artificial hibernation" after injection oi insulin.
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'R

Fig. 5.—Hedgehog. Continuous record (Experiment 327) of heart rate and body temperature

(Tr = rear skin temperature), showing hedgehog going into, in, and coming out of deep hiberna-

tion three times in five days. Times of events as indicated numerically on the graph are as fol-

lows : 1. 14:00—3/29/53. 2. 03:00—3/30/53, 03:00 3/31/53. 3. 12:00—3/31/53. 4. 01:00-

13 : 00—4/1/53. 5. 17 : 00—4/1/53. 6. 18 : 00—4/2/53. 7. 06 : 00—4/2/53, 10 : 00-4/3/53. 8. 12 : 00

—4/3/53. (From Dawe and Morrison, 1955.)

varying from 4 to 21 /minute in a group of 21 golden hamsters hibernating at 5° C,
with most hamsters having a rate of 8 to 9/mii'iute. Later Lyman'^ using chroni-

cally implanted electrodes decided that hamsters with the faster heart rates were

either entering or waking from hibernation, and that the rate was never over

15 beats/minute in deep hibernation.

Auriculo-ventricular dissociation has been frequently described in hibernating

animals or animals waking from hibernation.'^-' "- ^*' " It was also occasionally but

not invariably observed by Chatfield and Lyman'° (fig. 6). In this regard it is of

interest that in non-hibernating animals whose body temperature has been lowered

A-
Q s

2 SEC

^>A-V\r- ww
6

~^wV-^ ^w1/ Wl --^wV
Fig. 6.—Ink writer record of the electrocardiogram of a hamster early during the process of

arousal. Letters indicate components of electrocardiogram. A. showing A-V dissociation early

during arousal ; B. a few minutes later a normal rhythm has been attained.
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artificially, auricular fil)ri]lation, abnormally slow conckictioii and 2: 1 and 3: 1 A-V

blocks have been reported."'-
" This would indicate that of all the conducting mech-

anisms of the heart the auriculo-ventricular junctional tissue is the one most suscep-

tible to the effects of coldJI

No measurements have been made on the blood pressure of animals in hiberna-

tion, but measurements taken shortly after the start of arousal (see below) indicate

that the blood pressure during hibernation must be very low.'" The bright pink feet

of the hibernating hamster indicate that the peripheral circulation is dilated, so that

the heart is working against a low resistance. The extremely low blood pressure

which probably exists in the hibernating state raises a number of interesting ques-

tions which should be answered by future research. For example, the activity of the

kidney in deep hibernation and the problem of exchange of substances across the

capillary wall in accordance wath the Starling hypothesis deserve investigation.

Metabolism. Both the metabolic rate and the respiratory quotient of mammals

in hibernation have been studied extensively. In general, it may be said that the

metabolic rate of animals in hibernation is between \^o and Moo of the "resting"

metabolic rate when the animal is in the homeothermic state. Kayser'^ has shown

that, within the narrow temperature range of hibernation, the metabolic rate of the

common dormouse increases with temperature according to Vant Hoff's law, but

Popovic"'* failed to find this in the European ground squirrel.

Earlier workers reported questionably low respiratory quotients for animals in

hibernation but the careful work of Benedict and Lee*'^ and Kayser''* established

that in all mammals studied the respiratory quotient was very close to 0.7. indicat-

ing that the hibernator was using fat almost exclusively as the source of energy

during the dormant period. In accordance with this, Carpenter*" has shown that

protein metabolism is greatly depressed in the woodchuck during hiljernation al-

though it is not altered qualitatively. The measurements of liver and kidney lipids

in the arctic ground squirreP^ indicate that there is an increase of fat usage during

hibernation when compared to the usage just prior to hibernation and confirm the

conclusion that fat is the main source of energy during hibernation.

Benedict and Lee*^^ measured the weight loss of woodchucks during the time the

animals were actually hibernating and found that it amounted to 0.2 gms. per day

per kilogram. Kayser^^ has shown that the weight loss of European ground sciuirrels

during the total period of hibernation is dependent on the length of time the animal

is awake during that period. A single arousal with its following period of wakeful-

ness uses more energy than many days of hibernation. Thus he showed that a ground

squirrel which hibernated for 4,126 hours used a calculated total of 70 calories.

II A. R. Dawe and P. R. Morrison (Am. Heart J. 49: 367, 1955) found that an Arctic ground

squirrel showed paired beats during hibernation, and that both the FrankHn ground squirrel and

hedgehog had even bursts of heart beats. They also found that the T-P interval was greatly

lengthened when the animal was in hibernation, and concluded tliat the primary cause for the

slowing of tlie heart rate was the decrease in the automaticity of the SA node. Since tlie P-R
interval showed lengthening second only to the T-P interval, they point out that the conduction

time must also be slowed. The RS-T interval was slowed relatively the least, and this would

indicate that repolarization was least affected by the hibernating state. H. S. S. Sarajas (Wcta

Physiol. Scand. 32: 28, 1954) reported very similar clianges in the P-R interval with temperature

in hedgehogs chilled after injection of insulin, and (i. Biorck and P.. Johansson ( .'Xcta Pliysiol.

Scand. 34: 257, 1955) further confirm this in normal hibernating hedgehogs.
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while (luring the 330 hours that it was awake it used 579 calories.* Rasniussen and

Rasmussen"*' reported a much greater proportional weight loss in hibernating wood-

cliucks, as did Johnson'"'' in ground squirrels, but Kayser's contention that this was

due to periodic arousals appears reasonable.

In spite of the depressed metabolic rate and extremely low body temperature, the

hibernating mammal maintains a cnnsiderable degree of homeostasis. I'"arlv experi-

ments indicated that exposure to sub-zero temperatures caused the animal to wake

from the hibernating state, but Wyss^' was the first to show that there was an in-

crease in heat production in hibernating dormice when the environmental tempera-

ture was lowered to zero centigrade and that this higher heat production could con-

tinue for days without the animal waking from hil)ernation. Similar results have

been reported for European ground squirrels by Kayser.^* Lyman^' confirmed this

by taking simultaneous body temperatures and metabolic rates on hibernating

golden hamsters. When the environmental temperature was lowered from 5° C. to

0° C. the animals maintained their body temperature at approximately 3° C. and

tripled or quadrupled their metabolic rate. In some cases the animal remained in

the hibernating state in spite of this increase in metabolic rate; in others, the animal

awoke from hibernation and in a few cases, the animal was apparently unable to

respond and died at the lower environmental temperature.

The nervous system. In deep hibernation, the cerebral cortex of hibernating

animals shows no spontaneous electrical activity, but the species vary in the tempera-

ture at which electrical activity ceases. Thus the European ground squirrel'^^ and

the woodchuck-'' show spontaneous activity at a much lower temperature than the

golden hamster-" (figs. 7 and 8). Rohmer, ct aJ.,'*^ using the European ground

squirrel, actually reported an "accident complexe," which we suspect is some sort

of evoked potential, at central temperatures as low as 5° C. Brain temperatures were

not given.

Other species difi^erences exist in the sensitivity of central nervous structures to

cold. Kahana, et al.,^'^ who studied the round window response in the golden hamster

A i8*c
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Fig. 7.—Electrocorticograms of a hibernating woodchuck at various cortical temperatures as

indicated. The arrow in record E indicates a cortical response evoked by noise. Other deflec-

tions in record E are artefacts from EKG. Calibration in record A applies to all.

#E. F. Adolph and J. Richmond (J. Appl. Physiol. 8: 48, 1955) have calculated that the act

of rewarming once every 11 days uses as much energy as the previous 10 days of hibernation in

the thirteen-lined ground squirrel.
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Fig. 8.—The electrocorticogram of an arousing hibernator at increasing cortical temperatures.

Absence of definite electrical activity until record D, temperature 20° C. In records E, F, and G,

increasing number of slow waves which eventually become grouped into bursts in record G.

Onset of activation pattern in record H, at a still higher temperature. Record I, 1 minute after

a subsequent injection of pentobarbital sodium. Note replacement of activation pattern with

typical burst, similar to that seen in the colder unanaesthetized cortex in record G. J, 9 minutes

after the injection. No cortical activity. Small waves are artefacts from the EKG.

as the animal was subjected to chilling, foimd that the neural component of this

response, which presumably indicates conduction in the auditory nerve, could not be

recorded below body temperatures of 18° C. That the golden hamster while hiber-

nating is functionally deaf is borne out by the fact that we have never been able

to arouse a hibernating hamster by the stimulus of sound. The woodchuck, on the

other hand, which shows an evoked cortical potential in response to a sound stimulus

at cortical temperatures as low as 7° C.^'^ probably does respond to environmental

sound even in deep hibernation, as was indicated by the earlier researches of

Benedict and Lee'^^ and apparently the same holds true for the Eiu'opean ground

squirrel^^ (fig. 7).

Acid-base balance. As early as 1896, Dubois*'- reported a higher total COo in the

l)lood of hibernating marmots than in awake animals and used this finding as a basis

for his autonarcosis theory of hibernation. This high total COo has been confirmed

many times.^°' ^^' ^-' ®^' ^^' ^^ Endres^^ and Stormont, et al.^" reported a lower pH
in the blood of hibernating ground squirrels. The high total CO2 led to the con-

clusion that the respiratory center undergoes a loss of sensitivity during hiberna-

tion.'**' ^°' °^ This conclusion, however, disregards the well-established fact that the

respiratory activity depends primarily on the COo tension (pCOo) and possibly the

pH rather than the concentration of total COo in the blood. Stormont, ct al.^'

were apparently the first to recognize this and calculated the pCOo of the blood of

hibernating ground scjuirrels from pH and COo determinations but admitted that
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their CO2 tensions were abnormally high. Using golden hamsters and ground squir-

rels, Lyman and Hastings"-^ concluded that the total CO2 was indeed higher during

hibernation but the pCOa was lower. The total CO2 in these experiments was not as

high comparatively as that found by previous investigators but this was probably

due to the extremely high total CO^ in the anaesthetized controls. Bicarbonate and
pH were essentially the same in hibernating and awake hamsters but the pH was
somewhat lower in hibernating ground squirrels.

Recalculation of the data of Endres^^ and of Stormont, ct al.,''- showed that their

results were similar except for the high blood CO2 tension in Stormont's observa-

tions which disagreed with their own data on tissue gas pockets (table II). Lyman
and Hastings^^ concluded that there was no evidence that the sensitivity of the

respiratory center was depressed during hibernation, other than the observed fact

that there was a larger range of variation in the acid-base balance of the hibernat-

ing animals. In a companion paper, Lyman"^ showed that hibernating hamsters and

ground squirrels responded to an increase of the inspired CO2 by an increase in

respiratory rate with about the same sensitivity as normal human beings (fig. 9).

Ground squirrels, hamsters and probably all other hibernators have long periods of

apnoea followed by several respirations. The apnoea could be abolished by high

concentrations of CO2. Popovic^'' has shown that the hibernating European ground

squirrel is also sensitive to lowering of the O2 tension and that this animal responds

to the lack of Oo during hibernation in a manner similar to that of the animal when
awake.

The work of Rasmussen,^° Endres^' and McBirnie, ct al..^^ indicates that the

blood of the woodchuck is very similar to other mammalian bloods in its O2 com-

bining power. In view of the great reduction in the rate of Oo consumption during

hibernation, the gradient of Oo tension from blood to tissues presumably would

need to be much less than in active animals. The displacement of the O2 dissociation

curve to the left^® as the result of lowered temperature means that a lower Oo ten-

sion is required for the dissociation of oxyhemoglobin. However, since the percent-

age saturation of hemoglobin in venous blood of animals in hibernation is not essen-

TABLE II

Average Data Found by Different Authors for Plasma pH and CO2

Species

Hamsters " 13

Ground squirrels "

.

European hamsters

Ground squirrels
"

Ground squirrels
"

* Lyman and Hastings (1951).
•> Awake in cold.
<^ Endres (1924).
"* pH values were calculated.
« Stormont ct al. (1939).
* pH values were corrected to temperature of the animal,
s Awake in cold, no water.
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Fig. 9.—Effect of various concentrations of inspired CO^ in a series of four hamsters com-

pared to the response of man. Data on man from H. W. Davies, G. R. Brow, and C. A. L.

Binger, J. Exp. Med. 41:37, 1925.

tially different from that of active animals,""' "''
it is apparent that this lowered O2

tension gradient is adequate to supply the metabolic needs of the animal in hiberna-

tion. A low pH or a high pCOo would tend to correct the situation by shifting the

dissociation curve to the right, and McBirnie, ct o/./^ suggest that this actually

occurs in hibernation. Their evidence, however, is based only on observed high total

CO2 with no reported pCOa or pH.

Blood sugar. It has been reported for many species of hibernators that the blood

sugar is low during the period of hibernation, but the degree of hypoglycemia ap-

parently varies from species to species. Suomalainen'"-* has reported a drop from

152-110 mg.% in the normal awake hedgehog to 85-49 mg.% in the hibernating

animal. McBirnie, et al.,^^ have reported an average decline from 121 mg.% in the

normal woodchuck to 66.8 mg.% in the hibernator, but Endres''' found no decline in

the hibernating marmot. On the other hand, Stuckey and Coco^°° and R. A. T.yman^"^

found a much smaller decline in hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrels.

Musacchia and Wilber*^' found virtually no difference in the blood sugar content of

hibernating and awake arctic ground s(|uirrels, but showed that fasting animals
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had luvv bluod sugars and llicrcforc cuiicluded that prolonged fasting and hiberna-

tion were dissimilar processes, insofar as blood sugar was concerned. Lyman and

Leduc^°- found that the blood sugar in hibernating golden hamsters actually aver-

aged slightly higher than the active animals and suggested that the reported differ-

ences in hibernators may be due to a difference in the habits of the animals involved.

While ground squirrels and woodchucks are able to live in hiljernation for a long

time utilizing their fat as a source of energy, the hamster depends principally on

stored food which he eats during periodic awakenings from hibernation. The pe-

riods of uninterrupted hibernation in woodchucks and ground squirrels are much

longer than in hamsters, and the authors hypothesized that the blood sugar declines

during the prolonged hibernating period. In a small series of European ground squir-

rels, Feinschmidt and Ferdmann^"'' found that the blood sugar did decrease as hiber-

nation progressed. If the results of Feinschmidt and Ferdmann are valid for the

European ground squirrel, then arctic ground squirrels may have a different sugar

metabolism during hibernation than the European species.®^ In this regard it is inter-

esting that the range of blood sugars found in hibernating woodchucks by McBirnie,

et al.,^^ was from 36 to 140 mg.%, showing that this animal can tolerate a hypogly-

cemia in hibernation but that this condition is not universal. (Glycogen levels in the

hibernator are discussed under Metabolism, page 108.)

Blood. The changes which may take place in the blood picture during hiberna-

tion are open to some dispute. Rasmussen^""* reviewed the previous literature, but

failed to agree with earlier authors that the number of circulating red blood cells or

the hemoglobin in the woodchuck decreased markedly during hibernation. Since

there was no change in the size of the red blood cells, it may be assumed that the

hematocrit also would have remained unchanged. On the other hand, he agreed with

Dubois''- and others that the number of leucocytes was decreased by about one half

in the hibernating state. Rasmussen and Rasmussen*'^ found that the amount of

blood relative to the body weight varied with the fatness of the animal. Obese wood-

chucks in the fall of the year, whether hibernating or not, had less blood relative to

body weight than the leaner animals of late winter or early summer. On the other

hand, McBirnie, et al.,^'" found a decrease in average hematocrit from 48.8 in hiber-

nating woodchucks to 31.4 after hibernation.

Stuckey and Coco^°" reported a marked decrease in the erythrocyte count of hiber-

nating thirteen-lined ground squirrels, with a concurrent drop in hemoglobin. The

leucocyte count dropped only 2.3%. Using the same species, Svihla and Bowman''^

reported a decrease in the average blood volume of over 50% in hibernating ground

squirrels, with an increase in erythrocyte count of from 6,700,000 in the awake

animals to 12,000,000 in the hibernators. It is difficult to understand why the aver-

age hemoglobin determinations only increased from 15.6 in the active animals to

17.1 in the dormant ones under these conditions. The same criticism applies to the

hematocrit values which were reported to "increase on an average of 0.09 to 0.14"

(units not specified). In a later paper^°^ the reported change in erythrocyte count

was less dramatic—an average of 7,072,000 in awake animals to 9.042,000 in dor-

mant ones. The hematocrits paralleled the erythrocyte counts, with an average of

37.26 in the awake to 50.15 in the dormant animals. Brace^°*' found no lympho-
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poiesis in the spleen and no erythropoiesis in the bone marrow of hibernating

woodchucks.**

Many investigators who have worked on hibernation have noted that the blood

of animals which are hibernating is very slow to clot and Svihla, ct aL,'^°~ and

Suomalainen and Lehto^°® have shown this to be the case in aestivating ground

squirrels and hibernating hedgehogs respectively. Svihla, et al.,^°^ indicated that

the slowness in clotting is due to a lack of prothrombin, but they give no body tem-

peratures or temperatures of the blood, so that the effects of blood temperature

per se cannot be separated from the effects of lack of prothrombin.

Suomalainen^'' found a high serum magnesium in hibernating hedgehogs as did

jMcBirnie, et al./^ with woodchucks, but the former reports a low serum potassium

while the latter found it high during hibernation. ''"' Suomalainen^^ has reviewed

the earlier contradictory results on serum calcium and reports very little difference

in the awake and hibernating hedgehog. Kayser^^ has thoroughly reviewed the

changes in electrolytes and vitamins during hibernation and the interested reader

is referred to his paper.

Growth. Growth during hibernation is greatly suppressed. ^^"' ^" On the other

hand, there must be some organ growth during the total hibernating period, for

Foster*^ showed that female ground squirrels breed less than five days after coming

out of hibernation in the spring. Rasmussen*^ (confirmed by Brace^"") found slight

changes in the gonads of the male woodchuck and greater changes*'^ in the female

before the end of hibernation. It is not clear, however, that these changes did not

take place during the brief periods when the animal was awake. That the tempera-

ture of the tissues, rather than a lack of growth stimulus, is the factor which cur-

tails growth during hibernation was shown by Lyman and Dempsey^^- by injecting

testosterone into castrated, hibernating golden hamsters. In spite of the presence

of a stimulus which caused enlargement of the seminal vesicles in the awake animals,

there was no change in the animals which hibernated more than 7 days of the

10-day test period (fig. 10). Lyman and Fawcett^^^ have shown that homologous

methylcholanthrene-induced sarcoma grafts in the hamster cheek pouch fail to grow

during hibernation but are still viable and capable of proliferation when the body

temperature returned to 37° C. after periods of hibernation lasting as long as

55 days (fig. 11). Courrier^^* found that Wallerian degeneration proceeds more

slowly in hibernating serotine bats than in awake animals. Smith and Grenan^^^ have

shown that death from X-ray irradiation is greatly delayed in the woodchuck if the

animal is hibernating, but that death occurs soon after the animal wakes from hiber-

nation. This has been confirmed by Doull and Dubois^^*^ using the ground squirrel.

**W. Z. Lidicker, Jr. and W. H. Davis (Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med. 59.- 640, 1955)
have confirmed earlier reports tliat the spleen in bats is greatly enlarged during hibernation and
have correlated this with a marked decrease in the number of circulating erythrocytes. During
the waking process, the engorged spleen released the erythrocytes into the blood stream. On the
other Iiand, V. P. Raths (Zeitschr. f. Biol. 106: 109, 1953) using the European hamster, and
P. Suomalainen and T. Granstrom (Exp. Cell Res., Suppl. 3: 335, 1955) using the golden
hamster, both report an increase in total hemoglobin and in the number of circulating erythro-
cytes in animals during hibernation. They also show a similar, though not so large hcmocon-
centration in animals exposed to cold but not in hibernation. It seems very probable tliat I)ats

differ from other hibernators in this respect.
tt Recently, M. L. Riedesel and G. E. Folk, Jr. (Am. J. Physiol. 179: 665, 1954) report a

50% increase in serum magnesium after only 42 hours of hibernation in bats. Serum calcium
level was slightly decreased and serum potassium remained unchanged.
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total hibernating period. To our knowledge, the longest continuous period of hiber-

nation was reported by Kayser^^ for a common dormouse which hibernated for

114 days. Although there is no way of knowing how long continuous hibernation

may take place under completely natural conditions, it seems reasonable to assume

that the usual period of continuous hibernation is much shorter than this record

case. Observations in the laboratory indicate further that the lengths of continuous

hibernation vary from species to species. Thus personal observation as well as the

notes from other investigators^^ indicate that animals such as ground squirrels and

woodchucks probably hibernate continuously for several weeks at a time, while the

golden hamster wakens as often as once a week and has been recorded as hibernat-

ing continuously for 21 days at the maximum.-^ The hamster is known to eat during

the short periods when it is awake,-* and it might be noted that gastric secretion

continues in the woodchuck during hibernation.^^'

It is also true that species of hibernators vary in their sensitivity to external

stimuli during hibernation, so that a stimulus which would start the waking process

in one species will have no observable effects in another. For example, the hibernat-

ing marmot^" will respond with uncoordinated muscular movements when poked

with a sharp object but will not start the waking process, and Chao and Yeh^^^ re-

ported that moving the quills of the hibernating hedgehog will cause the animal to

first curl into a tighter ball and later relax after several deep respirations. On the

other hand, such a stimulus in the golden hamster would immediately start the

waking process. Our own experience with the hamster seems to indicate that the

animals may be less sensitive to stimuli on one day than on the next, but the reason

for this difference remains obscure.

The cause of the natural periodic awakening in the hibernating animal has yet to

be conclusively explained, for any experimental modifications of the physiology of

the hibernating animal may arouse it by the stimulation of pain alone. Thus Adler^^^

injected material which he believed contained thyroxin into hibernating hedgehogs

and concluded that he had involved the thyroid glands in hibernation when the ani-

mals aroused from the hibernating state. Later Zondek^-" showed that warm physio-

logical salt solution would produce the same result and Trendelenburg and Krayer^-^

pointed out that Adler's extract contained little thyroxin and other extracts con-

taining little or no thyroxin had the same effect. Bruman^-- was able to awaken
hibernating common dormice by injecting atropine and thus considered that he had
implicated the parasympathetic system in hibernation. Recently Svihla, cf (//.,^"'' have

aroused ground squirrels by injecting distilled water, using an intraperitoneal injec-

tion of mineral oil or air as a control and thus attribute hibernation to a lack of body
water. Since even isotonic saline is painful when injected intramuscularly, it appears

very unlikely that the animals did not experience pain which then started the process

of arousal. More delicate and better controlled methods nuist be developed liefore

the cause of spontaneous arousal is clarified. The reduction of some critical nutrient

as a cause of waking has not been explored.

AROUSAL FROM HIBERNATION

General. The process of waking from hibernation is the most dramatic ])hase of

the hibernating cycle, for it starts with an animal tliat is chilled and almost motion-
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less and concludes about three liours later with a fully awake and active animal with

a normal homeothermic body temperature. Although the waking process is slow to

start, once well under way it evidently proceeds to completion in all species of

hil)crnators. Certainly in the case of the golden hamster only death can stop the

animal from struggling to regain its homeothermic temperature. All evidence shows
that the arousal process is a highly coordinated physiological effort,^^' ^-' ^^' °*> ^°'

lis, 123
jj^ ^vhich the animal generates a maximum amount of heat in a minimum of

time. In spite of this, many investigators have considered the early part of the wak-
ing process as physiologically the same as the deep hibernating state. In our opinion

nothing could be further from the case, and failure to recognize this has resulted in

many erroneous observations in the past.

The process of arousal consists of a series of precise physiological events which
may be studied with relative ease, but this has been the most neglected phase of

hibernation until recently. In general, the process is evidently similar in all terres-

trial hibernators, but we will use the golden hamster as an example as we are most
familiar with it.

When the hamster starts to arouse from hibernation at an environmental tem-
perature of 5° C, the first visible change is a cessation of the periods of apnoea
which are typical of deep hibernation. Except for fine, slow waving of the vibrissae,

no other muscular movement can be seen. Within the first twenty minutes the respir-

atory rate may increase to 10, though the body temperature shows no measurable
rise. At the end of 90 minutes, the cheek-pouch temperature has increased to about
10° C. and the respiration is up to 35 and regular.^^' If the animal is on its side,

it begins to paw the air feebly, first with the front feet and later with the hind feet.

After about two hours, the cheek-pouch temperature has increased to as much as
19' C, the respiration to 100, and the animal reacts refiexly to mild stinudi. Thirty

minutes later the temperature is about 30° C, the respiration is above 100 and very
irregular and the animal makes uncoordinated efforts to stand. From 150 to 190

minutes after the initial stimulus the cheek-pouch temperature rises to 36 or 37° C.

During this time the animal is apt to shiver violently and its movements become
increasingly better integrated. At the end of 190 to 210 minutes after being dis-

turbed the animal is fully awake, with a temperature throughout the body of
37-38° C. (fig. 12).

Circulatory changes. If the temperature changes in the cranial and caudal parts

of the body of the waking hamster are plotted against time, it may be seen that the

cheek-pouch temperature shows a measurable rise about 20 minutes after the animal
has been disturbed.^' Shortly after this, the temperature of the cranial portion of the

body rises rapidly, reaching the homeothermic level in a total of about 170 minutes.

The temperature of the caudal part of the body lags behind that of the cranial por-

tion, so that near the mid-point of the waking process the cranial portion may be
20° C. warmer than the caudaP-^ (fig. 13). Soon thereafter the temperature of the

caudal portion rises rapidly and reaches the temperature of the cranial in a total

time of about 200 minutes. Similar changes as arousal progresses have been de-

§§ The term "cheek pouch temperature" has evidently caused some confusion. (See E. F.
Adolph and J. Richmond, J. Appl. Physiol. 8: 48, 1955.) It was previously explained'"'' that the
cheek pouch of the hamster is so large that it reaches over the scapular region. Cheek pouch
temperature is therefore the temperature of the thorax rather than that of the head.
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Fig. 12.-—The open circles represent the average oxygen consumption of three hamsters wak-

ing from hibernation at an environmental temperature of 4° to 5° C. The closed circles rep-

resent the average cheek-pouch temperature, and the half-closed circles represent the rectal tem-

perature of the same animals. Note that the rectal temperature rises more slowly than that of the

cheek pouch.
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Fig. 13.—Temperatures in various parts of tlie body of a hamster waking from hibernation.
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scribed in the marmot and woodchuck by Duljois"- and Benedict and Lee/'"' in the
thirteen-Hned ground squirrel l)y Johnson,-- and in the hedgeliog by Chao and Yeh."^
That the temperature gradient during arousal is dependent on differential vaso-

constriction was demonstrated by injecting a radio-opa(|ue Hquid (Thorotrast) into
the hearts of both normal anaesthetized hamsters and animals waking from hiberna-
tion.123 X-rays taken 3 seconds after the injection in normal anaesthetized animals
clearly outlined the whole circulatory system. In contrast, only the cranial portion
of the arterial system was outlined in the waking hiliernator, and 30 seconds or more
after the injection there were still only slight indications of circulation to the kidney,
viscera and femoral arteries. There was no evidence in the X-rays of a possible
arterial coarctation, nor could one be demonstrated by serial histological sections
of the aorta (fig. 14).

Fig. 14.—Thorotrast injected into heart of normal anaesthetized hamster and hamster waking
from hibernation. A and B, normal hamster 2 and 9 seconds respectively after start of injection.

C and D, waking hibernator 4 and 35 seconds after start of injection.
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Mares using the European ground squirrel and Dubois''- using the marmot studied

the circulation by injecting indigo carmine into the blood stream. Although they

intended to demonstrate the circulatory conditions that existed during deep hil)er-

nation, it is evident that they were actually observing the distribution of blood dur-

ing the wakening process, for the procedure could not have failed to arouse the

animals. Mares showed that the dye first appeared in the cranial portion of the body

and Dubois noted that the dye seemed to be held back at the capillaries. Thus a

differential vasoconstriction during arousal has been reported for three species of

hil)ernators, and it seems reasonable that it occurs in the other species. Lyman and

ChatfiekP-^ have also noted that the fore and hind feet of hamsters, which are quite

pink during hibernation, turn pale soon after arousal begins, but the pigmented skin

of most other species does not permit this observation.

The heart. As soon as a hibernating hamster is disturbed, any A-V dissociation

which may be present immediately disappears, although the heart rate may not

change"" (fig. 6). Before any increase in temperature may be recorded, however,

the heart rate increases and continues to do so until it reaches as much as 550 beats

per minute as the hamster attains the 37° C. temperature.il II

There has been much concern over the problem of whether the relationship of

heart rate to temperature is a linear function. Knowlton and Starling^-"' and Taylor^-''

found a linear relationship in both cold and warm-blooded animals. Other investi-

gators have obtained a nonlinear curve in the isolated and ])erfused hearts of frogs,

rabbits, cats and dogs.^-"' ^^^' ^"^' ^^° Some workers have reported an exponential

curve in winter and a linear curve in summer in isolated frog hearts/^^- ^''- Endres,

ct al.,'^* obtained exponential curves from a marmot awakening from hibernation.

Their experiment is open to criticism, however, on the ground that they placed

thermocouples in the heart itself, which might have disturbed conduction, and the

temperature range covered was small. Chatfield and Eyman,'" in their studies of

arousing hamsters, found that as body temperature rose the heart rate also increased,

at first slowly, and then more rapidly, and eventually linearly. They ascribed the

change in the slope of the curve to an increased effectiveness of sympathetico-adrenal

activity, since Gellhorn^'° had shown that epinephrine increased the temperature

coefficient of the heart (fig. 15).

When the logarithm of the heart rate of waking hamsters was plotted against the

reciprocal of the absolute temperature a straight line was not ol)tained. showing that

the phenomenon did not fit the Arrhenius equation which describes simple physico-

chemical processes (fig. 16). This slowing was not due to vagal action, for a plot of

the heart rate of completely atropinized animals was precisely similar to that of

normal waking hamsters (fig. 17 ). The lack of vagal action was not due to inability

of these nerves to function at low temperatures, ior stimulation of the cut end of

the right vagus at temperatures as low as 10" C. caused slowing of the heart. These

findings may be compared with those of Badeer'"'' who studied the influence of tem-

perature on the denervated heart-lung preparation of the dog and found a linear

relationship within the range of 25 to v38° C. He felt that the nonlinear relationships

III! A. R. Dawe and P. R. Morrison (Am. Heart J. 49: 367, 1955), have confirmed the obser-

vation that the heart rate increases before an increase in temperature.
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Fig. 15.—Composite graph of tlie heart rates/min. of 6 hamsters arousing from hiljernation,

plotted against their cheek-pouch temperatures. Linear coordinates.

reported in the literattire were due to errors or omissions in experimental

technique U

'S The problem of the linear relationship of heart rate to temperature and also oxygen con-
sumption to temperature in the waking hibernator lias been explored further by C. Kayser,
AI. L. Rietsch and M. A. Lucot (Arch. d. Sci. Physiologiques 8: 155, 1955). Although their 'data
do not fit the Arrhenius equation over the whole temperature range of 5° to 35° C, they feel that
the plot actually falls into a series of three straight lines if the waking process is considered as
three separate steps. With the complicated changes described below, which take place during
arousal from hibernation, it would seem most unlikely that cither heart rate or oxygen consump-
tion would fit the Arrhenius equation. This conclusion is fortified by the observation of Daw-e and
Morrison (Am. Heart J. 49: 367, 1955) that the heart rate-body temperature function is totally
different in arousal than during the process of entering hibernation.

G. Biorck and B. Johansson (Acta Physiol. Scand. 34:257, 1955), found a steeper sloi>e in
the plot of heart rate against temperature from 15° to 22°. It may be that one source of dis-
crepancies in measurements of the relationships between heart rate and temperature in the arous-
ing hibernator is that in some cases (Endres, et al., Biorck, et al.), the animal was warmed
with heat from external sources. Smce the control of circulation is such an important phase of
the process of arousal, (see below), it seems likely that external heat might affect the heart rate.
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Fig. 16.—Data of figure 15 plotted to test for an exponential relationship. Ordinate: logarithm

of the heart rate/min.; abscissa: reciprocal of the absohite body temperature.

Chatfield and Lyman,'" who studied arousing hamsters electrocardiographically,

found that the rate of conduction over the auricle and through the A-V node (as

measured by the reciprocal of the P-R interval) also varied linearly with heart rate,

while the duration of the QRS complex shortened markedly as heart rate increased

(fig. 18). Accurate measurements of the latter were unfortunately precluded by the

filtering condensers necessary for minimizing the muscle action potentials and slow

base line shifts w^hich occurred in the unanaesthetized animal. Another change in the

electrocardiogram during arousal was an increase in the prominence of the T wave.

This was interpreted as indicating the development of unequal rates of repolariza-

tion in the two ventricles. In the human, however, an increase in amplitude of the

T waves is indicative of a high serum potassium^^* and the level of this ion in the

serum of arousing hamsters might well be investigated. As the process of arousal

progressed and the heart was Ideating more rapidly the P wave was seen to rise from

a base line displaced by the T wave. Thus late in the process of arousal, when the

heart attains extremely fast rates, another impulse must be transversing the auricles

even before the ventricles are completely repolarized.

The rapid conduction of the cardiac impulse is interesting, for Walls^^^""' found

that there were no Purkinje fibers in the atria or the right ventricle of the hamster

heart, and only a limited number in the left ventricle. Thus the heart of the hamster
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Fig. 17.—A plot of the heart rates and body temperatures of 3 completely atropinized hamsters.

400U»(i|k*M
Fig. 18.—Ink writer record of electrocardiogram of a hamster during arousal showing in-

creasing rate, shortening of P-R interval and duration of QRS complex, and changes in T
wave. Letters indicate components of electrocardiogram. Horizontal line under T wave in each

case is isoelectric line. Minor irregularities due to muscle action potentials.
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can function at extremely high rates while having very little specialized conducting

tissue.

Injection of the sympatheticolytic drug veratrosine (veratramine glucoside)

causes slowing of the heart of the waking hamster. On the other hand, the heart of

the normal waking animal is not accelerated further by injected epinephrine. There-

fore, Chatfield and Lyman'" concluded that the heart during arousal was being

driven at its maximum rate by the sympathetico-adrenal system.

Changes in blood pressure. Chatfield and Lyman^° cannulated the carotid artery

of hibernating hamsters and recorded the blood pressure with a condenser manome-

ter. Although no record was made until at least 20 minutes after the hibernator was

first disturbed, it was apparent that blood pressure was initially low. The initial

measurement they obtained was on the order of 72/40, the mean pressure being

52 mm. of mercury. By the time the heart reached a rate of 100 beats per minute,

the blood pressure reached a normal level. It was noted in these experiments that the

pulse pressure increased transiently and then declined as the heart rate increased

further (fig. 19).

Sources of heat. Dubois'^- in his pioneer monograph on hibernation in the marmot

concluded that the liver was the original source of heat in the waking animal, with

contraction of the diaphragm l^eing second in importance. Pembrey,^^*^ however,

felt that shivering was of paramount importance, while Johnson"^ favored contrac-

tion of the heart and respiratory muscles in the ground squirrel. Lyman and Chat-
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Fig. 19.—Systolic, diastolic, and mean hluud pressures of a typical arousing animal plotted

against heart rate, showing that hlood ])ressurc reaches high values long before the heart is

beating at its maximal rate. Presstn-es were obtained with a condenser nianonieter which elec-

trically integrates systolic and diastolic pressures to give the mean pressure.
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ik'ld'--- were able to show that the cheek-pouch temperature of hauisters eviscerated
(luring hiberuatiou iucreased iu the uoruial mauuer to ?)2° C, aud iu later experi-
nu'iits with improved techni(|ue. Lyman and l.educ"^- demonstrated that the tem-
perature could reach the homeothermic level of 57° C. in this preparation. It was
concluded that the experimental procedures used to isolate the liver, on which Dubois
based his hypothesis, caused acute portal stasis or pooling- of the blood in the

splan.-lmic bed,i''' and that it was tliese del)ilitatino- effects whicli impaired the

warming- process.

Altliough no nuiscle action potentials were detectable in the hibernating- golden
hamster except when the animal took a breath, action potentials appeared as soon
as the animal started to awaken.^-^ If the animal was momentarily touched or
otherwise disturbed, these action potentials increased greatly in amplitude and so

continued for a few seconds after the stimulus was removed (fig. 20). In spite of
action potentials, there were no noticeable muscular movements at this time except
for an occasional respiration. As the warming process progressed, the muscle action

potentials increased in amplitude and frequency and finally became continuous. Un-
published observations indicate that very similar conditions obtain in the ground
squirrel and woodchuck, except that occasional muscle action potentials may be
recorded in deep hibernation as these animals make slight changes in their position.

Total curarization of the hibernating hamster caused marked slowing of the
warming process, thus demonstrating the importance of the action of skeletal muscle.
Remarkably enough, however, some warming took place even in the eviscerated,

curarized animal. The heart may be implicated as an alternative source of heat for

heart rate increased before any rise in body temperature, and slowing of the heart

by anoxia (which acts reflexly via the vagus nerve) or by veratrosine, caused a drop
in body temperature.''^ During arousal the heart of the hamster is beating very
rapidly against a high peripheral resistance and, as Starling and Visscheri'^s and

\j-y^^-r^*^^„r-r' .^'1^
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Fig. 20.—Ink writer records. Record no. 1 shows muscle action potentials and heart rate

recorded 25 seconds after hibernating animal was first disturbed. At point marked "stim."

animal was touched with a pencil. At "stop" the stimulus was removed. Note immediate increase
of action potentials with stimulus and continued activity after stimulus was removed. Heart rate
is 12 per minute. Records no. 2-5 illustrate the increasing heart rate and spontaneous muscle
action potentials of animal waking from hibernation. Heart rates are 27, 2Z, 72 and 108 respec-
tively.
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Evans'"'' showed, these are precisely the conditions under which the heart is me-

chanically most inefficient. This mechanical inefficiency implies that the cardiac mus-

culature is dissipating a good deal of its energy in the form of heat. The contribution

of the brain as a source of heat has not been studied, but it may be of some impor-

tance, as nervous tissue has a high meta1)olic rate and the waking hibernator is

essentially a heart-lung-brain preparation.

The recording of muscle action potentials early during the process of arousal with-

out any visible movement of the animal may reflect an increased muscular tonus.

Fairfield'" in her studies of hypothermia in infant rats felt that this tensing was the

cause of the augmentation of oxygen consumption in these animals. Indeed, Swift,^^°

Dill and Forbes"^ and Barbour, et a/./*- all reported that muscular rigidity and

tonus were capable, in man and rats, of increasing the metabolic rate without actual

shivering. There remains the possibility that heat may be produced in muscle with-

out a corresponding amount of mechanical work being performed. Although the

oxygen uptake of a tissue has usually been found to be proportional to the work

done by that tissue, Loomis and Lipmann^^" have shown that these two phenomena

are separable, since they found that the drug dinitrophenol uncouples the oxygen-

consuming from the w^ork-producing process. In the curarized arousing hibernator

a similar reaction might take place, with some unknown factor in the situation play-

ing a role similar to that of dinitrophenol, allowing the muscle to consume oxygen

and produce heat without doing an}- mechanical work.

Metabolism. The oxygen consumption of arousing golden hamsters shows a

measurable increase 20 minutes after the initial stimulus and continues to climb, at

first slowly, then very sharply, until a maximum is reached in about 160 minutes. ^^

This maximum, which is a definite over-shoot, is followed by a decline to a more

normal oxygen consumption. Though exaggerated by the annoyance which the

awakened animal displays towards the thermocouples used for measurement of its

cheek pouch and rectal temperatures, this over-shoot in oxygen consumption dur-

ing the last hour of the waking process is also ol)served in animals unencumbered

by such devices. The great burst of oxygen consumption which accompanies the

process of arousal has been noted in all hibernators which have been studied,

and Benedict and Lee'"^ indicated that the peak of oxygen consumption during

arousal in the woodchuck is greater than that obtained under conditions of maxi-

mum exertion in the normal animal."**

It is generally agreed that glycogen is the source of energy during arousal,"^- "^

although Benedict and Lee,**" from their RQ determinations, believed that the com-

bustion of fat supplied the energy. Using chemical and histochemical methods,

Lyman and Leduc'°- have recently re-investigated this prol)lem. Liver and muscle

glycogen, which average the same in the awake and hibernating hamster, diminish

rapidly during the process of arousal. Blood sugar remains essentially normal dur-

ing this time, though it rises to hyperglycemic levels in a few animals. In animals

***E. F. Adolpli and J. Richmond (J. Appl. Physiol. <?.• 48, 1955) found a close relationship

between oxygen consumption and esophageal temiK-rature in ground squirrels during waking,

while colonic temperature showed little correlation. They concluded that the rate of oxygen con-

sumption is largely governed by the temperature of some tissues near the esophagus. Maximal

breath frecpiency occurred at a lower esophageal temperature than maximal oxygen consumption.

This suggests to them that breath frequency was governed by the temperature of the lungs or

chest more than by temperature of the brain.
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denied the blood supply to the liver by evisceration and ligation, the blood sugar
drops to hypoglycemic levels by the time the rostral portion of the animal has

reached Z7° , thus demonstrating the importance of the liver as a source of glycogen

(fig. 21).

Glycogen in the heart muscle, which is high in hijjernating animals, is still higher

in animals denied food before hibernating. Macleod and Prendergast"'' reported a

similar situation in the case of rats when the glycogen stores in the rest of the body
were abnormally low. As in skeletal muscle, heart muscle glycogen declines during

arousal. It is well established that glycogen of muscle is used directly as a source of

energy^^" and the loss of glycogen in skeletal and heart muscle during arousal must
indicate utilization by the muscles themselves. The extra store of glycogen in the

heart of the hibernator re-emphasizes the importance of the heart in the process of

arousal, for in the early stages of arousal the heart is capable of increasing its work
load without depending on any exogenous source for energy (fig. 21).'^^^

Electrical activity in the central nervous system. According to Rohmer,
ct al,^^ as the European ground squirrel woke from hibernation there was a pro-

gressive increase in the frequency of the waves in the electroencephalogram, while

the amplitude (except for the "accident complexe") gradually increased up to a

central temperature of 18°-21° C. and then diminished. Chatfield et a/./' recorded

the electrocorticogram of the hamster during arousal and correlated it with the tem-
perature of the cerebral cortex. Because of the steep temperature gradient between
cranial and caudal parts of the body during arousal, head temperatures provide a

much more valid comparison than body temperatures in such an experiment. It was
found that no electrical activity could be detected until the cortical temperature had
reached 19° to 21° C. At this temperature, slow, low voltage activity appeared, which
was replaced at higher temperatures by spontaneous burst activity and, when the

cortical temperature was about 29° C, by very fast frequency, low voltage dis-

charges characteristic of an awake animal ffig. 8). Local strychninization of the

cortex did not produce convulsive activity until the temperature had reached levels

at which spontaneous activity would normally have' appeared. Though the cortex

appeared quiescent early in arousal, peripheral movement could still be elicited at

temperatures as low as 12° C. by electrical stimulation of motor areas. Merzbacher^^^

had previously reported that the cerebral cortex of torpid noctule bats was elec-

trically excitable, but had given no temperatures. Chatfield, et al.,^'^ were able to

record a complex cortical response from stimulation of the sciatic nerve when the

cortical temperature of chilled anaesthetized hamsters was as low as 9° C. (fig. 22).

It was concluded that the brain stem reticular activating system was least resistant

I tt C. Kayser. M. L. Rietsch and M. A. Lucot (Arch. d. Sci. Physiologiques 8: 155. 1954")

report a higher R.Q. in waking hamsters than in waking ground squirrels, and associate this with
the extremely obese condition of the latter before entering hibernation, resuhing in a greater use
of fat during the waking process. They report a higher R.Q. in the ground squirrel toward the end
of the hibernating season when the animal is extremely thin and consider that this indicates a use
of protein. However, the interpretation of the source of energy by the measurement of respira-
tory quotient alone appears to us to be somewhat tenuous when the respiratory quotient is

above 0.7. C. L. Dodgen and F. R. Blood (Am. J. Physiol. i"9.- 631. 1954) report a higher
respiratory quotient in waking bats than during hibernation, and attribute this to the utilization

of carbohydrate and/or protein as well as fat. From earher observations (Federation Proc. 12:
34, 1953) of a very low supply of glycogen in the livers of hibernating bats, they emphasize that
fat must play an important role.
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Fig. 21.—Photomicrographs of S/m sections fixed in Rossman's fluid and stained with periodic

acid-Schiff for the demonstration of glycogen. A Wratten B green fiUer was used to accentuate

the fuchsin color and all pictures were printed to produce comparable color intensity.

1—Liver of a hibernating hamster fixed 43 minutes after the beginning of arousal. In this and

in the two following figures the portal zone of the hepatic lobule is at the left, the central zone
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lOOmsec 100 msec.

Fig. 22.—C.R.O. records of an evoked potential from strychninized cortex in an anaesthetized

hamster on stimulation of the ipsilateral sciatic nerve showing the resistance of subcortical

relays to cooling. A, B, and C show a series of shocks ; D and E, responses to single shocks.

Note that the cortical potential occurs only in response to the first shock of a series. Other de-

flections in records A, B, and C are artefacts from EKG. The latency of the response increases

on cooling from 50 msec, in record A to 115 msec, in record D. Calibration after record D is

for records A-D. Records E, after rewarming the animal. Latency 55 msec. Calibration after

record E is for record E alone. Cortical temperatures: A = 11.7, B = 10.8, C = 9.4, D = 9.1,

E = 13.6° C.

to cold because fast frequency, low voltage activity was the last to appear during

arousal. The intralaniinar thalamo-cortical circuits were felt to be second in order
of resistance since spontaneous burst activity appeared before the fast frequency
discharges. Spino-bulbo-thalamo-cortical relay systems and the cortex itself were
judged to be more resistant than either of the preceding since the cortex was elec-

tricall}^ excitable and an evoked potential could be obtained even at low temperatures.

In an extension of this investigation, Chatfield and Lyman"^ explored the cerebral

hemispheres and brain stem of hamsters during the process of arousal and were able

to record electrical activity at much lower temperatures than those at which spon-

taneous cortical activity occurred. The electrical activity recorded early in the

process of arousal was obtained almost exclusively from components of the limbic

system (fig. 23). These results strongly imply that it is the discharge of the limbic

system, prol^ably with the hypothalamus as a relay station, that initiates and co-

at the right. A large amount of glycogen is uniformly distributed throughout the lobule. Chemi-
cal determination of glycogen content : 40.9 mg./gm. X 1-5.

2—Liver of the same animal fixed 34 minutes later when cheek-pouch temperature had risen

to 11° C. Glycogen loss is evident throughout the lobule but is more pronounced in the central

zone. Chemical determination of glycogen content : 33.2 mg./gm. X 125.

3—Liver of the same animal fixed when arousal was complete, 130 minutes after the beginning

of waking. Glycogen concentration has diminished further throughout the lobule. It is abundant
only in those cells contiguous to the portal canal, almost absent in the middle zone of the lobule,

and irregularly distributed in a mosaic pattern in the central zone. Chemical determination of

glycogen content : 8.4 mg /gm. X 125.

4—Cardiac muscle from a control hamster maintained in a warm environment. A very small

amount of glycogen can be detected as fine dark granules deposited along one side of each muscle
fiber. Chemical determination of glycogen content : 2.13 mg./gm. X 300.

5—Cardiac muscle from a normal hibernating hamster. Glycogen is much more abundant
than in control above. Chemical determination of glycogen content : 4.04 mg./gm. X 300.

6—Cardiac muscle from a hibernating hamster which had been deprived of food. A heavy ac-

cumulation of glycogen is present throughout all muscle fibers. Chemical determination of

glycogen content : 8.56 mg./gm. X 300.
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Fig. 23.—Burst activity recorded from one locus (black dot) in the hippocampus at the indi-

cated cerebral temperatures. Inset shows a plot of the average frequency of the individual waves

of the bursts as a function of temperature.

ordinates the process of arousal. Since the limbic system has been suggested as the

neuroanatomical basis of emotions/^'^- "^ it is of some interest that the newly

aroused hamster has been described as "being greatly enraged."^'

The process of arousal as a coordinated physiological event. In summary,

the following changes have been recorded in the hamster during arousal from hi-

bernation : an increase in heart rate with the heart beating at a maximum rate for

any given temperature ; an abolition of A-V dissociation ; an increase in the velocity

of the cardiac impulse ; a rise in blood pressure ; a cutaneous vasoconstriction ; a

differential vasoconstriction between the fore and hind parts of the body ; an acti-

vation of the somatic muscular system ; an increase in oxygen consumption, and a

glyco-genolysis. In other terrestrial hibernators in which some of the saine measure-

ments have been made, like conditions have been reported. All these phenomena,

in the opinion of the atithors, can be correlated in the hypothesis that the process of

arousal is essentially a mass discharge of those parts of the nervous system which

govern heat production and conservation, and which give rise to functional activity

of the sympathetico-adrenal and somatic motor systems. Johnson^-'^ indicated that

this activity was maximal, for further stimulation did not increase the speed of wak-

ing in the ground squirrel, and this is confinned l)y the refractoriness of the heart to

epinephrine in the waking hamster.^"

In spite of the importance of the sympathetico-adrenal system, neither the adrenrd
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cortex nor the medulla is essential for the process of arousal. Popovic and V^idovic^^-

have shown that the hibernating- adrenalectomized luiropean ground scjuirrel will

waken normally when an adrenal graft in the anterior chamber of one eye has been

(juickly removed by enucleating the eye, and Lyman (unpublished) has observed

normal arousal in hamsters that were adrenalectomized in the first five minutes of

the waking period. Thus we cannt)t agree with Suomalainen and Ilerlevi'"''' that the

process of arousal necessarily induces the "alarm reaction" which is a chronic syn-

drome brought about by stress in which the adrenal cortex is of paramount

importance.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SPECIALIZATIONS OF HIBERNATORS

It is to be expected that animals that hibernate should possess certain physiological

modifications which are related directly or indirectly to hibernation. The ability of

hibernators to desaturate their fat has already been described, but more data are

necessary before this trait can be limited to hibernators alone.

As early as 1881, Horvath^^ showed that hibernators could be chilled to much
lower temperatures than animals that do not hibernate, and this has been confirmed

many times. For example, woodchucks^^* and hamsters^ '"'^ can tolerate chilling to a

colonic temperature of about 3° C. Animals that do not hibernate, on the other

hand, rarely live when the rectal temperature drops below 15° C.^^'^ The study of the

toleration of mammals to hypothermia has recently received great impetus because

of the use of chilling in surgery, as well as the importance of exposure during war,

but this problem is a subject in itself. It is of interest, however, that young mammals
tolerate chilling to much lower temperatures than can adults of the same

species.'^^' ^^^ As the young develop better temperature control, they are less able to

tolerate hypothermia.^-''*' The relationship between these facts and the ability of hiber-

nators to tolerate hypothermia has not been clarified.

The nerves of animals that do not hibernate cease to function at about 8° C, as

Forbes and Ray^^^ showed for the cat. On the other hand, the nerves must respond

at lower temperatures in the hibernator, for there is a considerable degree of homeo-

stasis at 5° C, and the hibernating animal responds to tactile stimuli, pain and tem-

perature (see In Hibernation, page 88ff.) . Greater resistance to cold in the peripheral

nerves of hibernators was first pointed out by Tait,^^® who showed that a phrenic

nerve-diaphragm preparation, as well as the excised heart from hibernating wood-

chucks and hedgehogs, exhibited activity at much lower temperatures than would be

expected were the preparations from non-hibernating animals.

This problem was reinvestigated by Chatfield, et al.,^^^ who compared the effects

of cooling in vitro on the excised tibial nerves of adult golden hamsters and albino

rats. They found that nerves from hamsters functioned down to an average tem-

perature of 3.4° C, while nerves from rats ceased functioning at an average tem-

perature of 9° C. (fig. 24). When nerves from rats were cooled, the action potential,

conduction velocity and excitability decreased linearly with temperature. These A^aria-

bles decreased at a slower rate in hamster nerves and the action potential actually

increased in amplitude in the early stages of cooling and then declined. Although

some nerves of birds will adapt to the cold,^°° there was no indication of adaptation
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Fig. 24.—Action potentials of the tibial nerve of a hamster (on left) and of a rat (on right)

at various temperatures. The action potentials of the hamster were all recorded at the same

gain. The three potentials of the rat lowest in the figure were taken at a higher gain than had

been previously used in this experiment. Note that even with high gain the action potential in

the rat has disappeared at 10° C. while even with less gain the potential of the hamster is still

perceptible at 2.5° C.

in this case, for the same results were obtained from the nerves of hibernating and

nonhibernating hamsters. This resistance to cold appears to be a peculiarity of the

peripheral nerves of all animals that hibernate, for similar results have been obtained

in the woodchuck.^-^ As was shown above (see Metabolisiii, page 91 ), the hibernat-

ing animal reacts with increased metabolism to environmental temperatures below

3° C. This is approximately the temperature below which the peripheral nerves will

cease to function.

THEORIES OF HIBERNATION
The theories of hibernation can, perhaps, be divided into three categories though

none can be separated completely from the others. The first theory is not widely

accepted, but occasionally appears in the literature. ^"^ According to tliis theory, mam-
mals that hibernate are primitive, have poor temperature regulation and behave

physiologically like the poikilothcrmic lower vertebrates. Hence, when it is cold,

hibernators cannot resist the drop in temperature and therefore hibernate. \Ve hope

that those who have struggled thus far in this review will agree that the hibernators

do not react to cold as do reptiles and amphibians. Except for the l)ats, liibernators

can maintain the homeothermic state indefinitely,^''- and all mammals in hibernation

remain primed, as it were, so that an adequate stimulus may trigger the complex

waking ])rocess. This is more a specialization of the homeothermic state than a

reversion to the poikilothcrmic one.
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The second general theory proposes that hibernation is bronght aliout by a decrease

or increase of a substance or sul)stances which are or(Hnarily present in the mam-

niah'an l)odv. From a theoretical ])(iint of view, the weakness of this concept is that it

fails to explain how the animal can wake from hibernation. If an excess or lack of

a given substance will cause an animal to hibernate, this imbalance must presumably

be corrected before the animal can recover from the hibernating state. However,

as has been mentioned above, the animal which has just entered hibernation actually

wakes more readil}- than one which has hibernated for a long time.

Among those who have subscribed to tliis theory are Dworkin and Finney"^ who

produced hypoglycemia in woodchucks by injecting large doses of insulin. These

animals chilled when exposed to cold. Suomalainen,'"' having observed low blood

sugar and high serum magnesium in hibernating hedgehogs, tried injecting a com-

bination of insulin and a large amount of magnesium into animals exposed to cold.

The hedgehogs chilled in a manner very similar to animals entering hibernation. In

Dworkin and Finney's experiments the animals died without awaking, unless in-

jected with glucose and moved to a warm environment; and Dische, et al.,^'''^ showed

that injection of insulin would actually waken normal hibernating common dormice

and European ground squirrels. In Suomalainen's experiments, glucose and calcium

and a warm environment were necessary to produce recovery of the animal. As has

been shown above, hypoglycemia is not a universal occurrence during hibernation,

and we would attribute the chilling after insulin injection to hypoglycemic shock.

The effect of large doses of magnesium could be due to the anaesthetic action of

this metal, with calcium producing its well-known counteractive effect.

Dubois*'- concluded that the marmot built up an excess of COo in its burrow and

that this caused the animal to hibernate. Actually it is conceivable that the excess or

lack of some gas could cause hibernation, for the condition could be corrected

quickly, even during hibernation. Recently Andjus^*'^ has chilled rats to 0° C. and

Smith, ct a/./^^ have chilled hamsters to — 5° C. by exposing them to cold in air-

tight containers. The animals lack sufficient oxygen to fight against the cold and can

be chilled to temperatures far below the lethal limit reported for these animals when

given adequate oxygen. ^^'^ However, if such a mechanism takes place during the

entrance into hibernation, the methods of its functioning are completely unknown.

The endocrine glands should probably be included under the general theory of a

hypo- or hyperfunction as the cause of hibernation. Much of the evidence implicat-

ing the endocrines has been based on a histological comparison of glands from awake

and hibernating animals. We have mentioned that other seasonal changes in the

endocrines have not always been differentiated from those which take place just as

the animal hibernates, and the researcher is further hampered by not knowing which

is the cause and which the effect of the hibernating state. As Kayser's review shows,^^

polyglandular involution exists in the hibernating animal and inactivity of the endo-

crines involved in metabolism is to be expected. Indeed, Foster, et al.,
^*^^ showed that

ground squirrels will not hibernate when fed thyroxin, or when injected with pitui-

tary extract. The contrary result reported by Johnson and Hanawalt^*^^ may be due

to the fact that they sterilized their thyroxin by boiling before injecting it. On the

other hand the hibernating state as we have defined it has never been produced by

removal of any one of the endocrine glands. Removal of the adrenals does not cause
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hibernation in the ground squirrel ;^*'' in fact the presence of some adrenal tissue is

considered necessary for hibernation, ^^-' ^'^^ and hypophysectomy results in eventual

hypothermia and death. ^®' ^^''

On the other hand, though the endocrines are probably not the basic cause of

hibernation, they may well have profound influence in setting the stage for the final

act, and it would be folly to disregard their possible importance in such obvious

preparations as the building up of fat which takes place in many hibernators.

The third concept of hibernation implicates the central nervous system as the basic

controlling mechanism. Prosser^'° has said that the outstanding fact of hibernation

is the "turning down of the thermostat" and this concept postulates that the "thermo-

stat" is in the central nervous system. It is well established that temperature control

in non-hibernating mammals is regulated in the region of the hypothalamus and

tegmentum and that chilling causes activity of the heat-conserving and heat-generat-

ing "centers." Assuming that hibernators have the same heat-regulating centers,

these centers must undergo some change in sensitivity when the animal starts to

hibernate. The nature or cause of this change is, of course, unknown, and there is

actually no direct evidence implicating these centers in the process of entering

hibernation. On the other hand, the central representation of the sympathetic nervous

system appears to be definitely involved in waking from hibernation, and it seems

reasonable to suspect that it is also of prime importance in the process of entering

the hibernating state.

Throughout the preparation of this article we have constantly turned to Drs.

Helen W. Deane, Don W. Fawcett, A. Baird Hastings and George B. Wislocki for

advice, and we are most grateful to them. We also thank Mrs. Regina O'Brien for

checking and correcting the references.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Alan C. Burton: I would like to ask whether Dr. Lyman has verified the

older observations about there being some abnormality in the hibernating animal of

magnesium to potassium or sodium ratio, and whether he thinks this could be one

tissue fact or biochemical fact which might be responsible for the different tissue

states.

Dr. Lyman: I haven't done anything with magnesium. My personal feeling alDOut

any ionic imbalance is that if this is the situation it must have to be corrected the

mintite the animal starts to wake up from hibernation. I can't visualize exactly how

this can occur. Even though there have been various reports concerning magnesium,

some saying that it is high and some saying that it is normal, I haven't measured it.

Dr. Allen D. Keller: I would like to comment a little further about the presence

of shivering in hibernation. The old literature never mentions whether there is

shivering or not. I see you did demonstrate shivering in the woodchuck.

Dr. Lyman: During hibernation?

Dr. Keller: When they come out.

Dr. Lyman: They do shiver violently, particularly in the anterior end, as they

warm to, say, 15 or 20° C. Also I have seen woodchucks shiver during hiberna-

tion every once in a while. They make gross movements and then seem to have a

slight tremor. This is in the steady hibernating state. I have never seen that in ham-

sters. They curl up in a little ball and look completely dead until you pick them up,

and then you see their whiskers move. That is all that seems to be happening.

Dr. E. Calkins: I was much interested in your observation on the serum epine-

phrine level during hibernation. Do you know what can be done to non-hibernators

to stimulate their hibernation ? We cannot change the diaphragms or tissues, but is it

possible that administration of epinephrine competitors might enable non-hibernators

to get along better at a low temperature? Do you know of anybody who has done

that?

Dr. Lyman: Not as far as I know. It is worth while trying, certainly. The trouble

is that there are side effects with almost any epinephrine competitors.

Dr. Calkins: If it could be administered without much difficulty, as I know you

can with humans, and I am sure to animals, and prevent the epinephrine response

to cold, you would avoid some of these complications that we are hearing about.

Dr. George E. Burch: I would like to know if you studied the peripheral circu-

lation which shows the heart declines in rate as hibernation starts. Does the blood

shift from the peripheral vessels into the body?
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Also, you show that circulation in the lower half of the hody is almost cut ofif.

Does shivering take place in that part of the body without circulation, or is there

any differrence between the upper and lower halves of the body?

Dr. Lyman: In answer to the first question, we believe that during hibernation

the animal's circulation is vasodilated. Evidence of this is not derived from measure-

ment of peripheral blood flow or anything like that, but from the fact that in the

hamster, the only hibernator having unpigmented feet, the feet are bright pink

during the hibernating stage, but as soon as the animal starts to wake from hiber-

nation the feet become pale, showing, we think, vasoconstriction. Observing these

two things, we believe that the animal actually vasodilates as it goes into hibernation.

As far as shivering is concerned, the front end of the animal shivers violently,

and it isn't until later when the blood supply is established that gross shivering

begins in the posterior part. In fact, an animal coming out of hibernation in the cold

room can crawl around with its front feet while it is still just dragging its rear end.

So it really becomes well organized in the anterior portion before the posterior

portion wakes up at all.

Dr. McMurrey: I would lie interested in knowing how you get blood from an

animal analyzed for epinephrine or glucose while he is hibernating.

Dr. Lyman: As far as the method I have used is concerned, the animal is really

in the very start of the waking process when the drawing of the blood is com-

pleted. Actually, from an animal such as the woodchuck I think you could get blood

from a chronically implanted cannula or something like that, but I have not at-

tempted to do it. What I do is pick up the animal and within about a minute I am
able to get blood from the heart by cardiac puncture. This animal isn't hibernating

in the true sense, because it has already started to wake up. On the other hand, the

slight changes which may take place in that short period should be smaller than the

errors in blood analysis.

Dr. Henry Szvan: I just wondered, Dr. Lyman, if you would discuss the state of

the anesthesia in these animals during hibernation and during rewarming. I gather

from your discussion that most of these animals when recovering from hibernation

react to pain stimuli.

Dr. Lyman: We have been able to get and evoke cortical potential at temperatures

as low as 7° C. by stimulating the peripheral sciatic nerve and picking up the

potential at the cortex. So apparently these animals do react at temperatures as low

as 7° C. The potential is a slow one, but it is there.

Dr. Chandler McC. Brooks: I think this brings up a point of some interest. If

you remember the records of the action potentials in the hibernator at this crucial

period of 7 to 4° C, although the amplitude of the action potential of the nerve

was reduced, the area was greatly increased. Therefore, as far as the central nervous

system was concerned, an impulse going in at that time would be many times as

effective. It would act as a tetanus as far as the next synapse was concerned, com-

pared to that of the normal. So that is an interesting thing—why the nerve of the

hibernating animal retains this ability to be aroused when the other animals lost

it so much earlier. It is an inherent characteristic of the nerve.

Dr. Lyman: In that regard, in the first record, I did point out that there were
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places where it said "stimulated." At those places I simply poked the animal with a

pencil. The action potential continued for many seconds after the poking. As you

say, it continues for a long time.

Dr. Burton: This question is prompted by Dr. Burch's question. Since the re-

markable x-ray pictures show that the blood doesn't go down to the femorals,

wouldn't it be worth making a careful examination—perhaps you have—of the

anatomy of the descending aorta to see if these animals don't have some specialized

structure which they can clamp off. The diving mammals have that, as you know.

Dr. Lyman: I did that histologically, I am ashamed to say, in only one hamster.

It takes quite a few serial sections. I looked through the sections and there is no

evidence of a coarctation or anything like that in the one aorta. Of course, I could

have missed a few sections.

Dr. R. K. Andjus: I should like to discuss Dr. Lyman's definition of hiberna-

tion. Dr. Lyman, in your definition you incorporate the fact that a hibernating

animal is capable of spontaneous rewarming from hypothermia without the aid of

external heat. I think that this is not at all specific for a hibernating animal. If one

cools a non-hibernating mammal, a rat for instance, and leaves it at an ambient air

temperature equal to its body temperature, the animal will rewarm spontaneously

unless the body temperature was lowered below a critical level. If a rat is to be

maintained at body temperatures higher than 15°, its effort to actively rewarm must

be counteracted (by deep anesthesia for instance). Now the same is true to a

greater extent for a hibernating animal. It is capable of rewarming spontaneously

from much lower body temperatures. But this difference between the body tem-

peratures from which hibernating and non-hibernating animals can rewarm spon-

taneously is only a quantitative difference, so to speak. A phenomenon that is more

important for the characterization of hibernation and which represents a qualitative

difference is the capability of hibernating mammals to remain dormant and not to

start rewarming spontaneously in spite of the "aid of external heat." An unan-

esthetized rat will continue its efforts to rewarm spontaneously until the body

temperature is forced close to the level below which cardiac arrest occurs. By con-

trast the hibernating ground squirrel although capable of spontaneous rewarming

relaxes into hibernation and remains in hypothermia at body temperatures of 20°

or more below the active body temperature.

Dr. Lyman: Unless it is disturbed, I think that is true. Possibly I should have

emphasized that the nonhibernators, as you say, can rewarm spontaneously from

16°, or something like that, in the case of the rat, but they can't rewarm from 5°.

I should also have said that my definition included the phrase, "a passive lowering

of body temperature to that of the environment." In rats and other nonhibernators

the only time they passively lower their body temperature to that of the environment

is under anesthesia, drugs, and so on. They then are unable to warm without heat

from external sources. As I said, it wasn't a very good definition.



RESUSCITATION AND RECOVERY OF HYPOTHERMIC,
SUPERCOOLED AND FROZEN MAMMALS

R. K. ANDJUS, J. E. LOVELOCK and A. U. SMITIi

(This subject was presented to the Conference by a sound fihn entitled "Resuscitation of

Hypothermic, Supercooled and Frozen Mammals" made at the National Institute for Medical
Research, London, under the supervision of Drs. Andjus, Lovelock and Smith. There follows

a summary of this film written by Dr. Smith and addenda furnished by Drs. Smith and Andjus.
The floor discussion which took place after the showing of the film follows the addenda.)

SUMMARY OF SOUND FILM

The film opened with an introduction by Dr. Parkes. He said that previous fihns

made in his Division on the effects of low^ temperatures dealt with individual cells

and small pieces of tissues and with the use of glycerol to protect them from the

otherwise fatal effects of freezing to, thawing from, and long-term preservation at

— 79° C, the temperature of solid CO,. This work had naturally made him and his

colleagues wonder how far they could go with the whole animal. Two very obvious

questions had arisen : first, how to stop the heart beat and respiration by reducing

body temperature in the range above zero in such a way as to permit reanimation on

warming
; second, what would happen to the animals when the body temperature fell

below zero and when the body water began to crystallize out as ice. Dr. Parkes went
on to say that at this point in their cogitations his staff had been fortunate in being

joined by Dr. Andjus, of the University of Belgrade, who had been working on
hypothermia in the rat at body temperatures down to zero, and who appeared to

have solved the first of the two problems. Dr. Parkes then introduced Dr. Andjus
who was doing an experiment.

Dr. Andjus then showed a normal rat being enclosed in a 2 litre jar which was
placed in the refrigerator at +2° C. He explained that the concentration of oxygen
would gradually fall while the expired carbon dioxide would accumulate and that,

as a result, the animal would itself cool down in the cold environment. Two hours
later Dr. Andjus took the jar out of the refrigerator and demonstrated that the rat

was unconscious and flaccid, and in a state of cold narcosis which could be used for

surgical operations. The deep body temperature, recorded from a thermometer
inserted into the colon, was 18° C. Electrocardiographic electrodes were then at-

tached to record the heart beat both audibly and with a pen recorder. At 18° C. the

rhythm was regular but very slow for the rat. The animal was then prepared for

further cooling. It was thoroughly wetted with cold water and placed in a dish

containing crushed ice, and the entire body, except for the nostrils, covered with

crushed ice. Icy water was then added to fill the air spaces. Respirations were re-

corded by means of a rubber tube leading from the nostrils to a Marie tambour
with a lever which wrote on a smoked drum. The last breath was taken when the

deep body temperature had fallen just below 15° C. Soon after cessation of breath-

ing the heart stopped beating. This was demonstrated by means of the electro-

cardiogram. The rat was left for one hour without breathing, with its deep body
temperature dropping rapidly at first and then more gradually. By the end of the

125
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hour the colonic temperature had dropped ahuost to the centigrade zero. Dr. Andjus

said that rats kept without l^reathing and heart beats for one hour could regularly

be reanimated by rewarming the heart with microwaves.

Dr. Parkes explained that the idea of using microwaves for heating the heart

originated from Dr. Lovelock, and that the apparatus had been designed by him

and built with the colla1)oration of Mr. Perkins in the Instrument Division of the

Institute. He then introduced Dr. Lovelock who demonstrated his magnetron micro-

wave generator which pours forth a flood of very high frequency radio waves.

These radio waves can be projected in a narrow beam and are able to penetrate the

skin of an animal and warm up its inner organs. Neither heat radiations nor longer

radio waves share both of these properties.

Dr. Andjus then showed how the chilled rat was arranged in the path of the

microwaves. The animal was placed under a wave-guide. The cardiac area was

heated preferentially because it was situated under an appropriate sized hole in the

wave-guide. The heart beat was thus re-established rapidly and before the extremi-

ties had become warmed. Artificial respiration was simultaneously administered by

intermittent insufflation of air into the lungs through a rubber tube applied to the

nostrils. An automatic air pump was used. After 15 minutes a regular cardiac

rhythm had been re-established, heating and artificial respiration were discontinued

and the animal took its first breath. The colonic temperature was still only 20° C.

Movements of the head and tongue could soon be elicited. Respiration rapidly

became regular as shown by kymographic tracings. The animal was then immersed

in a bath of water at 40° C. to warm it further. Within 30 minutes it had regained

muscular tone and the body temperature had reached approximately 30° C. The rat

was then removed from the bath, dried, and put into an incubator running at 28°

to 32° C. When placed on its back it turned over spontaneously. The animal was

seen again one hour later sitting up and apparently in good condition. Dr. Parkes

commented that Dr. Andjus had thus cleared the way for the second of the two

prolDlems previously mentioned, namely what would happen to an animal when the

body temperature fell below zero. For this part of the work the golden hamster was

selected because it had proved comparatively easy to handle in the range of body

temperatures above zero. Dr. Parkes then introduced Dr. Smith who was at work

in the laboratory. She showed a golden hamster in its cage, and explained that this

rodent differs from the rat in being a potential hibernator. The experiments were,

however, being carried on during the summer and the hamster was full}- acti\e. The

hamsters were cooled by a method similar to that used for the rat. An animal was

enclosed in a jar which was packed into ice. During the two hours which followed

the deep body temperature fell by 20° C. to 18° C. The animal was then uncon-

scious, and was transferred to a dish of crushed ice and surrounded by ice-cold

water so that only its nose protruded. The body temperature fell still further but.

unlike the rat, the hamster continued to breathe until it had cooled down to approxi-

mately + 5° C. which is the lowest temperature usually reached in natural hiberna-

tion. During natural hibernation breathing and heart beats are slowed but never stop

completely. The hamster was shown taking its last breath at the time when the

colonic temperature was at +4.5° C. The deep body temperature was recorded

continuously on a graph from a thermocouple inserted into the colon. The heart
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stopped beating at +3° C. The hamster was then immersed in a bath of propylene

gl}col kept at —5° C. in a dee]) freeze cabinet. The body was covered with blotting

paper sodden witli tlie fluid at this temperature, and in this way its trunk and limbs

were weighted down and immersed completely while the mouth and nostrils were

kept above iluid level. Within 10 minutes the deep body temperature reached

— 0.6° C. as shown on the graph, and then levelled off dropping almost impercep-

tibly during the course of the next hour while the hamster froze progressivelv.

After freezing in this way for one hour the animal was so stiff that it could be

placed on a rack supported only at the head and tail and would, in addition, u])hold

its own body weight as shown l)y placing a 100 g. weight on the abdomen. It felt

woodlike to the touch and solid when knocked against the bench top.

The frozen hamster was rewarmed by deep and rapid heating of the whole body.

This was done by means of a simple diathermy apparatus which had been built by

Dr. Lovelock. The animal was placed between the diathermy electrodes and the

high tension was switched on. Artificial respiration was given. The colonic tempera-

ture rose by about 1.0° to 2° C. per minute until it reached -1-10° C. Diathermy

was then stopped and the animal removed from the apparatus. Its heart was beating

steadily. Soon normal breathing was resumed and artificial respiration discontinued.

The nose, tongue, lips and paws which were deathly pale had become a rosy pink.

When respiration was regular the animal was washed in cold water to get rid of the

propylene glycol which was rather sticky. It was dried, and almost immediately

started to shiver. In this way it rewarmed itself and no further external heating was

needed. The hamster differs from the rat which does not shiver or rewarm spon-

taneously and requires to be heated artificially until its body temperature reaches

the normal level. Even after that the rat needs to be kept in a warm place for

several days. Within 40 minutes of being frozen stiff the hamster recovered mus-

cular activity. The animal which had been filmed during freezing and resuscitation

was by this time making vigorous efforts to turn itself over and finally, after a

minute or two, it succeeded. Thereafter it recovered rapidly and was seen one hour

later back in its cage, showing all the normal activity, including biting.

The same animal was photographed again eight weeks later. It was in very good
health and showed no ill-effects. The only sign of damage due to freezing was loss

of the pinnae of the ears wdiich had become frostbitten because they had been

knocked and bent when frozen stiff. Other parts of the surface of the body and
extremities which had not been traumatized showed no signs of damage although

abundant ice had been present in all the superficial tissues.

When cooled by the method shown, 75 per cent of hamsters became frozen. The
other 25 per cent, treated in exactly the same way, 1)ecame supercooled and the

deep body temperature fell below zero, in some animals reaching — 5° C. or below.

In supercooled animals no ice formed anywhere in the body. They were much
colder than the frozen animals but they remained soft and flabby and collapsed

unless the whole trunk was supported. This was illustrated in the film by putting a

supercooled hamster with a colonic temperature of —5.3° C. on the rack which sup-

ported it only at the head and tail. The animal promptly collapsed in a heap. It was
then rewarmed with diathermy by exactly the same technique illustrated for the

frozen animal. Artificial respiration was given as before. The heart rapidly resumed
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beating and within 10 minutes was beating steadily so that the fur over the prae-

cordium pulsated visibly. After 15 minutes the animal had resumed natural breath-

ing. Within 30 minutes it had turned over and was shivering vigorously. Within

one hour it was moving round actively, none the worse for its experiences, and

actually looking for food. It recovered completely and showed no ill effects either

within a few hours or many months after cooling to —5.3° C.

Dr. Smith said that the work on rats and hamsters shown in this film was only a

beginning and was being extended to larger animals. Experiments on monkeys sug-

gested that there were no fundamentally different problems and that there should

be no insuperable difficulties either in cooling or in resuscitation. For instance. Dr.

Andjus was shown cooling a monkey in a closed vessel in the refrigerator. After

it had been narcotised with cold it was packed into crushed ice with only the nose

protruding. The deep body temperature fell to -f5° C, and breathing was arrested

for one hour. Dr. Andjus then revived the animal by means of diathermy and

artificial respiration. Dr. Smith thought that this work might have important bear-

ings on surgical anesthesia, particularly in facilitating operations on the heart by

allowing animals to be cooled to lower temperatures than were hitherto considered

safe and thereby prolonging the period during which the heart could be excluded

from the circulation and subjected to operations.

In order to keep animals in a state of suspended animation for periods longer

than a few hours it would, on the other hand, undoubtedly be necessary to cool them

to much lower temperatures in order to reach a state of biochemical and physical

stability. Research along these lines had already begun at the National Institute for

Medical Research.

ADDENDUM

:

FORMATION OF ICE IN TISSUES

Furnished by A. U. Smith

Dr. Lovelock and Dr. Smith have examined the distribution of ice within the

body and have determined the amount of ice formed in the various tissues and

individual organs as well as in the whole body of hamsters frozen for varying

periods at —5° C. In hamsters frozen for 60 minutes as much as 90 per cent of the

water in the skin, 60 per cent of the water in the brain, and 40 to 50 per cent of

the total body water was often frozen.Nevertheless, animals frozen to this extent

could be completely resuscitated. The proportion of early deaths and incomplete

recoveries increased rapidly when the duration of freezing was prolonged so that

no animal frozen for more than 70 minutes survived more than a few days. Breath-

ing and heart beat were temporarily resumed in animals frozen for 170 minutes, but

there was no sign of life in those rewarmed after freezing for three hours or more.

These results, as well as the effects of foetal development of freezing pregnant

hamsters, will be reported in detail elsewhere (Smith, 1955 a & b; Lovelock and

Smith, 1955). Hamsters resuscitated after freezing progressively at —5° C. do not

necessarily become frostbitten in spite of the presence of abundant ice within the

superficial tissues. Frostbite can, however, be induced by several methods which

include bending the frozen extremities, and applying solid carbon dioxide at

-79° C. to the frozen part (Smith, 1954).
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ADDENDUM:
CLOSED CONTAINER COOLING, AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHYSIOLOGY

OF COOLING AND RESUSCITATION

Furnished by R. K. Andjus

I would like to give a summary of our recent work on hypothermia which was
illustrated to a certain extent by the film presented to the Conference, particularly

by the parts concerning the resuscitation of rats and monkeys after cooling to body
temperatures of 0° and 5° C, respectively.

There are three main lines along which we have been working

:

1. the method of inducing hypothermia by changing the concentration of natural

respiratory gases

;

2. the method of resuscitation from suspended animation in hypothermia by
preferential heating of the cardiac area, and

3. the physiological study of the unanesthetized animal in hypothermia, includ-

ing the study of prolonged and repeated hypothermia as well as of the period of

recovery.

TECHNIQUE OF COOLING WITHIN A CLOSED CONTAINER
It was known since the work of Paul Bert and Raphael Dubois toward the end of

the last century that oxygen lack on the one hand and CO2 excess on the other are

capable of inducing hypothermia in animals. Giaja showed in 1940 and 1942 that

rats, cats, and dogs can be cooled below 20° C. body temperature by reducing gradu-
ally the total barometric pressure in the container in which the animal is kept at

ambient air temperatures of about 10° C. He showed also that rats become hypo-
thermic when left in hermetically closed containers and reported of a case of spon-
taneous recovery after such cooling to a body temperature of 8.8° C. (Giaja, 1940
and 1941).

Rats cooled to about 15° C. by the closed container technique tolerate very well

a variety of surgical operations and this method of cooling was suggested as a

routine technique for inducing "physical anesthesia" (Giaja and Andjus, 1949,

Andjus, 1950). The greatly increased resistance to oxygen deficiency in animals
cooled by this technique made it particularly suitable for physical anesthesia in

surgery where there was danger of asphyxia (hypophysectomy in rats, for in-

stance) (Andjus, 1950).

The closed container technique of cooling enabled us (1) to cool safely animals
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to body temperatures never reached before with subsequent recovery (about five

degrees below the freezing point), and (2) to study the physiology of hypothermia

unmasked by the effect of anesthetics or other drugs.

The routine technique as applied to rats consists of enclosing the animal in a jar

of two liters capacity, placed in a refrigerator at 0°-5° C. By the end of two hours

the concentration of oxygen in the residual air decreases to 2 to 4 per cent, CO2 to

about 15 to 16 per cent, and the body temperature falls to between 15° and 20° C.

(Andjus and Smith, 1955). A summary of some of the results of our investigations

along these lines follows

:

The critical and the lethal fall of oxygen tension. The heat production of an

animal exposed to a gradual fall of oxygen tension does not begin to diminish until

the oxygen tension has reached a critical level. The value of the "critical fall of

oxygen tension" (CFOT) may amount to as much as 70 mm. Hg in different ex-

perimental conditions. It is influenced, for example, by the ambient temperature and

the temperature of the environment to which the animal was adapted prior to the

experiment (Giaja, 1953).

In order to answer the fundamental question whether the value of the critical fall

of oxygen tension depends on the rate of oxygen consumption, we have done a

series of experiments which will be described now. Four different groups of rats

with different metabolic rates were exposed to a gradual decrease of oxygen tension

and the values of their CFOT determined. Each experimental group had a group of

control animals. In three of the experimental groups the oxygen consumption rate

was very different from that of the corresponding control groups, due to thyroid

feeding, hypophysectomy or different age (T, II, and IV, respectively, in fig. 1).

It can be seen from fig. 1 that a highly significant difference in oxygen consumption

rates between the experimental group and the corresponding group of controls was

not necessarily accompanied by a significant difference in the values of CFOT
(I and II in fig. 1). On the other hand, a highly significant difference in the values

of CFOT was found between one of the experimental groups and its control group

whose oxygen consumption rates were almost identical (III in fig. 1). It may be

concluded that the value of the CFOT is not necessarily influenced by the rate of

oxygen consumption. In other words, the critical fall of oxygen tension necessary

to decrease the production of heat cannot be predicted on the basis of a simple oxy-

gen uptake measurement.

The results in fig. 1 indicate, however, that although the value of CFOT is not

necessarily determined by the rate of the total oxygen consumption, it may be in-

fluenced by the value of the "complementary" oxygen consumption. This comple-

mentary oxygen consumption, a result of the chemical thermoregulation, is calcu-

lated as total oxygen consumption (measured at a given ambient temperature)

minus basal oxygen consumption (measured at 30-32° C). In the experimental

animals a greater complementary oxygen uptake was always accompanied by a

smaller CFOT, and was independent of the value of the total oxygen uptake which

might equal or differ from that of the controls (III and TV in fig. 1).

The results represented in fig. 2 show that the /('///(// fall of oxygen tension at a

given ambient temperature is likewise not necessarily related to the rate of the

total oxygen consumption. The values of the lethal fall of oxygen tension found
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Fig. 1.—Critical fall of oxygen tension (black bars) in rats with different metabolic rates as

measured by oxygen uptake (white and shaded blocks). A, a, C, c, E, e, G, and g are hypo-

physectomized rats; H and h are young rats weighing about 35 grams. I, II, and IV are results

obtained at an ambient temperature of about 20° C. ; III are results obtained at 10° C. The values

for "Basal Oxygen Uptake" are obtained in preliminary measurements at 30-32° C. of ambient

temperature. The fall of oxygen tension is calculated by taking 159 mm. Hg as the starting

normal value. Each block or bar represents the average of 5 to 10 experiments.

for thyroid-fed rats are not very different from those found in the controls when
the experiment is carried out at a high amhient temperature (30-32° C), ahhough
it is precisely at this temperature that the difference in rates of oxygen consumption

between the two groups of animals becomes most marked. On the other hand,

when the rates of oxygen consumption of the two groups are almost identical, as it

happens when they are both placed at a low environmental temperature (10° C),
the values of the lethal fall of oxygen tension differ greatly between the two groups.

While these results will not be discussed in detail, the significance of that portion

of oxygen uptake that is involved in thermoregulation should be emphasized. The
greater the proportion of the complementary heat production, the more easily will

a small drop in oxygen tension be reflected in decreased consumption of oxygen and
in the induction of hypothermia. When the share of heat which cannot be altered

by the mechanisms of thermoregulation represents the major portion of the total

heat production, it is then dangerous to attempt to decrease it by lowering the

oxygen tension. When the latter type of animal is exposed to a gradual fall of

oxygen tension, its heat production remains unaltered almost to the point of death.

Its body temperature does not fall fast enough to permit hypothermia to exert its

protective effect against oxygen lack. By contrast, when the major portion of the

total heat production is a result of chemical thermoregulation, it can be readilv de-
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Fig. 2.—Lethal oxygen tension in normal and thyroid-fed rats at different ambient tempera-

tures. White blocks show metabolic rate (per cent of normal BMR). Black bars show lethal

oxygen tension (per cent of the value found in rats at 30° C). A and a are normal rats; B and

b are thyroid-fed rats. Values averaged from 5 experiments.

creased by a reduction of oxygen tension less significant in terms of vital functions.

Hypothermia induced under these conditions reaches the protective temperature

levels and helps the animal to survive further lowering of oxygen tension.

The severity of anoxia and the question of the "oxygen debt." It is im-

portant to stress the fact that it is the complementary heat production which is

decreased Ijy the lowered oxygen tension under the sealed container conditions

described above. Hypothermia reaches deep levels long before the production of

heat has fallen below the level of the BMR. The oxygen tension which is not suffi-

cient to insure the complementary production of heat (i.e., the maintenance of the

normal body temperature) is more than sufficient to maintain the vital oxidative

processes. The fall of the metal)olic rate below the level of the BMR takes place

only when deep hypothermia is present, so that such a great depression of oxygen

consumption is not the result of oxygen lack alone but of the lowered tissue temper-

ature as well.

Although the oxygen uptake recorded on recovery can be signilicanlly liigher in
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coinparisun to that recorded Ijefore the exposure, this cannot Ije interpreted as the

result of an "oxygen deht." Rather, the increased oxygen uptake in the recovery

phase is the result of the hypothermia itself. It is well known that hypothermia, if

it does not reach a critical level, acts as "internal cold" and stimulates the metaholic

rate to levels ahove that found in ndrniothermic animals exjKjsed to the same en-

vironmental temperature. In our experiments it is of significance that the consump-

tion of oxygen during recovery showed no unusual increases in those cases where

hypothermia alone was incapable of inducing a significant increase in heat produc-

tion. This occurs in very young rats with deficient thermoregulation, or in thyroid-

fed animals whose metabolic rates have already increased to a maximum. As might

be expected, the stimulative effect of hypothermia on the production of heat is sup-

pressed by oxygen lack. The appearance of hypothermia under hypoxic conditions

is not accompanied by the rise of oxygen uptake which normally occurs in animals

that are not deeply anesthetized.

The role of oxygen and carbon dioxide. During cooling by the closed con-

tainer technique the animal is exposed not only to a gradual fall of oxygen tension,

but also to the accumulation of CO^. The effect of carbon dioxide can be illustrated

by the experimental data summarized in table I. It can be seen that, at a high en-

vironmental temperature (30-32° C.) the accumulation of carbon dioxide is detri-

mental to the survival of the animal enclosed in the vessel. Contrariwise, at low

ambient temperatures the rats survive better when carbon dioxide is allowed to

accumulate. This effect can be partly explained by the fact that the accumulation of

carbon dioxide slows down the oxygen uptake (fig. 3). This has two important

effects on survival in the closed vessel. First, the production of heat is retarded

(more than by hypoxia alone), and this promotes the appearance of hypothermia.

Second, the fall of the partial pressure of oxygen is slowed down so that hypo-

thermia has the time to reach deep levels before the oxygen tension in the tissues has

TABLE I

Effect of CO2 Accumulation on Survival in Closed Vessels Kept at Different

Ambient Temperatures

(At 30-33° C, rats survived when CO2 was continuously absorbed on KOH, but died when
the experiment was repeated without absorbing the expired CO2. In the lower

temperature range the reverse was observed.)

No.
of
rat
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Fig. 3.—Effect of carbon dioxide accumulation on oxygen consumption in closed vessels. Time

necessary for a rat enclosed in a vessel to diminish the partial pressure of oxygen to one-third

of normal; when carbon dioxide is eliminated (black portion), and when it is allowed to ac-

cumulate (whole bar). Each bar represents an experiment on a different animal. Capacity of

the vessel: 1 liter; ambient temperature: 20° C. ; weight of animals: 150-180 grams.

fallen to dangerous values. In addition to these experimental results, other data

from the literature show that carljon dioxide has a specific heneficial effect on the

resistance to oxygen lack. There are also indications that it has a special protective

effect against disorders elicited hy the fall of body temperature, but this has not

yet been proven.

The closed container technique uses both hypoxia and hypercapnia as agents to

induce hypothermia. The convenience of the technicjue consists in the fact that both

are produced by the animal itself and that it is only necessary to choose the right

size of the vessel and the ambient temperature in order to achieve the wanted level

of hypothermia without the danger of asphyxiation and olher harmful effects.

The modifications of the method. Although less convenient, it is possible, as

already mentioned, to achieve cooling by hypoxia alone (by decreasing gradually
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the total barometric pressure with a vacuum pump, or by absorbing the expired

carbon dioxide in a container of appropriate size). It is also possible to use hyper-

capnia alone for inducing hypothermia (l)y enclosing the animal in a vessel filled

with pure oxygen), but we have found that under these conditions and by the time

the body temperature has fallen below 20° C. the accumulation of carbon dioxide

reaches values which are very close to the lethal concentrations. Many of our rats

cooled by this technique succumbed even when returned to normal air. It is to be

noted that carljon dioxide is much more lethal for the animal in hypothermia

(Giaja and Markovic, 1953). The closed container technique, with ordinary air and

with no carbon dioxide removal, remains the simplest and safest method in-so-far as

the rat is concerned.

Although the closed vessel remains our technique of preference for rats and

other small laboratory animals, it is less convenient for such animals as the monkey
and the dog where the size and surface ratio becomes an important limiting factor.

The larger the animal, the slower is the rate of cooling and, consequently, the

greater the danger of asphyxiation occurring before low temperatures can be

reached.

Despite the size factor, we used the closed vessel technique in our experiments

with monkeys as shown in the film. The animal is enclosed in a large perspex box
and immediately anesthetized by introducing pure carbon dioxide into the box. The
box is then placed in a refrigerator and refilled with nitrogen containing 7 per cent

oxygen. From then on, the expired carbon dioxide is allowed to accumulate.

It is obvious, however, that by such a technique (cooling in air at 0° C.) the

rate of cooling is always much slower than when cooling is achieved by immersion

in icy water. It may be mentioned that carbon dioxide can be very useful for the

suppression of shivering during cooling by immersion. We are now cooling dogs

down to 15° C. by immersion, using only carbon dioxide and intravenous alcohol

for narcosis and suppression of shivering.

Final cooling to 0° C, and supercooling. Once the body temperature is low-

ered to 15-20° C, the animal is removed from the vessel and further cooling is

achieved by covering the animal with crushed ice. The animal is cooled to 0? C, and
then supercooled by immersion in a propylene glycol or glycerol bath kept at —6° C.

No artificial respiration or circulation is applied in the last stage of cooling because

respiratory and cardiac arrest have already occurred (see fig. 4). To date, the lowest

temperature from which we have resuscitated animals has been about — 5° C.

RESUSCITATION BY LOCAL HEATING OE THE CARDIAC AREA

In 1951 we reported a technique for resuscitation of animals cooled to body tem-

peratures around 0°
( Andjus, 1951). Applying this technique, we have succeeded

in reanimating adult non-hibernating mammals cooled to body temperatures reach-

ing even a few degrees below the freezing point (Andjus, 1955).

Our experiments proved that deeply cooled animals with a cardiac arrest lasting

up to almost two hours and body temperatures reaching about — 5° C. can be re-

suscitated by localized external application of heat to the cardiac area. This strategy

re-established the adequate circulation of blood ahead of the tissue requirements for
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Fig. 4.—Illustration of the cooling and rewarming stages and procedures.

oxygen. Diiiferent heating devices were tested but the use of diathermy shown in

the fihn proved to be the most successful (fig. 5). Maximal rate of recovery in rats

(80-100 per cent of long-term survivors) was achieved by the use of microwave

diathermy whose penetration properties allow localization to a small area (Andjus

and Lovelock, 1955). For monkeys, however, a more conventional diathermy was

used (30 Mc.) because of the need for deeper penetration. Our greatest difficulty

with monkeys was the danger of superficial burns. Blocks of ice placed between

the diathermy electrodes and the body surface diminished that danger.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA

The physiology of hypothermia varies markedly with the technique, especially

if pharmacological agents are used. For example, at a body temperature around

30° C, the metabolic rate can range from readings higher than normal BMR to

values many times lower, depending solely on the use of anesthetics.

Also, the physiological features of hypothermia at one level change appreciably

with time. For example, at a certain level of hypothermia the metabolic rate can be

significantly higher than the BMR during the first hours and significantly lower

for many hours afterward. The blood sugar level can change from hyperglycemic to

hypoglycemic values.

The hypothermic states. It is well known that the fall of body tempcratm-e

does not influence all physiological ftinctions in the same manner. The general clas-

sification of hypothermia stages which we are using is based on experiments with

unanesthetized animals (fig. 6).
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Fig. 5.— Different techniques of local heating- during reaniniation from suspended animation at
0° C. of body temperature and their efficiency in terms of the number of survivors (maximal
per cent of long-term survivors from 25 animals). From above downward: application of a
heated spatula to the chest; artificial respiration by a bellows applied to the nostrils (Andjus,
1951; Andjus and Smith, 1955); heating by a projection lamp (Andjus and Smith, 1955);
heating by microwave diathermy (Andjus and Lovelock, 1955; Andjus, 1955).
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Fig. 6.—a schematic classification of hypothermia. Ti = normal body temperature; Tj =
inversion temperature (inversion of temperature coefficient, peak of metabolism) ;

T3 = critical

temperature (onset of the fall of metabolic rate below the prehypothermic level)
;
T^ = limit-

temperature (starting the depression below the BMR level); Tg = suspension temperature

(respiratory, then cardiac arrest), Tg = freezing point; T^ = supercooling limit. Data based

upon the rat.

The clinician should be aware of the physiological characteristics of the different

states in order to choose the most suitable level of hypothermia. If a substantial

decrease of the metabolic rate is desired, fig. 6 shows that this can be obtained in the

animal only in the range of cold narcosis or below. The same is true if "physical

anesthesia," induced by cold only, is wanted. Should a long reversible cardiac arrest

be desired, the range of suspension would be best.

The experimental physiologist and biochemist can find many interesting problems

associated with hypothermia. For example, in the range of active defense, at tem-

peratures between 20 and 24° C, the glomerular filtration is still present in the rat's

kidney, while the processes of reabsorption of some ions (sodium) are inhibited

(Andjus, data presented to this Conference). The fixation of iodine and the syn-

thesis of iodinated organic compounds in the thyroid gland, though greatly slowed

down, are still present even in an animal maintained at a body temperature of 15

to 18° C. (Andjus ct al., 1954).

Maintained hypothermia. Comparing the time limits compatible with survival

in the lowest ranges of hypothermia (from 25° C. downward), we found that the

maximal survival time in rats decreases from about 50 hours at 23-25° C. of body

temperature to two hours at 0° C. It is obvious, moreover, that the cause of death

cannot be the same in the animal maintained at 0° C. of body temperature, with

arrested circulation and respiration, as in the animal kept at 23° C, with a rela-

tively high metabolic rate and even the capability of locomotion. If survival at 0° C.

(determined by resuscitation) is compared to survival in other ranges of hypo-

thermia with artificially arrested circulation, then our data speak in lavor of the

lowest range of temperatures.
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The ranae of active defence. Two changes occur in animals maintained at

23-25° C.

(1)1 )ni-ing the Hrst i)hase ( lasting ahout 20 hours
) , the animal actively attempts

to rewarm. It is capable of regaining spontanecjusly its normal body temperature if

placed in air and at a temperature somewhat lower than its body temperature. The
longer, however, the period of continuous hypothermia prior to the beginning of
rewarming, the longer it takes for si)ontaneous recovery (five and eight hours if

rewarming is initiated after 8 and 20 hours of hypothermia, respectively).

(2) During the second phase (20-30 additional hours), the animal is deprived
of the capability of spontaneous rewarming. If rewarmed artificially by external

heat during the first few hours of this poikilothermic phase, the animal recovers

completely. Later still, it does not respond to passive external rewarming. It dies

during such rewarming, usually before normal body temperature is reached. In

other words, long before the rat dies of continuous hypothermia, the possibility of

recovery by simple rewarming is lost.

Figure 7 illustrates the above phenomena in terms of body temperature. Unanes-
thetized rats were maintained in hypothermia by immersion up to the neck in water

of the same temperature as the cooled body. During the first 21 hours during

which the animal is capable of spontaneous rewarming in air, the body temperature

levels out at about two degrees above the temperature of the surrounding water

after an initial four hours' period of maximal rise, corresponding to a peak of oxy-

gen consumption. The second phase, during which spontaneous rewarming in air is

impossible, is initiated by a narrowing of the temperature difference to about one-

half a degree Centigrade. Figure 8 shows that during the first five hours of immer-

o
o
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sion, the BMR undergoes tremendous changes, passing from vakies doul)le normal

to vahies Ijelow normal.

At the moment of death, liver glycogen stores are greatly reduced and severe

hypoglycemia is present. A 24 hours' starvation prior to cooling shortens appre-

ciahly the tolerance to the duration of hypothermia.

The range of cold narcosis. Rats maintained in cold narcosis at about 15° C.

differ from those kept in the range of active defence by a much shorter survival

time (10-12 hours). Also, the changes in blood sugar and liver glycogen are less

significant at the time of death. Hypoglycemia precedes death in the range of active

defence, but hyperglycemia is usually still present in death at 15° C.

The range of suspended animation. The changes taking place with time in

animals kept in suspended animation at 0° C. of body temperature are more difficult

to detect. Death can be ascertained only by the failure of reanimation. The rate

of complete recovery decreases as the duration of suspended animation is prolonged,

and the rate of secondary deaths, occurring after partial recovery, increases until

any recovery becomes impossible (fig. 9).
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the kidney takes place only in the last phase of rewarming (Andjus and ^lorel,

1952).

Rats reanimated from the state of suspended animation after cooling to zero or

below have a much longer period of convalescence. The BAIR is lower than

normal and the RQ is abnormally high. Heat regulation is greatly impaired so that

the behavior is poikilothermic during the first hours, even days, requiring warm

surroundings. There is a temporary fall of water and food intake and a significant

weight loss. There is also a temporary impairment of fertility (Andjus and Smith,

1955). Psychological tests showed that although retention is not significantly influ-

enced, the learning capacity (problem-solving performance) seems to be signifi-

cantly, although temporarily, impaired. One rat rewarmed after cooling to a body

temperature of -3° C, had to be fed artificially for days before its capability of

standing and locomotion was re-established and its growth resumed.

Eifect of repeated cooling. Rats can tolerate repeated cooling to zero, as fre-

quently as ten times in the course of 43 days (Andjus, 1955). Repeated cooling,

however, has its specific physiological consequences. Repeated cooling to 15° C, for

instance, increases the hyperglycemic reaction. Cooling to this level can be done as

often as every second day for five weeks (Popovic, 1952). Of great interest are

the adaptive changes elicited by repeated cooling to 0° C, which result in signifi-

cantly improved recovery rates, including more immediate re-establishment of

thermoregulation, less weight loss, and a rapid resumption of growth. There is also

an indication that repeated exposures lengthen the survival times after suspended

animation (Andjus, 1955). The physiological mechanisms of these improvements

remain unknown, although such changes as an increased adrenal weight have been

recorded.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. F. John Lcivis: My colleague, Dr. Niazi, has been able to cool several warm
blooded animals to the levels reached by Dr. Andjus in rats. We lower the body

temperature of mice, dogs, and monkeys to about 0° C. We have cooled rats to as

low as minus 4° C. with survival, but unlike Dr. Smith's hamsters which are super-

cooled, we have never produced ice in them. The technique is different from that em-

ployed by Andjus and Smith but many of the physiological changes are probably

the same. It has pleased us to learn that it is easier to cool monkeys to these low

temperature levels than it has been to cool either rats or dogs. It is about as easy to

cool mice as it is monkeys.

The technique involves the use of artificial respiration throughout. In the mice,

rats, and monkeys 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen is given during cooling until

cardiac standstill occurs. Standstill seems to be important in surviving the very

lowest levels of hypothermia. In the dogs, it has been necessary to use a different

technique in order to get a fairly high percentage of standstill ; for the dogs the

carbon dioxide is discontinued and oxygen is given at temperatures below 20° C.

The movie shows the incubation of the monkey after anesthetic induction with

pentothal. We have used larger doses of pentothal than are usually used for lesser

degrees of cooling. The electrocardiograph leads are attached and the monkey is

cooled in blankets containing coils.

This shows the function of the artificial respirator. The respiratory rate was
about 10 to 12 per minute. As the temperature went down, the cardiac rate slowed.

The electrocardiograph shows the changes that Dr. Hegnauer demonstrated so well

earlier.

You can see now that the rate is much slower. An hour and forty minutes after

cooling the heart stopped at about 14° C. When the heart doesn't beat for five

minutes we discontinue the respiration. In this case the animal's heart was in stand-

still with the respiration stopped for 56 minutes.

In rewarming we use hot water and warm only the chest to begin with. If vou
warm the entire body you are apt to get neurological damage. The lowest tempera-

ture reached in this animal was 9.5° C. Monkeys have been cooled to 4 or 5° C. We
have done only five but four of them survived. After this animal was rewarmed. the

heartbeat returned to al)Out 180 per minute, the normal rate. The animal, ten minutes

after his temperature had returned to 36° C, still looked a little groggy.

Dr. John W. Severinghaiis: What was the oxygen tension in the jar when the

animals were removed ?

Dr. R. K. Andjus: The CO.. concentration was 16 per cent, and that of Oo was
low, about 3 per cent.

Dr. IV. Parkins: How long did it take to freeze these animals? Did you keep

them frozen for more than an hour?
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Dr. Audrey U. Smith: Freezing usually started about 10 minutes after immersion

in fluid at -5° C. One hour of freezing at -5° C. was just about the limit for

reviving hamsters by the simple method shown. When we froze them for 75 minutes

they recovered apparently completely, but they usually died within a few hours. The

commonest cause of death was gastric hemorrhage, so far as we could tell from

autopsies. Animals frozen for as long as 96 minutes have recovered heartbeat and

breathing but they usually died without recovering posture and consciousness. Ani-

mals frozen for 180 minutes have recovered heartbeats only.

Dr. Andjus: As to the rat, the longest period below zero in the rat was 40 minutes

with subsequent recovery. The lowest temperature reached was -3.3° C. m the

rectum and —5.7° C. under the skin.

Dr. A. L. Hopkins: I would like to ask if you had the formation of ice in the

tissues of these animals or if you had vitrification.

Dr. Smith: There is no question about it. The animals either froze or became

supercooled. In the frozen animals masses of ice were present in the tissues. Some of

the animals were cut in half instead of being resuscitated. Ice crystals could be picked

out of the body wall, the peritoneal cavity, the hollow of viscera and solid organs.

There was no doubt about the presence of ice. We were cooling the animals slowly ;

the physical conditions were not those under which vitrification could have been

expected.

Dr. Jacob Fine: How do you explain the effect of the time factor in that case?

Dr. Smith: During immersion of a body in a sub-zero bath, freezing occurs

gradually. The ice front progresses inwards from the surface to the interior of the

animal. The longer the duration of freezing, the higher the proportion of water

frozen in any situation. At the end of an hour of freezing, 90 per cent of the water

in the skin may be converted into ice, and as much as 50 per cent of the total body

water may be frozen. In some animals as much as 62 per cent of the water in the

brain has become frozen. Meanwhile the concentration of electrolytes in the tissue

fluid surrounding the individual cells is increasing and will eventually reach a level

which damages the various cells and tissues. Unless the whole animal can be per-

meated with at least 10 per cent of glycerol we do not think we will be able to freeze

100 per cent of the body water and revive the hamster afterwards.

Dr. R. IV. Brauer: Dr. Smith was kind enough to give us the operating instruc-

tions for their cooling procedures. Being curious about the oxygen in those, we have

repeated some of the experiments since, using 100 per cent oxygen instead of air

in the jar. Those animals go out precisely as rapidly as the ones in the air-filled jars

and, furthermore, if you control doing the same animal repeatedly, on alternate days

with oxygen and with air, the temperature lowering proceeds equally well imder

both conditions.

Dr. F. D. Moore: What happens if you do not build up the CO,.?

Dr. Andjiis: If an animal is enclosed in the jar and the COo is absorbed, then in

the same period of time the animal will not cool sufficiently and will die. Conversely,

if the CO. is allowed to accumulate, the animal will cool belcnv 20° and will survive

that confinement. The simplest and most effective way is to combine the two
:
oxygen

lack and CO2 excess.

Dr. Dripps: Most effective in what way—rapidity, survival?
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Dr. Andjus: If nou enclose a rat in a jar ot' a certain capacity and allow the ex-

pired C( )._. lo accumulate, the animal cools down helow 20° of hody temi)erature

and surxives for two hours in the closed vessel. If the expired CO^ is heing ahsorhed

all the time, you i\\u\ that the aniiual, all other conditions hein*; identical, does not

cool to the same extent and dies alter a shorter period of confniement.

Dr. Jean Henley: Do you get fihrillation of the heart?

Dr. Andjus: I don't think so ; that is, we do not have any evidence of fibrillation.

Dr. Smith: I think that occasionally hearts may fibrillate during rewarming. In

some of the rats which failed to revive fully, the heart was fihrillating at autopsy.

Sometimes when I had failed to revive a frozen hamster I found that the heart was

fihrillating when I opened the chest. We didn't record fibrillation in any of the

electrocardiograms.



Part II

CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS IN DEEP HYPOTHERMIA

HENRY E. D'AMATO

In the preparation of this paper it was not the intention of the anthor to review

exhaustively all published material pertaining to the general subject. Such treat-

ment would require a monograph. Rather, it was intended that this paper should

constitute a brief demonstration, by means of published data, of the observed major

alterations in the dynamic functions of the mammalian heart and peripheral vessels.

Unless otherwise stated, the paper will ignore the occurrence and consequences of

all cardiac arrhythmias. Also, unless otherwise stated, all departures from normal

which are observed in deep hypothermia are completely reversible upon rewarming.

Heart rate and arterial pressure. The profound bradycardia which is charac-

teristic of the dog in deep hypothermia is shown in figure 1. The graph was drawn

from the tabulated data of Hook and Stormont.^ The figure illustrates the marked,

progressive slowing of the heart rate from 160 beats per minute at a rectal tempera-

ture of 38° C, to about 20 beats per minute at 18° C.

Hegnauer, Schriber and Haterius- recorded the pulse rate of dogs at shorter inter-

vals throughout the cooling process and obtained the average curve shown in figure 2.

At corresponding temperatures the heart rates of figures 1 and 2 are almost identical.
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Pig. 1.—Heart rate in hypotlicrmia. (From Hook and Storniont, Am. J. Physiol. B3: 334, 1941.)
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Figure 2 demonstrates the occurrence of cardioacceleratory reflexes in the early

stages of hypothermia. The first point on the curve represents the pulse rate prior

to immersion into an iced hath. l'[)on immersion, a marked increase in rate occurs,

apparently referal)]e t(» rellex s\ini)athetic discharge in response to the noxious
stimulus. At suhsecjuent points on the curve the observed pulse rate results from
the modification of tlic control rate by two opposing factors, reflex stimulation and
direct depression by the cold. As we shall see, this situation obtains in several other

cardiodynamic functions.

The greater part of this curve represents the average of nineteen experiments.

The term "pulse rate" includes both sinus beats and effective beats of ectopic origin.

In three of the nineteen dogs, the hearts were observed to beat down to a heart

temperature of 14° C. In all three dogs, a slight increase in pulse rate occurred be-

tween 16° C. and 14° C. perhaps due to an increase in ectopic activity just before

terminus.

In the same series of dogs, pressure in the femoral artery was simultaneously

measured. Apparently systemic arterial pressure is to some degree independent of

pulse rate down to blood temperatures of 24° C. to 23° C. However, at this point it

becomes completely dependent on pulse rate. The exact cause of the abrupt change
in the curve is questionable. It could represent vasomotor paralysis, or could result

from complete cessation of shivering which invariably occurred at or before these

temperatures. This curve is in essential agreement with those observed bv other

workers.^' ^' *' ^

Nature of bradycardia. Bradycardia induced by hypothermia differs from that

induced at normal temperature by stimulation of the vagus nerve.- Typical tracings

of left intraventricular pressure in the dog are shown in figure 3. One may, for the

sake of convenience, consider systole to be represented by that part of the pressure
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CYCLIC RELATIONS OF TRACINGS OF LEFT
VENTRICULAR PRESSURE CURVES

Heart Rate
170/min.

R.T-38.5*'C

Heart Rate

50/mln.

RI-38.5*C

Heart Rate

50/min.

R.T-2I.5*'C

0.4 08 1.2 1.6 20
Seconds

Fig. 3.—Duration of systole, isometric relaxation and total cardiac cycle at normal heart

temperature and at 23° C.

contour from the point at which the curve leaves the baseline to the point at which

the abrupt fall toward baseline begins. One may further consider isometric relaxa-

tion to endure from this abrupt fall in the contour to the point at which the curve

once again reaches the baseline. The two together constitute the "activity phase"

of the cardiac cycle. The remainder of the cycle represents the "resting phase."

It will be noted that with a heart rate of 170 beats per minute at 2)7° C, systole

persists for a little more than fifty per cent of the total cycle. When the same heart

at the same temperature is slowed to fifty beats per minute by stimulation of the

vagus nerve, the total cardiac cycle length increases by over 300 per cent but the

duration of systole increases only 50 per cent. Isometric relaxation, meanwhile, does

not change appreciably. When the heart at normal temperature is slowed, the length

of the so-called resting period profits.
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On the (ithcr hand, wlicn the heart is cooled to 23° C, to a heart rate of fifty heats

per minute, the total cycle also increases hy 300 per cent, hut the durations of hoth

systole and isometric relaxation increase hy 250 per cent. In other words, when the

heart is slowed hy hypothermia the resting period undergoes no great relative

increase in duration.

This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 4. As heart temperature decreases, the

absolute time of systole and the absolute time of isometric relaxation increase. These

curves represent the averages obtained from a large series of dogs. The data are

from pressure contours which are "normal" for the given temperature. Those from

irregular cycles, ectopic beats, etc., are not included.

In figure 5 the .same data are expressed as the per cent of the total cycle repre-

sented by the activity phase in relation to the pulse rate. At normal temperature,

there is a progressive decline in relative length of the activity phase throughout the

entire range of pulse rate. When the heart is slowed by cooling there is no great

change in the relative length of activity phase down to pulse rates of fifty to sixty

])eats per minute, which occur at 23° C. With further cooling and further slowing of

the pulse rate, there is an abrupt decrease in the relative length of activity phase. At

a pulse rate of twenty beats per minute, at a temperature of about 18° C, the rela-

tive length of the activity phase of the hypothermic heart is still far greater than

that of the normothermic heart beating at a similar rate. Berne" has since corrobo-

rated these results.

Coronary circulation. In view of these findings concerning the duration of

systole and isometric relaxation in hypothermia, two questions arise with regard to

the coronary circulation. Is the so-called "rest period" of sufficient length to insure
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TABLE I

Effect of Elevation of Perfusion Pressure on CorSnary Blood Flow, Aortic Pressure,

AND Heart Rate in the Hypothermic Dog

Right Coronary
atrial perfusion Coronary Aortic

temperature pressure blood flow pressure Heart rate
Exp. (°C.) (mm. Hg) (cc./min.) (mm. Hg) (beats/rain.)

J2\.0
Without pump, 37 4.0 45/30 75

\2L0 With pump, 112 36.0 48/30 76

f21.0 Without pump, 62 18.5 80/51 48

|21.0 With pump, 87 38.5 81/51 46

. r25.5 Without pump, 58 11.0 68/54 57

|25.5 With pump, 121 37.5 67/52 60

fl9.0 Without pump. 46 14.0 67/40 31

1 19.0 With pump, 117 74.5 68/41 32

^^
(21.5 Without pump, 40 10.5 55/29 37

')21.5 With pump, 98 74.5 54/28 37

26 20.5 Without pump, 106 18.0 1 18/92 26

With pump, 124 32.0 119/93 26

From: Berne, Circulation Research s: 238, 1954.
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cent. In no case did there occur an increase in aortic pressure or in heart rate. It

therefore follows that at a heart temperature of 20° C. there is no functional

cardiac abnormality directly attributable to diminished coronary flow.

A more important consideration in the assessment of the adequacy of the coronary

circulation in hypothermia is the question of release of oxygen by cold blood to cold

tissues. The displacement of the oxygen dissociation curve to the left by cold is well

known. At a given partial pressure of oxygen, a greater per cent of oxygen satura-

tion obtains in cold blood than in normal blood. This has been shown to be true

in vitro by Brown and HilP and in vivo by Penrod.* Does this phenomenon prevent

cardiac tissue from getting an adequate supply of oxygen even though blood flow

is abundant ?

Penrod* measured coronary arterio-venous oxygen differences in dogs at normal

temperature and at blood temperatures of 20° C. His results are summarized in

table II. The average coronary A-V oxygen difference in ten normal dogs was almost

identical with that found in fifteen dogs at 20° C. A drastic reduction in the partial

pressure of oxygen in coronary venous blood and presumably in cardiac tissue made

this possible. It must be emphasized however that the coronary A-\' oxygen differ-

ence in deep hypothermia, i.e., at 20° C, is the same as that which obtains at normal

temperature. A similar situation exists in the dog at 17° C.^ Thus, per unit of blood,

hypothermic cardiac tissue can extract as much oxygen as it can at normal tempera-

ture. Since the volume of coronary blood flow is adequate for the conditions, it must

be concluded that an adequate volume of oxygen is taken up by cardiac tissue at

this low temperature.

Cardiac output and work. In the early stages of hypothermia the volume of

blood put out by the heart varies with the oxygen consumption of the animal, which

in turn is directly related to the intensity of reflex shivering. When general anes-

thesia is light and shivering is violent, total oxygen consumption and cardiac output

are increased two, three, or even four-fold. When shivering is moderate, cardiac

output shows only a moderate increase over the non-shivering control state. When

general anesthesia is sufficiently deep to eliminate shivering, cardiac output is dimin-

ished. Thus, we have another example of a function modified by two opposing fac-

tors, reflex stimulation and direct depression. At temperatures of 20° C. to 18° C,

when shivering is absent, cardiac output is about 15 per cent of normal.

The observation of Hegnauer and D'Amato,** summarized in table III. agree

closely with those of other workers. Nine dogs at normal temperature showed an

average cardiac output of 146 ml./kg./min. In eight of these dogs, at an average

TABLE II

Cardiac Oxygenation at Normal Temperature and in Hypothermia

Normal
temp.
(n= 10)

Coronary A-V O. diff . (vol. %) 12.3

Coronary venous PO.. (mm. 1 Ir) 19

Hematocrit (%) 41.9

Heart rate (per minute) LS6

Arterial prcs.sure (mm. Hg) 1^)3

Blood



A-V dilL
Vol. %
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been observed by Hallett^^ to undergo a decrease to 22 per cent of control flow at

23° C. According to Page^- effective renal i)]asma flow follows variations in cardiac

output.

Thus it appears that the vohune of blood flow to organs in hypotherniia is closely

related to the output of blood from the heart.

With regard to blood flow in the minute peripheral vessels, Bigelow"^ examined

microscopically the vessels of the conjunctiva in the hypothermic dog. He observed

marked vascular stasis at the lower temperatures and complete cessation of flow in

some arterioles and veins as large as 60 micra in diameter.

Summary. By way of summary, let us attempt to form some conclusions as to

the state of the cardiovascular system in profound hypothermia. Consider the dog at

a body temperature of 20° C. Its cardiac output is about 15 per cent of normal.

Systemic arterial pressure is usually 60-70 mm.Hg. The work per minute per-

formed by the heart is also about 15 per cent of normal. Stroke volume, on the

other hand, is normal. It therefore appears that the marked reduction in these func-

tions is referable to the extreme bradycardia which occurs at this low temperature.

At 20° C. the body tissues are apparently supplied with an adequate amount of

oxygen, in view of the facts that there is no evidence of oxygen debt upon rewarm-

ing and that the tissues can extract more oxygen, when needed, by increasing the

coefficient of utilization. Therefore, at this low temperature with its reduced oxygen

requirements, the slowed heart rate in spite of all its physiological consequences is

adequate, just as at Z7° C. the control heart rate was adequate. In this somewhat

restricted sense, the bradycardia at the low temperature is "normal" for that

temperature.

The heart in deep hypothermia is usually described by the word "depressed." If by

the word "depressed" we mean "slowed in rate of contraction," then obviously the

heart in hypothermia is "depressed." Beyond this meaning, however, the word

"depressed" is used inaccurately in this connection. The characteristics of a heart

which has been depressed (in the classical sense of the word) by drugs include

:

(a) a more gradual contraction
;
(b) a lower amplitude of contraction

;
(c) a shorter

duration of contraction; (d) a reduced stroke volume; and (e) an elevated initial

intraventricular pressure.^^^ In hypothermia the last three characteristics are lacking

and the second, viz., a lower amplitude of contraction, is not particularly dramatic.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. I. K. R. McMillan: I would like to start by saying that our group in England

a year or two ago did a similar experiment on calcium [unpublished]. I am delighted

to see our results agreed so closely. In fact, I would carry it a little further. By
watching the EKG we could give calcium chloride and produce an ST elevation at

temperatures where it does not normally appear (i.e., 28° C). If we did it the other

way around, and gave more potassium or alternately sodium acid phosphate and
mopped up the free calcium ions at a temperature of 25° C. we could remove that

elevation entirely and cool the dog several degrees further before it started to

reappear. We have also been interested in the hemodynamics of the cold heart, and
Dr. Case, Dr. Stainsby and I have been trying to quantitate the function of the cold

ventricle along the lines of the work previously published by Dr. Sarnoff and his

associates. In view of the diminution in cardiac output, coronary flow, and aortic

pressure during hypothermia, it seemed desirable to examine the contractility of

the myocardium in this state. The amount of work per stroke that the heart is able

to deliver at any given filling pressure is a measure of its contractility, and is best

expressed by ventricular function curves, as described by Sarnoff, Berglund and
Case.^' - For the determination of these curves, continuous, simultaneous recordings

were made of cardiac output, left main coronary artery flow, aortic pressure, pul-

monary artery pressure, and right and left atrial pressures. Myocardial work was
increased Ijy intermittent intravenous transfusion of blood until the work reached a

maximum. Curves of filling pressure against stroke work were plotted for each

ventricle at Z7° C. and 28° C. All dogs were under morphine-chloralose-urethane

anesthesia and positive pressure breathing. Blood was cooled by passage from the

femoral artery to the femoral vein through a coil immersed in ice water."

Values of the important hemodynamic variables as cooling progressed are shown
in figure 1. The rise in filling pressures during cooling reported by other workers
did not occur in these experiments.

Figure 2 shows a plot of left ventricular stroke work against mean left atrial

pressure at 2>7° C. and 28° C. It will l)e noted that the stroke work generated per

unit of filling pressure in the cold heart was about the same as that of the warm
heart, suggesting that the contractility at the two temperatures was the same. How-
ever, present work in this laboratory indicates that the function curve is elevated

progressively at normal temperatures as heart rate decreases. During these curves,
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Fig. 2.—Relation of left ventricular stroke work, mean aortic pressure and systemic flow to
mean left atrial pressure at Z7° C. and 28° C.
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heart rate at Z7° varied from 128 to 85, while at 28° the rate was 100 to 61. These

data suggest that there is a slight reduction in contractility of the myocardium at

reduced temperatures, hut that the reduction in heart rate in this state allows the

heart to deliver a stroke work per unit of filling pressure equal to that of the nor-

mothermic state. In experiments in which a greater reduction in rate occurred in the

cold heart, the ventricular function curve was higher at 28° than at 1)7°
. Considera-

tion of the output and pressure plots shows the very considerahle increase in these

values which could be achieved in the cold heart as well as in the heart at V7°

.

An increased efficiency of the heart during hypothermia is suggested by figure 3

where a reduced amount of left main coronary flow per unit of left ventricular

minute work is present at lower work loads. The range of aortic pressure was nearly

identical for the three runs. A marked increase in efficiency of the normothermic

animal occurs by simply reducing heart rate, and it is possible that this change in

efficiency in hypothermia may be due solely to a reduced heart rate.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Edzvard Uricdmaii: 1 wotild like to present some of the observations on cardio-

dynamics made dtiring a recent study of hemorrhagic shock in hypothermic dogs.

In table I are data derived from dogs anesthetized with ether and cooled by immer-

sion in ice water until the rectal temperature reached 28° C. After a brief period to

allow for desaturation of ether, the animals were bled to an arterial pressure of

30 mm. Hg. for an average of 7 hours. They were then transfused and rewarmed.

Hypothermia lowers the arterial pressure, pulse rate, cardiac output, and pulmonary
ventilation, but the oxygen content of the arterial blood is adequately sustained.

After the induction of shock, the pulse rate falls still further instead of rising

as in the normothermic dog. There is a precipitous further decline in cardiac output

to 181 cc, thereby reducing the stroke volume to less than 3 cc. With an oxygen

consumption of only 20% of normal during shock, the sharp rise in A-V oxygen

difiference must signify an almost static peripheral circulation. For this reason, to-

gether with the much reduced effect of respiration on return flow, the venous return

to the heart is extremely small. The consequently slow flow through the pulmonary

circuit explains the adequacy of the very low ventilatory volume for the maintenance

of normal arterial oxygen content. Because of the low level of tissue metabolism,

hypercapnia does not develop in the face of a depressed respiration. (No significant

shift in arterial blood pH was observed in any of our experiments.)

Following transfusion and rewarming there is a return to normal or nearly nor-

TABLE I

Cardiovascular and Respiratory Dynamics in Doss Precooled Under Ether and
Subsequently Subjected to Hemorrhagic Shock

No hypothermia

or shock
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THE CIRCULATION DURING REWARMING
HENRY SWAN

I should like to discuss the state of the circulation during the period of rewarm-
ing and the first three hours thereafter. On the basis of clinical and laboratory expe-

rience, it is our opinion that acute circulatory insufficiency exists during at least a

part of this time. The experiments I wish to present involve mild hypothermia. Dogs
were surface-cooled to 30° C. (rectal), maintained thus for one hour, rewarmed to

normal temperature and studied thereafter each hour for the next three hours.

A typical protocol is shown in figure 1, where it can be seen that femoral arterial

pressure is low following cooling. During rewarming there is a rise in pressure but

control values are not marked by the end of three hours. Cardiac rate post-warming

is elevated, as is total peripheral resistance. Following warming total oxygen con-

sumption and A-V oxygen difference tend to be elevated. Cardiac index is below

normal at this time.

So here we have a dog with a rapid heart rate, a low blood pressure in spite of the

high peripheral resistance, v^ho has not been able to raise his cardiac output, and yet

has a high oxygen consumption. He is alive only because, as Dr. D'Amato pointed

out, he is able to extract a lot more oxygen from the blood. I maintain that, at this

stage, the animal has an insufficient circulation for his needs.

If the ratio between cardiac output and oxygen consumption during cooling and

during the cool state is plotted, there is found a linear relationship (fig. 2). The line

is the same for the control normothermic period and the cool state. In other words

the normothermia and the hypothermia plots fall pretty much on the same line.

Under these conditions we feel that the circulation is adequate.

To contrast with that, figure 3 shows the slant of the line in the post-hypothermic

state, in which the cardiac output has failed to maintain pace.

Figure 4 illustrates the oxygen consumption of the left ventricle as measured by

A-V oxygen differences across the coronary circulation. The oxygen consumption

decreases and even three hours later it has not returned to the previous level.

Finally, the efficiency of the left ventricle falls off during the cool state (fig. 4).

It is not proper, therefore, to state that if an animal is cooled and rewarmed, he

returns to physiologic normality. I think it is more proper to state that for a period

of at least three hours after mild hypothermia in a dog (whose respiration has been

unsupported) there is a state of circulatory insufficiency.

DISCUSSION

Dr. R. 0. Hciinbeckcr: We have noted complications during rewarming which

were similar to those described by Dr. Swan. We believe that these are due to too

rapid warming. As the result of excess surface heat peripheral arteriolar dilation

results, peripheral resistance is lowered and a shock-like state develops. Removal
of some of the surface heat must be a part of therapy.

Dr. Jacob Fine: In Dr. Friedman's experiments on cooled dogs subjected to hem-
orrhagic shock the effects of morphine and ether were pretty well dissipated before

161
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CORONARY BLOOD FLOW DURING HYPOTHERMIA
R. M. BERNE

Dr. D'Amato referred to our experiments in which we found that coronary blood

flow was fairly well maintained in the hypothermic state at a time when aortic pres-

sure had reached very low levels. This is illustrated in figure 1, where the coronary

blood flow is plotted against perfusion pressure (mean aortic pressure) during pro-

gressive hypothermia. At a temperature of 21° C. when perfusion pressure had
reached 42 mm. Hg. and coronary blood flow was 11 cc. per minute we elevated

perfusion pressure by means of a mechanical pump (line B) and observed that at

comparable pressures coronary blood flow was in excess of that noted during the

induction of hypothermia. We have extended these studies in an attempt to deter-

mine the cause of this lowered resistance in the coronary bed during hypothermia.

Two types of experiments were carried out. In one we cooled the blood entering

the common left coronary artery or its circumflex branch and made observations on

flow, and in the other we made phasic coronary flow measurements in hypothermia.

Figure 2 depicts the efi^ect of alternately cooling and warming the blood perfusing

the left coronary artery in a dog with normal body temperature. From top to bottom,

we have perfusion pressure, coronary blood flow and the temperature of the blood

entering the circumflex branch of the left coronary artery, all plotted against time.
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6 8

Minutes

''
blood entering L. Circumflex Art.

Fig. 3.—Effect of changing temperature of blood perfusing the left circumflex coronary

artery on coronary blood flow in a dog fibrillating-hcart preparation. Perfusion pressure was

kept relatively constant by a pump-perfusion system.

coronary sinus blood than in the arterial blood. The average decrease of potassium in

coronary sinus blood in 11 experiments was 15 per cent. In the control periods in

which the left coronary inflow was kept at normal body temperature the coronary

sinus blood potassium concentration equaled that found in the arterial blood. In two

experiments in which the whole animal was cooled the potassium level in the cardiac

venous blood was below the arterial blood concentyati(jn. a finding similar to that of

Dr. Swan.

Another interesting olxservation we made in this series of experiments was that

in seven out of eleven normothermic dogs ventricular fibrillation occurred when

blood entering the left coronary artery was cooled.

The second type of experiment we did to shed some light on the factors influencing

coronary resistance in hypothermia was to make phasic flow meastirements in the

circumflex coronary artery of the dog in normothermia and hypothermia. At pres-

ent we have done only a few such experiments. The bristle flowmeter of Brecher

and Praglin was used to make these flow measurements.

We were interested in finding out whether the prolonged period of isometric

relaxation that obtains in hypothermia restricts coronary blood flow. Figure 4 depicts

records of simultaneously recorded aortic, left ventricular, and left atrial pressure

curves in progressive hypothermia. In part A at a temperature of 40° C. isometric

relaxation is brief, 0.04 seconds, whereas in part H at 20.5° C. it occupies a signifi-

cant portion of the cardiac cycle, 0.52 seconds. However, in this experiment the

duration of systole increased from 0.18 to 1.00 seconds and the question is how
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Fig. 4.—Effect of hypothermia on ventricular (upper curve), aortic (middle curve with

incisura), and left atrial (lower curve) pressure pulses in the same dog. A, control heart blood

temperature 40° C. ; B, 33.5° C; C, 33.5° C. with peripheral right vagus stimulation; D,

27.5° C; E, 26° C; F, 23° C; G, 22° C. ; H, 20.5° C. Ventricular and aortic pressures in

millimeters Hg. Left atrial pressure in millimeters saline. Time scale records A through F,

0.02 second; records G and H, 0.20 second.

much an impedance to inflow in the coronary bed is caused by the slow ventricular

relaxation and how much by the prolonged systole.

In figure 5 we have records of an aortic pressure curve with a phasic coronary

flow curve beneath. These records were obtained from the same dog at 36° C.

(No. I) and 23° C. (No. II). In normothermia we observe a sharp decrease in flow

with some backflow in early systole followed by a slight rise in late systole. In early

diastole there is a sharp increase in flow followed by a decrease that is associated

with the fall in aortic pressure. In hypothermia there is also a slight reversal of

flow during systole followed by a slight rise and fall. The latter corresponds to the

dip in pressure caused by the standing wave. However, in diastole there is a gradual

and continuous increase in coronary blood flow during ventricular relaxation

(line B-C). It is only shortly l)ef()re the next systole that flow follows the aortic

pressure curve. It appears that this rising coronary flow in the face of a falling

aortic pressure is due to the gradual reduction in extravascular compression as the
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Fig. 5.—Aortic pressure curve (upper) and phasic coronary artery flow curve in the same

dog at 36° C. (I) and 23° C. (II). Systole from A-B in both records. Diastole B-C in record I

and B-D in record II. Aortic pressures in mm. Hg. Flow in ml. per minute. Time—0.02-second

intervals.

ventricles slowly relax. It is interesting to note that 66 per cent of the coronary

inflow occurs during isometric relaxation in hypothermia despite the decreasing

perfusion pressure and the prolonged period of extravascular compression.



THE EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON PITUITARY AGTH
RELEASE AND ON ADRENAL CORTICAL AND

MEDULLARY SECRETION IN THE DOG*

D. M. HUME, R. H. EGDAHLf and D. H. NELSON

Some studies on adrenal cortical function in hypothermia are available in the

literature. Khalil/ using adrenal ascorbic acid depletion, reported that the adrenal

was responsive to ACTH stimulation during hypothermia, although the response

was greatly decreased. Egdahl et air' ^ found that adrenal venous blood 17-hydroxy-

corticosteroid secretion was markedly reduced in hypothermia, and similar results

were obtained by Ganong et al.^

The present brief report concerns work done by our group on blood ACTH
levels, adrenal corticosteroid secretion, and epinephrine and norepinephrine output

in hypothermia. Most of this work has been or will be reported in more detail

elsewhere.

Methods. The hypothermia studies were carried out, for the most part, as acute

experiments on dogs which were traumatized under ether anesthesia and then

cooled. Adrenal venous blood samples were obtained by the method of Hume and

Nelson.** This consisted of placing a cannula in the lateral aspect of the lumbo-

adrenal vein and briefly occluding the adrenal vein at its junction with the vena

cava. A polyethylene snare was used so that intermittent occlusion of the vein

could be produced externally whenever it was desired to obtain a sample. During

the periods of occlusion all of the adrenal blood flowed out the cannula and was

collected in graduated centrifuge tubes. The adrenal venous blood was assayed for

17-hydroxycorticosteroid content by the method of Nelson and Samuels."

Arterial blood ACTH content was determined by the method of Nelson and

Hume." In this technique the corticosteroidogenic capacity of the peripheral blood

ACTH is tested in the hypophysectomized dog. The blood ACTH was determined

before the induction of hypothermia, during hypothermia, and after rewarming.

Adrenal venous blood epinephrine and norepinephrine levels were measured by

the method of Aronow.^

Hypothermia was induced by ice water immersion, air cooling, or by cooling an

external vascular shunt. The animals were cooled to 21°-28° C. Some of the ani-

mals received a constant intravenous drip of ACTH at a rate of 80 milliunits per

minute during the production of hypothermia. In some experiments the adrenal

was cooled locally while the animal remained normothermic, and in others the ani-

mals were allowed to become hypothermic while the systemic blood pressure was

maintained with a continuous infusion of norepinephrine. Adrenal function was

also assessed in normothermic unanesthetized dogs exposed to cold at — 10° C,
— 48° C. and —78° C. In these dogs the adrenal cannula was placed under sterile

* From the Surgical Research Laboratory, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts,

and the Naval Medical Research Institute, Rethesda, Maryland. The opinions or assertions con-

tained herein are those of the writers and are not to he construed as official or reflecting the

views of the Navy Department or the Naval Service at large.

t Present address: University Hospitals, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.
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conditions and the dog was allowed to recover. The animal was then exposed to

cold three or four days later, when his adrenal corticosteroid secretion had reached

hasal levels. Three such (l()j;s were anesthetized with nenihutal and rendered h\po-

therniic in an ice water hath, without the addition of any trauma.

Results. The results may ])e summarized as follows:

1. Pituitary ACTH secretion in the traumatized animal decreases markedly dur-

ing hypothermia, and resumes high levels again on rewarming^- " (fig. 1).

2. Adrenal 17-hydroxycorticoid production in the traumatized animal is de-

creased to very low levels during hypothermia and retm-ns rapidly to normal on

rewarming.^' ^

3. Corticoid output is decreased in hypothermia e\en if the systemic hlood pres-

sure is maintained at near normal levels.-'
"

4. The adrenal is unresponsive to large doses of ACTH while the animal is

hypothermic, and the response rapidly returns on rewarming.-'

"

5. Cold appears to act directly on adrenal enzyme systems. When local cold is

applied to the adrenal and the animal remains normothermic the adrenal corti-

costeroid secretion is sharply reduced.-' ^

Temp
Cent

37 5 37.0 370 26 210 32 37 5

AVB 17-OH Corticosteroids

Plasma ACTH Milliunits/lOO cc.

5 «

-31

- 2

- 1

CONTROL PERIOD

Fig. 1.—The blood ACTH levels and adrenal vein blood 17-hydroxycorticosteroid output in

a dog traumatized under ether anesthesia and then subjected to hypothermia. It may be seen

that there is a marked depression of corticosteroid secretion during hypothermia, with an in-

crease again after rewarming. Blood ACTH, which is at a measurable level before the induction

of hypothermia, becomes too low to measure during hypothermia. On rewarming, ACTH is

again present in easily detectable amounts.
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6. Corticoid secretion is reduced in most dogs to less than 2^ per cent of normal

at temperatures ranging from 25° to 28° C. In a few cases, suppression of corticoid

secretion to this extent did not occur until the temperature was reduced 22°-

23° C.-'-'

7. Similar results were ohtained whether hypothermia was induced by ice water

immersion, air cooling, or by cooling an external vascular shunt.

8. The exposure of normal dogs to temperatures of —10° C. for periods up to

34 hours did not produce hypothermia or adrenal activation, and did not alter

adrenal response to ACTH.^^ The exposure to —48° or —78° C. produced tem-

porary adrenal activation, but did not produce hypothermia or alteration in adrenal

function.*

9. The induction of hypothermia under nembutal anesthesia without surgical

trauma produced no significant corticosteroid secretion.
•"*

10. Hypothermia to 26° C. produces a 10-fold, and to 21° C. a 100-fold decrease

in the secretion of epinephrine and norepinephrine by the adrenal medulla" (fig. 2).

Conclusions. 1. Trauma under ether anesthesia produces marked increases in

pituitary ACTH and adrenal corticoid secretion. The induction of hypothermia

greatly depresses the output of these hormones. Pre-hypothermia ACTH and

corticoid levels are again noted when the animal is rewarmed. Adrenal sensitivity

Dog <f I 3 Kgm

Temp,

Cent.
33.2 33.0 33.5 270 20.0 31.0 37,0

2.0r

CONTROL PERIOD RE-WARMING

Fig. 2.—Epinephrine, norepinephrine, and corticoid secretion in the adrenal venous blood of

the traumatized dog before, during, and after the induction of hypothermia. A very marked de-

crease in ei)inei)hrine and norepiiieplirine outjuit occurs durin.n ]iy]>()tlierniia.
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to exogenous ACTH is likewise markedly reduced, apparently as a direct effect of

lowered temperature on the adrenal cortical cells.

2. Adrenal medullary secretion of e])inephrine and n()repinci)hrine is sharply

reduced in hypothermia.

3. By contrast, cold exposure without the development of hypothermia does not

alter adrenal responsiveness to ACTH.
4. The induction of hypothermia per se under anesthesia, hut in the ahsence of

trauma, did not act at any time as a stimulant to pituitary-adrenocortical secretion.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. A. D. Keller: We have made observations of dogs having graded hypo-

physectomies. These correlate well with Dr. Hume's observations. The hypophysec-

tomized dog, regardless of the magnitude of the hypophysial deficiencies, tolerates

cold without an adrenal insufficiency crisis being precipitated. The dog that is

almost totally hypophysectomized. so that there is practically no adrenal cortex left,

has such a reduced resistance to cold that on exposure a progressive hypothermia

develops.

Dr. M. E. DeBakey: I wonder if Dr. Hume would tell us what was the body
temperature of the dogs who were exposed to —78° C.

Dr. Hume: They remained normal.

There are two other points which are perhaps worth noting. (;)ne is that when
you measure peripheral corticoid levels, you are measuring not only adrenal corti-

coid production but also peripheral destruction and excretion. Both of these factors

are reduced under hypothermia. Although corticoids are being produced in smaller

amounts than under normal circumstances, they are also 1)eing destroyed more
slowly, because the aliility of the liver to conjugate, and thus inactivate, them is
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very greatly reduced. It is difficult, therefore, to get an accurate idea of adrenal

steroid production by measuring peripheral levels of corticoids in hypothermia.

The second point is that the dog appears uniquely able to withstand severe cold.

Cold at —10° C. does not increase corticoid production, and the adrenalectomized

dog can withstand this temperature without ill effect. Apparently even the induc-

tion of hypothermia under anesthesia is not a stimulus to the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal system in this species.

Dr. J. R. Pappenhcimer: Is chemical therapy a good or bad thing? Is there

any difference in the survival of animals if they are given supplementary doses of

drugs ?

Dr. Moore: Thank you, Dr. Pappenheimer.

In answer to your question, we may anticipate a bit. In the next talk, Dr. Bern-

hard will show an anesthesia chart which is one item in a fairly broad study that we

are now doing on the effect of anesthetic agents on the stress mechanism, or what-

ever you want to call it, in man. I also expect that, in the discussion to follow, Dr.

Swan will refer to his studies on the effect of drugs in hypothermic subjects. Some
of our work has been along the same lines. During the past three years we have

found that pentothal, nitrous oxide, curare, cyclopropane—spinal and local—are all

of interest in that they provide a very mild or practically zero stimulus to adreno-

cortical secretion as measured in the peripheral blood.

Cyclopropane is interesting since it does not stimulate the adrenocortical system,

but information we have obtained in collaboration with Dr. Aronow indicates that

it does stimulate the epinephrine-norepinephrine system, and it is a very strong

stimulant to anti-diuresis. So we are beginning to see dissociations in various types

of endocrine stimulation with different agents. "Stress" covers a multitude of

phenomena. Ether leads the list in causing a rise in the serum corticoids.

As a patient recovers from a surgical operation which involves a big cross-sec-

tional tissue trauma, he will have a secondary rise in serum corticoids as he comes

out of the anesthetic agent. The obvious explanation has to do with pain. We can't

prove that that is the case.

In the experiments planned by Dr. Swan it will be interesting to see what hap-

pens. If the animal is traumatized under hypothermia and then comes out of both

the hypothermia and the anesthesia, it would be my prediction he would tlien show

a peripheral rise in 17-hydroxysteroids.

Two or three things can be said about the teleology of all this. First, if an animal

is incapable of summoning any endocrine response to trauma, the animal does very

poorly. Second, there are circumstances in which the endocrine response to trauma

appears to be massive, as evidenced either in terms of nitrogen-potassium changes,

or measurements of corticoids in blood or urine, and those patients seem to be very

sick as if something "overshot." Third, it seems that we are seeing a "middle

ground" in hypothermia which does not inhibit the adrenal to the point that the

patient or the animal responds like an addisonian, and \et produces a modified

response. It is probably a good thing that the adrenal activity is not completely

inhibited, but is somewhat restrained. 1 have been impressed by this in the ten or

twelve patients we have observed. Under hyi)otliermia, an amount of ojH'rative

trauma which the next day should produce a very sick-looking patient instead

produces a mild but normal posttraumatic reaction.



THE EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON THE PERIPHERAL
SERUM LEVELS OF FREE IZ-HYDROXYGORTIGOIDS

IN THE DOG, AND IN MAN
WILLIAM F. BERNHARD

The experimental investigation and clinical application of hypothermia in the

care of surgical patients has become increasingly important. Technical advances

have predominated so far, while the metabolic response of the organism to opera-

tive stress in hypothermia has not as yet been clearly defined. Recently, direct

methods for measurement of 17-hydroxycorticoids were made available, and studies

have been carried out in normal individuals, and in patients during and after

surgery at normal body temperature. Utilizing these techniques in the experimental

animal, data have been presented demonstrating an inhibition of the adrenocortical

17-hydroxycorticoid output at low temperatures. It was found that there was a

marked reduction in adrenal venous blood flow without a compensatory rise in

corticoid concentration, and thus a low corticoid minute output resulted.

The level of 17-hydroxycorticoids in the arterial blood plays a major role in

regulating the metabolic response of the organism. This level is determined not only

by adrenocortical production of these substances, but also by their rate of utiliza-

tion, conjugation, and excretion. Concomitant depression of these three processes

may be anticipated in hypothermia, since cooling depresses tissue metabolism

throughout the organism.

Peripheral 17-hydroxycorticoids in the dog. A group of adult mongrel dogs

were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium, intubated, and hyperventilated with a

positive pressure apparatus. A polyvinyl cannula was inserted into a femoral artery,

permitting arterial blood sampling. An initial laparotomy was then carried out and

closed, following which the first peripheral blood sample was obtained. This rep-

presented the control level from a surgically stressed normal animal. Hypothermia

was then induced and after a period of stabilization, a second laparotomy was

performed and the second arterial blood sample collected. In all animals the in-

ferior mesenteric, superior mesenteric, celiac axis, hepatic artery and portal vein

were then isolated and occluded with bulldog clamps, permitting complete exclusion

of the liver from the circulation. The occlusions were maintained for one hour and

then the third arterial blood sample was obtained. The clamps were then released,

the incision closed and the animals rewarmed in a warm water bath. The final

arterial blood sample was obtained when the body temperature returned to normal.

Free plasma 17-hydroxycorticoids were determined by the method of Silber and

Porter.

The mean 17-hydroxycorticoid levels (fig. 1) in the arterial plasma of the dogs

studied revealed a plasma corticoid level of 17.8 ±1.5 gamma per cent after the

control laparatomy at normal body temperature. Following the induction of hypo-

thermia and stabilization of the animal's temperature at 25° C. a second laparotomy

was performed. The mean corticoid concentration at the end of this procedure was

24.8 ±3.5 gamma per cent. After one hour of exclusion of the liver from the cir-
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dilation, the level was 23.7 ±3.6 gamma per cent. Finally, after rewarming to

normal body temperature, the level was 25.0 ±2.8 gamma per cent.

The half life of hydrocortisone in the blood of the normal animal is less than

one hour, the hormone being conjugated by the liver, excreted in the urine and

possibly utilized by the tissues. The fact that the arterial corticoid levels in the ani-

mals studied increased rather than decreased after two hours of cooling and fur-

ther trauma suggests that depression of these mechanisms is ecjual to or greater

than the fall in adrenocortical production of the hormones. This conclusion was

strengthened by the fact that exclusion of the liver from the general circulation

failed to produce a change in arterial corticoid levels. If the liver were conjugating

steroids at a normal rate in the hypothermic animal, an appreciable fall in plasma

corticoid levels would have resulted. It is evident, therefore, that the marked re-

duction in adrenocortical hormone production in hypothermia is more than balanced

by the concomitant depression of mechanisms which normally tend to reduce this

level.

Peripheral 17-hydroxycorticoids in man. A small group of patients under-

going surgery with hypothermia were also studied (two examples shown in figin"es

2 and 3). Peripheral venous blood samples were obtained before, during and for

7 to 13 days following surgery. Blood was collected in dry test tubes, allowed to

clot, and the serum removed. Samples were stored in a deep freeze until analvzed,

at which time the corticoid determinations were carried out by the method of

Nelson and Samuels.

The normal range for peripheral 17-hydroxycorticoids in this laboratory is 15 to

18 gamma per cent with a mean of 12 gamma per cent. Additional ])atients under-
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going surgery under general anesthesia at normal body temperature have l)een

included in this study for comparison with the hypothermia cases. The peripheral

17-hydroxycorticoid levels in these patients were followed as a part of a study of

endocrine responses to anesthesia.

In the patients studied, the peripheral corticoids also revealed a constant level

during the course of surgery under hypothermia. These steroid values are different

from those obtained in the experimental animal in that the patients were not sub-

jected to surgical stress prior to cooling. In these cases, the stress response pro-

voked by anesthesia per se was not marked. With cooling, and during extensive

surgery, there was no rise in corticoid levels. Furthermore, the values remained

within the normal range for several hours after completion of rewarming. A post-

surgical rise did occur as revealed by samples obtained within the next 12 hours.

However, in all cases, the magnitude of response was less than that expected from

the degree of surgical trauma that took place.

The usual pattern of 1/-hydroxycorticoids during anesthesia and surgery at nor-

mal body temperature is characterized by an initial steep rise with induction of

anesthesia, reaching levels 4 to 6 times the resting value. Peak levels are generally

reached within 2 to 3 hours following the conclusion of the operation. Thereafter,

a sharp fall occurs with normal values again present 24 to 73 hours later. This type

of response has been recorded in numerous patients undergoing abdominal surgery

with pentothal-ether anesthesia.

Summary. 1. The peripheral arterial level of plasma 17-hydroxycorticoids has

been presented in dogs subjected to laparotomy before and during hypothermia.

The effect of exclusion of the liver from the circulation was determined.

2. The peripheral venous corticoid levels were followed in a small group of

patients subjected to surgery under hypothermia and compared with the response

to surgery in normothermic patients.

3. The dogs and patients revealed constant peripheral corticoid levels with ex-

tensive surgical trauma during hypothermia.

4. Hypothermia with the concomitant reduction of body metabolism simultane-

ously depresses production and conjugation of the steroid hormones and to a

similar degree.

5. A post-surgical rise in peripheral corticoids does occur but the magnitude is

less than that expected with comparable major surgery performed at normal

temperature.

6. The function of the liver in conjugation of steroids during hypothermia is

depressed.

7. Immersion cooling does not provoke a stress response as measured by pe-

ripheral 17-hydroxycorticoids.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Jean Cahn: The problem is to compare in different methods of hypothermia

the reaction of the adrenal and of the pituitary during stress reaction or during

cooling of the body.

Here is the evolution of the ascorbic acid level of the adrenal in rats during

artificial hibernation. You could see during the presentation of the paper on cortico-

steroid secretion of the adrenals during the cooling of the body that the initial re-
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action of the adrenal is a fail in the curticosteroid secretion. The relationshi]j be-

tween the ascorbic acid level and the corticosteroid secretion of the adrenal is not

clear. Bnt in surface coolini;- the initial reaction of the adrenal tt) the cooling is a

fall of about 28 per cent in the adrenal ascorbic acid level, and this level remains
stable during all the period of the cooling.

It is interesting to compare the phenomenon in artificial hibernation. Immediately

after the injection of drugs such as chlorpromazine or hydergine in association

with phenergan and demerol, one observes a fall in ascorbic acid level, 30 to 50
per cent, approximately. Immediately after the injection of the drugs the body
temperature begins to fall. During the fall in the body temperature we found a

gradual return to normal of the adrenal ascorbic acid; the significance of this fact

is that cold is not a stress in artificial hibernation. There is a very dififerent reaction

in surface cooling. During all the time of cooling v.-e have a 28 per cent lower adrenal

ascorbic level.

Figure 1 shows the adrenal ascorbic acid level in artificial hil)ernation after five
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niilligranis of ACTH. It is interesting" that the fall in the ascorhic acid of the

adrenals is greater between 2*-'° and 26° C. than between 25° and 23° C. That means

that if we want to suppress the reaction of the adrenal to ACTH, it is necessary to

decrease the body temperature below 25° C.

The proljlem is, what is the reaction of the pituitary-adrenal coupled during

stress and hypothermic conditions? These results (fig. 2) are applicable to all meth-

ods of hypothermia (artificial hibernation, surface cooling), regardless of which

drugs are employed to produce hypothermia. These results are also applicable to

any stress (formalin injection, or ligation of the hepatic artery or of the mesenteric

vein and artery). A stress between V?° and ZZ° C. is able to depress the ascorbic

acid level of the adrenal about 35 per cent, between 32° and 28° C. the fall in the

adrenal level is only about 10 per cent, and between 27° and 26° C. there is no fall

in the adrenal ascorbic level.

From experiments on more than 1,000 rats we can conclude that there is a criti-

cal temperature at which there exists an inhibition of the pituitary reaction. For

this reason we thought that between 28° and 26° C. there exists a physiological

state which can be compared with an hypophysectomy.

When we compare surface cooling and artificial hibernation, we see that in

surface cooling the drop in the adrenal ascorbic level is 28 per cent. When adrenalin

or ACTH are injected (LP.), another fall of about 4.6 to 9.9 per cent is obtained.

In fact, when we compare with the controls we see that the same quantity of

ACTH is able to depress the adrenal to about 33 to 36 per cent. This suggests that

if the adrenals in surface cooling are not able to react more, it is because they are

partly exhausted by the cooling.

Dr. Henry Szvan: We have been interested in attempting to study hypothermia
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in the unstressed individual, both human and dog, and we, too, so far have been
unable to study the effect of hypothermia in the unstressed individual.

Dr. Hume was studying an animal essentially maximally stressed, and Dr. Bern-
hard's chart showed that in his experimental animals after the placement of the

cannulas, ACTH failed to produce any considerable additional rise in the corticoid

output, so when hypothermia was superimposed the animal being studied was in an
already stressed state. For that reason it is difficult to estimate the effect of hypo-
thermia on the corticoid output when it is already high.

During a state of hypothermia it is not surprising that the cellular function is

apparently markedly depressed as is the cellular function of all the tissues of the

body when the cells are quite cold. So during the period of hypothermia this de-

pression of corticoid output is not surprising, but the response afterwards appears

to us to be the crux.

We would like to be able to study the effect of hypothermia on an unstressed
animal. The critical consideration here, interestingly enough, is anesthesia. In Dr.

Bernhard's study the anesthetic agent used in the clinical series was apparently
always ether. We have been interested in the cortical response to different types of

anesthesia, and I would like to show you one slide in that regard. These are warm
patients.

Figure 1 shows the corticoid response to one hour of anesthesia with pentothal
alone (or with cyclopropane) and with pentothal-ether. The corticoid response
averages an increase of 1 1 over the control value in six patients who had one hour
of ether anesthesia. On the other hand, pentothal or cyclopropane anesthesia in 14

patients appears to cause little or no response in corticoid output. For this reason
we plan now to proceed with the obvious step of inducing hypothermia with the
use of this anesthetic agent to see if we can study the response in the nonstressed
human.

Figure 2 merely shows the possibilities of response. It would appear from Dr.
Bernhard's work that hypothermia delays the corticoid response to operation. We
show here the initial rise with anesthesia. Possibly with the proper anesthesia one
could obtain a straight, level line. One must then measure the immediate postopera-

tive response in the patient who has been under hypothermia. On the basis of pres-

ent evidence. Dr. Bernhard suggests that it falls in a mid-position, i.e., hypothermia
has not completely suppressed the adrenocortical response to surgery, but it has

both delayed and diminished it. It would be interesting to see if in the unstressed

animal hypothermia can suppress the cortico-corticoid response to trauma.
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SOME PROBLEMS OF HEMATOLOGY IN HYPOTHERMIA:
AN INTRODUCTION
WILLIAM H. CROSBY, JR.

About a year ago Colonel Hughes, of the Surgical Division of the Walter Reed

Army Institute of Research, reported that his dogs under deep hypothermia tended

to bleed, not massively, because the circulation was sluggish, but persistently. This

phenomenon was investigated in a collaborative study by the Departments of

Hematology and Experimental Surgery.

Figure 1 shows some of the hematologic results which occurred in animals.

CLOT RETRACTION

HYPOTHERMIA ""^^l. "^'^E (hours)HYPOTHtRMIA WARMING

Fig. 1.—This figure correlates the change in white cell, platelets, silicone clotting time,

bleeding time, clot retraction and prothrombin consumption with body temperature. It can be

seen that as the platelets drop all the various platelet functions are interfered with. This figure

also shows the hyper-coagulability in the 2^ hour test of bleeding time and '" the 4^ hour test

of silicone clotting time (Dog No. 4).
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Fig. 2.—Correlating changes in red count, hematocrit and hemoglobin with body temperature.

This figure shows the rise in red cell values with cooling and the return to normal with re-

warming (Dog No. 4).
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surfacc-coolcd to Ixuly Icinperaturcs of approximak-ly 20° C. The platelets fell to

quite low levels, 6,000 to 60,000, as the animal was cooled, and then recovered as

it was warmed. The changes in the coagulation mechanism could be accounted for

on the basis of thrombocytopenia: the alterations of bleeding time, clotting time,

prothrombin consumption, and so forth. The leukocytes also disappeared and then

reapj)eare(l.

This left us with several problems. W hat happened to the i)latelets and leuko-

cytes? When the platelets and leukocyte counts returned to normal, were these the

same cells which had been in the l)lo(xl before hypothermia, or was this a new
population ?

Figure 2 shows another change which occurred, an increase in hematocrit in most

of the animals which recovered rather more slowly than the changes in platelets and

leukocytes.

A preliminary experiment (fig. 3) by Dr. W. A. O'Brien seemed to indicate that

the change in hematocrit was due to a temporary loss of plasma from the circulat-

ing blood.

With this as an introduction, I would like to present Dr. Adelson, who will dis-

cuss the changes which take place in the platelets and leukocytes during deep

hypothermia.



THE EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON PLATELETS AND
WHITE CELLS IN DOGS

TULIO J. VILLALOBOS, EDWARD ADELSON and PHILIP RILEY

(With technical assistance of Harold Glaucke)

In a previous report from this laboratory, results of hematologic studies in nine

hypothermic dogs cooled below 20° C. were presented. These results showed a rise

in red cell count, hemoglobin concentration and hematocrit ; a marked drop in white

cell count ; and nearly complete disappearance of platelets. On rewarming these

changes all returned to normal. A number of studies have been carried out to learn

the mechanism of these alterations. In the present paper, we will summarize these

studies—especially as they concern the platelets and white cells.

The platelets and white cells, which nearly completely disappear during hypo-

thermia, return within a period of minutes during the early phase of rewarming.

The first question which presented itself was whether these returned platelets and

white cells are newly formed, or are simply the old platelets and white cells return-

ing to the circulation after a period of sequestration.

To study this question, we applied to animals a technique described by Desai

et al. in humans. By this technique we injected 2 millicures of P^" into a normal

dog. One week later we withdrew 500 cc. of blood from a vein of this animal. The

blood was obtained in plastic bags with sequestrene as anticoagulant. Simultane-

ously, a second dog which had not received P^^- was phlebotomized, and immedi-

ately thereafter the second dog received a transfusion of the 500 cc. of whole blood

obtained from the radioactive donor dog. This whole blood contained many radio-

active substances, among which were radioactive platelets. One-half hour after the

infusion, an aliquot of blood was drawn from the recipient animal, the platelets

separated, washed and counted. There were Z.7 (10"'') counts per second per

platelet. The animal was then subjected to hypothermia, his platelets nearly dis-

appeared, and the animal was then rewarmed. With the return of his platelets, the

radioactivity of aliquots of his platelets also returned. This radioactivity was deter-

mined to be 3.0 (10"^) counts per second per platelet. In other words, 81 per cent

of the tagged platelets, which had been infused early in the morning prior to

hypothermia, were still present in the afternoon after hypothermia. The slight drop

in platelets could easily be explained by the normal life span of the platelet. The

fact that 81 per cent of the transfused radioactive platelets were still present showed

clearly that the drop in platelets due to hypothermia is a result of sequestration of

platelets, not of destruction of platelets. The return of the platelet count toward

normal after hypothermia is not due to the production of new platelets, but to the

return of the sequestered platelets to the circulation. Figure 1 summarizes these

findings.

The next question which presented itself is: where does the sequestration occur?

Table I shows that the sequestration does not occur in the capillaries of the body,

at least not in the capillaries of the tongue. Here the results of platelet counts in

the aorta are compared with those found in the capillary blood in the tongue. It
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TABLE I

Platelet counts
(per cii. mm.)

Temp. ° C. aorta

37 445,000

25 213,000

20 28,500

25 75,000

30 451,000

Platelet counts
(per cu. mm.)
capillary blood

(tongue)

339,000

199,000

33,000

71,500

466.000

can be seen that there is no significant difference. Table II shows that capillaries of
the spleen, liver, and lung also do not sequester platelets. Tables III, IV, and V
show the results of platelet counts carried out simultaneously in the aorta and high
in the inferior vena cava in three animals. These counts were taken by means of

polyethylene catheters, positioned by means of incisions in the femoral artery and
femoral vein. The catheter high in the inferior vena cava was positioned well above
the entrance of the hepatic vein into the inferior vena cava. Therefore, it sampled a
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TABLE II

Platelet counts (per cu. mm.) at maximum hypothermia
'

^

Dog no. Aorta Spleen Liver Lung

11 28.500 31,500 10,000 6,000

12 24,000 55,000 13,500 10,000

13 68,500 59,500 20,500 11,500

18 41,000 38,500 25,500 20,000

TABLE III

Platelet counts
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.)

il 286,000

25 92,500

20 45,500

25 27,500

30 77,500

High inferior
vena cava

platelet counts
(per cu. mm.)

230,000

37,500

16,000

94,500

118,000

TABLE IV

Aorta blood

Platelet count WBC
Temp. ° C. (percu. mm.) (per cu. mm.)

Zl 365,500 6,500

25 102,500 2,300

20 24,500 1.800

25 131,500 2,900

30 186,000 3,400

High inferior vena cava

Platelet count
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TABLE \T

Aorta blood

Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.) (per cu. mm.)

Z1 177,000 8.900

25 8L000 3,203

20 20,000 L900

Low inferior vena cava

Platelets WBC
(per cu. mm.) (per cu. mm.)

218,000

90,500

30,000

9,700

3,600

1,800

TABLE VII

Aorta blood

Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm) (per cu. mm.)

Zl 299,500 15,000

25 123,000 8,600

20 48,500 8,000

Low inferior vena cava

Platelets
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TABLE X

Platelets (per cu. mm.)

White blood cells

(per cu. mm.)

Temp. ° C.

37 20

f
Aorta 242,000 106,000 27,000 64,000

Low inf. vena cava. 233,000 82,000 23,000 73,000

Portal vein 212,000 53,500 21.000 77.500

Hepatic vein 146,500

[Aorta 18,400

Low inf. vena cava.

.

18,200

Portal vein 11,600

Hepatic vein 11,200

40,000

6.300

8,400

6,000

8,300

11.500

4.000

3,800

4,100

101,000

6,000

5.300

4,000

5,900

30

129,500

126,000

141,500

150,000

7,700

7,900

8,300

7,900

TABLE XI

Hypothermia in Splenectomized Dog

Aorta blood

Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.) Hemoglobin (per cu. mm.)

37 360,500 16.8 11,400

25 149,000 18.7 7,800

20 58,500 18.0 6,000

25 98,500 16.4 3,000

30 145,500 17.8 5,500

High inferior vena cava

Platelets
(per cu. mm.)

257,000

115,000

49,000

135,000

205,500

WBC
Hemoglobin (per cu. mm.)

17.6

18.0

18.3

16.8

17.3

9,100

6,300

5,800

5,000

5,900

TABLE XII

Hypothermia in Splenectomized Dog

Aorta blood

Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.) Hemoglobin (per cu. mm.)

37 369,500 14.3 24,900

25 138,000 15.7 8,200

20 42,500 16.4 5,200

25 75,500 15.1 6,600

30 198,500 16.2 12,600

High inferior vena cava

Platelets
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TABLE XIV

Total Hki'atectomy—Counts from Aorta

Platelets VVBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.) (per cu. mm.) HCT

2n 248,000 L3,200 53.9

25 135,500 11,000 57

20 54,000 6.500 55.5

25 133,000 7,400 55.5

30 131,000 15,900 57.5

TABLE XV

Hepatectomy and Splenectomy—Counts from Aorta

Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (percu. mm.) (percu. mm.) Hematocrit

2>'l 221,000 7,950 53

25 137,000 8,700 58

20 106,000 6,700 54

TABLE XVI

Hepatectomy and Splenectomy

Upper inferior vena cava Lower inferior vena cava
r — ^

^ , A _^
Platelets WBC Platelets WBC

Temp. ° C. (percu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.) (percu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.)
^^ 268,000 54 6,700 265,000 56 6,350
25 211,000 53 6,000 167,000 53 5,000

20 103,500 52 3,500 110,500 52 3,650
25 104,000 49 5,850 108,500 49 5,200

30 143,500 52 7,550 199,500 52 10,800

TABLE XVII

Hepatectomy and Splenectomy

Upper inferior vena cava Lower inferior vena cava
, -^

, ,.

A _ _^
Platelets WBC Platelets WBC

Temp. ° C. (percu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.) (percu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.)
^1 196,500 53.5 6,750 160,000 54 7,150

25 134,500 52.5 3,825 136,000 53 4.180

20 96,000 51 3,400 114,000 't.! 3.580

25 Clumped 48.5 3,950 Clumped 50 2,800

30 74,000 50 4,600 60,500 50.5 4.300

In tables XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII the effect of combination hepatectomy and
splenectomy are studied. In all four animals the platelet and white cell drop appear

to be markedly decreased. X'o definite conclusion can be drawn from the hematocrit

changes since we feel that the major surgical procedure was sufficient to alter blood

volumes and therefore hematocrits. In tables XVII and XVIII the animals did not

show the warming phase rise in platelet count. We feel this was due to the marked
trauma the animals had undergone and the resultant extreme cachexia. Figures 2

and 3 summarize the results of platelet and white cell counts in control animals, hepa-

tectomized animals, splenectomized animals, and hepatectomized-splenectomized ani-

mals. Splenectomy alone had little effect, hepatectomy alone a slightly greater effect,
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TABLE XVIII

Hepatectomy and Splenectomy

Upper inferior vena cava Lower inferior vena cava

Platelets WBC "" Platelets WBC
Temp. ° C. (per cu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.) (per cu. mm.) HCT (per cu. mm.)

35 333,000 60 7,200 357,500 58.2 6,700

25 264,000 57.9 6,350 203,500 56.8 5,500

20 181,000 57 5,450 154,500 55.2 4,700

27 170,000 57 3,400 162,000 56.5 3,300

35 102,000 55 2,800 101,000 55.8 3,300

(terminal)

Died.
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and the two procedures together reduced the lowering of platelets considerably.

Similar results, although not quite as clear-cut, were obtained wath white cell counts.

Summary. The decrease in platelet count and probably white cell count in hypo-

thermic dogs is due to the sequestration of platelets and white cells, and not to their

destruction. Catheterization studies indicate that some of the secjuestration occurs

in the liver and probably also in the spleen. However, since hepatectomy and

splenectomy did not completely abolish the platelet and white cell drops, we feel

that other sinusoidal organs such as the bone marrow may also play a role in the

sequestration of platelets and white cells.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. C. M. COlives: We, too, have been interested in the hematologic changes re-

sulting from induced hypothermia. Prior to our study, it was our clinical impres-

sion that hypothermic dogs seemed to have an increased oozing tendency but that

blood shed during surgery into the peritoneal or pleural cavity seemed to clot ade-

quately. We undertook to investigate the oozing tendency. Altogether, 62 dogs were

cooled to a depth of from 18°-25° C. for from one to four hours, and rewarmed

with a Therm-O-Rite machine. For most of the studies arterial blood, obtained

from the femoral artery, was used for the determinations.

Our studies included clotting times in glass (Lee White), bleeding times, clot

retraction, hemoglobin estimation, hematocrit estimation, platelet count, pro-

thrombin times in plasma (one stage), prothrombin times in serum, mechanical

fragility, osmotic fragility, critical fibrinogen index, heparin activity and smears of

peripheral blood. Results are summarized in figures 1, 2, 3.

9

<o

C5^

qj

Q

50

45

40

35

35

IT 30

25

20

15

Coogulation
Time
40 dogs

Bleeding

Time
12 dogs

Hemoglobin
8 dogs

Temperature

I 2 3 4 5

Time in Hours

Fig. 1.—Coagulation time, bleeding time, hematocrit, hemoglobin.
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Fig. 2.—Prothrombin time in plasma, prothrombin time in serum platelets, clot retraction,

leukocyte count.

Coagulation times in glass were not significantly altered by cooling. Coagulation

times in silicone tubes were altered as others have shown. This difference is no

doubt due to the reduction in the platelets which occur with cooling.

There was a five- fold increase in the bleeding time as a result of cooling. Five of

the 12 dogs tested had a seven-fold increase at reduced temperatures. One dog had

a bleeding time of 17 minutes, which falls well beyond the normal range. This

process is completely reversible with rewarming.

The hemoglobin and hematocrit invariably rise with cooling.

The prothrombin time in plasma by the one stage method was not greatly altered

by cooling in our series. However, the prothrombin time in serum is significantly

decreased. This being a measure of residual prothromljin, it is quite possible that

this decrease could be due to the i)latelet drop which occurs.

The platelet count drops to a very low level with cooling. In some of otir animals
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Fig. 3.—Osmotic fragility, mechanical fragility, critical fibrinogen index.

at 20° C. it was common to find only 10,000 platelets. These are not destroyed, for

they return with rewarming.

Along wnth drop in the platelet count, the clot retraction is poor.

There is a marked drop in leukocytes at reduced temperatures. The mean at the

reduced level was 3047. They return to normal with rewarming.

Heparin activity, osmotic and mechanical fragility, and the critical fibrinogen

index are not affected by cooling.

There is a relative increase in the number of lymphocytes with cooling.

Dr. Dean Warren: We can confirm the constant decrease in white blood counts

and platelets, the rise in hemoglobin and hematocrit, and the prolongation of

coagulation time. We, too, thought that sequestration was probably the phenomenon
responsible for this, but were not able to localize it accurately through our more
crude method of splenectomy.

One factor that we thought might be of importance was that of the delayed

adrenocortical response. As has been shown by Ebert, cortisone is somewhat effec-

tive in preventing this sequestration phenomenon in other experimental conditions.

We gave large doses of cortisone to dogs for 48 hours prior to our experiments,

but the fall was similar in all phases of our experiment. Heparin was likewise in-

effective in changing this response.

In addition, we have studied two patients. Although the temperatures were not
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carried to the low levels reached in dogs, both patients showed the preliminary

decreases found at comparable temperatures in the animals.

Dr. Jonathan Rhoads: If the liver and spleen do not completely account for se-

questration of platelets and white cells, could the gut be a reservoir?

Dr. Adelson: We did not study this. I would like to point out that coagulation-

time studies in glass tubes are less accurate than when carried out in silicone tubes.

Dr. James A. Hcliiiszvorth: The hematologic aspects of hypothermia attracted

our attention because of the development of an hemorrhagic diathesis in dogs sur-

viving cooling by immersion in ice water in our laboratory. A large proportion of
these animals had profuse bleeding into the intestinal tract and died in shock within

18 hours after chilling. Our findings in reference to the changes in the platelet

count confirm those of Crosby and Adelson. The average reduction in platelet count
was 86% in dogs cooled by this method to a body temperature of approximately
25° C. The same measurements were carried out in a small group of monkeys
cooled by the same method and to the same extent, and in these animals there was
the same marked thrombocytopenic effect. There are two additional comments
which are of some interest. The first is that, in dogs cooled by the same method
and to the same temperature, the thrombocytopenic effect was much less if autonomic
blockade had been established by xArfonad. Indeed, in some of these "blocked" ani-

mals the platelet count remained unchanged. The second is that dogs cooled by
means of a simple extracorporeal circuit do not show the same fall in platelet count.

In this group of animals with blood flowing from femoral artery to femoral vein

through a simple plastic tube the platelet count has, on many occasions, remained
normal even though the changes in body temperature were of the same degree men-
tioned before.

Dr. J. Adams-Ray: We have made some observations that seem to fit with the

sequestration of blood in the liver in hypothermia as indicated by Dr. Adelson.
The method used for measuring variations of the liver volume is a roentgenstereo-

photogrammetrical one.^ Small silver pellets are placed on the liver so that they

enclose a polyhedron. With two X-ray tubes with known distance in relation to film

these will be photographed at intervals during the experiment. Each pellet will then

be reproduced at two places. Measuring the distance between the two images of

each pellet, and knowing the distance between the X-ray tubes and the distance

between the tubes and film, we can locate each pellet in an orthogonal-coordinate

system. The volume of the polyhedron enclosed by the pellets can then be computed
and the mean error of the volume determinations is somewhat below 1 per cent of

the total volume measured. The calculations are easily made by using a punch-card
system in a calculating machine.

In hypothermia we found a slight increase in liver volume,- observable even at

26° to 28° C. rectal temperature. This was in contrast with the considerable de-

crease of liver volume that my associate, Dr. Hagberg, found in hemorrhagic
shock, which would give anoxia, possibly interfering inter alia with the bacterial

defence mechanisms described by Jacob Fine. When Dr. Hagberg induced hypo-
thermia during such experiments the decrease of liver volume was inhibited. His
experiments are not yet concluded but indicate a protecting effect of hypothermia
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just as Friedman, Frank and Overton have found ;
the effect seems to be coupled

to the inhil^ition of hver vokmie decrease in hemorrhagic shock.
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RENAL FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE TO HYPOTHERMIA AND
ISCHEMIA IN MAN AND DOG

JOHN H. MOVER. GEORGE C. MORRLS and .\[1CHA1-:1. E. I)i- l^.AKEY

With the use of homograft replacement of the ahdomina] aorta, interruption of

the blood supply to the kidney frequently becomes necessary. 1 f the renal ischemia

is prolonged, irreversible renal damage may result. Therefore, it Ijeconies necessary

to explore methods for either maintaining the blood supply to the kidne_\- or reduc-

ing the metabolic processes within the kidneys so that irreversible renal <lamage

does not result frt)m the ischemia. One approach wcnild be the use of hypothermia

to reduce the metal)olic requirement of these tissues. Investigation of this prob-

lem was undertaken in the following study. The observations can be divided into

three parts: (I) observations on the effect of hypothermia on the kidney;

(II) observations on the effect of ischemia on the kidney and the resultant renal

damage produced by this ischemia and; (III) the protective effect of hypothermia

against the renal damage produced Ijy ischemia.

METHODS
The effect of hypothermia on renal hemodynamics and on water and

electrolyte excretion. The effect of hypothermia was studied in 20 dogs. The

dogs were anesthetized with pentol)arbital (30 mg/kg). Following ade(|uate con-

trol observations, the animals were made hypothermic with a fluid cooled blanket

and an electrically controlled temperature regulator ( Therm-( )-I\ite Product).

The body temperature was slowly reduced to 80° F. over a one to two hour period,

maintained at this level for two hours, and then slowly increased to the control

levels.

Observations were made on glomerular filtration rate and renal plasma flow

using creatinine and para-aminohippurate clearances respectively. Sodium and

water excretion were determined using the Beckman h'lame I 'hotometric method.

After the dogs were anesthetized, three 10-minute control periods were collected.

As the temperature was lowered, two 10-minute periods were collected at 2)2° C.

(90° F. ) and three periods at 26° C. (80° F. ). After the temperature had been

maintained at 25 to 27° C. for two hours, three additional 10-minute periods were

collected. Then the temperature was increased to the control levels and observa-

tions on renal hemodynamics were again made for three 10-minute periods. These

were repeated 24 hours later. .Analytical methods and techniques employed have

been described previously.^

After it was observed that glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow were

depressed during the hypothermic period, an attempt was made to rule out the

blood pressure component by elevating the pressure back to the control levels with

vasopressor agents (norepinephrine or Aramine ) . It was reasoned that returning

blood pressure to the control levels would help to rule out the effect of hypotension

on glomerular filtration rate and renal l)lood flow\

The effect of renal ischemia on renal hemodynamics and water and elec-

199
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trolyte excretion. In this study 21 dogs (group 2) were used. They were sub-

divided into three subgroups of seven each. Following suitable control observations

on water and electrolyte excretion, and on glomerular filtration rate and renal blood

flow, the blood flow to the kidney was interrupted by one of three methods. In the

animals in subgroup 2A (fig. 1) the aorta was occluded just proximal to the renal

arteries for two hours. Therefore, any blood that circulated through the kidneys

following this procedure was due to collateral circulation and retrograde flow into

the aorta below the renal arteries. In subgroup 2B, the left renal artery was

occluded with a bulldog vascular clamp for two hours without occluding the aorta.

Mean Blood Pressure
Approximately 140 mm. Hg

Retroperitoneal approach

Mean Blood Pressure

Approximately 28 mm. Hg

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic representation of abdominal aorta and renal arteries in the dog showing

the points at which the aorta and the left renal artery were occluded.
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In the animals in subgroup 2C, the aorta was occluded above the renal artery

for two hours with a Potts clamp and at the same time, the left renal artery

was occluded with the bulldog clamp. During this procedure, then, the right renal

artery was open to any retrograde flow that might occur through the collateral

circulation into the aorta below the Potts clamp, but the left kidney was com-

pletely blocked of any circulation from the aorta. Following occlusion of the aorta

above the renal arteries (subgroups 2B and 2C), the blood pressure distal to the

occlusion ranged between 15 and 34 mm. Hg (average 28 mm. Hg), due to the

collateral circulation into the distal aorta. The renal artery and the aorta were oc-

cluded for two hours in each instance (subgroups 2B and 2C). After the occlusion,

the animals were allowed to recover and were placed in their cages. Three days

later, the animals were again anesthetized with 30 mg/kg of pentobarbital. Each

ureter was then catheterized and observations on renal function were again re-

peated. At the same time water and electrolyte excretion studies were carried out.

This allowed us to determine renal blood flow, glomerular filtration rate, and water

and electrolyte excretion for each kidney separately, and thus to compare the

degree of damage between the right and the left kidneys as reflected in the altera-

tions in renal hemodynamics.

The effect of renal ischemia during hypothermia. Seven animals were

studied in which the temperature was reduced to 25 to 27° C. Then the aorta was

occluded above the renal arteries. At the same time the left renal artery was oc-

cluded similar to the animals in group 2C. After two hours of occlusion, the

clamps were removed and the dogs were warmed up to control levels. Three days

later, the ureters were catheterized and observations were made on renal function

for each kidney. These were then compared to the observations made in the animals

in which the blood supply to the kidneys had been interrupted (subgroup 2C) under

normothermic conditions.

RESULTS

The effects of hypothermia on renal hemodynamics and water and elec'

trolyte excretion. Figure 2 summarizes the effect of progressive hypothermia on

renal function. The observations are expressed in per cent of the control observa-

tions made prior to reducing the temperature. As the temperature was reduced to

approximately 90° F. (30 to Z2° C.) the average mean blood pressure decreased

to 90 per cent of the control levels. This was associated with a reduction in

glomerular filtration rate to 58 per cent of the control values and in renal blood

flow to 69 per cent of the control level. There was no effect on the hematocrit in this

group of animals. When the temperature was reduced to 80° F., i.e. 25 to 27° C,
the average mean blood pressure decreased further to about 75 per cent of the

control values and the glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow to 31 per cent

and 28 per cent of the control values respectively. The average absolute values

for these observations are recorded within the bar graph for each of the func-

tions studied in figure 2.

Associated with the reduction in glomerular filtration rate, there was no con-

current reduction in urine volume or in sodium excretion (fig. 3). This is of

interest since under normothermic conditions if the glomerular filtration rate is
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reduced to this extent ( hy nuiiierous iiuthods) there is usually a very dramatic
reductiDn in water and sodium excretion. In the current experiments, when the

temperatui-e was rechiced to .^0 to M C". there was actuall\- an inciease in water
excretion to 1 4.> per cent of the control \alues at the same time that s^lomerular

lihration rate was refhiced to 5S ])er cent of the control vahie.s. ( ihservations made
at a temperature of 2? to 17° showed little additional effect on scxlium and water
excretion, althous^h potassium excretion decreased to 63 per cent of the control

values.

There was no consistent effect on ])lasma sodium and potassium. nes])ite a reduc-

tion in glomerular hitration rate and renal hlood flow, sodium and water excretion

were not reduced, which suggests that hypothermia depresses tuhular enzymatic

activity and thus reduces the reahsorptive capacity of the renal tubules. The effect

on potassium excretion further supports this concei)t since under normothermic
conditions potassium is actively excreted hy the renal tuhules. ddie reduction in

potassium excretion with a concurrent increase in sodium and water excretion leads

to the conclusion that enzymatic processes responsible for real)sor])tive and secre-

tory mechanisms are depressed during hypothermia.

The effect of prolonged hypothermia at 25 to 27° C. is summarized in figure 4.

It is obvious that prolonged hy]:K)thermia had no additional effect on renal hemo-
dynamics. After two hours of hypothermia, the depression in blood pressure,

glomerular filtration rate, and renal blood flow was about the same as it was im-
mediately after the reduction in temperature to these levels. These observations

indicate that the depression in renal function is a direct response to the hypothermia
and the degree of hypothermia rather than to the length of time the animal is kept
at reduced temperatures. \\\\tn the temperature is again raised to control levels

there is an immediate increase in blood pressure back to the control levels. How-

"o

Mean Blood Pressure Glomerular

Filtration Rote

cc./min

Hypothermio

After 2 hours at 80° P

Normof tiermio

Renal Blood Flow

cc./min.

Fig.

mm. Hg

-Tlie renal hemodynamic effect of liypotliermia immediately after reduction in temperature
com])ared to the responses observed after two hours of maintained iiypothermia.
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ever, glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow increase more slowly, being-

only about I of the control levels immediately after normothermic levels are

reached. When these observations were repeated 24 hours later, all of the functions

had returned approximately to control values.

As with glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow, prolonged hypothermia

had no additional effect on water and electrolyte excretion as compared to obser-

vations made immediately after reduction in temperature. There was no change

or increase in urine volume and sodium excretion. Potassium excretion was uni-

formly depressed (fig. 5). In this group of animals it seemed that the effect on water

excretion was more pronounced after prolonged hypothermia than it was imme-

diately after the reduction in temperature. When the temperature returned to the

control values, sodium excretion remained elevated.

When the blood pressure was raised to control levels with norepinephrine during

hypothermia, glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow were not increased

(fig. 6). This suggests that the reduction in renal function is a direct result of

hypothermia, not a result of the hypotension. When the temperature was returned

to control levels, glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow both increased.

The effect of renal ischemia on renal hemodynamics and water and elec-

trolyte excretion. In the group of animals in which the aorta was occluded above

the renal arteries (subgroup 2A) no alteration in renal function was observed

three days after the occlusion. This indicates that a pressure as low as 15 to 32

mm. Hg for a period of two hours is adequate to protect the kidneys against renal

damage.

129
186 154

Urine

cc /

Volume
min.

Hypothermia

After 2 hours at80»F

Normothermio

Sodium Excretion
>iEq./min.

Potassium Excretion

/i Eq./min.

Fig. 5.—Tlie effect of prolonged hypothermia on urine and electrolyte excretion as compared

to the immediate response to temperature reduction.
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Fig. 7a.—The effect of unilateral renal artery (left) occlusion alone (Group 2B) for two hours

as compared to the effect when the renal artery was occluded as well as the aorta (Group 2C).
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The responses of sodium potassium and water excretion of subgroup 2C were
similar to the renal hem()d\-namic effects. In the kidney in which the renal artery

was occluded as well as the aorta, urine outjjut and sodium excretion were mark-
edly depressed after three days. At the same time, urine volume actually increased
in the unoccluded kidney, i.e., the kidney which was ischemic only to the extent of

having the aorta occluded. There was no effect on ])lasma sodium and potassium.

The effect of renal ischemia during hypothermia. Since concurrent occlu-

sion of the left renal artery and the aorta produced the most severe renal damage
under normothermic conditions (group 2C), this method of ])roducing ischemia

was next used for studying the protective effect of hypothermia against renal

damage due to renal ischemia. It appears that even with hypothermia for two hours,

some depression in renal function occurs, hut the degree of renal damage is not

as severe as that observed following ischemia produced by the same method under
normothermic conditions. Table I points up the sharp contrast in the observations

made under normothermic conditions when glomerular filtration rate was depressed

to 8 per cent of the control value and renal blood flow to 7 per cent. These observa-

tions indicate that hypothermia would be advantageous when complete occlusion

of the circulation to the kidney becomes a necessity during surgical procedures. The
protective effect of hypothermia is also seen in figures (S, 9, 10, and 11. These are

the gross changes produced under normothermic as compared to h\-pothermic

conditions for an equal period of time. The right kidney was subjected to ischemia

due to aortic occlusion above the renal arteries whereas the left kidney was sul)-

jected to ischemia produced by occlusion of the renal artery as well as the aorta.

Under normothermic conditions the left kidney showed severe damage with hemor-
rhage into both the cortex and medulla, by comparison to the right one. However,
under hypothermic conditions there was very little difference observed between
the left and right kidneys.

SU^IMARY—LABORATORY DATA

Observations have been made in the laboratory on the effect of hypothermia at

different levels of temperature reduction as well as the effect of prolonged hypo-
thermia. As the temperature is reduced, there is a progressive reduction in mean
l)lood pressure, glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow. The reduction in

glomerular filtration rate is not associated with a concurrent reduction in water and

TABLE I

CoMi'.\Risox OF Rkx.m. Damage Due to Ischemia (Aorta Plus Rexal Artery Occlusiox)
WITH AXD without Hypothermia—Expressed in Per Cent of Control

Normothermia Hypothermia

RiKht Left Right Left
(unoccluded) (occluded)a (unoccluded) (occluded)*

Mean blood pressure 102 102 95 95
Glomerular filtration rate 100 S*" 96 69
Renal blood fl( )w 88 7" 115 80
Hematocrit 85 85 106 106

* Renal artery occluded in addition to occlusion of aorta above the renal arterv for two hours
"Statistically significant p<0.05.
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Fig. 8.—Gross changes observed in the kidneys removed from a dug three days after the

aorta and the renal artery to the left kidney were occluded for a period of two hours under

normothermic conditions.

Left
Fig. 9.—Another animal treated as in figure 8.

sodium excretion but there is a depression in potassium excretion. These responses

are just as marked immediately after reduction in temperature as they are after

hypothermia for two hours or more. Raising the blood pressure to control levels

during hypothermia does not improve glomerular filtration rate or renal blood flow,

indicating that the depression in renal hemodynamics is a response to hypothermia

rather than being secondary to the reduction in blood pressure.

Observations have been made on the effect of renal ischemia produced by three
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Left Right
Fig. 10.—Gross effects of occlusion of the aorta above the renal arteries as well as the left

renal artery for two hours under hypothermic conditions. When compared to figures 8 and 9,

there is relatively little damage to the left kidney of these animals under hypothermia as com-
pared to the normothermic animals.

Left Right
Fig. 11.—Anotlier animal treated as in figure 10.

different methods. In one group, tlie response to occlusion of the aorta was ob-

served. In another group of animals, the effect of occlusion of the renal artery to

one kidney was studied. In the third group the effect of occlusion of the renal

artery plus the aorta was observed. Collateral circulation and retrograde flow

through the inferior aorta was adequate to protect the kidney from damage fol-

lowing occlusion of the aorta immediately above the renal arteries. After two
hours of occlusion of the renal artery alone, the over-all depression in renal func-

tion of that kidney showed about a ^ reduction in glomerular filtration rate and
renal blood flow. However, if the renal artery and the aorta were occluded together,
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renal damage was severe. Glomerular filtration rate and renal blood flow in tlie

occluded kidney were then reduced to aliout 10 per cent of the contralateral kidney.

In fact, there was no renal damage on the contralateral side, again indicating that

a low pressure in the aorta for two hours was adequate to protect the kidney from

damage due to inadecjuate circulation.

When h}pothermia was employed during renal ischemia, it appeared that

moderate protection was given to the kidney. Observations made three days after

the renal artery and aortic occlusion indicated that the renal function was de-

pressed overall only to about f of the control level as compared to 10 per cent

of the control under normothermic conditions. These observations indicate that

under states of severe ischemia, hypothermia gives some protection against severe

renal damage.

OBSERVATIONS IN MAN

Methods. Observations on renal function were made in four patients in whom
hypothermia was employed for resectional therapy of aortic aneurysms. The tem-

perature was reduced to 88° to 91° F. The primary purpose of the hypothermia

was to prevent ischemic spinal cord damage during cross clamping of the descend-

ing thoracic aorta. Observations on renal function were made before and after

induction of anesthesia. Total body cooling was then induced and observations on

renal function were repeated. During the surgical procedure renal function was

measured at approximately the mid-period of aortic occlusion and immediately

after release of the occluding clamps. Renal function was again determined after

rewarming and, in two cases, one week following operation. Inulin clearance was

used to measure glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and low concentrations (2 to

4 mg. per cent) of para-aminohippurate to measure renal plasma flow (RPF)
employing methods and techniques previously described. (2). Values listed in the

tables and figures are averages of two or three 10-minute collecting periods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the inherent difficulty in making these observations on patients during

hypothermia and surgery, a relatively small number of patients were studied.

However, as detailed information was obtained, the data are presented as case

reports demonstrating pertinent points.

Case 1.—A 66-year-old Negro male had a thoraco-abdominal aneurysm involving

the celiac axis, the superior mesenteric and both renal arteries. The (rectal) tem-

perature was reduced to 90° F. employing refrigeration blankets. The aneurysm

was resected and replaced with a lyophilized homograft extending from the lower

thoracic aorta to the abdominal aorta distal to the renal arteries. The period of

aortic and bilateral renal artery occlusion was one hour and forty niiinites.

Figure 12 graphically demonstrates the effects of these procedures on renal func-

tion. The control values showed a slightly depressed renrd l)l()od flow and glo-

merular filtration rate. I'entothal anesthesia did not produce any striking changes.

As in the experiments with dogs, there was some depression in both renal ])lti(Kl

flow and glomerular filtration rate associated with an increase in urine \i>hnne.
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tension and renal function within normal range. There was a sHght increase in

glomerular filtration rate during pentothal anesthesia. At 94° F. there was a slight

depression in blood pressure, renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate. There

was an increase in urine volume probably due to decreased tubular reabsorption of

glomerular filtrate resulting from the hypothermia. A further moderate depression

in blood pressure and renal function occurred when the rectal temperature was

reduced to 89° F. During aortic occlusion, renal function was nil. Immediately

after release of the clamps, renal function partially returned but remained much

below the preclamping, hypothermic level. After rewarming, renal function was

largely restored though still somewhat below control values. A week later, a slight

depression was still evident.

Case 3.—A 56-year-old white male had a fusiform aneurysm of the descending

thoracic aorta. The aneurysm was resected and replaced with a lyophilized homo-

graft. Hypothermia to a level of 88° F. was carried out by ice water immersion

under pentothal anesthesia. The period of aortic occlusion was 40 minutes.

As illustrated in figure 13, there was no significant change in renal function dur-

ing anesthesia. During hypothermia, renal blood flow and glomerular filtration

rate were reduced almost 50 per cent. The usual relative increase in urine volume

was not observed until the patient was partially revvarmed. No determinable func-

tion was present during aortic occlusion. Immediately after rewarming, renal

function approached control values.

Case 4.—A 36-year-old Negro female had a fusiform aneurysm of the descend-

ing thoracic aorta. Hypothermia was induced with refrigeration blankets and the

aneurysm was resected and replaced with a lyophilized homograft. The period

of aortic occlusion was 35 minutes with a rectal temperature of 91° F. (table III).

Again, in this patient, the characteristic moderate reduction in renal function
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Fig. 13.—The effect of anesthesia, hypothermia and aortic occlusion under hypothermia on ronnl

function in a 56-year-oId white male who had a homograph replacement of the aorta.
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TABLE III

Renal Glomerular
Blood blood filtration Urine

pressure flow rate volume
(mm. Hg) (ml/min.) (ml/min.) (ml/min.)

Control observations (98° F.) 130/80 1253 90 .9

Hypothermia (91° F.) 100/80 782 72 .8

Aortic occlusion (91° F.) 130/80

After occlusion (91° F.) 124/80 447 Z1 1.4

Rcwarmed (100° F.) 128/80 920 104 .8

was seen with hypothermia. The urine volume, however, was not significantly re-

duced and was increased after occlusion while still hypothermic. Again, return in

function was incomplete immediately after release of the clamps compared to pre-

occlusion hypothermic values. However, after rewarming, renal function approx-

imated the control observations.

SUMMARY

It was found that the renal functional response of these four patients to hypo-

thermia was similar to that of the dog. Glomerular filtration and renal blood flow

were moderately depressed. These returned to or towards control levels with

normothermia. Hypothermia did not prevent renal damage due to ischemia if the

period of renal artery and aortic occlusion was prolonged. In the one case of

combined aortic and renal artery occlusion for an extended period of time, severe

irreversible renal damage occurred in spite of hypothermia.
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EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON THE KIDNEY

R. K. ANDJUS

I would like to summarize some of my investigations concerning the renal func-

tion, especially the electrolyte excretion and the effect of hypothermia on the re-

absorption capacity of the renal tulndes.
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Fig. 1.—Spontaneous urine flow in rats (white l)ars) and lii'ound si|uirrels

during 60 minutes at various body temperatures. Each bar represents the avera

5 experiments. Results obtained at different levels of hypothermia were obtained

groups of animals.
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Sodium excretion was recorded with injected tracer sodium (Na-') by can-

nulating the bladder and making continuous kymograph tracings of tlie radioac-

tivity of tile (luttlowing urine. The lowest temperature reached in these experiments

w'as 0° C. Sinn'lar experiments were ])erfornied on a hibernating mammal, the

ground squirrel ( Cittelus cittelus).

The excretion (»f urine continues in the rat until bodv temperatures below 18° C.

are reached. ^Moreover, at temjjeraturc's <>f alxnU 20-23° C. an increased urinary

output has been often recorded ( Andjus and Moiel, 1952). Similar results were

obtained in ground sciuirrels (artificially cooled in the same manner), except that

the temperatiu'e limit for diuresis mav reach as low as 7° C. of bodv temperature

(fig. 1 ). The maximal intensity of osmotic diuresis as influenced by the level of

hvpothernn'a in rats and ground scjuirrels is shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2.—Maximal intensity of osmotic diuresis after an intravenous injection of 2 ml. of a

50 per cent glucose solution into rats (white bars) and ground squirrels (black bars).
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During cooling (immersion in water, light nembutal anesthesia), the concentra-

tion of Na-* does not change appreciably in either the blood or in the urine. On
rewarming, however, usually when body temperatures over 30° C. are reached, a

marked fall of the urinary concentration of sodium occurs (fig. 3). The disap-

pearance of sodium from the urine toward the end of rewarming seems to be inde-

pendent of the antidiuretic hormone and some facts indicate that it may be related

to the hyperglycemia and glucosuria encountered in hypothermia (Andjus and

Morel, 1952).

In order to study the effect of hypothermia on the reabsorption capacity of the

renal tubules, two different ways of eliciting maximal reabsorption activity were

used. Maximal tubular reabsorption of sodium and consequently its disappearance

from the urine can be induced in rats either (1) by injecting hypertonic glucose

intravenously, or (2) by eliminating the antidiuretic hormone from the circula-

tion (temporarily, as in water diuresis, or permanently, as in operative diabetes

insipidus).

RAT c? 2209

^/cHalL

Fig. 3. Spontaneous fall of sodium concentration in the urine toward the end of rewarming

of a rat cooled to 15° C. (Andjus and Morel, 1952). From above downward: (1) Radioac-

tivity of the urine. The peaks are inversely proportional to the actual concentration of radio-

sodium in the outflowing urine (cNa U). (2) Time (minutes). (3) The rectal temperature.

(4) Drops of urine.
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The first type of experiment consisted of recording the urinary sodium con-

centration after an intravenous injection of 50 per cent glucose solution to rats

kept at different levels of hypothermia. Osmotic diuresis resulted, provided the

body temperature did not fall below 18-20° C. This was characteristically followed

by a marked sodium retention at body temperatures above 23° C. (fig. 4). At lower

temperatures, the osmotic diuresis was not followed by the disappearance of sodium

from urine, indicating possible failure of the sodium reabsorption mechanism

(fig. 5). Similar results were obtained by eliciting glucosuria and osmotic diuresis

with phloridzin.

The second type of experiment consisted of studying sodium excretion in hypo-

thermic rats deprived of the antidiuretic hormone. It was first found that it is

impossible by injecting water to obtain a typical water diuresis accompanied by the

disappearance of sodium from urine in hypothermic animals below 30° C. of body
temperature. Moreover, when a typical diuresis following water injection is ob-

tained at normal body temperatures, it ceases promptly when such an animal is

subjected to cooling. The urinary concentration of sodium rises to that of plasma

levels by the time the body temperature falls below 25° C. Failure to induce sodium
retention by a water load in hypothermic animals and the interruption of this

retention by cooling could have been the consequence of a release of ADH elicited

by the cooling procedure, or of some other effect of low temperature on the hor-

monal mechanism regulating the function of renal tubules. In order to see, how-
ever, whether hypothermia has a direct effect on the reabsorption capacity of the

tubules, further experiments were performed on rats with permanent diabetes

insipidus provoked by hypothalamic lesions. These animals, deprived permanently

RAT d 2659

1/c Hall

Fk;. 4.—Osmotic diuresis in a rat maintained at 26-29° C. of body temperature after an

intravenous injection of 2 ml. of 50 per cent glucose solution. Marking as before (Andjus

and Morel, 1952).
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Fig. 6.—Effect of hypothermia on spontaneous urine flow in a rat with ])ernianent diabetes

insipidus (hypothalamic lesion). "cXa P" = plasma concentration of radio-sodium; "cXa U" =
urinary concentration of radio-sodium. (The zig-zag line on the top of the radioactivity tracing

at 37° C. is the consequence of a mechanical arrangement preventing the excursion of the

writing pen over the upper liorder of the smoked drum.)

the pi I of whole l)lo()d. During waniiiny the urine again hecanie more acid. There

was very little titratal)le acid at any time. It should he pointed out that our animals

were mechanically ventilated throughout the experiment with room air at what was

calculated to he a normal minute volume. Ammonia prodtiction was sharply de-

creased during cooling. Initial urines contained an average of 48.6 mg. per cent and

at the depth of cooling 2.7 mg. per cent was present. This function returned as the

dogs were warmed. The concentration of Na and CI in the urine increased during

cooling to values closely approximating those of the serum, and returned to normal

during rewarming. Potassium concentration in the urine fell rapidly with cooling

to a valtie only three times that of the serum. The concentration of creatinine in the

urine fell from 116.9 mg. per cent initially to 7.S mg. ])er cent with cooling.

Creatinine clearance fell markedly, hut Na and CI clearance rose as cooling

progressed. These were reversed with rewarming. Potassium clearance was un-

changed.

Filtration rates were l)ased on endogenous creatinine clearance. The percent ex-

cretion of each filtered load was affected; PL,(). Na and CI paralleled each other

closelv from an initial value of 0.5 per cent at o7° C. to 12 per cent at 22° C. and
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returned to normal with warming. In contrast, 9 per cent of filtered potassium was

excreted at 37° C, while 36 per cent was excreted at 22° C. This returned to

normal with rewarming.

The urine composition thus assumed the composition of plasma ultrafiltrate

where U/P ratios approached unity as cooling progressed. The clearance of sub-

stances normally reabsorbed by the kidney tubules, such as H2O, Na and CI were

increased, while clearances of nonreabsorbable solutes such as endogenous or

exogenous creatinine were reduced. The clearances of substances believed to be

secreted by the tubular cells were also reduced.

We therefore believe that distal tubular function is greatly reduced during cool-

ing and nearly eliminated at 22° C, while proximal tubular activity is little affected

by hypothermia.



HYPOTHERMIA AND TEMPORARY OCCLUSION OF THE
HEPATIC CIRCULATION

NORMAN E. SHUMWAY* and F. JOHN LEWIS

A need has long existed for increasing the scope of cancer surgery to inchide

ablation of the right lobe of the liver. Lortat-Jacob in 1952 reported the first

successful right hepatic lobectomy.^ Since then, a growing literature has outlined a

variety of techniques for excising the right lobe of the liver.-' ^' '- ' Despite the

efforts of Elias to ascribe a segmental unit to the surgical anatomy of the human

liver,** extirpation of the right lobe necessarily involves cutting across a large

vascular area. It is clear that the hazard of extreme blood loss from this maneuver

could be circumvented by occluding temporarily both the afferent and efferent

vasculature of the liver.

Hypothermia has been demonstrated to reduce splanchnic blood flow and liver

function without significant deleterious effects related to cold;' hence, the use of

hypothermia to gain sufficient time for massive hepatic resections on a bloodless

liver seemed a promising avenue for investigation.

That the experimental animal at normal temperature can tolerate only brief

periods of occlusion of the structures in the porta hepatis has been recognized for

years.« The relative importance of the hepatic artery and portal vein and the spe-

cific role of each are problems still under scrutiny although considerable informa-

tion is now at hand.

Wolbach in 1909 described the presence of anaerobic, spore-bearing bacteria in

the normal canine liver.^ This work permitted Markowitz ultimately to assign to

the hepatic artery in the dog the function of maintaining oxygen tension in the

liver high enough to prevent proliferation of bacteria.^° Successful transfer of this

bacteriostatic function to penicillin after ligation of the hepatic artery was the cru-

cial laboratory evidence.^^

Doubtless the portal vein can contribute oxygen to hepatocellular oxygen tension

in the dog because some animals will survive hepatic artery occlusion without

penicillin.^- In these dogs arterial blood reaches the liver via hepatic branches of

the phrenic arteries, but subsequent occlusion of the portal vein results in death

and indicates that the contribution of oxygen from portal venous blood may be

critical under such circumstances. Nonetheless, protection of the dog from death

due to liver failure depends primarily on the integrity of the hepatic artery while

occlusion of the portal vein, though harmless to the liver, is disastrous because of

intestinal infarction and exsanguination of the dog into his abdominal viscera.

In the absence of any feasible method for bypassing the liver it is necessary to

occlude not only the hepatic artery and portal vein but also the vena cava both

above and below the liver in order to secure a bloodless operative field and prevent

air embolism to the heart. Occlusion of the inferior vena cava above the liver is

not tolerated for more than a few minutes unless the aorta is clamped at the same

or preferably at a higher level. Obstruction of the thoracic aorta introduces, then,

*U.S.P.H.S. Research Fellow of the National Heart Institute.
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the advisability of employing hypothermia to lower the blood pressure and cardiac

output, slow the heart rate, and reduce the oxygen requirement particularly of nerve

tissue distal of the point of aortic occlusion. What was at the outset a problem of

interruption of the hepatic circulation is for practical purposes a study of the

ischemic response of the animal to occlusion of the descending thoracic aorta.

Method and Results. Three groups of experiments were performed on adult

mongrel dogs of either sex. anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital, and subjected

to the following technique of hepatic circulatory obstruction. Through a transverse

thoracoabdominal incision the chest and peritoneal cavities were entered between

the 10th and 11th ribs on the right. The diaphragm was incised to the level of the

vena cava. Twill tapes were placed around the vena cava above the diaphragm and

below the liver. The hepatic artery and portal vein were occluded with a noncrush-

ing clamp after the aorta had been clamped at the level of the 10th intercostal space.

Next, the caval tourniquet l)elow the liver was secured, and finally the supra-

diaphragmatic cava was occluded. Theoretically this technique totally separated the

liver from its circulation. All animals received penicillin postoperatively.

Dogs in Groups II and 111 underwent partial right hepatic lobectomy. Because

the dog liver conforms more closely to a lobular pattern than does the human, a

large divot was purposely sliced from the right lobe to create a raw surface of

generous proportions which included numerous holes in the vena cava. No effort

was made to ligate individually at the hilus those members of the portal triad affer-

ent to the right lobe. The amount of bleeding varied, but the presence of con-

siderable quantities of bright red blood encountered in all resections led to the

inescapal)le conclusion that the collateral circulation of the dog liver is extensive

and endures even after supradiaphragmatic occlusion of the aorta. In this respect

the dog liver resists attempts to render it totally ischemic almost as vigorously as

does the dog brain. Cardiac stasis is probably the only method of insuring absolute

cerebral circulatory arrest! After suture ligation of all vessels and l)ile ducts on the

cut surface of the liver and repair of the vena cava, the occlusion was released in

reverse order to that of application. Bleeding sites obscured by the occlusion were

then evident and dealt with accordingly. I^nally the raw area was covered with

Gelfoam and the incision closed without drainage.

Group I. Four dogs were submitted to hepatic circulatory occlusion for one

hour at normal temperature. No liver resection was performed. Table I lists the

results. Shortly before demise two animals developed massive melena. The two

survivors were free of neurological deficit.

Group II. Six dogs underwent hepatic resection of the right lobe during 40

minutes of occlusion at normal temperature. Results are reviewed in table II.

Three of the four survivors had transient hind limb weakness. The two deaths

TABLE I

Occlusion of Hepatic Circulation at Normal Tkmi'erature

No Duration

dogs occlusion Kc-m.-uks

4 60 minutes 2 died, death preceded by niekna

2 survived
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TAUI.K 11

Ocii.rsiox AM) Hki'atk Kkskctiox at NoRMAi, 'rK.\iri:i<ATiui-:

No. Duration
of of

clogs occlusion I^eniarks

6 40 minutes 4 survivors, 3 with ncuro deficit

Neither death due to liemorrhage

from operative site

occurred in the immediate postoperative period; neither was (hie to hemorrhage

from the raw sin' face of the hver.

Group III. Tweh'e dogs were sul)iected to hepatic resection and 20 to 40 min-

utes of occlusion under hypothermia. Resuhs are seen in tahle II J. Hypothermia

of 22° to 28° C. was induced hy ice water immersion, and hot water at 45° C. was

used for rewarming. Artificial respiration was maintained throughout l)oth the

coohng and rewarming procedures. X'entricular tihrillation did not occur, and there

were no deaths either earh' or late.

Discussion of experimental results. Finding arterial hlood in the i)rocess of

performing hepatic resections could be predicted from the first group of experi-

ments. The liver became engorged and cyanotic toward the end of the hour. The
intestines also participated in the seciuestration of blood from collaterals since dila-

tation of the intestinal veins was considerable. In one experiment at the end of 30

minutes portal pressure had quadrupled. To a lesser, but still notable, extent the

inferior vena cava Ijelow the liver increased in size during the period of occlusion.

In all experiments heart action became progressively less vigorous, and the heart

rate increased. This cardiac response could well have been a result of blood lost

through collateral channels into a field from which it could not return due to

obstruction of the inferior vena cava.

The fact that some dogs at normal temperature manifested hind limb weakness

and not others is probably attributable to the variation in collateral circulation to

that portion of the spinal cord below the site of-aortic occlusion. None of the dogs

in the hypothermia group had hind limb signs.

Whether (jr not hypothermia is necessary to protect the liver during a period of

arterial occlusion is an unresolved problem. In experiments designed to establish

the mechanism of death from thoracic aortic occlusion, Edwards concluded that

hepatic ischemia was not the lethal factor since maintenance of normal arterial

supply to the liver did not affect a 60 per cent mortality associated with 90 minutes

of aortic occlusion in the dog.^^ The fact remains that obstruction of the portal vein

for 30 minutes or longer is lethal for the dog because of hemorrhagic intestinal

TABLE III

Occlusion and Hepatic Resection under Hypothermia

No. Duration
of of

dogs occlusion Remarks

f 20 minutes-1 1 n . , r •n ,- . - 1^ survivors, no neuro dencit
1- -< 35 minutes-3 . -. _ 0-7° /- u- u ^ ooo /-

I

,„ . „ Lowest temp. 22 C, highest 28 C.
40 minutes-8
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infarction." Occlusion of the inferior vena cava above the liver, necessary for a

so-called bloodless field and the prevention of air embolism, must be accompanied

either by a shunt or by aortic obstruction to prevent almost immediate shock.

Hypothermia permits prolonged thoracic aortic obstruction^^ and is in that sense

essential if the contemplated liver resection is to be performed on the isolated

organ.

At our institution Raffucci preceded these researches with experiments directed

toward establishing the duration of afferent hepatic circulatory occlusion tolerated

l3y dogs. He concluded that 20 minutes was the maximum safe period of portal

vein and hepatic artery obstruction under normothermic conditions. ^*^' ^^ Simul-

taneous clamping of the superior mesenteric artery was the only measure taken to

prevent intestinal engorgement. In the light of our studies it would seem that the

deaths attributed to hepatic necrosis by Raffucci were in fact due to the effects of

portal obstruction with consequent shock and intestinal infarction. The beneficial

or protective effect of hypothermia, however, was clearly shown by Raft'ucci when

only 3 of 11 dogs succumbed after one hour of occlusion of the superior mesenteric

artery, celiac axis, portal vein, and hepatic artery.'^ No doubt less blood was iso-

lated from the circulation because of depressed collateral activity in response to

hypothermia.

Clinical experience. Table IV is a summary of the results obtained in four

patients submitted to total right hepatic lobectomy under hypothermia. The same

technique of occlusion was used as in the experimental animals. Cooling, however,

was effected by means of refrigerated blankets rather than ice water immersion.

The raw surface of the liver after excision of the cancer was notably free of bleed-

ing. There was no evidence of the active collateral arterial supply so noticeable in

dogs. There was, however, a much greater postoperative blood loss, probably a

function of the increased surface area. One patient bled to death from an hepatic

vein which had been ligated but retracted from its ligature. Another patient, M,

was re-explored in the immediate postoperative period to secure hemostasis. His

course was further complicated by peritonitis, and death ensued 15 days after sur-

gery. Because of difficulties related to bleeding, the fourth patient was rewarmed

to 96° F. on the operating table by circulating hot solution through the blankets.

TABLE IV

Occlusion and Total Right Hepatic Lobectomy under Hypothermia in Humans
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The hcinodynamic depressant action of hypothermia was thought to have masked

multiple small bleeding points encountered in the emergency re-exploration of

patient M. Rewarming the patient with the operative field under direct vision

discloses any bleeding sites previously undetectable. The operative procedure and

postoperative course went very smoothly in the last patient, K.

One final point worth mentioning is that the age factor plays no part in the

choice of patients for hypothermia. Two patients were 60 and 72 years old, and

their reaction to hypothermia itself was gratifying and without complication.

Summary and Conclusions. Hypothermia is essential to isolate the liver from

the circulation primarily because the thoracic aorta must be occluded to maintain

circulatory homeostasis.

Resistance of the liver to ischemia is difficult to assay. The problems of "neigh-

borhood" effects incident to the vascular occlusion necessary for rendering the

liver ischemic take priority over the hepatic response.

Right hepatic lobectomy can be performed without blocking the liver vasculature,

but if hepatic circulatory occlusion is desired, hypothermia must be utilized.
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EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON METABOLISM AND DRUG
DETOXIFICATION IN THE ISOLATED PERFUSED

RABBIT LIVER

IRVING GRAY, ROLAND R. RUECKERT and RICHARD R. RINK

Perfusion of the isolated liver has been used by a number of investigators,

particularly in the past five years.
^"'^ Prudden and co-workers" have used this

method in the study of the effects of insulin and growth hormone on liver metab-

olism. Miller ct al. reported in 1954 that perfusion of the intact-isolated liver

with oxygenated blood permits the liver to synthesize plasma proteins, to separate

them from its own tissue at need, and to contribute them to the circulating plasma

in a manner closely approximating that seen in intact normal animals.' They also

reported that the perfused liver repeats its action quantitatively when a second dose

of substrate is given, even after having been perfused for four hours."

With the advent of surgery under hypothermic conditions, it was felt that the

liver perfusion method for the study of metabolism and detoxification would

yield valuable information for this clinical problem. The present study utilized this

technique as an in vitro method of ol)serving the effect of hypothermia on liver

respiration, metabolism and its ability to conjugate morphine and thiopental. In

addition to the usual methods for measuring carbon dioxide production and rate of

drug detoxification, the apparatus has been so designed as to allow the measurement

of oxygen consumption.

Description of apparatus. The liver perfusion apparatus described in this

report measures volumetrically the oxygen uptake of the perfused organ by recir-

culating the gas mixture in a closed system. It is a modification of perfusion equip-

ment previously described.'' ' The apparatus is enclosed in a thermoregulated

cabinet.* The system consists essentially of three components : A pumj) which main-

tains blood flow; a "lung" which \entikites the blood and an organ which utilizes

this blood (fig. 1).

The circuit of the perfusion fluid is conveniently traced l^eginning with the

reservoir flask from which the perfusate is lifted through a filter to remove any

clots that may form during the experiment. The pump, a Brewer pipetting machine,

with variable speed and stroke, activates a finger-stall pump. Uni-directional flow is

obtained by attaching glass perfusion valves to the finger-stall i)ump. From this

point blood passes to the top of a condenser column that functions as an artificial

lung. The l)lood is spilled from the top of the "lung" as a thin, falling iilm ])assing

counter-current to a stream of oxygen which oxygenates the blood and sweeps it

free of its load of carbon dioxide. The "arterial" blood is collected in a small

reservoir at the base of the "lung" where two outlets are provided, one channeling

blood to the portal vein cannula, and the other serving as an overflow returning

surplus blood to the reservoir flask. This overflow outlet is suspended 20 cm. above

the liver, thereby ])roviding a constant ])erfusion pressure. Oxygenated blood.

* Fal)rii-atcd hy Gt'iioral .Service Division, Carpenter Simp, Walter Reed Army institute of

Research, Walter Rvcd Army .Medical Center, VVashin.ntim 12, D.C.
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RESERVOIR
FLASK

Fig. 1.—Schematic diagram of liver perfusion apparatus.

entering the portal vein, perfuses the Hver. Hepatic vein outflow enters a ther-

mometer well, thus affording an opportunity to observe the temperature of blood

leaving the liver. Flow continues from the well through a flowmeter^ and into the

reservoir flask.

The ventilating mechanism is a closed circle absorption circuit system. Uni-

directional gas flow is provided by a non-breathing type valve, the center chamber

of which is attached to an activating pump, the "respiratory muscle" of the system.

The pump* is simply a 50 ml. syringe attached to a 60 r.p.m. motor by an eccentric

wheel. From the respirator valve, gas flows through the reservoir flask carrying

away any CO2 that may have accumulated. Next, the gas enters the base of the

condenser column (lung) just above the blood overflow opening. The oxygen-rich

mixture passes up the column, oxygenating the thin film of perfusate falling down

the internal surface of the "lung" and sweeping it free of its CO2. The gas now

t A T-tube is inserted in tlie line and a 100 ml. syringe attached to the side arm. Flow rate is

checked by drawing the venous outflow into the syringe while maintaining a constant blood level

in thermometer well.

i Fabricated by the Instrumentation Division, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,

Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington 12, D.C.
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passes through the COo absorber and the circuit is completed by returning the gas

to the respirator valve and the base of the "lung." A graduated oxygen burette with

leveling bulb is connected to the system.

Since all parts of the gas system are relatively rigid (except the water level in

the oxygen burette and the blood level in the reservoir flask, including the blood-

filled tubing leading to the thermometer well) the oxygen consumption is read di-

rectly from the graduated burette, after restoring the initial manometric pressure

(1 cm. H2O) with leveling bulb. It is essential that the level of blood in the ther-

mometer well be at its initial level each time an oxygen reading is made. Since

changes in the volume of fluid within this rigid-walled system will be reflected in

the oxygen measurements, appropriate corrections must be made for the volume of

all samples withdrawn or materials added to the system. Another correction factor

is required when the standard alkali bottles are changed. The final volume of oxygen

utilized is then corrected to standard temperature and pressure.

The liver preparation with portal vein and bile cannulae in place is supported on

a wire-mesh stage wrapped with cellophane to protect the liver. The stage and liver

are enclosed between two glass dessicator lids. This minimizes the loss of CO2
diffusing from the liver capsule and hepatic vein outflow, and maintains the liver

in an environment of constant humidity. The opening in the upper lid contains a

rubber stopper with glass tube connecting the "arterial" flow from the "lung" with

the portal vein cannula, while the opening in the lower lid has a standard taper

joint fitted to the thermometer well. The bile cannula is placed through a small

opening drilled in the lower lid and a graduated tube attached to collect bile.

Methods. A non-fasting rabbit of either sex is anesthetized with pentobarbital

(30 mg./Kg.) and heparinized. The common bile duct and portal vein are can-

nulated. The liver with attached cannulae is rapidly excised, weighed, and placed

in the perfusion apparatus. The liver is without circulation for an interval of 5 to

10 minutes. The perfusate used is heparinized whole rabbit blood drawn from

donor rabbits by cardiac puncture. The pooled donor blood (300 ml.) is diluted

with normal saline (150 ml.) and a commercial 5 per cent protein hydrolysate solu-

tion in 5 per cent glucose (50 ml.). The final hematocrit is 20. Aureomycin, 25 mg.,

is added to the perfusate. The gas system is flushed with oxygen several times, and

an equilibration period of 10 to 30 minutes allowed for the gas mixture, perfusate,

and liver before starting measured observations.

Oxygen uptake was determined volumetrically using the method described above.

Carbon dioxide production was determined by titration of the standard alkali

solution.

When the conjugation of morphine or thiopental was to be studied, 50 mg. of the

drug were added to the reservoir flask and hepatic vein samples analyzed for free

and bound morphine.

When the effect of temperature was to be studied, the temperature of the blood

and cabinet for the first 90 minutes was 24° C. ; then the cabinet heater was started

and the temperature raised to 37° C. for two hours, a second dose of 50 mg.

morphine was added to the reservoir and hepatic vein samples analyzed.

Free and bound morphine present was determined l)y the ultraviolet spectro-

photometric method of Goldbaum.^
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In other experiments (to study the effect of thiopental on morphine conjugation),
50 mg. of thiopental were added to the reservoir flask, "arterial" and "venous"
samples drawn and analyzed hy the method of Jailer and Goidhaum.'' Morphine
sulfate (50 mg.) was added to the perfusate at the same time as thiopental, and
both "arterial" and "venous" samples followed for free morphine content.

A graduated test tube was attached to the l)ile cannula and the volume collected
was recorded at hourly intervals.

Results and discussion. A one-hour control period was observed in all experi-
ments before either morphine or thiopental was added to the perfusate. Thus, each
liver served as its own control concerning the effect, if any, of the drugs on oxygen
uptake and carbon dioxide production. With the concentrations used, neither mor-
phine nor thiopental caused observable changes in oxygen uptake or carbon dioxide
production.

Figure 2 and table I summarize the effect of temperature on liver respiration.

The marked depression in respiration as a result of the decreased temperature is

quite apparent. However, regardless of the temperature, the oxygen utilization and
carbon dioxide production remains linear over the time followed.

The significantly (p<0.025) low RQ value of the liver during the first hour of
perfusion at 37° C. was unexpected (table II). This might be explained as being

500-1
...0.

or
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TABLE I

Effect of Hypothermia on Livp:r Respiration

Oxygen consuniiition Carbon dioxide production
ml./hr./lOOgm.

_

ml./hr./lOO gni.

Time after perfusion started, hrs.

Temperature 1234 1234
37° C 162± 4 140±11 133±9 131±10 111±8 n3±8 120±10 110±8
24° C 68±10 63± 7 55±7 47± 8 59±7 54±0 44± 2 39±3

All values + standard deviation of the mean.

TABLE II

Effect of Hypothermia on the RQ of the Isolated Perfused Liver

Time after perfusion started, hrs.

2
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off very rapidly. These measurements were made at the venous outflow of the liver.

Whereas the level of free morphine rises extremely rapidly in the hepatic out-

flow at Z7° C, there is a very definite slowing of the mixing time at 24° C. as

illustrated in figures 4 and 5. This may well be the result of the flow of the per-

fusion fluid which was decreased by about 25% but with a large variation at both

temperatures.

There was a three to six minute delay in the appearance of the bound morphine

suggesting that morphine is held briefly by the hepatic cells while being conjugated.

Further support of this possibility was observed by the rise in level of bound mor-

phine in the hepatic veinblood for 10 to 15 minutes after all free morphine had

been removed from the "arterial" blood.

The rate of bile formation at ^1° C. was two to four times that observed at 24° C.

These observed metabolic effects may well be the result of the inability of the

liver to form the glucuronide of morphine.^" It has been recently demonstrated^^' ^-

that the glucuronide is formed through the formation of uridine diphosphate glu-

cose. In view of the markedly reduced respiration of the liver as a result of the

hypothermia, it is not unexpected that this mechanism is slowed down with a

(o 80<

37°c.

M.S. 50mg,

300 320 340
MINUTES

360

Fig. 5.—Morphine metabolism by perfused liver at 'i'l° C.
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corresponding decrease in the binding of morphine. Furthermore, in Hght of the

reported fact that thiopental uncouples oxidative phosphorylation"- ^* and generally

reduces cellular respiration, we have another mechanisni for slowing the conjuga-

tion system of morphine.

In a similar manner, the increase in the biologic half -life of the thiopental at

24° C. may also be the result of the decrease in the respiration of the liver and the

inability of the organ to carry out its oxidative processes, normally. It has been
shown for dialkyl1)arbituratcs,^'^ for thiobarbiturates^" and barbiturates generally"
that the detoxification is brought about by oxidative processes mainly in the liver.

The effect of the temperature change on the urea production by the liver is also

quite marked. The average urea N production at 37° C. was 11.48 ±0.88 mg./hr./

100 gm. liver while at 24° C. it was 7.52 ±0.92 mg./hr./lOO gm. liver. These data
were significant at the 2.5% level using the "t" test. MacKenzie and du Vigneaud^^
have shown that the carbon for urea formation arises from respiratory CO2.
Ratner and Pappas^^ demonstrated that the "ornithine cycle" required ATP and a
mechanism for maintaining the level of ATP, i.e., the oxidative citric acid cycle.

In view of decreased respiration resulting in decreased CO2 production and oxida-

tive metabolism, the observed decrease in urea production is not surprising.

Summary. A liver perfusion apparatus with closed gas system providing a

means of measuring oxygen uptake volumetrically has been descriljed. The effect of

hypothermia on oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide production, morphine and thiopental

detoxification, and bile formation in the isolated perfused rabbit liver was observed.

Also, the effect of thiopental on morphine conjugation was followed. It is believed

that the alterations in metabolic activity observed in vitro with liver perfusion can

be attributed to the effect on respiration and oxidative phosphorylation.
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THE EFFECT OF IH POTHF.RMIA ON THE ISOLATED
PERFlSi:!) RAT LIVER*

KAlJ'll W. liRALl'R

The Ijcilance of processes essential to maintenance of life in a honieotherm de-

pends upon a complex interplay of chemical and ])hysical factors. Cooling the

tissues of such organisms would he expected to lead to a multi})]e dislocation of

components of this balance and should he compatihle with survival only under

rather special circumstances. .As an example of a highly polyfunctional tissue with

a relatively simple i)hysical framework the hA-er should lend itself particularly well

to the exploration of these relations. Development of techniques which allow main-

taining the isolated rat liver outside the hody as a functioning organ for well over

a day' allows us to study the effects of hypothermia on this mammalian organ in

the ahsence of the circulatory and regulatory complications likely to ensue when
chilling a whole animal. I should like to report here on results obtained to date in

this field, and to discuss their jjearing upon problems of the physiology of the hypo-

thermic animal.

Of the physical parameters which determine liver function, the hemodynamics
of this organ are the most readily accessible. Elsewhere- we have shown that the

flow pressure diagram of the isolated rat liver perfused through the portal vein can

be thought of as consisting of three parts : a region in which perfusion pressures

determine the number of open channels (opening pressure region), a region in

which limited dilation of otherwise open channels determines the flow pressure

diagram, and finally at pressures slightly above the physiological range a region

where flow is directly proportional to pressure and the liver vasculature behaves as

a rigid system of conduits. Lowering the perfusion temperature results in increased

resistance to blood flow through the liver. However,_if the flow coordinate is scaled

so as to superpose the curves in the region of direct proportionality, the remainder

of the flow pressure diagrams also are found to superpose upon each other at

perfusion temperatures between 17 and 38° C. at least. This I take to imply that

neither the opening pressures nor the dilatation of the vessels of the isolated liver

are afTected by cooling ; the flow pressure relations would appear to reflect a change

in perfusate viscosity exclusively. Thus, for any given pressure in the rigid conduit

region, liver blood flow changes with temperature in the fashion shown in figure L
The results yield a straight line on Arrhem'us coordinates between 17 and 38° C.

and from the slope of this line an activation energy of 6570 cal. can be calculated

for this process. Plotting in the same manner the fluidity of blood (the inverse of

viscosity) as measured in an Ostwald viscometer" a similar line is obtained, the

molar activation energy this time being about 6400 cal.—substantiallv identical with

the above value for the isolated liver.

I do not yet have any data on the second major group of physical varialjles

affecting liver function, those having to do with subdivision of the organ into dif-

* The opinions or assertions contained herein are those of the writer and are not to be con-
strued as official or reflecting the views of the Navy Department or the Naval Establishment at
large.
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ferent distribution spaces (or fluid compartments, if you prefer). Going on, how-

ever, to transfer problems, I do have information on what I beUeve is the simplest

transfer process in the liver, the irreversible removal from the blood of an inert

radiocolloid by the reticuloendothelial cells of the liver. We have studied P^--

labelled CrPOi colloid,*' ^ and have shown that three factors determine the rate

at which this process occurs : the mean transit time of blood through the liver, the

surface to volume ratios of the hepatic blood channels, and the basic rate of the

uptake reaction

CrPOi ( blood )^CrP04 (fixed),

or, if you prefer, the probability of the micelles' sticking to the surface of a Kupf-

fer's cell when they come in contact with one. Reducing the perfusion temperature

on the whole tends to lengthen transit time at any given perfusion pressure, as you

will readily perceive if you consider what we discussed in relation to hemodynamics.

Since I do not know yet what changes in liver blood volume result from cooling,

I cannot discuss the surface to volume ratios beyond venturing an opinion that

changes due to the temperature here are likely to be very small. Thus, any major

changes in CrP04 extraction due to cooling should reflect primarily a modification

of the rate of the basic reaction. In fact, lowering the perfusion temperature

markedly decreases the efficiency of CrPOi uptake, especially at perfusion rates

above the physiological value of 1 cc./g./minute. The dependence of extraction

efficiency upon temperature at a constant perfusion rate is shown in figure 1, the

results indicating a molar activation energy of 15,400 cal. for this process. While

data are not yet complete regarding the dependence of extraction efficiency upon

perfusion rate at various temperatures, results to date are in accord with the hemo-

dynamic picture given above.

Figure 2 illustrates, by means of a typical protocol, some of the other changes

in liver function resulting from lowering of perfusion temperatures below the

normal 38° C. Blood glucose levels are reduced under those conditions, although

the resultant level is not a monotonous function of temperature: the blood glucose

levels attained at 30° invariably have been found lower in the isolated liver prepara-

tion, than those reached at 25° C, as well as being lower than those obtaining at

38° C. Concerning the mechanism of this response little can be said at the moment
beyond the fact that it is apparently fully reversible. Glycogen concentrations in

preparations cooled and rewarmed do not dift'er significantly from those found in

preparations maintained tliroughout at 38° C. We are planning experiments with C^*

glucose to estal)lish whether the fall of blood glucose levels reflects increased glyco-

gen deposition, decreased glycogenesis, or an unlikely increase of glucose utilization

at the lower perfusion temperatures.

Bile flow decreases dramatically with cooling. While there is some variation

from preparation to preparation, the mean relative decrease of bile flow with per-

fusion temperature once again obeys an e([uation of the Arrhenius type over the

range from 17 to 38° C. Calculated activation energy here is 33,900 cal. This value

is close to that obtained for our strain of rats in invo, using surface cooling under

sodium pentobarbital; for another strain of rats, however, Kalow'' reported values

yielding an Arrhenius energy closer to 15,000 cal. It remains to be established
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Fig. 1.—Temperature coefficients of CrPO^ extraction (k' = reaction rate constant X active

surface concentration), blood flow rate at 12.5 cm. perfusion pressure, and bile secretion rate.

whether these values reflect some peculiarity of the urethane anesthesia employed

by Dr. Kalow, or whether the discrepancy reflects real strain differences in the

temperature dependence of this function.

Recovery of bile flow from hypothermia is usually prompt in livers cooled to

about 30° as well as those cooled to 17° C. At temperatures lying between these

limits, however, our experience has shown a relatively high proportion of failures

of bile flow to recover on rewarming. Since somewhat parallel observations were

made in connection with the colloid uptake studies, and perhaps may also underlie

the glucose picture, one might give thought to the possibility of a critical tempera-

ture range in which the rat liver may suffer most severely from cooling. In figure 2

it should also be noted that on rewarming after a period of hypothermia there is

a slight overshooting of bile flow rate, lasting perhaps 20 minutes before the new
plateau of bile flow is reached at a level close to that seen before cooling.

During the periods of hypothermia bile composition does not appear greatly

changed. Bile solids remain constant, and our short series of chelate determina-

tions suggest no significant drop in the concentration of bile salts in bile. The
BSP data, to be discussed presently, also indicate normal concentrations of this dye

in bile.
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5 5/RAT LIVER PERFUSION ^^^3

Fig. 2.—Protocol of liver perfusion experiment 55-93, showing effects of cooling to 32° C. and

to 25° C. upon blood flow, blood glucose, and bile flow.

The hypothermic rat Hver is capable of responding to choleretic stimuli at 30° C,

and in general also at 25° C' The relative increase in bile How following dehydro-

cholate at 25 to 30° C. is as great as that at 38° C. though the absolute response

—

measured as extra bile volume

—

is, of course, reduced in proportion to tlie basal

bile flow. At 25° C or lower we ha\e at times seen a curious ])lu'nonuMion whicli

we have dubbed the "freezing in" of the choleretic effect. In such cases there will

be a minimal choleretic response at the low teniperatin"e btit a very marked over-

.shooting of bile flow rate on rewarming. Since this res])onsc is probably related to
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relt-ntion of the choleretic at the effector sites, this response suggests that the liver

in some respects acts as though it were suhjected to bile stasis ; this response is not

too different from that seen if the organ were subjected to mechanical bile stasis.

The hypothermic liver, therefore, may be thought of as in "biochemical stasis"

under these conditions. We shall see presentl\- that this concept also describes parts

of the BSP handling in the liver at low perfusion temperatures.

Our interest in hypothermia originally sprang from a concern with tlie mecha-

nism of bile secretion. The positive correlation of bile flow and perfusion tempera-

tures under controlled conditions of I)!ood How clearly separated this secretion

from urine—a filtration reabsorption i)roduct with a negative correlation with

temperature under comparable conditions." As a further outcome of our concern

with this problem we studied the relation between bile flow, perfusion rate or pres-

sure and perfusate oxygen tensions. Figure 3 shows our results insofar as they

relate to the problem of hypothermia. It is evident that, while at 38° C. bile flow

becomes dependent upon perfusion rate when this falls below 2 cc./g./mm., at

29° C. much lower perfusion rates can be attained without significant falling off of

bile flow. From our point of view this finding is in line with the results of pressure

chamber and of hemodynamic studies indicating that oxygen supply in relation to

oxygen consumption, rather than perfusion pressure or perfusate flow, is the factor

limiting bile flow^ under these conditions. From the point of view of the applications

of hypothermia to surgery or medicine, these same data afford a further illustration

of the protection of tissue functions against ischemia by lowering of tissue

temperatures.

Finally, a few words may be in order in relation to the handling of BSP by the

isolated rat liver at various temperatures. After injection, BSP disappears from the

circulation according to a time course which is exponential for a brief period,
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Fig. 3.—Bile flow-blood flow relations at ,58 C. and at 29" C. for three isolated rat liver

preparations. Wliole blood used as perfusate.
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slowing down gradually as the dye accumulates in the liver. At temperatures below

38° C. two changes supervene: the efficiency of extraction at the start decreases

and the exponential portion of the disappearance curve is shortened, extraction

efficiency falling off after extraction of a much smaller fraction of the injected

dose. Excretion of dye in the liver into bile apparently is affected only to the degree

that bile flow is delayed. As shown in figure 4, peak concentrations of BSP (or of

its derivatives) in the bile are unaffected by cooling to 29° C. at least. Figure 5

finally shows that initial BSP extraction efficiencies are far less affected by cooling

the organ than is the bile flow or, by implication, the rate of re-excretion of the

dye into bile. While a discussion of these results (which have important bearing

on the problem of BSP transfer mechanisms, and the coupling of uptake and

excretion of this dye) is beyond the scope of this communication,^ it seems proper

to point out that once again the changes in liver function in hypothermia resemble

remarkably those seen in subtotal bile stasis.

Looking back over what has been reported here, the effects of hypothermia on

liver physiology seem to fall into three categories: circulatory effects, dominated

by the change of blood viscosity with temperature ; certain functions which fall off

in accordance with the classical Arrhenius relation, and wdth varying activation

energies (bile flow, CrPOi colloid uptake) ; and, finally, certain complex effects

manifesting imbalance of various metabolic chains in the hypothermic organ.

Examples of this last group are the equilibrium levels of blood glucose, the indica-

tion of a critical zone for non-recovery of certain functions, and the phenomena

tentatively grouped together as reflecting hypothermic bile stasis : the overshooting

of bile flow, "freezing in" of choleresis, BSP uptake curves. It is our feeling that

exploration in this third group of phenomena is most likely to lead to answers to

the problems of interest to us all in relation to the survival and recovery of the

homeothermic organism subjected to hypothermia.

From another point of view, the relations between blood flow and bile flow in

the hypothermic preparation (figure 3) are an illustration of the protection afforded

against ischemia by hypothermia, and to those of us interested in liver physiology

may suggest a number of extension experiments in relation to the action of noxious

agents upon this organ and their possible counteraction l^y regional hypothermia.

20 40 60 80
MINUTES AFTER INJECTION

'/o RECOVERY
OF BSP
lOO

50 75 100

% RECOVERY OF INJECTED DYE
20 40 60

MINUTES AFTER INJECTION

Fig. 4.—Relations between biliary BSP excretion, time, and per cent recovery of injected dose,

following injection of two doses of 5 mg. BSP each, one at 38'' C. and one at 29° C. per-

fusion temperature.
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-Relation between bile flow and BSP extraction efficiency (as fraction of ESP in blood

removed by liver in one passage) at temperatures below 39° C.

Summary. 1. The effects of hypothermia upon the functioning of the isolated

perfused rat Hver have been studied.

2. Hemodynamic changes due to coohng of this preparation appear to be con-

fined substantially to consequences of the increased blood viscosity.

3. Chromic phosphate colloid uptake by the liver is slowed by cooling. Tiie rela-

tions appear to fit the Arrhenius equations with an activation energy of 15,400 cal.

4. Cooling results in lowering of perfusate glucose levels relative to those at

38° C. There is evidence of a minimum around 32° C.

5. Bile flow is slowed in the hypothermic liver. Between 38° C. and 17° C. the

values can be described by the Arrhenius equation with an activation energy of

33,900 cal. At 30-32°, and at 17° C. this fall of bile flow is generally reversible,

while at 25° C. a significant fraction of non-recovering preparations were seen.

Some detailed changes in bile flow recovery, choleresis, and bile composition have

been presented. Decreased dependence of bile flow upon blood flow at slow per-

fusion rates has been demonstrated in the hypothermic liver.

6. The effect of hypothermia upon uptake and excretion of sodium sulfobromo-

phthalein disulfonate (BSP) by the liver has been discussed. Changes consist in

some slowing of initial dye extraction, premature evidence of saturation of the up-

take mechanism, normal bile BSP concentrations but delayed excretion of the dye

due to retardation of bile flow.

7. These results have been discussed from the point of view of their bearing

upon the clinical applications of hypothermia and upon the physiology of the

hypothermic homeotherm.
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EFFECTS OF COLD ON THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

J. D. McyUEEN

I would like first to outline in a general way the development of our knowledge
of the effects of induced cold on the functioning of central and peripheral nervous

tissues, and second to consider the specific etifects of peripheral ner\e and cerehral

cortex.

Simpson^'- ^"^ stands virtually alone as the pioneer in this field ; however, j^rior to

his work, W'alther" in 1862 had cooled the rahl:>it to a temperature of 20° C. with

successful rewarming. and Horvath^** in 1881 similarly studied the hihernator to a

temperature just above 0° C. Horvath, as well, did, during the period of hypo-

thermia, elicit muscular response upon stimulation of the appropriate motor nerve.

Sutherland Simpson in 1902-'' was able to cool one monkey to a rectal tempera-

ture of 14° C. He rewarmed this animal and examined it thereafter for a period

of one month. His description reads, "There was no evidence whatever of any bad
effect having followed." With Herring in 1905-'* he pursued this work in the cat

and established a lethal temperature of 16° C. for this animal. He introduced both

terms "cold narcosis" and "artificial hibernation" at this time, the connotation of

the latter term being quite distinct from that introduced more recently by Laborit

and his co-workers.-^ He found that, at a temperature estimated to be between 23°

and 25° C. for both animals, the heat regulating mechanisms w^ere completely sup-

pressed. Simpson thus rather early defined the narcotic action of cold. He perhaps

correctly localized such action in the brain stem, for the term "highest centers"

does appear in his description. Britton,^ some two decades later contested this con-

cept of artificial hibernation on the basis of Simpson's brief periods of observation.

He did show, that after periods of 6 to 12 hours under favorable conditions, the

animal could restore heat regulation. Both workers considered in detail during the

rewarming period, the temperature course of recovery from neurologic deficit.

These are listed in table I.

Not until 1940 was general refrigeration employed in the human. Temple Fay^°
first employed this technique and did so specifically in the treatment of advanced
malignancy. Forty-two patients were so treated to a minimum temperature of 25° C.

and for periods as long as 150 consecutive hours. xA.biding neurological deficits were
not observed, nor did subsequent microscopic examination of these brains by Sano
and Smith^^ reveal significant pathology. Talbott"'' reported on a group of similarly

treated psychotic patients in 1941, and Laufman in 1951-^ presented the best docu-
mented case of accidental hypothermia. From these cases, the neurological status at

the various recorded temperatures can be tabulated, although the detail has never
been comparable to that of the animal experiments.

It is recognized that no rigid temperature level exists for disappearance of a
response on cooling nor reappearance of the same response on rewarming. Un-
fortunately, the temperatures recorded were rectal and not tissue temperatures, and
non-volatile anaesthetic agents were routinely used. In the human at a temperature

at about 34° C. amnesia is established for the period of cooling Ijelow this level.

243
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TABLE I

Minimal Temperatures (Rectal) for Selected Reflexes and Other Reactions as

Obser\t.d in the Rewarming Period of the Cat

(From Simpson and Britton)

Knee jerk persisted to 16° C.

Respiratory reflex to pain persisted to 16° C.

Ankle jerk recovered at 17° C.

Flexor withdrawal recovered at 20° C.

Spontaneous stepping motion recovered at 20° C.

Micturition reflex to pain recovered at 16-24° C.

Phonation to pain recovered at 20° C.

Pinna reflexes recovered at 20° C.

Clawing recovered at 21.5° C.

Blinking reflex recovered at 21.5° C.

Corneal reflex recovered at 22° C.

Light reflex recovered at 22-24° C.

Phonation, spontaneous recovered at 22° C.

Swallowing and sneezing recovered at 22° C.

Licking recovered at 25° C.

Vomiting recovered at 26° C.

Audition recovered at 27.5° C.

Vision recovered at 27-28° C.

Olfaction recovered at 27.5° C.

Voluntary movements recovered at 26-27° C.

Coordinated movements recovered at 30° C.

The patient becomes dysarthric in this range and begins to lose contact with his

surroundings, although pain is readily appreciated. However, in the 30° C. range

some patients can recognize relatives and other persons familiar to them. At about

27° C. they are unable to respond to verbal stimuli and voluntary motion is lost.

The pupillary light reaction, deep tendon reflexes, superficial skin responses and the

gag reflex are lost at a level of 25° to 26° C. Because of the limitation imposed

by cardiac dysrhythmias at lower temperatures on homeothermic animals, the cere-

bral response to cooling in the range 8°- 18° C. was not readily appreciated until

the work of Jensen and Parkins.-" They differentially cooled the brain to tempera-

tures of 8°- 12° C. in nine dogs, noting gross neurological damage in seven dogs

and fatal cardiac arrhythmias in two. However, in seven dogs cooled only to the

range of brain temperatures of 12°- 18° C, neurological abnormalities were not

observed.

In summary, above the common level for ventricular fibrillation, Simpson demon-

strated the absence of gross damage to the central nervous system and the presence

of a state of narcosis for at least a period of several hours. Below this level, Jensen

and Parkins have found definite and presimiably irreversible injury. Unfortunately

the specific temperatures and exposure times for such injury have not been deter-

mined.

Peripheral nerve. Forbes and Ray, in their classical paper in 1923," established

the preservation of excised mammalian nerve function to a level of about 8° C.

They showed that the siu'vival period of these nerves varied inversely with the

temperature, and thus provided a routine laboratory method of nerve preservation.
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They indeed provided the first direct evidence that nervous tissue can better tolerate

hypoxia w^hen cooled. Chatfield et alJ demonstrated a species difference in compar-
ing the responses from the cooled tibial nerves of the rat and hamster. The critical

temperature for the former was 9° C. and for the hibernator 3.4° C. This latter

level is just below the body temperature maintained by the animal in deep hiberna-

tion. They further showed that the nerves from hibernating and cooled non-hiber-

nating hamsters reacted identically.

Kahana, Rosenblith, and Galambos-- noted the neural component of the round-

window response of the hamster to be absent below a temperature of 18° C. They
thus established a specificity amongst nerves of the same animal.

Gasser^^ found the amplitude of the action potential of frog peripheral nerve to

be decreased on cooling. The temperature coefficients for conduction time, spike

duration and refractory phases were quite distinct, but all were greatly augmented
in the lower temperature range. Chatfield and his group^ confirmed these results for

the golden hamster. The action potential height, conduction velocity and excitability

all decreased in a linear fashion although at a slower rate in the hibernator.

Denny-Brown et al. in 1945^ studied the results of direct freezing of mammalian
nerve, as others had done before. In addition, they enclosed nerves within small

metal cuffs, through which cooling fluids were circulated. The nerve temperature

was then brought to a level somewhat above freezing. They were so able to estab-

lish definite damage to both the myeline sheaths and axis cylinders of the largest

fibers at levels of approximately 8° C. and for periods as short as 10-15 minutes.

They found motor deficit to precede sensory loss, and the sensation of touch to be

affected before that of pain.

From this and other work (Lundberg-^), it is known that C fibers in general

are much more resistant to cooling than A fibers. With minimal lesions, the largest

myelinated nerve fibers will be selectively involved. The effects of cold at the range

of 8°- 10° C. and perhaps higher are quite comparable to the effects of ischemia.
-"^^

The minimal injury induced by cold may well explain in part at least those periph-

eral neuropathies now being observed during the course of general hypothermia
in the human. It is noteworthy that sympathetic fibers are numbered amongst those

most resistant to the action of cold.

Central nervous system. Electroencephalography has perhaps best monitored

the narcotic action of cold on the brain. Records are available for dog,-^ cat,-^ rat,'*°

various hibernators,^ monkey*^ and man.^^ The patterns are generally uniform for

the group, although a species dift'erence is recognized within hibernators.^" Pre-

cooling potentials varying between 50 and 100 //v are registered with the animals

under light barbiturate anaesthesia. A decrease in amplitude is usually not noted

until a range of temperatures between 32° and 36° C. is reached. The potentials

from occipital and parietal regions fall at the upper limit of this range, those from
the frontal areas at the lower limit. The voltages then drop evenly to disappear at

the level of electrical silence w^hich is at a rectal temperature of 18°- 20° C. One
noted exception to this general decline is the introduction of delta waves of large

amplitude (100 ,«v) found at the 30° level and predominantly in the frontal region.

Changes in wave form and frequency also became first apparent in the 32°- 36°

range. An intensification of the delta and theta activity with a loss of intricacy of
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pattern first in the beta and then in the alpha frequencies occurs. These slower

rhythms, when present alone, usually present a synchrony which is both hemi-

spheric and inter-hemispheric. The theta rhythms are lost at about the 25° C. level.

Very slow delta waves thereafter gradually decline until the end. During the re-

warming period this pattern is reversed and reproduced in detail. The frequently

observed lag of l°-2° C. is perhaps best explained on the site of temperature re-

cording. No significant changes are noted with repeated or prolonged periods of

cooling and subsequent electroencephalograms are consistently normal.

Gaenshirt et al,^" in their study of the cat, described exponential relationships

between temperature and frequency, as well as temperature and voltage, for the

range of temperatures between 32° and 3S° C. Two l)locking mechanisms for en-

zyme systems were incriminated to explain the limits of this relationship. The

term structural metabolism was used to denote the estimated 10-20% of normal

brain metabolism found at and l^elow the level of quiescence demonstrated with

electrical recording.

Chatfield, Lyman, and Purpura® found the electrocorticogram of the golden

hamster during arousal to be quite comparable to that of the rewarmed non-

hibernating hamster. They further showed that convulsive activity was not induced

in the strychninized cortex of these animals below those temperatures at which

spontaneous electrical activity appeared. Evoked cortical potentials from the

sciatic nerve were noted with cortical temperatures as low as 9.1° C. and the cortex

was further found to be electrically excitable down to a level of 12° C. (although

the voltages employed were admittedly enormous ) . They thus demonstrated the

functional integrity of the long tracts during cooling, and estal)lished the low re-

sistance of the brain stem activating systems to cold.

Electroencephalographic techniques have further proved of value as an adjunct

in the estimation of cerebral damage due to anoxia provoked under hypothermic

states. Such techniques have been used extensively by Lougheed ct a/.,-'"'
-- Ripstein

ct al.,^'^ Jensen and Parkins, -° Scott,"'^ and Gaenshirt ct al}^ These followed the

demonstration by Bigelow in 1950- of the survival of dogs held at 20° C. for 15

minute periods of circulatory occlusion. Scott^*^ has recently found that, in the

human, bilateral compression of cervical vessels at the 30° C. level or below pro-

duces no EEG change up to 8 minutes and only occasional delta wave prepon-

derance to 12 minutes. Jensen and Parkins -° noted similar protection for periods

of 30 minutes in the dog with brain temperatures of 20° C. By comparison, the

production of total cerebral ischemia in the normal adult cat at 37° C. results in a

flat cortical record in some 15 seconds. Evoked cortical potentials are lost in less

than 100 seconds. Gaenshirt, Schneider, ct al^' have recently employed an isolated

cat's head preparation to estimate the periods of survival of cortical electrical ac-

tivity with anoxia induced through a wide variation of temperatures. These sur-

vival times varied inversely as the temperature in an exponential fashion. T\\Qy

then measured the periods of recovery of this same electrical activity after one

minute of anoxia. These times when ])lotte<l against tem])erature pnxluce an mi-

expected curve which is i)aral)olic in form, b'rom 37°- 31
" C". these reco\ery jieriods

vary directly with tlie tem])erature as would 1)C anticipated, llelow this level, an

inverse relationship is indicatecl. The exi)lanation of this finding is ol)scure—par-
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ticulaiiy because of the many variahles introduced l)y this method of animal prepara-

tion. If this relationship exists in the intact animal, it may well indicate a rather

precise rant^e of temperatures for minimal cerebral damage during anoxia. This

range, which forms the lower portion of their curve, is from 28°- 33° C.

Fazekas and Hiniwich" were first al)le to prove directly the diminution of

cerebral metabolism during general refrigeration. This was done in 9 dogs by

establishing a fall in the arteriovenous oxygen difference in the presence of a

reduced cerebral IjKxkI How.

Field, Fuhrman. and Martin" later showed in vitro with the Warburg apparatus,

that the cerebral oxygen consumption varied as a constant function of temperature.

This same group^^ further studied the rates of oxygen consumption of rat cerebral

cortex slices measured at 2>7.7° C. following one hour at 0.2° C. and noted full

recovery. These findings were confirmed /;; vivo by RosomofT and Holaday^^ in the

dog. They found the cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption to fall linearly

and equally with the temperature. An estimated 6.7% decrease of blood flow per

degree of temperature decline in the range 35°- 25° C. was established. The mini-

mal changes noted in arteriovenous oxygen differences is surprising.

Credit must go to Lougheed and Kahn-' for establishing a method of prediction

for the protection offered by cold to the brain threatened by ischemia. These pre-

dictions were made on the dog with a detailed analysis of the cerebral metabolic

rate and confirmed by clinical evaluations, microscopic examination of the Ijrains

and by the analyses of lactate-pyruvate ratios and electroencephalographic data.

They found that during the cooling, the total body oxygen consumption generally

coincided with the cerebral metabolic rate. The fundamental work of Bigelow^ on
oxygen consumption was thus extended to the brain. At 25° C. they noted the

cerel)ral metabolic rate to be reduced to between 23 and ZS% of control values.

The rate at 30° C. is approximately 50%. They were successful in safely cooling

7 of 8 dogs to a temperature of 23.6°- 25° C. with a 15-minute period of anoxia
One animal did show evidence of neurological damage. Further work by Lougheed,
Sweet, White and Brewster-* proved the value ^of this guide for neural survival

periods in the human. In one of 2 cases studied, ischemia was tolerated for periods

as long as 14 minutes 25 seconds (at 25.8° C). This 15-minute period would
appear to represent more than a maximal safe time limit. However, should it be

halved (to 8 minutes at 26° C. ), the brain would still be undamaged for a time

more than double that permissible at normal temperatures.

Comparatively little attention has been directed toward studv of the degree of

protection afforded the spinal cord under conditions of hypoxia. Recently Beattie

et al} have evaluated such protection in normothermic and hypothermic dogs whose
spinal cords were endangered by ischemia produced by a thoracic aortic occlusion.

Hind-quarter paralysis was produced in 4 of 10 animals at rectal temperatures of
35°- 29° C. with aortic clamping of 60 minutes. Ten dogs were cooled with the

aorta clamped for 60 minutes and 5 similarly treated for 40 minutes. Questionable

weakness was noted in one animal in the first group. Those of the second group
displayed no weakness. Unfortunately, although the rectal temperatures are known
to be below 30°, the specific temperatures for each occlusion were not given. How-
ever, cooling to a level much lielow 30° is indicated because of the high incidence
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of ventricular fibrillation in other animals of this series. One can expect at normal

body temperature an incidence of paralysis of 50% or more with the thoracic

aorta clamped for one hour. These findings do, then, show this time limit to be

over maximum even with cooling, and they do establish the basic prolongation of

the survival period for the spinal cord during general hypothermia.

One other group of experimental data seems pertinent, and points directly to

the innocuous character of limited hypothermia. Jeppson and Nielsen-^ have re-

cently found the number of lesions of the blood brain barrier induced with 50%
Diodrast to decline sharply with a fall in temperature. In comparable groups of

rabbits they found 8 lesions at 38° C, 5 lesions at 35° C, 4 lesions at 31° C, and

lesions at 25 ° C.

Mention should be made of several reports of one untoward eft'ect. This is spe-

cifically a lowering of the threshold for the induction of cerebral seizures during

cooling. Noell and his group^^ first demonstrated this with recordings of the

electrical activity of the cortex and striatum of the rabbit in 1952. They found

parameters of electrical stimulation which were capable of producing widespread

and prolonged convulsive activity over and beneath the cortex during cooling, but

which were quite ineffective both before and after cooling. Similarly, normally

subconvulsive amounts of metrazol were productive of seizure patterns during the

period of hypothermia. The body temperatures for such change were not given in

detail but were below 30° C. These findings were confirmed in the dog by Ferrari

and Amantea^- in the temperature range 22°- 34° C, These authors detected pat-

terns which they identified as generalized and petit mal in type and which were

found to originate simultaneously in all cortical areas. The seizure patterns so

evoked recall the work of Bremer in 1935* on direct cooling of the cortex. He
noted a rapidly reversible weakening of the oscillations with brief periods of local

refrigeration. This depression phase persisted after the application of more intense

and prolonged cold (ice) and was then followed with a phase of what was called

intensification of cortical activity. Rewerts-''^ similarly on clinical grounds has in-

dicted the exposure to cold as a causal agent in the production of epilepsy and other

neurological abnormalities.

Finally, at least four current problems seem to demand attention. First, a deter-

mination of the exact range of brain temperatures for maximal safety during

ischemia. Second, an assessment of the possibility of injury in the form of a lower-

ing of the threshold for seizures or other change even at temperatures as high

as 30° C. Third, a better understanding of the basic action of cold on the sympa-

thetic nervous system; and lastly, an investigation of thermosensitivity of periph-

eral nerve during clinical hypothermia.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN ARTERIAL pGO, ON CEREBRAL
BLOOD FLOW AND METABOLISM DURING HYPOTHERMIA

JEROME KLEINERMAN

As Dr. IMcOueen has noted, there is evidence'' - that the cerehral hlood ilow and

cerehral oxygen consumption decrease proportionately with temperature at least

to the levels studied, i.e., 25° C. The problem that is not yet clear is whether at

these hypothermic levels the decreased metabolic activity constitutes or contriluites

to hypoxia of the cerebral tissues.

The reactivity of the cerebral vasculature to alternations in arterial pC( )•_. is well

known. It seemed logical, then, to see if this mechanism of reaction is functioning

at hypothermic levels. If blood flow would be increased by raising the ApCO^ in

hypothermia, then a natural method for increasing flow to the cerebral tissues

exists and more oxygen would be presented to the brain and could be extracted if

hypoxia really existed.

The nitrous oxide method of Kety and Schmidt, slightly modified for hypo-

thermic animals was used. Dogs were used in the majority of these studies ; how-

ever, confirmatory results were obtained in five monkeys. The ApCO^ was varied

by inhaling various mixtures of CQo (2% and S^/c).

In figure 1 the arterial pCO^ is plotted on the abscissa and the cerebral blood

flow on the ordinate. It is obvious that even at hypothermic levels the cerebral

flow increases with increasing ApC( )2 values.
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Fig. 1.—Effects of ApCO., on cerebral blood flow in hypothermia.
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Fig. 2.—Efifect of ApCOo on the cerebral metabolic rate in hypothermia.

In figure 2 the ApC02 is plotted on the abscissa and the cerebral metabolic rate

(cerebral oxygen consumption) is plotted on the ordinate. It is clear that the ani-

mals with the highest ApCOg appear to have the lowest cerebral oxygen consump-

tion. The reason for this is not entirely clear, but it may be that at the lowered

levels of metabolic activity in hypothermia this concentration of COo acts as an

accessory anesthetic agent.
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HYPOTHERMIA AND THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

H. L. ROSOMOFF

You are probably famiHar witb tbe work of Dr. D. A. Holaday's and mine,

published about a year ago, in which it was demonstrated that both cerebral blood

flow and oxygen consumption decrease at the same rate during hypothermia in

this temperature range. I present this as evidence to refute the statement of Dr.

D'Amato in which he proposed that the peripheral circulation was a direct reflection

of the cardiac output. The data in figure 1 would suggest that this is not true ; it

suggests that there is a mechanism of circulatory control within the brain.

This becomes more certain when the data in figure 2 are considered. The average

cerebral blood flow falls at a rate of 6.7 per cent per degree Centigrade. The mean
blood pressure decreases at a somewhat slower rate, 4.8 per cent per degree Centi-

grade. Therefore, cerebral vascular resistance must increase, and it does two- to

three-fold.

The cerebral blood flow preparation is a method by which the blood flow is ob-

served continuously so that one is able to follow constantly the dynamics of the

cerebral circulation. It was interesting to note that for each temperature decrement
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the cerebral IjUjckI flow fell at a constant rate, whereas the mean blood pressure

fluctuated through wide extremes. Therefore, the cereliral vascular resistance was

actively and rapidly varyin*^ in maintaining a constant cerebral blood flow in the

face of a fluctuating blood pressure. This led to the conclusion that there must be

a mechanism, mediated through the brain, by which this occurred and is most likely

some function of the respiratory gas tensions in the blood.

It was noticed during the first set of experiments that the brain appeared smaller

at 25° C. than at ?)7° C We attempted to confirm this observation and to quanti-

tate the degree of change. Using a modification of the method of White for deter-

mining brain volume, the following results were obtained (table I). Attention is

called to the last two coluiuns. At 25° C. there is a decrease in brain volume of 4.1

TABLE I

DU'^FEKENTIAL INDICES OF BrAIN VoLUME, CHANGES IN EXTRACEREBRAL SpACE, AND
Changes in Brain Volume of Nine Hypothermic Dogs (25° C.)

Differential
index of Change in Change in
hrain extracerebral brain

Oog volume space volume
no. '

;

% %
102 18.6 +68.9 —8.5

104 13.9 +26.3 —?>.2>

lOfi 14.6 +32.2 —40
108 13.6 +23.8 —2.9

112 15.0 +36.2 —4.8

113 14.2 +28.6 —3.5

115 15.7 +42.4 —5.3

116 14.0 +27.0 —iZ
117 12.1 + 9.9 —1.3

Means 14.4 +31.8 —4.1

per cent ; whereas the extracerebral s])ace, meaning that intracranial space not oc-

cupied by the brain, increases 31.8 per cent. The lajtter figure has a very important

clinical significance since it represents the amount of sp?ce available for expansion

of intracranial mass lesions.

Figure 3 shows an example of the cerebrospinal fluid pressure curves of nine

animals during hypothermia. Note the elevation of pressure in one-half of the

animals. This always occurred in the presence of shivering. \\'hen shivering was

eliminated or was not present, there was a decline in the cerebrospinal fluid

pressure.

\^enous pressure and cerebrospinal fluid pressure were measured simultaner)uslv

(fig. 4). Both functions decreased at ai)i)roximateh- the same rate, 5.5 per cent ])er

degree Centigrade in this temperature range.

This has been a rather (|uick review of some of the effects of hvjjothermia on

the normal physiology of the nervous system. Now to review the abnormal.

It has been well established that occlusion of the middle cerebral arterv in the

dog produces an infarct of significant magnitude. If the metabolism could be suffi-

ciently reduced at the time of occlusion long enough for collateral circulation to

establish itself, infarction might be minimized or prevented. It was proposed that

hypothermia could achieve these conditions. Two series of experiments were con-
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Fig. 3.—Cerebrospinal fluid pressure curves of nine animals subjected to hypothermia.
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ducted ; one in which the middle cerebral artery of the dog was transected at its

origin at normal body temperature, and a second in which the same procedure was

done during hypothermia of 22 to 24° C. Following division of the artery, the

animal was rewarmed to normal body temperature, observed for three weeks, and

then sacrificed.

Figure 5 shows the coronal sections of the brain of a normothermic dog fol-

lowing occlusion of the left middle cerebral artery. Note the severe degree of

infarction.

tirir»tt
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2473 LT

Fig. 5.—Coronal brain sections of normothermic dog with occluded cerebral artery
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Figure 6 shows the coronal section of a dog in which the left middle cerebral

artery had been divided at 24° C. This brain is intact except for a 1 x2 mm. area

of infarction in the anterior hypothalamus which was not detectable clinically, and

a traumatic subcortical cyst in the pyriform lobe wliich corresponds to the site of

retraction at the time of operation. The remainder of the histology is normal.

Therefore, we conclude that hypothermia can protect against cerebral infarction

in the dog following occlusion of the middle cerebral arterv.

Fig. 6.—Coronal brain sections of hypothermic dog with occluded cerebral artery.



HYPOTHERMIA AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

CHANDLER McC. BROOKS

In discussion of Dr. McQueen's paper, I wish to amplify one or two points he

touched upon and call attention to a series of phenomena which should be con-

sidered by those interested in hypothermia and its effects on the nervous system.

I will mention these phenomena and make reference to the literature pertinent

thereto.

The different susceptibilities of nerve fibers to cold block was mentioned. Large

diametered A fibers block more readily than do B and C fibers and this is of im-

portance in view of the functional roles played by fibers of these different cate-

gories. An additional point not mentioned is that afferent fibers as they fan out in

the dorsal root are more readily blocked than they are in peripheral nerves. The
nerve sheath and the blood supply are such that block of nerves by thermodes or

general cooling is harder to achieve than is block of the dorsal (posterior) roots

(Brooks and Koizumi, 1956).

A second point worthy of amplification is this : Cooling below normal body tem-

peratures does decrease the excitability of nerves. Thresholds to applied stimuli are

raised. However, when nerves cooled to a moderate degree (38°->25° C.) are

stimulated the action potentials evoked are enormously increased in amplitude and

duration. The action potentials coming in over cooled afferent fibers have a much
more potent central action. Cooling initially causes hypoexcitability but also hyper-

reactivity of the nervous system. The cord must be cooled below 20° C. to reduce

its responsiveness below normal levels (Brooks, Koizumi and Malcolm, 1955).

Cooling slows speed of conduction in peripheral nerve and spinal pathways.

This is due to slow speed of rise of the action potential. The same occurrence

explains slowed conduction in the hypothermic heart (see papers by Brooks and

Hoffman in this volume). There is also selective block of conduction in the cord

and a disproportionate effect on certain pathways (Brooks, Koizumi and Malcolm,

1955). Again fiber size and location provide at least partial explanation of this

selectivity of action.

Not only does the higher amplitude and longer duration of the single action

potential of a single afferent fiber constitute a greater central stimulus, but the

train of impulses coming in over the afferent trunks has a longer duration. Due
to the greater depressant action of cold on some fibers conduction is slowed more
in these than in others ; thus, afferent volleys are less well synchronized and act

more like a tetanus. This gives one explanation of the greater responsiveness of

the central nervous system in the cold (Koizumi, Malcolm and Brooks, 1954).

When one considers that the cooled interneurons are also acting in the same way
one can understand another observation and that is that the motoneuron or reflex

spike and discharge is increased much more in hypothermia than is the afferent

potential (fig. 1, P>rooks, Koizumi and Malcolm, 1955). This provides additional

explanation of hyperresponsiveness.

Another interesting point is that tb.e "purity" of reflexes tends to be lost in hy|)o-
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42 C 38°C

32°C

Fig. 1.—The effect of cooling the spinal cord on reflex response: Incoming volley (top beam),

ventral root potentials (middle) and dorsal root reflex (lower). Time in 5 msec, intervals.

Amplification signs := 1 mv.

thermia. A stimulus, such as a muscle stretch, which evokes a pure monosynaptic

response at normal temperature elicits a reflex with a polysnyaptic component if

the spinal cord or the whole animal is cooled. Incoming impulses create central

effects which "spill over" or involve other pathways not normally activated (tig. 2).

In this connection it should be pointed out that polysynaptic reflexes are more
greatly augmented by cooling than are the monosynaptic reflexes (Koizumi, Mal-

colm and Brooks, 1954).

This interaction during cooling plus the slowed conduction and greater ampli-

tude of potentials in afferent terminals is probably responsible for the very great

increase in dorsal root potentials and the dorsal root reflex (Brooks and Koizumi,

1955). The antidromic firing in adjacent roots and fibers occasioned by incoming

volleys in the hypothermic animal is considerable and is capable of blocking by

collision incoming afferent discharges. This may be of physiological importance to

somatic response and might even contribute to phenomena such as ataxia and

shivering.

As progressive cooling continues a stage is reached at which a single afferent

volley evokes multiple motoneuron discharges. This repetitive firing of the cooled

motor nerves is explainable on the basis of the prolonged and greater central action

of the single stimulus. This is another example of hyperresponsiveness which is

present though generally unseen because of the common use of anesthetics, the

cooling of effectors and their reduced ability to respond.

Finally, it has been observed that cooling will produce a tetanus. The rhythm of

this tetanic activity is much slower than that of a strychnine or metrazol-induced
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Fig. 2.—The effect of cooling the spinal cord on reflex response : Changes in magnitudes of

responses in terms of amplitude and duratitm of potentials.

tetanus. Afferent stimulation will touch off the rhythmic firiiig l)ut it will appear

spontaneously even in a de-afferented cord (Koizumi, 1955). This observation of

repetitive firing and actual tetanus in hypothermia is in line with the work men-

tioned by Dr. McQueen to the effect that hypothermia may aggravate epilepsy and

certain types of neural seizures.

In conclusion I would like to reinforce my suggestion that the phase of hyper-

reactivity which occurs before uniform depression sets in shoitld not be left out of

our considerations. Hyperactivity of centers may explain some peripheral phe-

nomena. The relative timing of these phases in various brain and cord centers as

an animal is cooled is not yet known. The origin of reported atttonomic activity,

metabolic changes, neuroendocrine discharges, the awakening from hibernation, etc.

should be considered with hyperresponsive spill-over, as well as specific response

pathways, in mind. The origin of shivering is not understood but explanation might

come from a study of the effects of cold on the higher centers of the nervous sys-

tem and hyperresponsiveness may be involved. As in the heart, temperature gradi-

ents are important because if gradients are sufficiently great an electrotonic current

flow is established which will actually excite ((iranit, 1955). Matters such as this

have been discussed extensively in the netu"ophysiological literature but they are

also relevant to behavior of heart cells and the origin of fibrillation.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE
OF HYPOTHERMIA TO PREVENT ISCHEMIC DAMAGE TO

THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM *

ROBERT G. PONTIUS and MICHAEL E. De BAKEY

The tissues of the central nervous system are particularly vulnerable to ischemic

damage from even brief periods of circulatory arrest. This constitutes a serious

hazard in the performance of certain cardiovascular procedures such as resection

of aortic aneurysm, in which it may be necessary to interrupt aortic circulation

for periods up to one hour.* Since it has been well established that hypothermia

reduces total body metabolism and oxygen requirements of tissues, it is reasonable

to assume that the central nervous system is similarly affected and that this might

provide a useful measure in minimizing the ischemic dangers associated with these

operative procedures."' ^ Accordingly, studies have been directed toward deter-

mining the protective value of hypothermia against such ischemic damage to the

central nervous system during periods of temporary aortic occlusion.

Experiments along these lines have been done by a number of investigators as

well as by us.^' '~^- Thus, in a control group of 50 dogs occlusion of the aorta just

distal to the left subclavian artery for a period of one hour was associated with

an immediate mortality of 32 per cent and a paraplegia rate in the surviving ani-

mals of 65 per cent. The same procedure in a comparable group of 47 hypothermic

dogs (body temperature was reduced to between 75 and 80° F.) was associated

with an immediate mortality of 25 per cent and with a paraplegia rate of zero in

the surviving animals (fig. 1). On the basis of these experiments as well as similar

observations reported by other workers, the conclusion has been drawn that hypo-

thermia has a protective influence against ischemic damage to the spinal cord fol-

lowing high aortic occlusion.

While the exact mechanism of protection afforded by hypothermia is not entirely

clear, gross and histologic studies of the damaged spinal cord provide some clues

to the problem. Gross examination of the spinal cords of the paraplegic animals

showed bilateral symmetrical malacia of the grey matter of the lumbar, sacral, and

coccygeal segments. Serial sections showed the lesions to begin consistently between

Ti2 and L2 and continue distally. On microscopic examination pronounced changes

were present in the grey matter, but the white matter was spared. As the specimens

were obtained 12 days after injury evidence of repair by microglial phagocytes or

gitter cells with foamy cytoplasm and proliferation of new capillaries through the

destroyed area was present (figs. 2, 3, and 4). These changes are quite similar to

those observed in the brain following anoxemic damage to this organ. They do not

suggest thrombosis or infarction as the vessel lumens were patent. The animals pro-

tected by hypothermia failed to show these changes.

Experiments along similar lines directed toward determining the protective

effects of hypothermia against ischemic damage to the brain proved much more

* Supported in part by grants from the Houston Heart Association and the Cora and Webb
Mading Fund for Surgical Research.
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Fig. 2.—Microscopic section of normal spinal cord, L. level, of dog.

Fig. 3.—Microscopic section of spinal cord follow ini; .uu t V ithoiit hyixjtherniia.

Fig. 4.—Microscopic section of spinal cord followinR aortic (icclnsion i.'itli hypothernna.
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central iictvous system (hiring the period of teni])orarv interruption of aortic cir-

culation. Thus, anion^ the live cases of aneurysm of the aorta in our series, located

at this high level and treated liy resection without hypotliermia. spinal cord damage
occurred in fom" i)aticnls (fig. 5i. P'ortunately these changes were mild and tran-

sient in three, hut prohahly contril)Ute(l to the deatli of the fourth ])atient.

( )n the other hand, none of the 14 cases with com])aral)le lesions similarlv treated

but in which hypothermia was em])loyed showed any manifestations of spinal cord
damage. Both in this as well as the former group the period of aortic occlusicjn

averaged about one hour. In the hypothermic grtnip body temperature was reduced
to about 85° F. (figs. 6, 7, and 8).

Summary. 1. In a control group of 50 dogs in which the thoracic aorta was
occluded just distal to the left subclavian artery for a period of one hour the im-

mediate mortality was 32 per cent and the incidence of ischemic damage to the

spinal cord as manifested by paraplegia in the surviving animals was 65 per cent.

In a comparably treated group of 47 dogs in which hyi)othermia was used there

was an immediate mortality of 25 per cent, but none developed paraplegia.

2. In a control series of 9 dogs in which the circulation to the brain was arrested

for a period of 30 minutes evidence of ischemic damage to the brain occurred in 6
(67 per cent), but none of the 9 similarly treated group in which hvi)othermia was
employed showed such manifestations.

Fig. 5.—Chart of clinical cases tvithoiit hypothermia.
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Etiology

Arterio-

sclerotic

Syphilis

Dissection

Dote of

Operation

8-30-55

8-31-55

9-15-55

Period of

Occlusion

38 mm

lOOnnin

53 mm

Location
end Technic

Result

Recovered

Died- 1 week
later

Segment of

infarcted

bowel

Recovered

Fig. 8.—Chart of clinical cases zvitli hypothermia.

3. Four of five patients with aneurysms of the thoracic aorta in whom the aorta

was occluded for a period of about one hour developed evidence of spinal cord

damage following resection. None of 14 similar cases in which hypothermia was

employed developed any evidence of spinal cord damage.

4. On the basis of these experimental and clinical observations it would appear

that hypothermia increases the tolerance of the tissues of the central nervous sys-

tem to periods of temporary ischemia.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. W. H. Lougheed: I was interested in this paper because in our series of

dogs, both the vertebral arteries and the common carotid arteries were occluded.

If all the vessels arising from both subclavians were ligated as well as the internal

mammary, then at normothermic temperatures these dogs showed cerebral damage.

However, if they were hypothermic, reduced to 2^ degrees Centigrade, we found

they were protected from 15 to 17 minutes.

At 25° C. these animals had cerebral metabolic rates varying from 35 to 25%
of normal. This would indicate that they should withstand a period of anoxia 3 to

4 times longer than at normal body temperatiu'e.



POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL
BRAIN COOLING IN DOGS *

JAY Af. JENSEN.t W. AI. PARKINS axd H. l\. VARS

It is the paradox of hypothermia that hotli the i)romi.se and the liniitation of

the method He in the same direction. The central nervous system is protected Iw
cold against ischemia and, within certain limits, the measure of protection seems
to increase as the hypothermia deepens. The myocardium is endangered In- cold and
its vulnerahility to arrest and to arrhythmia seems to hecome greater as the tem-

perature falls. In the dog and in the human this riddle remains. If these phenomena
could he studied separately perhaps additional data might he ol)tained ahout both.

This was attempted by cooling the brain, the heart, and the body core somewhat
selectively.

Procedure. The cooling .system consisted of an ice bath, a polyviii}-! coil, and
a pump. Adult, mongrel dogs were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital. An
endotracheal tube was placed. The pump was adjusted to deliver through the coil

approximately 100 ml. of blood per minute.

The carotid artery on one side was exposed and ligated. Polyvinyl catheters

were placed above and below the ligatures with the proximal catheter directed

toward the heart and the distal catheter directed toward the brain. The catheters

were connected to the coil so that oxygenated blood would be pumped from the

animal, through the polyvinyl coil immersed in ice, and pumped back into the

carotid and through the brain. Small holes were drilled into the skull and through

these copper-constantan thermocouples were inserted into the cortex of the frontal

lobes. Base line recordings were taken, the perfusion pump was started, and differ-

ential cooling of the animal was begun.

Most of the animals were heparinized after completion of the operative pro-

cedures. In several instances, however, the heparin was inadvertently not given and

only rarely was there evidence of clotting within the coil. The temperature of the

blood entering the carotid artery from the iced coil ranged from 3° to 10° C. The
cooling period extended from 10 to 20 minutes. In certain of the animals the chest

was opened and the inflow tract was occluded. At the conclusion of the procedures

the animals were warmed in a warm water bath.

The measurements shown on the accompanying graph were made during the

differential cooling of a dog. The rectal temperature is shown on the top line.

The brain temperatures were recorded on the perfused and on the unper fused sides.

These factors were recorded during 15 minutes of cooling, during 30 minutes of

complete occlusion of the general circulation, and during the immediate recoverv

period. This dog tolerated 30 minutes of complete occlusion of the superior and

inferior vena cava without evidence of damage of any kind (fig. 1 )

.

Results. In 15 dogs the general circulation was completely interrupted by clamp-

ing the inflow tracts. The interval of occlusion varied from 15 to 40 nu'nutes.

* This work was supported in part under contract between the Department of the Army and the
University of Pennsylvania.
tU.S.P.H.S. Research Fellow of the National Heart Institute and a former Research Fellow

of the American Cancer Society.
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Fig. 1.—Pulse, blood pressure and differential temperatures of a dog during 15 minutes of

perfusion cooling, 30 minutes of occlusion of tlie venae cavae and 25 minutes of the recovery

period.

TABLE I

Vena Caval Occlusion in Differentially Cooled Dogs

Lowest brain temperature

Dog
no.
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TABLE II

Vkna Cavai. Occlusion in DikI'KRentially Cooled Docs: Cardiac Deaths

Lowest brain temperature
,

^
^ Lowest

Dog Perfused Uiiperfused rectal Time
no. side side temp. occluded Result

12 15° C. 18° C. 30° C. 15 mill. Died. Fibrillation

21 18° C. — 29° C. 20 min. Died. Fibrillation

2>2 20° C. 20° C. 31° C. 25 min. Died. Asystole

TABLE III

Differential Cooling in Dogs (No Occlusion)

(Brain temperatures reduced to 12°-18° C. No neurological damage.)

Lowest brain temperature
I

'^
^ Lowest Result

Dog Perfused L'nperfused rectal ,
'^

,

no. side side temp. Alive Defect

20 13° C. 14° C. 25° C. Yes No
22 12° C. 12° C. 27° C. Yes No
24 18° C. 19° C. 30° C. Yes No
25 15° C. 20° C. 30° C. Yes No
26 18° C. 18° C. 29° C. Yes No
^i 14° C. 17° C. 24° C. Yes No
il 16° C. 21° C. 27° C. Yes No
39 18° C. 24° C. 26° C. No Arrest

TABLE IV

Differential Cooling in Dogs (No Occlusion)

(Brain temperatures reduced to 8°-12° C. Neurological damage.)

Lowest brain temperature
I

'^
^ Lowest

Dog Perfused Unperfused rectal
no. side side temp. Result

16 10° C. 12° C. 27° C. Disoriented

17 9°C. — 26° C. Motor ataxia

18 9°C. — 26° C. Motor ataxia

23 12° C. 13° C. 25° C. Motor ataxia

30 8°C. 10° C. 26° C. Motor ataxia

16 10° C. 12° C. 27° C. Disoriented

14 9°C. 10° C. 28° C. Comatose. Died
15 8°C. 10° C. 24° C. Comatose. Died

diately while one developed an asystole which reverted to fibrillation. Cardiac

massage, electrical defibrillation, and appropriate drugs were tried but in these

animals a normal, efl:ective rhythm was not re-established. In addition two animals

not shown recovered initially but died during the post-operative period of unde-

termined causes.

In 16 animals the circulation was not occluded. Eight of these, shown in table III,

were subjected to brain temperatures of from 12° to 18° C. One animal died during

the cooling period but the remaining seven recovered completely. Eight dogs, shown
in table IV, were cooled dififerentially for long periods of time and to brain tempera-

tures ranging from 8° to 12° C. There was evidence of gross sensory and motor
disturbances in all of these. Two animals remained comatose and died after several

days. In each case, gross examination of the brain was unrewarding. Four dogs
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suffered motor ataxia and two were markedl}' confused. ^Iliese motor and sensory

difficulties seemed to rapidly improve over several days but residuum remained for

several months.

Discussion. The possil)ilitv of protecting tissues by cold has initiated extensive

laboratory and clinical investigation. Consideral)le protection can be afforded the

central nervous system and the measure of this is being rapidly defined.^' -'• - ^' "' ''

These experiments indicate that brain temperatures of 20° C. with general body

temperatures of 30° C. will protect the dog against 30 minutes of complete occlu-

sion of the circulation. Others have subjected dogs to general body temperatures

lower than the brain temperatures recorded here without evidence of neurological

damage.' Under the conditions of these experiments, however, neurological damage

was encountered at very low brain teiuperatures.

The dog can be cooled by the method described to a brain temperature of 20° C.

and a rectal temperature of 32° C. wathin 15 to 20 minutes. It is believed that

this method of cooling might better reveal the separate effects of cold upon the

organism. It is expected that in future experiments the catheters can be manipu-

lated into position without endangering the carotid artery.

The cold heart is vulnerable to arrhythmias and the experience of many in

applying resuscitative measures has been disappointing.''- " This liability seems to be

compounded by operative manipulation and especially at lower temperatures. In

the selectively cooled animal with the heart relatively warmer we lielieve that these

difficulties may be significantly less.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. W . M. Parkins: Y)v. \'ars. Dr. Hen, and 1 have been interested in the rela-

tive role of the liver and the intestine in the pathogenesis of ischeiuic shock in-

duced by temporary occlusion of the thoracic aorta, and the inlluencc dt h\po-

thernn'a in extending the tolerance time to such vascular occlusion.
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I'.arly twpKtr.'itory c'X]K'rinicnts rcxcali'd that maximal incidciux' ol" pai'aplcgia,

shock, and death occurred wlien a l)all(ion catheter occlusion was jjositioned at the

level t)f the mid descending thoracic aorta, i.e., hetvveen the 8th and 10th inter-

vertehral space, l^ighty per cent of these dogs survived ,W minutes of occlusion;

50 per cent of which hecame paraplegic. l'"orty per cent survived 1 hour of occlu-

sion, with all jiaralyzed in the hind quarters. Following 2 hours of occlusion, death

occurred in all animals hetween 2 and 6 hours after release of the ohstruction.

Surface cooling to a rectal temperature of 30° C. was found highly effective in

protecting the spinal cord from anoxial damage during a 1-hour period of occlu-

sion. None of these hypothermic animals were paralyzed. There was no increase,

however, in survival rates compared to that of the controls.

A similar result was obtained by generalized hypothermia induced by blood

refrigeration reducing the rectal temperature to 30° C. When the temperature was
reduced to still lower levels (2-1—27° ) l)y blood refrigeration, the first indication of

protection against the hemoconcentration, hypotension, shock, and death was ob-

tained. Seven of 11 dogs survived 1 hour of occlusion without paraplegia.

If liver ischemia were the primary factor limiting the time of tolerance to occlu-

sion, liver arterialization by a carotid-portal shunt should be effective. By immer-
sion of the shunt in ice water, the temperature of the liver w^as differentially

reduced from the body mass to levels below those obtained with generalized hypo-

thermia (liver 20°—rectal 30° C). Liver arterialization alone did not ameliorate

the shock-like state which followed a 1-hour period of occlusion ; only two of nine

survived. A moderate protection against shock was indicated in the hypothermic

animals with five of eight surviving 72 hours with complete recovery. None of the

hypothermic survivors was paraplegic.

In view of the negative result with liver arterialization, and noting the correla-

tion of intestinal infarction, bloody diarrhea, and profuse sloughing of the mucosa
with mortality, our attention was focused upon the intestine. Differential cooling of

the intestine was accomplished by rapid filling of the abdominal cavity with iced

saline. In initial experiments, saline was recirculafed through a coil immersed in an

ice water bath. This was done to maintain the temperature of the duodenum at

10-15° or 20°, while the liver temperature was about 25°, and organs central to

occlusion about 30°.

The first four animals were occluded simultaneously with administration of the

iced saline. After 1 hour of occlusion all survived 72 hours. Hemoconcentration
and hypotension were minimal ; bloody diarrhea and mucosal sloughing were not

observed in these animals. Their recovery was prompt, without paraplegia, and
with a wide margin of safety.

We proceeded, therefore, to a 2-hour interval of occlusion in 10 animals. Six
animals were occluded at the beginning of cooling, five of which survived, one
being paraplegic. In four animals the cooling was delayed until 15 minutes after

the occlusion. All four survived ; 2, however, were paralyzed in the hind quarters.

To simplify this method of direct visceral cooling, the iced saline (65 cc./kg.)

was injected interperitoneally within two to three minutes. This cooling was supple-

mented by placing an ice pack on the lower abdomen. Five of 5 animals occluded
for 1 hour simultaneously with cooling, survived; 2 being paraplegic. Five of 5

survived a 2-hour period of occlusion. Three of these, however, were paraplegic.

Ten dogs were precooled to a rectal temperature of about 25° C. by this method
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prior to occlusion. Seven of 10 survived a 2-hour period of occlusion. None of

these were paraplegic.

As additional normothermic controls, 37-degree saline was substituted for the

iced saline. Eight of 10 animals survived 1 hour of occlusion, thus suggesting a

beneficial effect of the saline alone. All survivors were paraplegic. None of 10,

however, survived the 2-hour occlusion.

The integrity of the intestine appears to be a primary factor in survival follow-

ing temporary occlusion of the thoracic aorta. Direct visceral hypothermia was the

most effective procedure in prevention of this type of ischemic shock.

Dr. Jean Calm: Figure 1 (page 226) shows the encephalographic control

during total arrest of the blood circulation. That is a usual encephalogram at 30° C,
regardless of the method of hypothermia employed.

Silence of the brain is obtained 30 to 120 seconds after arrest of the blood cir-

culation (fig. 2), depending on the method of the hypothermia. It seems that

silence is obtained after only one or two minutes in hibernation, and is obtained in

30 to 60 seconds in surface cooling. After 20 or 25 minutes of circulatory arrest,

when the clamp is released and the heart rate and the blood pressure returned to

normal, silence in the brain persists for two to four hours after release of the

clamp (fig. 3). Twenty-four hours later, when the temperature has returned to

33° C, the electroencephalogram is normal (fig. 4).

Silence is obtained after 120 seconds at 27° C, and after 80 seconds at 29° C.

After clamping, the number of slow waves of small amplitude is increased. In only

one case did we find fast waves. The return to the fast waves is about 120 seconds

to 200 seconds after the release of the clamping. I can't understand why, despite

the return to normal of the blood pressure, silence in the brain persists after 20

minutes of clamping.

Dr. James D. McMurrey: We have been interested in a study of cerebral

physiology under hypothermia and in the possibility of occluding the cerebral

afferent circulation in monkeys. We have occluded the cerebral afferent circulation

under hypothermia in about 60 monkeys by an occlusion of the brachycephalic and

left subclavian arteries at the arch of the aorta. Almost invariably if the occlusion

were complete there was disappearance of the electroencephalographic tracing

within one minute.

Figure 1 (page 278) is a reproduction of electroencephalographic tracings in a

monkey subjected to 15 minutes of cerebral afferent vascular occlusion vmder hypo-

thermia. We believe that occlusion of the brachycephalic and left subclavian vessels

is sufficient to completely occlude the cerebral afferent circuit. Almost invariably we
got the pattern demonstrated here, which is a marked depression to almost com-

plete absence of electrical activity during cerebral afferent vascular occlusion.

In a series of monkeys with occlusion of the cerebral afferent circulation for

more than 20 minutes, the animals either died or, upon follow-up by clinical ex-

amination and encephalography, were found to be greatly damaged.

Monkeys occluded for 15 minutes seem to tolerate the procedure moderately

well. We were able to produce multiple occlusions for as many as three periods of

occlusions, with five minutes' interruption of the occluding period, for periods of

12 minutes without damage.

Studies of the cerebral oxygen consumption and cerebral blood flow demon-
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Fig. 1.—Photograph of a series of electroencephalographic tracings obtained in a monkey

subjected to IS minutes of cerebral afferent occkision at temperature 24° C. The tracings read

from left to right. The first tracing is a control at 33° C. ; the second is at 24° C. before occlu-

sion; the third is at 24° C. during occlusion (note the marked depression of electrical activity)
;

the fourth is at 24° C. after release of occluding clamps ; and the fifth is at 35° C. after

rewarming. (Dr. James D. McMurrey)

strated a markedly diminished oxygen utilization, in the range of 31 to 27° C.

without much change helow that temperature range. We felt that it \\as unneces-

sary to take our animals helow 27° C. in order to achieve a near minimal utilization

of oxygen.

In some of oiu" monkeys we ol)served that the electroencei)hal(igrai)hic tracing

did not completely disappear. Sometimes we were al)k' to ]^roduce complete dis-

appearance hy readjustment of the clami)s. and in one or two of our monkeys we

discovered that there was an afferent vessel not occluded at the time of the original

application of the claiups. We have conchuled that the presence of a minimal

amount of hlood flow to the hrain was sufficient to protect these animals from

damage with marked reduction of cerehral blood flow at low hody temperature.



REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF PARTS I AND II

J. W. SEVERINGHAUS

This synopsis will aUenipt lo present the more important concepts which may
now l)e assumed to he suhstantiated in this field. Mention will he made of mis-

leading or improl)ahle statements contained within the nianuscri])ts of the various

participants, lest these otherwise l)e acce])ted as valid. Contradictory results will

he contrasted and some areas needing further research will l)e noted. Ohviously,

much that is important and undisputed cannot he summarized here, since many
of the participants have prepared comprehensive reviews and summaries of work

in their particular field.

The fields of emphasis which emerged at the conference differed slightly from

the organization of the agenda. Therefore, this discussion will he organized to high-

light several suhjects not specifically mentioned by title : such as Temperature

gradients, Temperature regulation. Endocrine and Electrolytes.

Metabolism. It now seems generally agreed that body metabolism diminishes

as a direct effect of low temperature, and that none of this fall represents oxygen

or substrate deprivation in the cellular environment. For the whole body the extent

of this decrease in metabolism at 30° C. appears to vary from 25-50%. It was
suggested that cold may stimulate metabolism by some non-shivering mechanism in

the dog. It seems possible that occult shivering and/or vasoconstriction have not

been eliminated as contributing factors in the partially poikilothermic animal. The
inference drawn by the reviewer is that the lowest metabolic rates will obtain when
sympathetic nervous system activity and epinephrine release, as well as shivering.

are blocked. In general, the metabolic activity of each organ studied was found to

diminish at about the same rate. However, the effect of this on the organ function

varies. For example, liver oxygen consumption at 24° was reported as 40% of

normal, but the half life of morphine was increased from 2).7 to 94 minutes. Con-

versely, water and sodium excretion b}- the kidney are not depressed at low- teni-

peratures, since their reabsorption by the distal tubule appears to be depressed first.

Furthermore, nerve action potentials are actually increased at low temperatures,

and certain aspects of the central nervous system may be hyper-reactive. The
heart was reported to exhibit a greater efficiency and a near normal stroke volume

at 28° C. Thus, it cannot be said that all body functions are uniformly depressed

by low^ temperatures. Whereas a few reports suggest that metabolism falls linearlv

with temperature, leading to the unlikely conclusion that metabolism is zero at 10°,

most reports suggest the expected exponential fall off, the hibernators retaining

4-10% of their normal rate at 4° C.

A comment on the frequent observation of RQ values below 0.7 during hypo-

thermia is needed. The marked changes in solubility of CO., respiration, pH and
blood bicarbonate levels have often not been adequately considered. It must be

recognized that COo is gradually stored in the body instead of being eliminated.

It seems douljtful that any true tissue RQ falls below .70. although the respiratory

exchange ratio. R, may be very low for long periods of time.
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Temperature gradients. Although little mention was made of the existence of

temperature gradients in the deep parts of the body during hypothermia, this field

needs more careful study. The rectal and colonic temperature, although the stand-

ard reference for most work, have been found by us to be as much as \2° C. lower

than the central aortic and esophageal temperatures during rapid surface cooling

after vagotomy, and 4° C. higher or lower than esophageal temperatures in man

during surface cooling. If hypothermia is to be a study of function versus tem-

perature it is manifest that a correct estimation of central body temperature is

needed. The reviewer would conclude that best access to this temperature is in the

lower esophagus adjacent to the heart. In our experience the esophageal tempera-

ture was found to correlate much better than rectal temperature with oxygen

consumption.

Temperature regulation. The temperature regulation center appears to have

been accurately localized in dogs to the posterior hypothalamic gray matter. When
this area or its connection to the mid brain was destroyed, poikilothermic animals

were obtained who showed normal basal metabolic rates at Z7° . It was noted that

destruction of either of two endocrine centers, the anterior hypothalamus and the

pituitary, lowers the basal metabolic rate, but transection of the pituitary stalk

joining them does not. Recent evidence suggests that the dog retains some tem-

perature regulation even at 24° C. during prolonged hypothermia.

Nervous system. A considerable part of the interest in hypothermia is in pro-

tecting the central nervous system from ischemic damage, yet relatively little re-

ported work defines the exact parameters of safe time, or of damage at various

intervals of time. If one may assume that the higher centers are most easily

damaged, it would seem that post-hypothermia cerebral damage should not be

judged by ataxia or coma, but by the finer psychometric determinations available

today both for animals and man. Psychologists and psychiatrists should find in-

teresting material in post-hypothermic patients which to date have largely been

judged by relatively crude tests.

There is considerable disagreement about the damage to nervous tissue that may
be produced by low temperatures. One group pumped cold blood into one carotid

artery in the dog and found damage when the brain temperature fell below 12° C.

on the colder side. However, the pressure used to perfuse was not reported, and

either excess pressure, the extremely low pCOo in the perfusate, the high pH, cur-

rents resulting from local extreme cold, or temperature gradients, might be im-

plicated. Other workers have cooled monkeys and dogs to lower temperatures

without observing post-hypothermia brain damage. Peripheral nerve palsies can

occur from prolonged ice water immersion, without frostbite. The recovery of

electrical activity of the cortex after 1 minute of ischemia is reported to be most

rapid at about 30° C. ; however, to assume that this is therefore the safest tempera-

ture for clinical hypothermia with blood flow occlusion is unjustified, since the

slower recovery at lower temperatures may not indicate increased damage.

A new approach to the analysis of brain activity with low temperatures was

described in connection with awake poikilothermic dogs. These unanesthetized ani-

mals could be observed during cooling, and were found to function surprisingly

well, showing emotional and physical responses only slightly depressed, and eating
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food at rectal temperatures of 28° C. A comment on this work suggested that

rectal temperature might be seriously in error in these dogs with neurologic lesions

since cervical vagotomy had been shown to cause marked differential cooling of

the rectum.

The EEG is said to exhibit large delta waves at about 30° C, falling to elec-

trical silence at 18° C. Recovery of electrical activity may require several hours

after 20 minutes of ischemia at 28° C. (and about 1 hour after 6-8 minutes at

28° C. in the reviewer's experience). Cerebral seizures reported during hypo-

thermia are believed explained by brain hyper-reactivity and the larger and more

spread-out afferent volleys from the periphery.

Cerebral hemodynamics have received considerable attention. Several workers

report increased cerebral blood flow in response to elevated pC02 in dogs at 25-

28°. A suggestion that elevated pC02 decreased cerebral oxygen consumption

seems unv^arranted in view of the scatter of experimental data and the possible

fall in brain temperature with increased perfusion rates during cooling. Even at

low temperatures cerebral blood flow regulates according to the brain's metabolic

needs.

Hemodynamics. A curious observation is that, whereas pulse rate declines

linearly with fall in temperature, arterial pressure falls only gradually to about
24° C, and then considerably more rapidly at lower temperatures. The bradycardia

at low temperatures is not like vagal bradycardia, and is not altered (at 25° C.)

by atropine or vagotomy. Stroke volume is nearly normal down to 20-25° C, and

the ventricular filling pressure is not elevated. Coronary flow has been shown ade-

quate for the needs of the heart by a number of investigators, although the

coronary vascular resistance is highly dependent on arterial pressure at low tem-

peratures (reduced resistance resulting from high pressures). Although peripheral

capillary stasis has been noted, no evident oxygen debt occurs, so the consensus is

that peripheral circulation is also adequate while the heart continues to beat.

Post-hypothermia circulatory insufficiency was noted by several authors and re-

mains an unsolved problem. Factors which seem' most prominent as possible causes

are two : the peripheral vasodilatation during rewarming, with resultant increased

tissue oxygen utilization, and possible adrenal insufficiency resulting from the lack

of adrenal response to trauma during hypothermia, perhaps augmented by renal

sodium loss.

Hematology. A marked thrombocytopenia has been observed by many investi-

gators in dogs, and by one in monkeys. Reports in man were limited to two patients

who showed small decreases at moderate temperatures. This thrombocytopenia, it

was suggested, could be prevented by the ganglionic blocking drug, Arfonad, or

by blood stream cooling instead of surface cooling in dogs. The mechanism of

these interesting observations was not discussed. The platelets were shown to

sequester in the liver and spleen, and possibly the gut, and to reappear on re-

warming.

Respiration. The errors and difficulties in correcting blood gas tensions for the

physico-chemical effects of low temperatures have been responsible for a number
of erroneous reports in this field. For example, the oxygen tension of blood in a

syringe falls 6% per degree temperature fall
;
pK' was found not to be constant.
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but to vary with pH as well as with tein])erature. Although the oxyt^eu dissociation

curve shifts to the left at low temperatures, this has not been shown to result in

tissue anoxia. The now common use of hyperventilation raises the pH and further

decreases the dissociation of O:. from hemoglobin and more careful observation of

the possibility of cerebral and myocardial ischemic effects is needed. Particularly

in the brain this may be of importance since the concomitant decrease in arterial

PCO2 will diminish cerebral blood tlow.

One report suggests that spontaneous ventricular fibrillation occurs less fre-

quently if 5% COo is used in place of no CO2 for artificial respiration. And one

author claims that spontaneous ventilation was not associated with a higher in-

cidence of fibrillation than other workers found using controlled respiration, al-

though the majority of reports strongly implicate the depressed spontaneous

ventilation as disposing to fibrillation. It has been shown that the respiratory cen-

ter at 25-27° C. responds to increased pCOi. but this response should not be

termed "normal" for two reasons: (1 ) the response of the control dogs to CO., at

37° C. was only j of the "normal" expected response. (2) The response at 25-

27° C. was given as a percentage of the already doubly depressed ventilation at

that temperature. Similarly, it seems incorrect to state that low pH and high pCO^
are an attempt to compensate for the depressant effect of temperature on the

respiratory center— when actually they are the result of this depression.

The use of high concentrations of CO2 to induce hypothermia in rodents has

been amply confirmed. These non-hibernators appear usualh' to develop cardiac

arrest rather than ventricular fibrillation if confined in a cold closed bottle where

CO2 builds up to about 16%. On the other hand one group suggests that the

optimal pH in hypothermia is 7 .5. Thus no agreement seems possible at the pres-

ent time about the proper values of pCOo, pH and CO2 content during hypo-

thermia. The difficulty is partly that some workers merely cool and rewarm un-

operated animals, where others are concerned with cardiac operations during the

cold state. The awake poikilothermic dog is reported to keep a nearly constant

arterial pH down to 30° C. pCOa (calculated from the data) in the only animal

reported (Keller, fig. 13) is also very nearly constant, being 26 mm. at 38° C. and

32 mm. at 30° C. It is hoped that more respiratory studies will be done on these

interesting poikilothermic animals.

Lung function during hypothermia is little altered, b^arlier reports suggesting a

limitation of diffusion for oxygen or CO2 appear to be incorrect. Distribution and

diffusion functions are well maintained as low as 20° C. in dogs, and the only major

change in the lung appears to be a dilatation of the anatomic dead space. The
occurrence of pulmonary edema in the warming period has been noted occasionally

and needs investigation. It might especially Ije antici]:)ated after surgical correction

of right to left shunts or pulmonary stenosis.

Renal. A primary effect of hypothermia appears to be depression of distal

tubular excretion and reabsorption. While sodium and water excretion are unim-

paired, potassium excretion is reported by most workers to fall during hypo-

thermia. Antidiuretic hormone is not ca])able of inhibiting the water loss. Uoth

blood flow and filtration rate return only about 5 to normal immediatelv on re-

w^arming, but are normal within 24 hrs. A tem]:)erature of 25-27° C. is reixirted to
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protect the kidney partially to 2 hours of ischemia. Creatinine and ammonia pro-

ducticjn are drastically reduced at low temperatures.

Endocrine. Hypothermia appears ca])al)le of larj^ely blocking the usual adrenal

response to trauma. ACTH, 17-hydroxycorticosteroids and cortic(nds are all

greatly depressed at 25-28° C. Epinephrine outinit is reduced 10- fold at 26° C.

and 100-fold at 21° C. Although the current tests for these substances are some-

what gross, the major changes reported seem significant. One discussant felt that

the adrenal cortical response to ACTH was not completely l)locked above 25° C.

It is suggested that hypothermia patients do not show the usual jjostoperative

endocrine stress i)attern of overshooting the normal levels of corticoids. Patients

who cannot summon an endocrine response to trauma do very poorly, and it may
be that some of the immediate postoperative circulatory difficulties in i)atients fol-

lowing hypothermia may be related to this depression of adrenal response. For

the most part, however, it appears to be a welcome depression of the occasionally

excessive postoperative endocrine reaction.

The endocrines appear to play a significant role in natural hibernation. The
adrenal and thyroid involute before hibernation, and recent evidence ( Brewster

ct al., Circulation. Jan. 36) (not presented at the conference) suggests that the basal

metabolism raising effect of thyroxine re([uires the presence of circulating epineph-

rine. This provides the needed link in the nervous system control of heat pro-

duction in hibernators.

Electrolytes. It now seems that during hy]X)thermia tissues do not lose

potassium as was formerly thought, but more than likely they actually take up
potassium. This was found true in the heart both with general hvpothermia. and
with the perfusion of cold blood into one coronary artery. Hyperventilation at 2)7°

may depress serum potassium 30%, whereas during hypothermia the depression

from hyperventilation is given as \S'/( . This of course depends upon the vigor

of the ventilation. Rise in serum potassium is promoted by hypoventilation, shiver-

ing, glycogen breakdcnvn and increased metabolism. All but one investigator found

calcium to rise as temperature fell. ^Magnesium in hibernators is said to rise 50%.
( )ther electrolvte changes seem insisrnificant.



REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF PARTS I AND II

STEVEN M. HORVATH

It is the reviewer's impression that while valuable information on the hypo-

thermic state has been presented in this monograph, there is considerable difficulty

in evaluating many of the contributions. Much of the confusion is the result of

widely divergent techniques and conceptual approaches. As Dr. Frank Fremont-

Smith has often said during the Macy Conferences, "Have you duplicated the

experiment? Haven't you really performed another experiment?" These statements

apply to most of the experiments on hypothermia.

The variables that have existed in the experimental and applied aspects of hypo-

thermia can be summarized as follows

:

I. Physiological condition of the experimental animal*

A. Presence or absence of abnormal physiological states, such as cardiac

or vascular defects, hepatic damage, etc.

B. Nutritional status

C. Intact animals or surgically induced variations, i.e., open chest prepara-

tions, catheterizations, exposed vessels, etc.

II. Cooling procedures

A. Rate of depression of body temperature

B. Control of protective mechanisms against reduction of body tempera-

ture, (e.g. presence or absence of shivering)

C. Depth to which cooling is carried

1. Surgical hypothermia (28° -26° C.)

2. Experimental hypothermia (down to —4°— 6° C.)

D. Duration of reduced body temperatures

E. Stability of reduced body temperatures both in terms of time and

extent

III. Ventilation of the organism

A. Spontaneous vs. controlled

B. Adequacy of ventilation

IV. Rewarming and resuscitation of the hypothermic animal

A. Spontaneous (slow) vs. artificial (slow or fast)

B. Local vs. general

V. Expression of the results obtained

A. Use of the rectal temperature as the criterion of the thermal state

B. Linear vs. non-linear temperature-dependent relationships

C. Interreaction (relationship?) of cellular activity to organ activity to

activity of the total organism

Our concepts of the degree of hypothermia tolerated by the homoiothermic ani-

mal received a rude shock from the experiments of Andjus and Smith and of Gol-

* This term is being used here to refer to all nianinialian forms utilized, i.e., man, monkey, dog,

rat, etc.
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Ian. The successful resuscitation of animals whose body temperatures were lowered

to 0° C. or below indicated that prior impressions of the lethal effects of lesser

hypothermic levels (16°-24° C.) need re-evaluation, Furthermore, the procedures

by which such extreme lowering of the body temperature were accomplished and

the relative lack of such complications as ventricular fibrillation, suggest that there

may be some misconceptions concerning the physiological mechanisms being in-

voked to account for the untoward incidences observed in animals subjected to mild

hypothermia.

Problems which now recjuire clarification have to do with the development of

acidosis and electrolyte shifts, the use of forced (abnormal) ventilation with and

without oxygen and/or oxygen and carbon dioxide mixtures. The inability of the

discussants to come to a meeting of minds on these aspects of hypothermia was
evident. It may be partially due to the inability to control the variables mentioned

earlier or to the fact that the physiological adjustments by the organism were being

interfered with to varying degrees. For example, the supposition by certain in-

vestigators that animals with low body temperatures should be ventilated with

small quantities of air similar in volume and of the same or different composition

to those seen when they were normothermic hardly seems valid. It is obvious from

the data presented by others that the ventilatory requirements of the hypothermic

animal are not those of the normothermic. Furthermore, the lack of agreement

among different investigators regarding the significance of the electrolyte shifts

seems to be related, in part, to their employment of arbitrary ventilatory patterns.

The ultimate decision regarding the importance of electrolyte alterations would

seem to rest in the demonstration of their role in animals subjected to the And jus

procedure where complete cardiac and respiratory arrests were present for appre-

ciable periods of time.

The fact that the Andjus animal can be successfully resuscitated by applying

localized heat to the thoracic area suggests that these animals may go through

physiological adjustments similar to those exhibited by the poikilothermic animals

discussed by Lyman and Chatfield. The biochemical and physiological capacities of

this cooled heart muscle require extensive investigation. Brooks and Hoffman in

their discussions have made a step, but only a step, toward providing us with this

information. The difficulties inherent in this task are evident from their analysis of

our present stage of knowledge.

The studies reported on the circulation of the cooled intact animal appear to be

complicated to more than the usual degree by variables in technique and experi-

mental approach. The major complicating factor in the study of the circulation is

the development of ventricular fibrillation. Since the factors conducive to ventric-

ular fibrillation are many and varied it would appear that further study with

Andjus' and Smith's preparation should provide some important clues.

Reduction of the body temperature results in certain straightforward modifica-

tions of basal functioning, probably primarily related to the reduction of the

metabolic level and the influence of temperature on the basic enzymatic reactions.

Brown, Fuhrman, Brauer, and Gray have presented suggestive evidence of the

value of considering the relationship of temperature to enzyme-substrate interreac-

tion. While information on isolated systems can provide valuable information it
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must be rememljered that in the hypothermic animal the connecting hnk between

these systems, the circulation, has also been markedly altered. Therefore, the

imbalance of various metabolic chains in one system may not be transmitted

properly to another system to produce either a favorable or deleterious secondary

response. This emphasizes the intimate interrelationships of the various portions of

the central nervous system and the products of the endocrine glands upon the

response of the total organism. Studies striving to demonstrate this interrelation

should prove to be most fruitful in clarifying the physiological processes inherent

in the hypothermic state.

There seems to be one point of agreement among all investigators, namely that

there is a decrease in the oxygen consumption in all systems of the organism in

hypothermia and that this decrease may induce other effects which at the present

time have not been completely evaluated.



Part III

HYPOTHERMIA AND THE PHYSIOLOGY OF CARDIAC
EXCITABILITY*

CHANDLER McC. BROOKS

Function of the heart and responses of the heart to impinging influence involve

two processes: (1) The origin and propagation of excitation in the heart and (2)

the contractile response initiated hy the propagated membrane depolarization.

Cooling of the heart affects both these responses. Thus attainment of an under-

standing of the changes produced in hypothermia requires an analysis of the

reactions involved in each of the two processes.

In this present day when action potentials are taken as a criterion of response,

excitability studies tend to be confined to the determination of factors involved in

initiation of a proi)agated action potential. The mechanical response should not be

forgotten, however, and unless one considers how the membrane change and ionic

fluxes involved in the excitatory process are related to the initiation of the con-

tractile process, a complete study of cardiac excitability has not been made. The

term excitability is usually defined as the ability of a tissue to detect or be affected

by a stimulus to such a degree that a response ensues.

In surveying studies of cardiac excitability it seems advisable to consider: first.

the present concept of the excitatory process; second, the intrinsic origin and

propagation of excitation in the heart; third, the testing of excitability by the use

of applied stimuli ; and finally, the initiation of contraction by the excitatory

process.

THE EXCITATORY PROCESS

To understand how cooling might affect the excitability of a cell one must have

some concept of the excitatory process. The cardiac cell membrane is polarized and

the transmembrane or resting potential is approximately 90 mv. Metabolic activity

of the membrane establishes a specific partition of ions (fig. 1). Excitation occurs

when the memljrane is depolarized and undergoes an actual reversal of polarity.

Applied current flow (cathodal) or electrotonic current flow, generated by spon-

taneous depolarization of pacemaker cells, in stimulating tissues does not in itself

depolarize the cell membrane completely but merely reduces the membrane potential

to such a degree that a regenerative process (intrinsic depolarizing reaction) is

initiated (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). This completes depolarization and brings

about the overshoot or reversal phase of the action potential. The depolarization

and overshoot are associated with an influx of Na" as membrane permeability

changes on excitation.

This initial phase, the depolarization and Na^ flux, is followed by a repolariza-

tion of the cell and recovery of excitability v.-hich is lost during the period of re-

* Original work mentioned was supported in part by a grant from the Life Insurance Medical

Research Fund.
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Fig. 1.—Distribution of ions between the extracellular and intracellular fluid. Squid giant axon.

(Redrawn from Eccles

—

The Neurophysiological Basis of Mind, The Clarendon Press, 1953.)

versal and depolarization. It is reasonably certain that the downswing of the action

potential and repolarization of the membrane involve an increase in membrane

resistance, a return of soditim impermeability, an outward flux of K* and activity

of an ion exchange pump. In the subsecjtient paper evidence will be presented

which indicates that repolarization process consists of more than one phase and is

far from a simple process. Additional information concerning excitatory processes

can be found elsewhere (Hodgkin, Huxley and Katz, 1952; Brooks et al., 1955).

In conclusion it can be said that excitation of the heart involves numerous com-

plex processes which might be affected differently by cooling. Furthermore there

is an excitability cycle. Since excitation involves depolarization, the heart cannot

be reexcited following one stimulation or an intrinsically originating beat until

repolarization has again occurred. One might also expect excitability of the heart

to be subnormal or at least abnormal during the phase of progressive repolarization

and this is the case.

The next questions which arise are : how stable is the cardiac cell membrane

normally ; how easily and by what process can excitation occur ; how does hypo-

thermia modify these reactions?

THE INTRINSIC ORIGIN AND PROPAGATION OF EXCITATION

The heart is comprised of potentially autonomic tniits which are dominated by

a pacemaker. This pacemaker initiates an excitatory process which drives other

units at a faster rate than that which would be established intrinsically. Two differ-

ent phenomena are involved in establishment of the cycle of excitability changes

and mechanical events which typify cardiac activity. These are first, the intrinsic

excitatory process in pacemakers and second, the excitation of other portions of

cardiac tissue by activity beginning in a pacemaker.

Hypothermia and heart rate. Knowledge that cooling affects the intrinsic

excitatory process was obtained first from studies of heart rate. There have been

many determinations made of the effects on heart rate of cooling the body and the

heart (Badeer, 1955; Brooks et al., 1955). When the skin is cooled, when muscles

become active and when epinephrine is released from the adrenal medulla on cool-

ing of the body (Cannon, 1932) the heart is caused to accelerate by the resulting
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neurochemical reactions. Section of the cardiac nerves and denervation of the

adrenals greatly lessens this response. As the heart itself is cooled the rate falls.

Within certain critical ranges a direct relationship is found between rate and heart

temperature but outside these limits expression of relationships are curvilinear

(Knowlton and Starling, 1912; Badeer, 1951; Hegnauer, 1952; Kao et ai, 1955).

Asystole may occur when the heart is cooled to 20° C. in some instances but

usually the rate falls to about 20 per minute at 15°-17° C. and the heart stops

beating regularly below 13° C, although a few sporadic beats may occur down to

8° C. Spontaneous arrhythmias are a common consequence of cooling (Brooks
et al., 1955) and fibrillation may occur before asystole.

Changes in cardiac output tend to parallel those in rate. Following a brief initial

augmentation, probably due to shivering and autonomic compensatory activity,

there is a progressive drop in output with cooling. In large dogs the output remains
at approximately 1.5 to 1.23 liters per minute between heart temperatures of 38° to

28° C. but below that level it falls sharply and at 23.5° C. is only 0.65 liters per
minute (Kao et al., 1955). At these low temperatures, however, the heart pumps
more blood in relation to O2 consumption of the body. It can be concluded there-

fore, that unless the oxygen requirements of brain or other special tissues remain
higher and do not change proportionately with those of the rest of the body, the

drops in heart rate and output do not cause a serious hypoxia until arrhythmias or

irregularities of beat occur at very low heart temperatures (Brooks et al, 1955).
The effect of cooling on pacemaker action. In early studies of the locus of

the pacemaker (Eyster and Meek, 1921) it was found that cooling the SA node so

depressed its activity that pacemaker action was assumed by the uncooled regions

of the heart. Furthermore it was shown that localized heating of regions other

than the sinus tended to establish an ectopic pacemaker (Eyster and Meek, 1921
;

Scott and Reed, 1951). Thus temperature changes definitely can influence origin

of the excitatory process.

Recent studies indicate that the pacemaker is that region of the heart which
possesses the most unstable membrane. As soon as pacemaker cells repolarize a

gradual spontaneous depolarization begins as indicated by the presence of a pre-

potential (Erlanger, 1913; Rijlant, 1928; Draper and Weidmann, 1951). Little is

known about the nature of the processes involved ; slow depolarization might be

due to positive actions tending to depolarize or to a deficiency of stabilizing or

polarizing forces (Brooks et al., 1955). One thing is certain and that is that in

non-pacemaker tissues normal excitability is recovered long before initiation of a

beat begins and in non-pacemaker tissues no potential change similar to that

occurring in pacemakers is seen preliminary to the propagated action potential.

One of the best methods of studying events in the pacemaker which produce a

propagated response is that of intracellular recording (Draper and Weidmann,
1951 ; Brady and Hecht, 1954; Hutter and Trautwein, 1955). The Oio of the slow
diastolic depolarization of the pacemaker which originates a beat is 5. The Qio of

other phases of the action potential have been found to be much lower (Trautwein,

1953; Coraboeuf and Weidmann, 1954). In the subsequent paper on cellular po-

tentials the effects of cold will be more adequately discussed.

Hypothermia and the propagation of excitation. Conduction of an impulse
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is merely due to propagation of the excitatory process. When the pacemaker tissue

cells depolarize or reverse polarity of their membranes, the proximity of a nega-

tively charged surface to normal positively charged surrounding tissue sets up a

flow of current. This electrotonic current flow tends to depolarize the normal tissue

through which it passes, thus touching off a regenerative process. If the tissues

have normal excitability and the voltage difference giving rise to current flow is

great enough, excitation occurs.

It is generally conceded that cooling slows conduction and eventually decreases

the excitability of tissues. The question thus arises as to the adequacy of the nor-

mal means of propagation. It is estimated that in nerves the strength of the excita-

tory process involved in conduction of an impulse is three to ten times the threshold

requirement (Hodgkin, 1937; Bishop, l'J51). No similar direct determinations

have been made in the heart but the older experiments of Junkmann, 1925 and

Witz, 1938, indicate a large factor of reserve in the normal propagating mechanism.

In nerve and the central nervous system cooling produces a very great increase

in the duration and a slight increase in the amplitude of action potentials ; even

the action potentials of individual fibers are thus modified (see Brooks, Koizumi,

and Malcolm, 1955). In the heart, duration of the surface-recorded and transmen-

brane potentials is a function of heart rate and/or heart temperature. Schiitz

(1936) has reported that repolarization in the cooled heart is completed before

recovery of normal excital)ility following origin of a beat. Cooling prolongs the

duration of electrical activity and the coefficient for the duration of the monophasic

action potential was found to be 22 for every 10° C. (Lepeschkin, 1951 ). The re-

lationship between the effect of cooling on repolarization and recovery of excita-

bility has not as yet been worked out.

Progressive cooling of the heart ultimately causes a reduction in height (voltage)

of the action potential. Initially, however, the R, S. and T waves increase in

amplitude (Hamilton et al., 1937; Decker, 1939; Lange ct ai. 1949). This increase

in voltage has been explained on the basis of slowed conduction (see Lepeschkin,

1951). Studies of transmembrane action potentials of the heart cells have shown

that on cooling of the tissue the height of the potentials and the extent of the over-

shoot is increased until a critical temperature is reached (25° C. ) below whicli de-

pression occurs in a progressive fashion. The subsequent paper will deal more fully

with the effects of cold on the voltage of action potentials. These voltage changes

do relate to the strength of the excitatory process in hypothermia. Additional in-

formation concerning changes produced in the electrogram and electrocardiogram

of man and animals as a result of local or general cooling of the heart is given l)y

Lepeschkin (1951).

The fact that cooling slows conduction indicates that the process of excitatory

depolarization is slowed as are repolarizing reactions. The slowing of A-V con-

duction (P-R interval increase) and conduction in the ventricle (O-S interval

increase) is linear between 40° and 16° C. (Lutz, 1948). Eventually A-Y block de-

velops at very low temperatures. Slowed ascent of tlie monophasic action potential

has been reported (Schiitz, 1936; Decker, l'>4()) and in studies of individual cellu-

lar reactions it has been found that the rate of rise of the transmemljrane action

potential is slowed and the process is prolonged. .\ longer time re<|uircnu'nt tor
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reduction of membrane potential to the critical value by electrotonic current flow

and a slowing of the regenerative process which completes the reversal of mem-
brane polaritv explain slowing of conductiim in h\j)othermia.

The same processes are involved in ])ropagation of excitation whether the im-

pulse originates in the activity of a pacemaker or in an a])plied stimulus. In discuss-

ing the initiation of activity by cxternrd stinnili as excitabilty is tested, no further

mention need l)e made of how the excitatory ])rocess spreads throughout the

heart.

DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON
CARDIAC EXCITABILITY BY THE USE OF TESTING STIMULI

Methods. Relatively simple methods can be employed to study changes in ex-

citability which occur during the cardiac cycle and to determine the effect of hypo-

thermia on excital)ility. The major difficulties involved are: (a) the accurate place-

ment of testing stimuli at specific intervals of the cycle, and (bj the estimation of

the parameters of the effective stimuli so that the quantitation of work per-

formance required to elicit a response is known.

Stimulation of the heart requires use of electrodes. Chronically implanted elec-

trodes and thermocouples presumably provide the most ideal conditions for such

work. In most instances, however, acute experiments have been performed, and

the results from these are similar to those obtained from chronic preparations,

provided the chest is closed and the heart has a relatively normal surround.

Accurate placement of test stimuli has been accomplished by triggering the test-

ing stimulator from the R wave of the electrocardiogram or electrogram and place-

ment of stimuli at specific times after the peak or the beginning of the recorded

R wave. An easier and in some ways a more satisfactory method is to supplant

action of the intrinsic pacemaker with a driving stimulator. The testing stimuli can

then be placed with reference to the arrival of the driving stimulus.

Phases of the excitability cycle identified by testing stimuli. Study of the

cyclic changes in cardiac excitability by this method has revealed many interesting

facts. If the cycle is considered to begin with the initiation of propagated activity

(the Q wave of the electrogram) it can be seen that:

(a) There is a refractory period which in total duration is approximately identi-

cal with the phases of depolarization and repolarization or the Q-T interval of the

electrogram. This refractory period can be subdivided into (1) an early or ab-

solutely refractory period associated with depolarization and the early or slow

phase of repolarization and (2) a relative refractory period during which the ter-

minal or quickly occurring repolarization occurs. The boundary between the ab-

solute and relative refractory period is not well defined because it is determined

principally by the efficacy of the testing stimuli (fig. 2-A).

(bj The refractory period is likewise an irresponsive period in that a normally

propagated response cannot occur until some time after completion of full repolari-

zation. The latency between application of testing stimuli and appearance of prop-

agated excitation increases as a stimulus is applied earlier and earlier in the

refractory period. Consequently, an effective stimulus, to act on the heart during
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Fig. 2.— (A) Strength-interval curves obtained with stimuli of different durations, showing

boundaries of absolute and total refractory periods as defined by each. Note early and late

dips in 13 msec, test shock curve. (B) Strength-interval curve obtained from cat ventricle

showing dips and periods of vulnerability to fibrillation. \ / = multiple extrasystoles ; \ / =
fibrillation; =i / =no response at all to very strong stimuli. (From Amer. J. Physiol. 163:

469, 1950; 167: 88, 1951.)

the refractory period, must have an effect which can persist as a local excitatory

state, a local non-propagated response or one so slowly propagated that its travel

cannot be recorded by means usually employed (fig. 3).

(c) Recovery of excitability is a far from simple process. Testing of the change

in excitability associated with the terminal quick phase of repolarization shows

that at certain specific intervals a degree of recovery of excitability is attained

which is not sustained. Usually there are two such intervals or "dips" in the

strength-interval curves of the auricle and ventricle (fig. 2). Repolarization is

often followed by a phase of supernormality (fig. 4). There is thus an oscillation

or fluctuation shown in curves expressing recovery of normal excitability.

(d) The heart is vulnerable to fibrillation by single strong electrical stimuli at

these "dip" intervals. Stimuli of progressively increasing strength produce ex-

trasystoles, tlien multiple extrasystoles, and, at still higher strengths, actual fibril-

lation. This occurs in bcjth auricle and ventricle when stimuli are applied at these
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of dog auricular electrogram showing boundaries of absolute and relative

refractory periods and the latency between application of testing stimuli (T) placed at various

periods of the cycle and the response (P^). (From Brooks et al., 1955.)

critical phases of the refractory period hut at no other intervals of the cycle (fig.

2-B). It should be pointed out that threshold stimuli produce, during the refractory

or irresponsive period, an effect which ultimately gives rise to a single extrasystole.

Stronger stimuli placed at these specific intervals (the vulnerable periods) have an

effect which eventuates in fibrillation. The persisting excitatory processes in the

two cases may be different.

Fibrillation as a response to excitation. Fibrillation can be considered one

type of response resulting from stimulation of the heart. Fibrillation thresholds

and the effects of lowering heart temperature on the tendency to fibrillate can be

determined by methods described. In hearts cooled to a critical temperature of 20°-

25° C. arrhythmias may develop spontaneously (Talbott, 1941; Alexander, 1946;

Hegnauer and Covino, 1955) but they are more likely to result if mechanical

(Hegnauer et al., 1951) or electrical (Pinkston et al., 1953) stimulation occurs.

Fibrillation is a continuous disorganized activity of myocardial cells. A reasona-

ble assumption to make is that any influence which creates abnormally great dis-

similarities of cellular excitabilities, either throughout the entire heart or in a local

region, would favor establishment of fibrillation by favoring escape of certain cells

from dominance by the pacemaker or by permitting a saltatory type of conduction

over the heart. By saltatory conduction is meant stimulation of cells at some dis-
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Fig. 4.—Supcrnnnnality. Insert shows total ventricular strength-interval curve from which

enlarged segment was taken. (From Brooks ct a!., 1955.)

tance from rather than adjacent to the honndarv oi the depolarized area, thus

touching oft ectopic foci of excitation and disorganizing heart action (hg. 5, A
and B). Localized injury or depression such as might be caused by local applica-

tion of cold also creates a condition favorable to saltatory conduction and dis-

organized progression of the excitatory process (fig. 5C).

The effects of hypothermia on the processes identifiable by the methods
described. In studying the effects of drugs, cooling and heating on organs such

as the heart it is necessary to differentiate between direct effects and those of a

secondary order.

(a) Indirect effects. (1) Changes in heart rate result in modification of the

duration of certain phases of the action potential and the refractory period

(Siebens et al., 1951). Changes in rate modify the Q-T interval, the duration of

the absolute refractory period and the "plateau phase" of the transmembrane ac-

tion potential but have little effect on the late or (jtiick pliase of repolarization and

consequently do not modify the duration of the relatively refractory period

(fig. 6). If the heart is permitted to accelerate or slow during testing, the effects of

temperature per se on the duration of phases of refractoriness, latency of response,

etc., must be corrected for effects resulting merely from changes in heart rate.

(2j Apparent effects of hypothermia on the heart might be merel\- the result of

slowing ion diffusion rates. Action of cold on ion partition and ionic flux across

cell membranes must be considered as an effect of hyu(jtherrnia on the heart since
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Fig. 5.—Diagram of possible saltatory conduction. (A) Normal propagation through cell

adjacent to sink (depolarized area). (B) Jump from sink to most excitable cells (S). Arrows
indicate direction of spread of excitation. (C) Conduction in normal tissue: (1) with a jump
into tissue rendered hyperexcitable by current of injury,. (2) slowed conduction in depressed
area, (3) arrows show possible course of impulse propagation.

ion distribution and transport of ions across cardiac cell niemljranes is associated

with excitability and excitation.

(3) The normal heart is stippHed l)y an autonomic innervation and is subject to

action of circulating epinephrine and nor-epinephrine. If the reactions of the body
normally associated with maintenance of homeostasis are permitted to occur in

production of hypothermia, the actions of these agents on the heart must be dif-

ferentiated from the direct efifects of cooling. It is known that autonomic effectors

(nerves and mediators) affect repolarization of cells and have biphasic effects on
excitability and vulnerability to fibrillation (fig. 7). (See Brooks et al, 1955.)

(b) Direct effects. In considering direct action of hypothermy on the irritabilitv

of the heart one must differentiate between regional or asymmetrical cooling and
generalized or uniform hypothermia of the cardiac tissue.

(1) Cooling one region more than another is known to establish localized elec-

trotonic current flow (Granit, 1955) which has at least a subthreshold excitatorv
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action. Such localized excitatory influences predispose to disorganization of normal
propagation of impulses, increase vulnerability to fil)rillation, or may actually

create arrhythmias.

(2) Uniform cooling has a selective action on various processes and phases of

depolarization and repolarization. When corrections are made for changes in heart

rate or rate changes are prevented, it is found that cooling does have definite effects

but some response potentialities are affected more than others.

Thresholds to stimuli applied during diastole are not markedly affected over a

wide range of temperature change. As an example, in one experiment threshold in

the dog ventricle was 0.13 ma. at 39.4° C. and 0.17 ma. at 26.2° C. while for the

auricle the threshold stimulus intensity was 0.19 ma. at 39.7° and 0.18 ma. at

26.7° C. All changes observed in the 30 animals studied were usually in hundredths

of a milliampere within the temperature range mentioned (see Brooks ct ah, 1955).

Cooling below this level did cause a greater decrease in excitability and it has been

reported that on rewarming of the heart there is a lag in recovery of normal ex-

citability particularly if very low temperatures are reached.

The testing methods described show that strength-interval curves shift in posi-

tion as the heart is cooled, indicating a slowed recovery of excitability, but at least

under some conditions of induced hypothermia no consistent change in amplitude

or duration of the dips has been observed. Others have found a marked increase in

depth of the early dip (Hegnauer and Covino, 1955). This relatively greater

temporary supernormality might contribute to vulnerability but the effect of cool-

ing on fibrillation thresholds and duration of the vulnerable periods has not as

yet been determined.

It is undeniable that the cooled heart is more susceptible to fibrillation. Auricular

and, less frequently, ventricular arrhythmias and fibrillation develop spontaneously

in both anesthetized and unanesthetized hypothermic man and other animals.

Mechanical stimulation of the cooled heart by inlying catheters tends to produce
fibrillation and the general impression is that stimulation by electrical pulses is

more likely to result in fibrillation of the cold than of the normally warm heart.

Susceptibility of the heart to fibrillation cannot readily be explained on the basis

of changes in excitability but there are other changes which should be considered.

Cooling slows conduction. This is explained by the change in time of rise of the

action potential. Since the upswing of the action potential is due to the inward
flux of Na"^ one can conclude that cooling slows the regenerative process which
permits the sodium influx and/or slows the influx itself (see chapter on cell po-

tentials, Hoffman). A change in conduction velocity theoretically could contribute

to a disorganization of cardiac action.

Shift of the strength-interval curve indicates a prolongation of refractoriness in

the cooled heart. As stated previously the action potential is prolonged as repolari-

zation processes are slowed. It may be of significance that the change in duration of

the absolute refractory period is greater than the change in the relative refractory

phase (Pinkston, 1956). This indicates that certain of the processes involved in

recovery of depolarized cardiac tissue may be more susceptible to cooling than are

others. One of the most striking observations is that of Schiitz (1936) that refrac-
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toriness is prolonged out of proportion to the lengthening of the refractory period.

Here again is e^'idence of a selectivity of action of cold on cardiac processes.

One final point worthy of mention in this discussion of cardiac-excitability testing

is that at low temperatures the heart is difficult to drive. It becomes unable to fol-

low stimuli applied at a faster rate than that of its own intrinsic pacemaker. This

may be due to an inability to conduct impulses more frequently than they are

originated. The specialized conducting system due to a faster rate of spike rise can

conduct faster than undifferentiated ventricular tissues Init its slower rate of re-

polarization (see chapter on cell potentials, Hoffman) may determine the limit to

heart rate acceleration in the hypothermic heart. It has been reported that ac-

celerated drive of the hypothermic heart (Berne, l')54) decreases the effectiveness

of its mechanical action.

Manv of these points mentioned in this introductory presentation will be ampli-

fied and more precise information will be given by subsequent speakers who have

been interested in this same problem—the effect of hypothermia on cardiac

irritability.

HYPOTHERMIA AND THE INITIATION OF A CONTRACTILE
RESPONSE

Consideration of the effect of hypothermia on mechanical contraction of the

heart may be considered within the province of the topic assigned because it can-

not be denied that contraction is the most significant element of the response of

the heart to intrinsic or applied stimuli.

The propagated electrical response normally initiates a contractile process. It

appears that contraction follows the propagated depolarization and repolarization

with a certain latency. \'ery early in the cycle a normally propagated action po-

tential can be evoked dissociated from any significant contraction. Evidently ability

to contract is regained more slowly than the al)ility to be excited and to conduct an

impulse (fig. S).

The verv earlv conducted impulse, though it has no immediate visil)!e effect on a

contractile mechanism, does potentiate subsequent contractions when they occur.

The duration of this potentiating action has been determined (Hoffman ct ai,

1956; Siebens ct al., \9r<6) but its nature is not known. The possible effects of

temperature on this phenomenon have not been determined.

It has been demonstrated that autonomic activity associated with exposure to

cold does modify the heart's contractile process. Epinephrine and accelerator

nerve impulses, even though heart rate and venous return are kept constant, do

cause an increase in amplitude of myocardial contractions (W'iggers, 1952). They

show a steeper rise and a shorter duration.

Cooling per sc should have some direct action on tlie contractile processes ot

muscle. In this connection it can be said that reduction of temperature is reported

to increase total tension of contractions in frog skeletal muscle (Wiggers, 1949).

According to Szent-Cycirgyi (1*H<S) muscle contraction has a very high tempera-

ture coefficient. At 0° C. there is no contraction at all in mammalian nuiscle while

at 16° C. contraction is maximal. Szent-Cjyorgyi also describes some calculations of
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Fig. 8.—Electrogram and ventricular pressure pulse showing temporal relationships. Ampli-

tude of pressure change in closed ventricle during an extra electrical systole at times (X) and
the pressure developed by subsequent systole (Extra + H (o). (Brooks rf al., 1955.)

free energy changes in muscle and their dependence on temperature. There is a

straight-Hne relationship between temperature and the free energy in muscle slices

when contracting; at higher temperatures there Js a higher energy change. Ac-
tomyosin threads behave in a similar manner. Studies of pressure pulses during

hypothermia have shown that the observed decline of blood pressure is not a mani-
festation of myocardial failure ( fjerne, 1954). In arousal of hibernating mam-
mals pulse pressure increases transiently, then declines as the heart is warmed
(Lyman and Chatfield, 1955). In the cooled heart (30° C.) concentrations of the

drug dinitrophenol. which decreases work capacity of the normothermic heart

(39° C), has no negative inotropic effect (Rothlin ct a!., 1955). Other studies

(Hegnauer and D'Amato, 1954) have shown that at 17° C. the work output of

the heart per minute is only 7.3 per cent of the control value obtained at normal

heart temperatures. The work per stroke, however, is reduced by only 50 per cent

at this low temperature. Trautwein and Dudel in a series of papers (1954) showed
that progressive cooling of isolated cat papillary muscle and Purkinje tissue of

the dog from 38° C. to 19° C. prodticed the following changes. At constant rates

of beat there was still a gradual prolongation of isometric contraction and relaxa-

tion. Amplitude of the isometric contraction was increased up to a maximum and

then decreased progressively. Amplitude of the action potentials increased with

the fall in temperatiu'e to a critical point and then decreased. Apparently no single
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or simple intracellular mechanism can account for all changes in amplitude of

cardiac muscle response. Certainly additional study of the effect of cooling on the

contractile process and the reactions which touch off contraction when an impulse

traverses the cell membrane should be carried on by those interested in hypothermia

and its effect on the function of the heart.
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CARDIAC TRANSMEMBRANE
POTENTIALS

BRIAN F. HOFFMAN

One of the major problems encountered in the use of hypothermia as an ad-

junct to cardiac surgery is the occurrence of either ventricular fibrillation or, some-

what less frequently, cardiac arrest. It seems likely, in light of recent investiga-

tions,^- -' ^ that in most cases a direct effect of temperature on the cardiac muscle is

not primarily responsible for the onset of fibrillation. To the contrary, considerable

evidence indicates that respiratory depression and resulting changes in Pco^ and

pH of the blood are more directly linked to the production of arrhythmias.^' * In

support of this proposition is the demonstration that fibrillation does not eventuate

in dogs at the usual critical temperature range if ventilation is controlled and de-

velopment of acidosis prevented.- Similarly, it has been shown that changes in the

ventricular excitability cycle similar to those found prior to the onset of hypo-

thermic fibrillation can be reproduced at normal body temperature by alterations

in the pH of the arterial blood. ^ The possible role of hypoxia in the production of

arrhythmias under hypothermic conditions is thought to be of minor impor-

tance;"'" adequate studies of the state of tissue oxygenation, however, have not

been performed.

On the other hand, the importance of a direct effect of low temperature on the

myocardium should not be neglected. For example, even under conditions of con-

trolled ventilation and arterial pH there are major changes in the duration of

refractoriness, the time-course of the recovery of excitability and the resting or

diastolic threshold.-- ^ Conduction velocity is decreased by cooling as is spontaneous

rhythmicity ; moreover, cardiac arrest occurs during hypothermia even in the

absence of major alteration of arterial pH.- Low temperature has a profound effect

on the delivery of oxygen to the tissue cells by myoglobin" and may contribute to

the development of a metabolic acidosis in spite of artificial hyperventilation.

Finally, older investigations have shown that cooling may result in a temporal dis-

sociation between the recoverv of excitability and the repolarization of the fiber

membrane.^"

It is difficult to dissociate any study of the effects of temperature or pH from a

consideration of what ma\- happen with respect to the common inorganic ions. In

both nerve' ^ and skeletal muscle'- a decrease in temperature results in a loss of K
from within the cell. Furthermore, it has been noted that ]:)rior to the onset of

fibrillation in hvpotbermic dogs there are significant changes in the net fiuxes of

K, Ca, and II across the cardiac cell membrane.

-

In view of these considerations, it seems likel}- that a review of the efi'ects of

temperature, ions, pi I and l*c,, (in the nicni])rane acti\'it\- ol single cardiac libers

is ])ertinent to this ])art of the .Symposium. The information presented has been ob-

tained by means of studies of the transmembrane i)otentials of single fibers. ^'Iie

advantages of this ex])eriniental ai)iiroacli art' se\H'ral. In the first i)lace, the activity

of a single unit in a nniltiliber preparation can be in\estigated without alteration ol
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the iKiniial relationslii]) l)ctwcen fibers. Furthermore, the absolute value of the

transnienibrane potentials can be determined with certainty and the time-course of

potential changes dnring- activity clearly delineated. Finally, observed changes in

threshold and refractoriness can be related to alterations in the state of polarization

of the fiber membrane.

Technique. The transniemlirane potentials of single cardiac fibers are recorded

by means of a fine glass capillary microelectrode of the type developed by Ling and
Gerard.'' The microelectrode employed is drawn from capillary tubing to a tip

diameter of less than one micron and filled with a concentrated solution of KCl
(3 ]\I) to minimize junction potentials between myo])lasm and electrolyte.^* It has

been demonstrated that insertion of an electrode of this size through the fiber

membrane does not. of itself, result in measurable injury.^*' ^' Although movement
resulting from contraction often dislodges the tip of the microelectrode from within

the fiber, in most preparations it is possible to record many cycles of activity from
a single fiber without change in the magnitude or time-course of the transmembrane
potential. ^^' '^^ In contrast to the motoneuron of the cat spinal cord which is

strongly affected by leakage of CI from within the microelectrode,^' the resting and
action potentials of single heart fibers are unchanged even after several hours of

recording from the same area of the membrane. '''• '"

In practice the microelectrode is paired with an indifferent electrode of similar

composition. The potential difference recorded when both electrodes are extracellu-

lar in position is the reference or zero potential. When the tip of the microelectrode

is inserted through the membrane and into a resting fiber a potential difference of

approximately 90 mv is recorded (fig. 1 i. The sign of this potential difference is

such that the inside of the membrane is negative with respect to the outside. This

potential is commonly called the resting (transmembrane) potential. With the onset

of activity there is an abrupt change in the transmembrane potential which consists

of a rapid depolarization and reversal of membrane polarity (inside positive with

+ 20 mv.

mv. i

-100 mv.
Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic record of transnienibrane potentials of aurieular muscle. Line a. f =

zero potential; b = resting potential; c, d, e = action potential. Time and voltage calibrations

shown in figure.
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respect to outside) and a subsequent slower phase of repolarization which restores

the normal resting potential (fig. 1). This sequence of changes is called the (trans-

membrane) action potential and differs in certain respects between fibers obtained

from various parts of the mammalian heart.

Normal records. Typical records obtained from isolated preparations of the

dog auricle, papillary muscle and Purkinje system are shown in figure 2. Certain

differences between the transmembrane potentials of these three tissues are im-

mediately apparent. The resting potentials of both auricle and ventricle, amounting

to 85-90 mv,^*' are somewhat smaller than that of the dog Purkinje fiber (90 mv).^^

Similarly, the magnitude of the reversal or overshoot is less in the unspecialized

fibers (15 mv) than in the specialized conducting system (30 mv). Most striking,

however, are the differences in the time-course of repolarization revealed by the

three types of fiber. In the case of the auricle, repolarization commences im-

mediately after the upstroke of the action potential and proceeds with a relatively

constant velocity to completion. Action potentials recorded from single ventricular

fibers, on the other hand, reveal an initial spike (lasting 10-15 msec.) followed by

a plateau during which the membrane potential remains close to zero. The plateau,

in turn, terminates in an abrupt phase of repolarization. In terms of total duration,

the action potential of the ventricular fiber is only 50 msec, longer than that of auric-

ular muscle.

a
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The action potential recorded from the Pnrkinje iil)er shows a more i)rominent

spiked reversal of polarity which lasts only a few msec, a prolonged plateau, and a

phase of repolarization which is slower than that of ventricular muscle. ^"^ While the

duration of depolarization is (juite sinn'lar in auricle and ventricle at similar heart

rates, the Pnrkinje fiber action potential lasts approximately twice as long as that

recorded from plain ventricular muscle. ^^' ^'' This difference in action potential

duration is present at both slow and rapid heart rates. One additional factor, not

apparent in the figure, is the considerable difference in rising velocity of the action

potentials recorded from specialized and plain cardiac muscle. The maximum rising

velocity of the action potential recorded from a single Pnrkinje fiber amounts to

500-1000 v/sec ;^^ this is considerably greater than values obtained for undiffer-

entiated ventricular fibers. ^^

Records obtained from isolated preparations of dog auricle and papillary muscle

are similar to those obtained from the intact heart in sitit'-^ and are comparable to

the transmembrane potentials of the intact human heart. -^

Ionic basis of transmembrane potentials. The distribution of ions between
intracellular and extracellular water is such that, in the case of cardiac muscle, the

concentration ratios of the major cations between the inside (I) and outside (O)
are: Ki:Ko= 30:1; Nai: Nao=l : lO;^^- ^'^^ 2* and Cai : Cao= 1 :

1.^^' ^-^ Much less

is known about the actual concentrations of the intracellular anions ; however, the

concentration of CI within the fiber is probably considerably less than that in the

extracellular fluid."' Under resting conditions the fiber membrane is somewhat
permeable to all of these ions, and during activity the net fluxes of K and Na in-

crease considerably (see below). An explanation of the concentration gradients thus

cannot depend solely on membrane impermeability.

In the case of the isolated squid giant axon^^ experimental evidence indicates that

Na is actively extruded from within the axoplasm across the membrane by a trans-

port mechanism referred to as the "sodium pump." This transport takes place

against both the concentration and potential gradients. Such transport of positive

charge from inside to outside a membrane which behaves as a double-layer ca-

pacity-® would tend to create a potential difference across the membrane and thus

might be responsible for the intracellular concentration of K. The magnitude of

the resting transmembrane potential (—90 mv) is in accord with an activity ratio

for K of approximately 30: 1 and thus the distribution of K ions might be passive

in nature. On the other hand anoxia and certain enzymatic inhibitors in proper

concentration cause a decrease not only in the rate of Na extrusion but also a simi-

lar change in the rate at which K enters the fiber." However, under these conditions

the rate of K loss from the fiber and the magnitude of the resting transmembrane

potential are not significantly altered. These results suggest that while the accumu-

lation of K depends on metabolic activity and may be related to active Na transport

the outfiux of K is passive in nature.

A direct dependence of the resting potential on the K concentration gradient and

outward diffusion of this ion across the membrane is suggested by the observation

just mentioned. Additional evidence in support of this proposition is afforded by

the demonstration that the magnitude of the resting potential is inversely proper-
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tional to the log of the extracelkilar K concentration-'' hut is not appreciahly influ-

enced hy even a complete ahsence of extracellular Na/"

The menihrane potential changes associated with activity are somewhat more

complex in nature. It has been demonstrated that, in the squid giant axon, the

upstroke of the action potential results from a specific change in the Na permeabil-

ity of the membrane and a resulting inward (positive) current carried by this ion/^

Repolarization, in turn, results from a sul)sequent decrease in Na permeability and

rise in K permeability;" the resulting net outflow of positive charge carried by K

ions restores the resting transmembrane potential to normal values.

In cardiac muscle, although evidence for changes in ionic permeability and ionic

fluxes during activity is less direct, it is probable that the upstroke of the action

potential similarly results from a change in membrane permeability and inward

sodium current.^-'- ^° It has been demonstrated that, during the upstroke of the

action potential, the membrane resistance of Purkinje fibers is decreased to approxi-

mately 1/100 the resting value.-* Furthermore, a decrease in the concentration of

extracellular Na results in a marked drop in the rising velocity and magnitude of

the action potential but fails to influence the resting potential.^"' ^^ Also in agree-

ment with this mechanism is the similarity between the magnitude of the reversed

membrane potential at the peak of the action potential (inside positive with respect

to outside) and the potential difference which might be expected from a Na activity

ratio of 1 : 10 across a membrane exclusively permeable to this ion.

The mechanism responsible for repolarization of the cardiac fiber membrane is

poorly understood. Recent evidence suggests that the descending limb of the initial

spiked reversal is a result of a decrease in Na permeability.^- However, although it

has been demonstrated that activity in cardiac muscle is associated with an increased

net loss of K and that most of this loss occurs during or shortly after the action

potentiaP' there is no direct evidence for an increase in K permeability during re-

polarization. Measurements of membrane resistance suggest that ionic conductance

is decreased below normal values all during the plateau and that there is no appre-

ciable increase in conductance during the repolarization limb of the action po-

tential.^^- ^^ Also difficult to evaluate are the results of recent experiments which

show that a sudden increase in the concentration of K outside the fiber results in a

shortening of the plateau and accelerated repolarization. ^^^

In summary, the following hypothesis might be proposed to explain the potential

differences recorded across the membrane of cardiac muscle fibers. The resting po-

tential depends most directly on the potassium concentration gradient and appears to

result from the greater tendency of this ion to diffuse outward across the mem-

brane. The contribution of sodium to this potential is small because of the relative

impermeability of the resting membrane to Na. With depolarization there is a large

and specific increase in permeability to Na and the resulting inward sodium current,

driven by both a concentration and potential gradient, is responsible tor the rapid

upstroke of the action potential and the reversal of polarity or overshoot. The

descending limb of the reversal results from a decrease in Na permeability to rest-

ing values. During the plateau the membrane is only sparingly permeable and no

large change in potential is recorded. Repolarization may be the result of an outward

K current but additional evidence in support of this process is needed.
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Trausiucmhrane pntcntials and excitability. A stiuK of tlic rt'lationslii'iis be-

tween the transineinl)r;ine ])()teiitials of single cardiac til)er,s and the excitahiiitv of

the heart to a])])h'ed stimuli is an interesting extension of the material ])resente<l in

the i)receding paper. A series of inxestigations of a similai" nature, based on the re-

cording of the monophasic (injury) potential has been summarized b\- Schutz.'"

(a) Threshold. The concept of "threshold" can be understood best by a con-

sideration of the time-course of the transmembrane potential following a series of

stimuli which increase in intensity from subthreshold to threshold strength and

finally elicit an action potential. In an experiment of this type (fig. 3) rectangular

pulses of cathodal current (current passing outward through the membrane) are

applied across the membrane of a single fil)er. The weakest current gives rise to a

small depolarization that lasts as long as the stimulus ; after the cessation of current

flow the membrane potential returns to resting values with an exponential time-

course. As the stimulus is increased in intensity, ecjual increments of current give

rise to progressively larger and larger depolarizations until, when the membrane
potential falls to a certain level, a very rapid depolarization (the upstroke of the

action potential) supervenes. These observations show that the "threshold" of the

fiber is really a critical level of membrane potential (the threshold potential) at

-65

Fig. 3.—Subthreshold and threshold responses. Tracing of transmembrane action potentials

of ventricular muscle (solid line) showing progressively larger depolarizations (a, b) result-

ing from two subthresliold stimuli and the production of an additional action potential by a
threshold depolarization (c). Dotted line represents critical level of membrane potential (the

threshold potential) at which self-sustaining depolarization eventuates. Time and voltage
calibrations shown in figure.
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which the increase in permealjiHty of the nienihrane to Na is great enough to permit

a self-sustaining depolarization. In other words, depolarization progressively in-

creases Na permeability and at a critical level of membrane potential the net mem-

brane current is inward and positive. Under this condition a rapid depolarization

and reversal of the membrane potential results. This relationship between mem-

brane potential and Na current has been studied in detail in the squid giant axon f~

studies of isolated Purkinje fibers suggest that in the case of heart muscle the rela-

tionship is essentially as outlined.^^

The major factors which influence the strength of stimulus required to elicit a

propagated response in cardiac muscle can be summarized quite briefly. As shown

in figure 4, an effective stimulus must lower the transmembrane potential from the

normal resting value to the critical or threshold level in order to elicit a propagated

action potential. The stimulus requirement will thus depend upon both the absolute

value of the resting potential as well as the value of the critical threshold potential.

An additional factor of importance, especially when the stimulus duration is long,

is the value of membrane resistance.

(b) Pacemaker activity. It is perhaps pertinent to discuss the nature of spon-
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Fig. 4.—Diagrammatic representation of effect of changes in resting potential on the stimulus

intensity required to elicit an action potential. Compare with figure 3. In A, a larger stimulus

(Sj) is required to depolarize from resting potential (90 mv) to threshold potential (65 mv)

than in B, where smaller stimulus (S2) depolarizes from resting potential of 80 mv to thresh-

old potential of 65 mv. 'J'imc and voltage calibrations sliown in figure.
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taneous rh3thniicity in cardiac muscle at this time. Early studies of pacemaker ac-
tivity in cardiac muscle suggested that spontaneous activity was associated with
slow changes in membrane potential^^^' ^' A direct demonstration of the membrane
potential changes in a pacemaker was provided by microelectrode studies of isolated
Purkinje fibers. ^^ This work revealed a consistent difference between records ob-
tained from pacemakers and from other areas of the membrane. Records of the
transmembrane potential obtained from a pacemaker showed that the resting po-
tential begins to decrease immediately after the end of repolarization (fig. 5). When
this slow diastolic depolarization reaches the critical level of membrane potential
(the threshold potential) a rapid depolarization and formation of an action potential
result. Typical records obtained from Turkinje fiber pacemakers show, in addition

Fig. 5.—Transnienibi-ane action potentials recorded from a single Purkinje fiber. Top: Rec-
ords from potential pacemaker, showing slow diastolic depolarization. Bottom: Pacemaker
records showing gradual transition from slow diastolic depolarization into action-potential
upstroke.
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to the slow diastolic depolarization, a slow upward curvature of the trace preceding

the upstroke of the action potential and a slight decrease in magnitude of the re-

versals^- ^^ In adjacent areas of the membrane, driven by the primary pacemaker,

the slow diastolic depolarization abruptly changes into the action potential upstroke

as propagated activity arrives at the recording site (fig. 5). Records obtained from

normal pacemakers in the S-A node^^ and the sinus venosus'*-' *^ and from ectopic

auricular pacemakers^^ all show the same time-course of potential change initiating

spontaneous activity.

(c) Refractoriness. The discussion of the refractory periods of the mammalian

heart in the preceding paper have indicated that the recovery of excitability in

cardiac muscle is a complex process, perhaps even more so than in the case of nerve

or skeletal muscle. Although little is known of the basic mechanisms responsible

for refractoriness, the changes in excitability encountered during repolarization can

be partly explained by a consideration of the relationship between membrane po-

tential and the change in Na current which results from a given degree of depolari-

zation. Weidmann'" has studied this relationship in isolated Purkinje fibers by

means of the "voltage-clamp" technique.^' In this type of experiment the trans-

membrane potential of a given fiber is held at different steady levels of depolariza-

tion by means of current passed through one intracellular microelectrode and at

each level of membrane potential the action potential elicited by a threshold stimulus

is recorded by a second electrode in the same fiber. The maximum rate of rise of

the action potential is employed as an indicator of the magnitude of the inward

sodium current.

Results obtained by this type of investigation demonstrate that there is an

S-shaped relationship between the steady level of meml)rane potential and maximum

inward sodium current. Thus, while at resting potentials greater than 90 mv the

rate of rise of the action potential is maximal, at a membrane potential of 70 un-

it has fallen to one half and at a resting potential of 50 mv it is less than ten per

cent of maximum. This relationship is seemingly responsible for the inability of

the fiber to respond to maximal stimuli during the absolute refractory period, since

if there is no inward sodium current there can be no action potential. Furthermore,

the same property of the membrane can explain in part the elevated thresholds en-

countered during the relative refractory period. During repolarization, when the

transmemljrane potential is low, a stimulus of normal intensity results in only a

small depolarization ; this depolarization, in turn, causes only a negligible change

in Na permeability and an action potential fails to occur. Stimuli much stronger

than threshold, on the other hand, result in a large depolarization and the maximum

Na current of which the membrane is capable at that instant. When this current

density is adequate, a propagated action potential is formed. As repolarization ])ro-

ceeds toward completion, progressively smaller depolarizations result in i)ropagated

action potentials. It is also likely that part of the re(|uiremcnt for increased stimulus

intensity during the relative refractory period is caused l)y the net outward currt-nt

(possibly carried by K ) wliich is responsible for rei)olarization of the membrane.

This current ()pi)o.ses the depolarizing effect of the stimulus and raises the reiiuire-

ment for stimulus current.

The temporal relationshi]) between the transmembrane action potential of ventric-

ular muscle and the excitability of the membrane to ai)plied stinuili can be sum-
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marizc'd as follows. The absolute refraclnry ])erin(l Ijes^iiis with the upstroke of the

action potential and lasts until repolarization is approximately two-thirds completed.

The relative refractor}- period, in turn, extends from this point until shortly after

the end of repolarization (fig. 6). Action potentials elicited by suprathreshold

stimuli applied during the relative refractory period are altered in shape (fig. 7)

-6
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and show a decreased rate of rise, diminished reversal, and lowered conduction

velocity. In addition, the duration of the premature action potential is decreased

and the plateau is less prominent.

No irregularity in the repolarization limb of the action potential is recorded

which might be associated with the dips found in the curve depicting the recovery

of excitability of the intact ventricle and auricle. On the other hand, studies of

single isolated Purkinje fibers have revealed a definite period of supernormality

just prior to the end of repolarization.^^

When the membrane potential is only slightly higher than the critical threshold

value, the stimulus current required to elicit a response is minimal (fig. 8). Subse-

quently, as repolarization progresses, the current required to produce a threshold

depolarization is increased. This phenomenon is easily explained in terms of the

relationship between critical threshold potential and resting potential (fig. 4)

described above, and suggests that in this particular tissue recovery of excitability

actually precedes recovery of normal polarization. The converse situation—com-

+30-

-60

-90-

Fig. 8.—Tracing of transmembrane potentials of an isolated Purkinje fiber showing the

occurrence of supernormality. Compare with figures 3 and 4. At A, a small depolarization re-

sulting from stimulus (arrow) lowers the membrane potential to the critical threshold level

and an action potential (a) ensues. After the end of repolarization (B) or during slow

diastolic depolarization (C) stimuli stronger than A are re(|uircd to depolarize tlie membrane

to the critical threshold level at wliich firing of actinn potentials b and c occurs.
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plction of repolarization prior to recovery of excitability—will l)e nieiitioncfl subse-

(juently in conjtiiuiidii wilh the effects of low teinperalure.

The effects of temperature. The effect of temperature changes on the trans-

membrane potentials of single cardiac muscles have been studied extensively in

recent years: frog ventricle;'^ mammalian auricle;-" mammalian Purkinje

fibers;'"''''^ mammalian papillary muscle/''-^' y\n attempt will be made to sum-
marize the results of these studies and to relate changes in membrane activity of

the single cell to the phenomena associated with cooling of the intact heart in situ.

In certain instances reference will be made to studies of single nerve and skeletal

muscle fibers ; in these tissues certain fields of investigation have progressed beyond
the scope of present knowledge of cardiac muscle.

(a) The magnitude of the resting and action potential. Cooling of an isolated

Purkinje fiber preparation results in a small decrease in the magnitude of the rest-

ing transmembrane potential (-5 mv) and a small but consistent increase in the

reversal of polarity at the peak of the action potential (+8 mv).-*° In the case of
the isolated cat auricle-" the change in action potential amplitude during cooling is

quite similar. In this tissue the niaxium change ( -1- 10 mv) is recorded between
24—28° C. and is associated with a slight increase (-I-2-3 mv) in the resting po-
tential. In the isolated papillary muscle of both cat**' and dog^" a decrease in tem-
perature results in a maximum action potential amplitude at approximately 25° C.

If the temperature is lowered below 25° C. the changes in the action potential

and resting potential are much greater in magnitude. Moreover, below this tempera-
ture the magnitude action potential and reversal decreases rapidly. In Purkinje
fibers^" the resting potential falls to low levels (50-60 mv) in the temperature

range of 20-10° C. and simultaneously the action potential is greatly diminished in

height. Similar results are obtained from the isolated papillary muscle.^"' *^ In both

tissues the action potential often fails to show any reversal at the lower tempera-

tures. The cat auricle fails to conduct at temperatures below 2y C.-^ Information

concerning the action potential at lower temperatures is not available.

The changes in both resting potential and action potential occur almost instan-

taneously during cooling and are completely reversed with equal speed by rewarm-
ing. This observation suggests that the changes in magnitude of the resting potential

and action potential induced by cooling do not result from changes in the concen-

tration gradients of ions across the fiber membrane. Attempts to explain the ob-

served changes in terms of other mechanisms, however, are uncertain. The increase

in magnitude of the reversal, at the peak of the action potential, probably results

quite simply from the relative difference in the efifect of cooling on factors causing

depolarization and repolarization. The rising phase is relatively insensitive to cool-

ing, while repolarization is markedly slowed (see below) ; the action potential thus

tends to approach an upper limiting value dependent upon the Na concentration

gradient. Slight changes in resting potential can be explained on the basis of the

effect of temperature on an ion concentration potential.*^ The marked decrease in

resting potential at lower temperatures is more difficult to account for. It has been

demonstrated that cooling decreases the activity of the sodium-pump and as a result

the rate of active transport of Na outward and K inward across the membrane is

diminished.^ ^ The decrease in resting potential thus might result from either an
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accumulation of K in the extracellular space, or a relatively greater decrease in the

outward Na transport than in inward K transport, h^ither of these effects would de-

crease the resting potential. The marked decrease in the amphtude of the action po-

tential at low temperatures (10^20° C.) certainly results in part from a direct effect

of the decreased resting potential on the amplitude of the action potential. •-

(b) Rate and rhythniicity. Records obtained from the pacemaker of a single iso-

lated Purkinje fiber during changes in temperature clearly reveal the nature of the

rate changes associated with heating and cooling.^" The records reproduced in

figure 9 show that, as temperature is lowered from 38 to 25° C, the slope of the

slow diastolic depolarization of the pacemaker is decreased. Because this loss of

resting potential proceeds at a decreased velocity the critical threshold level of

membrane potential is attained only after longer intervals of time and frecjuency of

action potentials is diminished. It should be noted, however, that the absolute value

of the membrane potential at which self sustaining activity occurs (the critical

threshold potential) is not altered; the threshold of the fiber, therefore, is not

changed between temperatures of 38-25° C. Rate changes thus result from tem-

perature effects on slow diastolic depolarization rather than from alterations in

excitability.

At this time little is know'u about the mechanism responsible for slow diastolic

depolarization of pacemaker tissue. It has been observed that a decrease in the

concentration of extracellular sodium slows the rate of spontaneous activity^^ and

that this slowing is associated with a decrease in the slope of diastolic depolariza-

tion.^° It is possible, therefore, that the depolarization characteristic of pacemakers

results from a high sodiuin permeability of the membrane and greater than normal

inward Na current during diastole. On the other hand, the high temperature coeffi-

cient of the slope of diastolic depolarization—Qio = 6.2 between 40-25° C.*"—sug-

FiG. 9.—The effect of temperature on pacemaker activity in a single Purkinje fiber. Tem-

perature in degrees centigrade for each action potential indicated in figure. Note that cooling

decreases the rate of slow diastolic depolarization hut docs ni)t alter the level at whicli the

action potential upstroke ensues. Also note changes in actinn jiotential duration. Adapted

from Corahoeuf and Weidmann (40).
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gests that the cliangc in rate during cooling does not result solely from the effect of

temperature on the diffusion of ions but that more complex reactions are concerned

with the membrane properties peculiar to pacemaker regions of cardiac fil)ers.

Spontaneous activity ceases in isolated Purkinje fibers at temperatures between

25-15° C.^" in most instances, although occasional beats do occur at temperatures as

low as 10° C. In addition, if the progressive change in membrane potential of a

single fiber is studied during cooling, it is found most frccjuently that activity ceases

during diastole, the resting potential remaining at a low level (50-60 mv). In

certain cases, however, activity ceases during an action potential and the transmem-

brane potential of the fiber stays at the level of the plateau (near zero). In this

case repolarization of the membrane does not begin imtil the fiber has l)een re-

warmed.^"

(c) Refractoriness. Changes in the duration of refractoriness resulting from a

decrease in heart temperature have been discussed in the preceding paper. In

auricle, ventricle, and specialized conducting tissues low temperature results in an

increase in duration of both the absolute and relative refractory periods.^" Studies

of the transmembrane action potentials of these three tissues during cooling reveal

changes in the time-course of repolarization mainly responsible for these alterations

in refractoriness. In the case of the Purkinje fiber, the duration of both the plateau

and the final phase of repolarization are increased 1)y low temperature.^"- *^' The

relative change in the plateau, however, is considerably greater than in the final

phase of repolarization. During rapid cooling of the isolated papillary muscle the

alterations in these two subdivisions of the action potential are similar in nature

—

the relative prolongation of the plateau predominates (fig. 10). From these results

100 msec
<—

^

— -100 mv
Fig. 10.—Tracings of transmembrane action potentials of a single isolated ventricular fiber

in the dog papillary muscle showing the effect of rapid cooling. Temperature in degrees centi-

grade shown next to appropriate curves. Time and voltage calibration shown in figure.
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it is apparent that absolute refractoriness should increase in duration much more

than the phase of relative refractoriness when the heart temperature is lowered.

In auricular muscle, since the action potential does not normally reveal a definite

plateau, the change in repolarization consists mainly of a progressive increase in

the duration of the final limb of the action potential. In some cases, however, cool-

ing gives rise to a definite inflection in the auricular action potential which resem-

bles the plateau of ventricular records.-'-' Similarly, in some cases the time-course of

repolarization of the papillary muscle is altered so that a definite plateau is no

longer apparent. ^^

It is difficult to compare the degree of prolongation of the action potentials

recorded from auricle, ventricle, and conducting tissues unless all preparations are

driven at the same rate and alterations in frequency of contraction are prevented

during the decrease in temperature. Comparison of available data^^- -^' *°' '*''' *^ in-

dicates that the relative prolongation is similar in all three cases within a tempera-

ture range from 38-25° C. However, at lower temperatures there is often a marked

increase in the action potential duration of certain preparations for a slight de-

crease in temperature and thus parallelism between different tissues is lost.

At 38° C. full excitability is restored at the same time as, or very shortly after,

the completion of repolarization. This temporal coincidence of the recovery of

membrane potential and excitability is not necessarily maintained at all times. ^°' ^^

In the case of the isolated papillary muscle stimulated through surface electrodes,

it has been shown that cooling delays the recovery of excitability considerably after

the end of membrane repolarization. At temperatures between 13-14° C. (fig. 11)

the duration of the absolute refractory period may exceed twice the duration of the

action potential. It is certain that this change in duration of refractoriness is not a

result of slowed conduction; the mechanisms responsible, however, remain un-

certain.

(d) Conduction velocity. Low temperature is known to decrease conduction

velocity in the auricle and ventricle of the mammalian heart'"''- and to slow propaga-

FlG.

iB-M -100 mv

11.—The effect of temperature on the recovery of cxcitahility in ventricular muscle.

At left, action potential and early extrasystole at 38° C. Shows decrease in amplitude and in-

crease in duration. Earliest possible extrasystole at 13° C. shown at right. Time and voltage

calibrations shown in figure.
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tion of impulses across tlie specialized junction at the atrio-ventricular node.^^ The

change in transmembrane action potentials most directly related to this decrease in

conduction velocity has been studied recently in isolated Purkinje fibers. "^ In this

tissue it has been shown that a decrease in temperature results in a slower rising

velocity of the action potential (Qio=1.7 between 40-25° C). Similar results have

been obtained from studies of nerve^* and skeletal muscle.^' This decrease in up-

stroke velocity results in slower conduction because, in any given area of the mem-

brane, the critical level of membrane potential (threshold potential) is attained less

rapidly. Similarly, a smaller area of membrane is depolarized in advance of the

propagating action potential. At low^er temperatures, when the resting potential is

decreased, the diminished amplitude of the action potential will further decrease the

stimulating efficacy of the upstroke and result in greater slowing of impulse propa-

gation. In both auricular and ventricular muscle there is also a decrease in the rate

of depolarization of the membrane at low temperatures; quantitative data per-

mitting comparison with the Purkinje fibers, however, are not available.

The nature of the changes in A-V conduction resulting from cooling have not

been directly studied by the microelectrode technique. However, the early occur-

rence of partial block may result from disproportionate changes in the duration of

refractoriness in auricular and specialized fibers. Complete block, on the other hand,

most likely reflects the inability of auricular muscle to conduct impulses at tempera-

tures below 23° C.-^ This failure of conduction in auricular muscle contrasts with

both ventricular and specialized fibers. In the former propagation is often main-

tained down to temperatures of 12-10°
; in Purkinje fibers spontaneous propagated

activity may persist until the temperature has reached similar low levels.

Effects of pH and Pco,- Heart muscle is reported to be relatively insensitive to

changes in pH.^"- ^^ Studies of the transmembrane potentials of single ventricular

fibers tend to support this statement. In this work the pH was varied by changing

the concentration of bicarbonate buffer in Tyrode's solution aerated with a constant

mixture of CO2 and Oa-^^ Between pH values o.f 6.5 to 8.0 the membrane activity

of isolated ventricular muscle remains essentially unchanged. There are no signifi-

cant alterations in the magnitude of the action potential or resting potential, and

only minor changes in duration of the action potential. These changes in duration,

decreased by low and increased by high pH, are similar to those produced by al-

terations in the concentration of extracellular Ca (see below).

The effects of changes in the partial pressure of CO2 are more dramatic. In

studies of isolated Purkinje fibers the Pco^ was varied by changing the gas mixture

employed to aerate a standard Tyrode's solution and transmembrane action poten-

tials were recorded in the usual manner.^' A gas mixture of 10 per cent CO2 and

90 per cent O^ resulted in marked slowing of spontaneous activity; the use of

higher concentrations of COo gave rise to repetitive firing, a decrease in amplitude

of both resting and action potential and complete disorganization of activity. Un-

fortunately measurements of pH were not made in this study. However, in view of

the minor effects of pH discussed above, it is likely that the changes noted are a

result of the high Pco^. Although the partial pressure of CO2 required to influence

membrane activity in these experiments was quite high it is possibly not outside the
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range present in the immediate environment of poorly perfused cardiac filjers dur-

ing hypothermia.

Effects of potassium and calcium. The effect of increased extracellular po-

tassium concentration on the resting transmembrane potential of single fibers is

similar for nerve,'* skeletal muscle/'" and cardiac muscle.-" The primary effect of

high potassium is to decrease the magnitude of the resting potential-'' roughly in

proportion to the change in K concentration. A direct result of the lowered resting

potential is a decreased action potential amplitude and rising velocity (fig. 12).

This effect, in turn, results in slower conduction. If the depolarization resulting

from potassium is excessive, conduction fails and excitability is lost. These changes

are similar in auricle, ventricle, and specialized conducting fibers although the

Purkinje system appears to be most sensitive to high extracellular K.^" In all three

0.

100 msec

100 mv

200 msec

— -100 mv

Fig. 12.—Top: Tracing of transmembrane action potentials of a single ventricular fiber

showing control (solid line) and progressive decrease in resting and action potential produced

by high extracellular potassium (dotted lines). Bottom: Tracing of control record from single

Purkinje fiber (solid line) and effects of high (dotted line) and low (dashed line) extracellular

potassium concentrations. Note similar changes in resting potential in both cases; increased

pacemaker activitj^ only with low potassium.
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tissues the duration of the action potential is decreased hy high potassium and the

duration of the refractory period is shortened. The threshold of the menil)rane to

external stimuli is first decreased and sul)sequently increased as the potassium con-

centration is progressively elevated.^'*

The nature of these changes in excitahility and memhrane activity can he ex-

plained in terms of the effect of K on the resting potential and the known relation-

ships between resting potential, action |)otential and excital)ility (see above). If the

resting potential of a fiber depolarized by high potassium is raised to the normal

value by applied current, excitability is restored and action potentials showing the

usual configuration and ami)litude can be elicited.^- The change in action potential

duration most likely also results from the low resting potential ; however, a specific

effect of high extracellular K on the rate of repolarization has been suggested by

recent observations.^^

A decrease in the concentration of extracellular potassium also results in progres-

sive depolarization of the fiber.^^ In this case the changes in action potential con-

figuration and amplitude are similar to those produced by K excess (fig. 12). Ex-

citability and spontaneous rhythmicity, on the other hand, are greatly enhanced by

low K until the resting potential falls below 5o-50 mv.

The effect of potassium on the transmembrane resting potential is dependent

upon the concentration of Ca in the extracellular fluid (fig. 13 j. High Ca protects

the fiber from the depolarizing effect of elevated K and increases the depolarization

resulting from a decreased K concentration. Low Ca has the opposite effect. ^^ This

relationship is similar to that found in skeletal muscle.'^' Changes in the calcium

concentration have several other important actions on the transmembrane poten-

tials. i^' "' ^-' "^^ Most important, perhaps, is the so-called stabilizing effect of ele-

100 msec' 100 msec

Fig. 13.—Tracings of transmembrane action potentials of single ventricular fibers showing-

effects of potassium and calcium. (A) Ca = Vio normal, K ^ normal (solid line) =i normal

(dotted line) =3 times normal (dashed line); (B) Ca = 3 times normal, K = normal (solid

line) =:j normal (dotted line) =: 3 times normal (dashed line.) Note that high Ca protects

against high K, low Ca against low K. Arrows indicate peak reversal of appropriate action

potentials. Time and voltage calibrations shown in figure.
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vated calcium. In the case of the isolated Purkinje fiber elevated Ca increases the

amount of depolarization required to stimulate and lowered Ca has the opposite

effect. Decreases in rate in high Ca solutions are explained by this mechanism.**

Although the configuration of the Purkinje fiber action potential is not altered by

calcium concentrations between 0.7-10.8 niM, in the case of auricular and ventric-

ular fibers marked changes in duration of repolarization are seen when the level of

this ion in the extracellular fluid is altered (figs. 14 and 15).

Concluding remarks. It is apparent from the brief summary presented in the

preceding pages that certain of the phenomena associated with cooling of the intact

heart can be explained on the basis of information obtained from records of the

transmembrane potentials of cardiac fibers. The decrease in heart rate which occurs

during cooling results from a change in the slope of diastolic depolarization in

pacemaker tissues. The occurrence of A-V block and idioventricular rhythms results

from the great temperature sensitivity of auricular muscle, wherein conduction fails

between 25-23° C, and the persistence of spontaneous activity in Purkinje fibers

down to temperatures of 20-15° C. Changes in conduction velocity in the cooled

heart are seen to result from the effect of temperature on the upstroke of the action

potential ; at temperatures below 25° C. conduction is also slowed by the low resting

potential and resulting decrease in action potential amplitude. In addition, the

lowered stimulating efficacy of these small and slowly rising action potentials may
contribute to local conduction failure and disorganization of activity. The increased

•
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transport of Na or K. Regardless of the mechanisms concerned, potassium loss

similar to that observed in intact hearts prior to fibrillation- is also encountered in

the isolated preparation. Moreover, the decrease in intracellular K and increase in

extracellular K may be associated with changes in a similar direction of the H ion

concentration-^ and may explain in part the pH changes encountered in the intact

animal. Finally, it has been demonstrated that changes in the concentration of

extracellular Ca have a marked effect on the sensitivity of the membrane to changes

in the level of K. This interrelationship may be of value in understanding the im-

portance of the net changes in K and Ca fluxes across the membrane which have

been associated with an increased likelihood of fibrillation in intact animals.

-

In conclusion, certain major deficiencies exist in present day knowledge of the

effects of temperature on the membrane and activity of cardiac fibers. Of primary

importance are (a) information concerning the effects of additional variables

(pH, K, Ca. Pen.,) during cooling of cardiac muscle, and (b) studies of the

metabolic activity and physico-chemical changes responsible for the phenomena

observed.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. George E. Burch: I would like to ask two questions.

When one speaks of membrane permeability, is that strictly meant, or is it possi-

ble that there may be some alteration in molecular orientation or configuration

which might produce polarization states, ionic states, for example, within the sur-

face of the cell or some part of the cell?

Also, were sodium chloride, pH, and bicarbonate measured? A paper published

in Circulation Research reported that in dogs changes attributed to potassium were

also found to be produced by changes of sodium pH, bicarbonate or some other ion.

Because of the complex relationship of some of these ions, one could get confusing

impressions as to which ion was actually at work.

Dr. Hoffman: I can try to answer the second question very briefly: In terms of

induced changes in extracellular cations, in all cases the simultaneous concentrations

of sodium chloride, magnesium, etc. have been controlled. With very marked

changes, let's say for example when potassium was increased by a multiple of ten,

the total ionic strength of the Tyrode solution was maintained by decreasing sodium.

In most instances we have maintained adequate control of the extracellular ionic

concentration. In most of this work H ion and bicarbonate are reasonably constant.

Even with changes in temperature we can keep pH well controlled.

With regard to the first question, as far as changes in niem1)rane permeability

are concerned, in speaking of the changes wliich occur diu-ing a normal action po-

tential, the major evidence for a permeability change is probal)!)- the decrease and
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then incrt^ase in membrane resistance simnltancdus with the action potential. If one

employs fluids containing only sodium or only pcjtassium outside the fiber, one can

get some information as to whether or not the increased conductance results from a

change in sodium or potassium permeability. P'urthermore, tracer studies have pro-

vided fairly good quantitative evidence of transmembrane ionic fluxes. However,

I would not want to imply that other types of transport are excluded. I think that

the metabolic extrusion of sodium against its electrochemical gradient and uptake

of potassium are both largely dependent on energy-yielding reactions in the cell,

and both are decreased very markedly by low temperature and by metabolic poisons.

On the other hand the inrush of sodium during depolarization and the efiflux of

potassium during recovery seemed to be influenced only slightly by metabolic

poisons, anoxia, or changes in temperature.

Dr. J. W. Sevcrmghaus: I wanted to ask whether acetylcholine slowed the de-

polarization of pacemaker tissues the way one might expect.

Dr. Hofjman: As far as I know there are only two major effects of acetylcholine

on these cardiac transmembrane potentials. In the case of the auricular muscle the

rate of repolarization is greatly enhanced by acetylcholine. In the case of auricular

pacemakers the slow diastolic depolarization is decreased. In addition, in certain

cases when the resting potential is low, acetylcholine may restore it to normal values.

Dr. D. Diirrer: In experiments on the excitability of the ventricular myocardium

we have tried to investigate the individual roles which the anode and cathode are

playing. When we investigate the cardiac excitability in the ordinary way we have

the same results as Dr. Brooks has demonstrated.

However, we have a set-up which makes it possible to investigate the role of the

anode and cathode separately. In an ordinary injection needle with a diameter of

0.9 mm., 10 or more small terminals are mounted so they are completely insulated

from each other and from the shaft of the needle. Two of these small terminals are

used as stimulating electrodes when the needle is applied to the ventricular myo-

cardium. The terminals lying between the two electrodes are used for the detection

of the point of origin of the extrasystolic beat. A bipolar lead is established by

using two terminals close to the cathode electrode and another two are chosen close

to the anode electrode. The first set tells what the cathode is doing, the second set

what the anode is doing. Both bipolar complexes have the same polarity if the

extrasystolic beat originates from cathode stimulation, and have the opposite

polarity when the activation wave comes from the opposite direction, i.e. the anode.

With this method we believe we have proved that the strength/interval curve for

stimuli delivered by the two electrodes in contact with the ventricular myocardium

consists of two parts : an F part before the dip, which is of anodal origin, and a

cathodal part after the dip.

In this way it was found that shortly after the absolute refractory period ex-

citability response to anodal stimuli is maximal, and diminshes in the later part of

the cycle. The excitability response to cathodal stimuli drops abruptly after the end

of the absolute refractory period to attain gradually a constant diastolic level in

25-40 milliseconds.

The absolute refractory period (A.R.P.) for anodal stimulation of a region is
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generally 2-15 milliseconds shorter than the A.R.P. of that same region for cathodal

stimulation.

At the end of experiments designed for collecting other data on cardiac excita-

bility we stop the respiration pump. From these "terminal experiments," we get

the impression that if there is a greater time difference between A.R.P. for anodal

and cathodal stimulation, the heart will fibrillate more readily during the period of

anoxia which results from the stopping of artificial respiration. Experiments to

make a more accurate analysis of this point are in progress. The results so far are

conflicting.
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MYOCARDIAL IRRITABILITY IN EXPERIMENTAL
IMMERSION HYPOTHERMIA

A. H. HEGNAUER and B. G. COVINO

lly])(itlienni:i may he induced experiiiK-nlally by a mniiher of iiieans and at vari-

ous rates of cooling. Maintenance of the hypothermic state may be l)riel or \n-o-

longed, and at any level which is nut immediately lethal. The condition has been

studied in a wide variety of species either for comparative ])uri)Oses or for specific

measurements, each of which was more readily or economically accomplished in

one than in another. The dog has been the principal species employed for the study

of hypothermic myocardial irritability and the hypothermic state has generally been

induced by immersion in cold water. This section is therefore concerned primarily

with immersion hypothermia in the dog.

Terminus in acute experimental hypothermia in anesthetized dogs is either (aj

ventricular fibrillation between 26° and 19° C, or (b) asystole between 18° and

14° C. The proportion of deaths in each category is related to the nature of the

anesthetic administered preliminary to experimentation. Under light ether or thio-

pental, and in the absence of extensive pre-immersion surgery, ventricular fibrilla-

tion terminates about 20 to 30 per cent of the experiments, whereas under pento-

barbital anesthesia the rate is 60 to 70 per cent.^- - Seconal, in amounts required to

l)lock shiveriiig, resembles pentobarbital in this regard.'^ No attempt has yet been

made to determine the basis for these differences, most studies having been made

under pentobarbital anesthesia.

Several approaches to the problem of hypothermic ventricular fibrillation have

been explored, primarily to discover practical means for its control. From the

strictly physiological point of view the direct measurement of ventricular thresholds

as modified by hypothermia would a])pear to be a fruitful starting point, and such

an approach has recently been made and reported in a series of papers by Covino

and collaborators, including the wa-iter. Measurements of diastolic thresholds* as

well as of points earlier in the cardiac cycle were made.''- ''• ' In the latter papers are

given thresholds for early systole in some hypothermic dogs which are of a startling

nature, and appeared to form a basis for the fre(iuently observed ventricular fibril-

lation. These data have just recenth- been shown to be artefacts resulting from the

particular arrangement of the stimulating circuits, the nature of which is at the

moment only incompletely clear. Suf^ce it to say that the character of change in the

refractory period of the ventricle in hypothermia is not correctly portrayed in those

papers, and in fact there may be little if any change.

Diastolic thresholds in relation to character of death in hypothermia. 1 or

these measurements* two stimulating electrodes were attached to the heart, one to

the auricle to serve as pacemaker and the other to the left ventricle. A Grass Model

3C square wave stimulator drove the heart via the auricular electrode. The rate

-was maintained just sufficiently above spontaneous to assure control, and was ap-

propriately reduced as body temperature decreased. The testing electrode on the

ventricle led from a second stimulator which in turn was triggered by the first.

327
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A variable delay circuit in the stimulator made possible the application of test

stimuli at any point in the ventricular cycle, but such stimuli were delivered only

when a manually operated switch on the testing stimulator was closed. The test

stimuli were of constant 15 m. sec. duration and of variable voltage from to 150.

A 50,000 ohm resistor in series with the test electrode minimized the importance of

possible tissue resistance change in the course of an experiment for purposes of

computing current strength. Maximum stimulus intensities were thereby reduced

to 2.73 ma. Diastolic excitability was measured at that point in the cycle repre-

sented by the descending limb of the electrocardiographic T-wave. Threshold was

taken as the least intensity required to elicit a ventricular ectopic response.

A. Controls {normothennia ) . To cool a dog to terminus by immersion in iced

water requires 2 to 3 hours. Thus both time and temperature may be factors affect-

ing ventricular excitability. To test whether fluctuations in diastolic thresholds

might occur independently of temperature change, seven dogs under pentobarbital

anesthesia were maintained at near normal temperature for 2.6 hours during which
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time diastolic thresholds were measured at 20 minute intervals. The results are

given in figure 1. Immediately after chest closure and resumption of spontaneous

respiration thresholds are found to vary over a considerahle range (2.1 to >2.73

ma.) in six of the dogs. After 1.25 hours, however, the thresholds of all have risen

to a value greater than 2.73 nia. and (with one exception) remain there. The
exception (curve A, fig. 1) remains unexplained. The data for curve B are from a

dog which possessed ventricular arrhythmias prior to, as well as after, thoracotomy,

and may therefore legitimately he ruled out as a normal control animal. A similar

series of control studies under thiopental anesthesia yielded practically identical

results. Thus after 1.0 hour all thresholds were greater than 2.73 ma. and remained

so for the duration of the observations.

It appears, therefore, that time after completion of required surgery tends to

raise the diastolic thresholds to higher values than obtained initially.

B. Hypothermia. Typical of the eflfects wrought by hypothermia are those rep-

resented by the data plotted in figure 2. The 15 dogs of this series were subjected

to the same experimental procedures as those of the normothermic controls except

HYPOTHERMIA (PENTOBARBITAL)

o
X
CO
u
q:
X
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for hypothermia induction. Analysis of the data after completion of the experi-

ments revealed that a spontaneous separation into distinct subgroups had occurred,

the distinction being evident only at low temperatures and at terminus. The ap-

parently related phenomena upon which the separation is based are: (a) the degree

of threshold decline with heart temperature, and (b) temperature and mode of

death, i.e., ventricular fibrillation or asystole. The upper curve of figure 2 is a plot

of the means of the thresholds of three dogs (subgroup A) all of which cooled to

16° to 18° before death in asystole. The numbers at each plotted point are standard

deviations of the means, which become progressively smaller at the lower tempera-

tures. Curve B is a similar plot for the 12 dogs of subgroup B, 11 of which suc-

cumbed to ventricular fibrillation between 20° and 26° C. Other interesting points

in relation to these data are: (a) the difference between the two subgroups can be

demonstrated statistically only after a temperature of 28° is reached, the difference

being highly significant at 26° (P<0.01), (b) there is no overlap of the ranges of

the two subgroups at 26° or lower, (c ) the range of thresholds of the group B dogs

at 24° and lower is 0.27-1.4 ma. with a mean of 1.16, and although such low

thresholds may (and did) obtain among both subgroups above 30°, fibrillation be-

came associated therewith only after temperature had declined at least to 26°. It

would appear from this and many other observations that low thresholds above 28°

are not of prognostic importance in acute hypothermia, but become so at lower

temperatures.

Similar measurements were made on a second series of 13 pentobarl)italized dogs

in another connection (fig. 3) with practically identical results. And a third series

of 15 experiments performed under thiopental anesthesia differed only c^uantita-

tively. In the latter series there were five dogs in subgroup A (high preterminal

thresholds with asystolic deaths) and 10 in subgroup B. Ventricular fibrillation

overtook seven of the latter between 23° and 19°. The other three survived to 15°

to 18° without terminal fibrillation. This lower ratio of fil)rillation to asystole under

thiopental is in accord with previous observation, but an explanation for the better

showing of thiopentalized animals awaits investigation.

In summary the data from 43 barbitalized dogs, respiring spontaneously to 25°

during cooling, indicates that when a high diastolic threshold is maintained dur-

ing hypothermia survival is assured to lowest temperatures and death will be

asystolic (11 dogs). Failure to maintain or regain a near-normal threshold during

hypothermia produces almost certain fibrillation above 19° (27 of 32). This is not

to say that the intimate mechanism inducing fibrillation acts necessarily by way of

the low diastolic threshold. The low diastolic threshold is jirobably an index of

change elsewhere in the cycle of a nature which predisposes to fil)rillati()n.

Ventricular excitability in relation to hypothermia and pH. The ({uestion

may now properly be asked: Are the effects on threshold as observed in hypo-

thermia due to temperature per sc, or are they related only indirectly to tem]iera-

ture and more directly to other changes induced by low temperature? Since such

factors as hypoxia, arterial blood pressure, central venous pressure, autonomic

nervous activity, etc., had apparently been ruled out** it became necessary to seek

elsewhere for possible primary causes for the increased excital)ility and fibrillation.

A report ])y Swan ct al.'* that hv])erventilation during the course of hypotliernna
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Fig. 3.—Diastolic threshold vs. heart temperature in hypothermic dogs when pH is permitted

to drop below 12. Subgroups A and B as for figure 2. leashed line is maximum stimulus

intensity available.

decreased the incidence of ventricular fibrillation in dogs in which the circulation

was temporarily arrested for experimental cardiac stirgery, and the subsequent

demonstration by Osborn'° that maintenance of a normal (or slightly supernormal)

pH similarly decreased the number of fibrillary deaths, offered a promising lead.

For if altered thresholds and fibrillation were intimately related then pH control

should prevent the occurrence of both. The investigations based upon this hypoth-

esis established that ventricular excitability too is greatly influenced by pH.®

In the experiments discussed to this point the dogs respired spontaneously to 24°

to 26° and were artificially respired during further cooling. The artificial ventila-

tion rate was made to approximate the immediately prior spontaneous rate and was

not again varied. At 25° the mean systemic pH approximates 7.15, and this may rise

slightly after artificial respiration is started. Prevention of a pH rise may be ac-

complished by substituting a 3 per cent CO^-Ou mixture for room air. In addition

to pH stabilization the mixture with a high O-. content assures adequate arterial
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and (presumably) tissue oxygenation thus further ehminating hypoxia as a possi-

ble complication in the interpretation of the data. It is apparent from figure 3 that

administration of the artificial gas mixture to the respired air did not materially

afifect the physiological status of the animals at least in respect to diastolic thresh-

olds, lethal temperatures, and the distribution beween asystolic and fibrillary

deaths (compare with figure 2).

In contrast to the data of figures 2 and 3 are those obtained from dogs subjected

to the same conditions except that throughout cooling they were respired arti-

ficially at a rate to maintain blood pH within the range 7.3-7.55. From figure 4 it

may be noted that all diastolic thresholds remained above the apparently critical

level of 1.4 ma., even at the lowest temperatures. Death was due to asystole in all

cases, and at a mean temperature of 16.9° ± 1.6° C.

This evidence that maintenance of an approximately normal pH during the

course of hypothermia induction will (a) diminish the frequency of ventricular

fibrillation, and (b) hold ventricular excitability at a normal level, suggests that a

common underlying mechanism is in some measure influenced by pH. It is highly

probable that this mechanism is concerned with myocardial electrolyte and mineral

balances (a subject to be discussed presently). Extreme alkalosis, too, may induce

modifications in ventricular excitability which lead to fibrillation. Thus in two addi-

tional dogs the ventilation rate was inadvertently excessive during cooling, with a

consequent elevation of pH to 7.8. Ventricular fibrillation terminated both experi-

ments above 20°. This may be compared to the experience of Osborn^° who found

that hypothermic dogs whose pH exceeded 7.6 during the early stages of cooling

were extremely susceptible to fibrillation. Thus the optimal pH range for hypo-

thermic dogs appears to be that of the normal, i.e., 7.3-7.55.

Fig. 4.-

38° 36° 34° 32° 30° 28° 26° 24° 22° 20°

HEART TEMPERATURE (*»C)

-Diastolic threshold vs. heart temperature in hypothermic dogs when pH is maintained

between 7.3 and 7.55. Thresholds above 2.73 ma. given by vertical arrows.
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Once a critical set of conditions has been established by low pH and temperature

it does not appear readily reversible by simple restoration of a normal pH. In a

series of 10 acidotic hypothermic dogs (mean pH at 25° = 7.16) a normal pH was

re-established in 5 to 10 minutes by instituting artificial hyperventilation at the 25°

level. During further cooling 7 of the 10 succumbed to fibrillation within 30 to 90

minutes after the start of augmented respiration, i.e., between 23° and 18°. The

only beneficial effect of pH restoration thus appears to be a slight lowering of the

temperature at which fibrillation occurs. Miller et o/.^^ found that when acidosis

was induced in normothermic anesthetized dogs by COo inhalation, a sudden shift

back to normal pH was usually followed by ventricular fibrillation within 2 to 10

minutes.

Hypothermia and pH on the ECG. Bigelow% Lindsey, and Greenwood^- were

the first to note a feature of the ECG which is common in simple hypothermia.

When present it is typified by a wave rising steeply from the S-wave, producing an

elevation of the early portion of the S-T segment. Osborn^° later showed that the

S-T elevation (termed "injury current" by him) was present in all but one of the

dogs in his experimental series which later succumbed to ventricular fibrillation,

and only rarely in dogs which cooled to low temperatures and terminal asystole.

Support for the view that it is a bad prognostic sign is an additional analysis of

ECG records of 49 hypothermic dogs cooled to terminus.^ The "injury current"

was present in 28 of the 36 fibrillators (78%) and in 6 of the 13 non-fibrillators.

Examination of the few extant ECG records of human victims of accidental

hypothermia reveals the presence of the abnormal wave in each.^'^' ^*' ^^ One of

these^^ survived a rectal temperature of 18° C.

The term "injui*y" current or potential is perhaps a misnomer when applied in

hypothermia. In the first place it is not associated in these experiments with either

gross or microscopic injury. It is readily reversible by rewarming, as seen in one

published record^*' and in many unpublished. According to Osborn^° it is reversible

at low temperature by raising blood pH to a normal value. In the experiments

described earlier in which pH reversal was carried out in 10 dogs at 25°, the seven

fibrillators all had S-T segment elevations which, however, persisted to terminus.

On the other hand, Altschule and Sulzbach^^ made note of the presence of a

similar wave in their unanesthetized human subjects breathing high concentrations

of COo, and which disappeared on resumption of room-air breathing. It is not clear,

therefore, whether the simple factor of temperature or the time that the wave is

permitted to persist determines the ECG reversibility. And in all probability the

same applies to the processes underlying excitability change and fibrillation as noted

above.

Arterial and coronary venous electrolyte levels and differences. That

alterations in blood electrolyte levels might in some manner be influential in deter-

mining the course of events in hypothermic animals has been considered by a num-

l)er of investigators. h^Jliott and Crisman^^ measured both potassium and calcium

levels in the l)lood of anesthetized hypothermic rats, and noted a rise in concentra-

tion of both ions at low body temperatures. Bigelow^- too found an increase in the

serum potassium in hypothermic acidotic dogs. Fleming^" found no important de-

viations from normal with respect to potassium, calcium, sodium, or magnesium.
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Swan et al.,^ and Osborn^° on the other hand found that the serum potassium level

decreased in their hypothennic dogs.

The work of Osborn^° on pH and bicarbonate levels in relation to fibrillation and

on ECG are of fundamental importance, and, together with the observation of

Swan et al.,^ that hyperventilation reduces or abolishes spontaneous fibrillation,

helped in directing closer attention to electrolyte balances.

Electrolyte levels and differences in the coronary circuit have been measured. -°

Three groups of hypothermic dogs were considered for mutual comparisons and

for comparisons with their own status prior to hypothermia. These groupings,

which have already been considered in relation to ventricular thresholds and the

nature of terminal heart action are: (1 ) hypothermic, normocapneic dogs (none of

which fibrillate spontaneously), (2) hypothermic, acidotic dogs which fibrillate

terminally, and (3) acidotic hypothermic nonfibrillators. Dogs artificially respired

during cooling for pH control were automatically in group 1. whereas the grouping

of the acidotic (spontaneously respiring) hypothermic dogs w^as made on the basis

of terminal cardiac action.

Coronary venous samples were taken from the great circumflex vein both at

normal temperature and after cooling to 24°. After each sample the chest was

closed and the pneumothorax reduced, permitting spontaneous respiration in groups

2 and 3, and cooling was continued to terminus.

The electrolytes measured in all samples were sodium, chloride, potassium, cal-

cium, magnesium and hydrogen ions (pH). Summaries of the coronary A-V dif-

ferences are given in tables I and II. Table I contains the means (and standard

TABLE I

Coronary A-V Electrolyte Differences in mEq. per Liter in Twenty-six Dogs Prior to

Subjection to Immersion Hypothermia

Total
,

'
,

pH Ca K Na CI Mg
Group 1 +0.01 —0.2 +0.10 —2.0 —3.0 —0.20

8 normocapneic non-fibrillators (±0.02) (±0.24) (±0.10) (±2.0) (±L6) (±0.08)

Group 2 +0.02 —0.1 0.0 —5.0 —0.5 —0.20

10 hypercapneic fibrillators (±0.01) (±0.18) (±0.13) {±2.2) (±1.2) (±0.12)

Group 3 +0.03 —0.2 +0.12 —6.0 0.0 —0.20

8 hypercapneic mm-fibrillators (±0.01) (±0.22) (±0.18) (±2.4) (±2.0) (±0.04)

TABLE II

Coronary A-V Electrolyte Differences in mEq. per Liter, Measured in Three Groups of

Hypothermic Dogs at 24° C.

Total

pH Ca K Na CI Mg
Group 1 +0.03 —0.2 —0.1 —3.0 +2.0 —0.2

8 normocapneic non-fil)rillat()rs (±0.01) (±0.15) (±0.16) (±1.^) (±1.5) (±0.04)

Group 2 +0.08 +0.4 —0.2 —3.0 0.0 0.0

10 hypercapneic ril)rillal()rs (±0.04) (±0.34) (±0.59) (±2.6) (±0.97) (±0.11)

Group 3 +0.03 —0.1 0.0 —3.0 +1.5 —0.3

8 hypercapneic non-ril)rillat()rs (±0.01) (±0.16) (±0.18) {±2>2) (±1.8) (±0.07)
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deviations) of the several coronary A-V electrolyte differences in all gronps prior

to immersion. The plus sign indicates higher arterial than coronary venous values,

presumably signifying a positive balance with respect to the myocardium. Excep-

tions must be made for pH (which if expressed in terms of [H*| would be pre-

fixed witli a minus sign) and sodium, the latter ])eing significantly higher in cor-

onary venous than arterial blood at normal and low temperatures in all three

groups. The magnitude of the sodium difference is such that it cannot reasonably

be ascribed to a continuous negative cardiac balance, for the cardiac reserves are

not greater than those of other tissues. I'ut an alternati\e explanation for the

difference is elusive.

Since neither the levels (not shown in the tal)les) nor coronary A-\' differences

for sodium, chloride and magnesium were demonstrably affected by hypothermia

in any of the three groups these ions will not be further considered. The ions

apparently affected in one or another group at low temperature were calcium, po-

tassium and hydrogen. And these will now be discussed.

In all three groups the systemic and coronary venous plasma potassium le\x'ls

were less at low than at normal temperature by a mean of 0.6 mEq. per liter, in

confirmation of other observations."- ^" And since the magnitude and direction was

unaffected by pH the decrease must for the present be assumed to be intimately

linked with the temperature factor. With respect to coronary A-V differences and

systemic blood levels of calcium, a temperature effect was not demonstrable. Left

for consideration therefore are coronary A-V differences in hypothermia as influ-

enced predominantly by systemic pH.

In the group-2 dogs (acidotic fibrillators) coronary A-V differences of potas-

sium, calcium and hydrogen ions are present. Potassium and hydrogen ion con-

centrations are higher in the venous blood and calcium is lower. The potassium

difference of 0.2 mEq. per liter is not statistically significant, but becomes so at the

5 per cent level if the data of one dog are excluded for analytical purposes. The

one exception showed a lozvcr venous than arterial potassium level of a magnitude

beyond the range shown by any other dog in any of the three groups. The tremen-

dous deviation in the opposite direction accounts also for the large standard devia-

tion shown in the table.

The mean calcium A-Y difference in the same group-2 dogs is 0.4 mEq. per liter

and is statistically significant (P=:<0.02). Two dogs in this group failed to show

lower total venous than arterial calcium levels. The nonfibrillators. whether acidotic

or with normal i)H values, presented either no difference or a slightly higher venous

level.

The pH measurements as given in table II are also revealing. The pH of

coronarv venous l)lood at normal temperature for all groujjs. and at 25° for groups

1 and 3, averages 0.03 units less than arterial. In no individual instance was a dif-

ference as great as 0.05 units observed. Among the fibrillators (group 2) on the

other hand are none with a coronary A-V pH difference as low as 0.05 units, and

the mean for the group is 0.08. In fact it became apparent that the observer could

predict the fate of each dog at 25° from the A-\' pH difference, i.e., whether

terminus would be fibrillary or asystolic.

With the exceptions noted the data suggest that certain acidotic hypothermic
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dogs succumb to fibrillation because their ventricular thresholds are lowered, and

the lowering is in some manner the consequence of calcium penetration into the

myocardium in exchange for potassium and hydrogen ions. Those acidotic hypo-

thermic dogs which can maintain a normal electrolyte balance across the myocardial

membrane succumb ultimately to the effect of temperature on metabolic processes

responsible for energy-mobilization and release, i.e., death is asystolic.

A summary to this point reveals that a proportion of acidotic hypothermic dogs

succumb to ventricular fibrillation between 25° and 19° whereas asystole at lower

temperatures accounts for the remaining acidotic dogs and all of those with normal

pH. The characteristics which appear to distinguish the fibrillators from the others

are: (a) lower diastolic thresholds, (b) positive calcium and negative potassium

and hydrogen ion balances with respect to the myocardium, and (c) elevation of the

early portion of the S-T segment of the electrocardiogram. Since none of these

characteristics has thus far been noted in hypothermic dogs possessing normal pH
the conclusion that the acidotic rather than hypothermic state is the more important

causal agent seems justified. Not ruled out by the observations to date, however, is

the possibility that, although pH appears to dominate, temperature itself may be an

ally. This point will be discussed further.

Exogenous calcium and fibrillation. On the premise that hypothermic spon-

taneous ventricular fibrillation is the consequence of (or intimately related to) the

myocardial penetration of calcium, and that the latter is controlled in considerable

degree by the systemic pH, one might conclude that the hypothermic acidotic dogs

would be more sensitive to an elevation of the plasma calcium level than would

non-acidotic dogs. To test the hypothesis, normothermic and hypothermic dogs

were infused with isotonic calcium chloride at the rate of 5 ml. per minute.-^ The

hypothermic dogs were again subdivided into acidotic and non-acidotic groups. In

addition to volumes (or m.eq. of calcium) infused to terminus, plasma levels and

pH were measured in a proportion of dogs in each group. These are given in table

III, together with total number of animals and the character of the terminal cardiac

action.

Results show that 65 per cent of normothermic dogs terminate in ventricular

TABLE III

Cardiac Sensitivity to Exogenous Calcium in Normal and Hypothermic Dogs

Fibrillators

AH pH Plasma
Heart experiments Number Ca admin. ,

-^
, mEq./L Ca

temp. VF/total of dogs niEq./Kg. Init. Term. init. term.

38±1 n/17 5 |J;M 7.39 7.42 |J;i Jj
33±1 4/4 4 / ^^ I 7.36 7.31 — —

2<S±1 4/4 4 1
~'^~\ 7.32 7.44 — —

-"- '^/'^ ' {31 -« ~ {ji :a
25±1 4/4 4.. [

^•^'^1
7.45 7.62 - —

^ -:0.24/
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llhrillation following calciuni chloride infusions. The remaining 35 per cent escape

fibrillation and terminate in asystole (cardiac contracture). The amount of calcium

chloride necessary to produce asystole in the latter is almost twice that required to

cause fibrillation in the former. These results on normothermic dogs are in agree-

ment with those previously reported for similar experiments by Hoff et al.'-- In

contrast to the normothermic dogs, calcium infusions produce ventricular fibrilla-

tion in all hypothermic dogs. And, furthermore, tlie amount of calcium required to

produce fibrillation diminishes as hypothermia progresses, such that at 25° fibrilla-

tion may be caused by one-ninth the amount required at normal temperature. Ter-

minal plasma calcium levels (heart samples) in the normothermic group are greater

than the pre-infusion levels by a factor of 5, and in the hypothermic group by a

factor of 2 .These results indicate clearly that at 25° the dog's heart is several times

more sensitive to exogenous calcium than at normal temperature, and from the

available data the increased sensitivity is a progressive phenomenon.

Investigation of the pH factor on sensitivity to exogenous calcium in hypo-

thermia reveals that if such a factor exists it is of a magnitude not revealed by the

relatively crude technicjue employed. The artificially respired dogs with terminal

pH levels in the normal range are no less sensitive than acidotic dogs. The mean
pH of 7.26 represents a less extreme degree of acidosis in the hypothermic state

than was encountered in earlier experiments where spontaneous respiration pre-

vailed, but despite this the most acidotic dog (pH 7.12) required the largest in-

fusion to produce fibrillation of any dog in the group. Thus maintenance of an

approximately normal pH throughout cooling is without apparent efi'ect on the

sensitivity of hypothermic dogs to exogenous calcium (last group shown in table

III). Similarly when calcium chloride is administered to normothermic dogs previ-

ously rendered acidotic by administration of COo to the inspired air (mean

pH<6.9) it is found that such animals do not differ in sensitivity to calcium from

the normothermic controls. It appears therefore that blood pH is not a factor de-

termining the amount of calcium required to produce fibrillation in either normo-

or hypothermic dogs.

The electrocardiographic changes following calcium infusions in both normo- and

hypothermic dogs are similar to those described by Hofif ct al.," and here shown

in figures 5 and 6. It is of interest that one of the early changes in normal animals

is the appearance of an upward deflection of the earliest portion of the S-T seg-

ment, similar to that described for some hypothermic dogs and resembling injury

potentials. In hypothermic dogs possessing such an ECG the early S-T elevation

is immediately augmented by calcium infusions. The significance of these observa-

tions remains obscure.

That the myocardial responses to exogenous calcium as just described are specific

for calcium is substantiated in part, at least, by substitution of isotonic saline or iso-

tonic potassium chloride. Volumes of the former in excess of any calicum chloride

infusions employed produced no distinct ECG changes. Potassium chloride in-

fusions in small series of normo- and hypothermic animals yielded different char-

acteristic responses from those described for calcium. The average lethal dose was

2.7 niEq. of potassium per kg. for normothermic, and 1.8 mEq. per kg. for hypo-

thermic dogs. The difference is not statistically significant for these small groups.
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A 4

I i I

Control ECG at 25**C

B

25**^ fmin. after startofinfusion

Fig. 6.—Progressive ECG changes in hypothermic dogs during continuous infusion of isotonic

calcium chloride.

pH reversal at low temperature ; but the latter, at any rate, appears so at normal

temperature.^' (b) Reversal of the ECG to normal is readily accomplished by

revvarming even before pH restoration is advanced (luipublished data), (c) Several

investigators have commented upon the fact that spontaneous fibrillation rarely if

ever occurs above the 25° to 26° temperature. First note was made in connection

with "rewarming"' death^ which is also fibrillary, and which to date has not been

seen above 25°. During cooling, fibrillation is anticipated in a proportion of dogs

when the 25° to 26° level has been reached or passed.^- ^' ^- The development of an

acidotic state, too, is gradual and progressive, and one may with equal logic pro-

pose that the critical pH for fibrillation is reached at 25° imder the experimental

conditions described. Despite this, our own impressions favor temperature, as the

important factor, (d) The degree of acidosis required to produce diastolic threshold

changes in normothermic dogs is greater than that in hypothermic (6.5-6.9 vs.

7.1-7.2).'"' (e) The increased sensitivity to exogenous calcium is apparently a

temperature effect.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. F. John Lewis: My comments concern Dr. Hegnaiier's presentation, and are

based on the work of my associate, Dr. Niazi.

I will describe our use of carbon dioxide with an open respiratory system to

reduce the incidence of ventricular fibrillation. Superficially, the figures I am about

to show you appear to contradict some of the work that Dr. Hegnauer presented.

Perhaps the most important differences between Dr. Ilegnauer's experiments and

ours concern the type of respiration used. We did not depend ui>on s])ontaneous
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respiration in uur experiments, and in all of them we have had to struggle to avoid

respiratory alkalosis rather than respiratory acidosis.

Dr. Niazi started his work in rats and showed that he could reduce their tem-

perature to about 15° C. before cardiac standstill occurred. Rather than discard

these rats after the heart had stopped he tried to revive them and found that he

was almost uniformly successful in doing so. Because his experiments were so

promising, we Ijought him a much more efficient respirator ; and with this respirator,

he lost all his rats. When he used 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen rather than

oxygen alone with the more efficient respirator, he was able to save most of them.

The change in pH that occurred in dogs respired with this respirator during cool-

ing are shown in figures 1 and 2. With oxygen alone the pH rose to high levels, but

it remained relatively constant at levels slightly below normal when 5 per cent car-

bon dioxide was used.

The efficacy of using carbon dioxide during cooling is shown in two ways. First,

animals have been cooled to levels below 10° C. without ventricular fibrillation ; and

second, there appears to have been a reduced tendency to ventricular fibrillation

when operating on the cold heart.

40 30 20 10 (0 20 30

TEMP.°C COOLING REWARMING
Fig. 1.—Changes in blood pH while cooling dogs which were breathing oxygen with an artificial

respirator. (By permission of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.)
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Fig. 2.—Blood pH in dogs breathing a mixture of 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen.

(By permission of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.)

Resuscitation of dogs from temperatures below 10° C. has been impossible on

oxygen alone. With the high pH's that occur mo.st of the animals fibrillated at low

temperatures. Some of them had a continued heartbeat, especially the yoimger ones.

Here age differences complicate matters, but in any case, none of them survived the

complete experiment.

When 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen was used with the same respiratory

rate (about 13 respirations per minute), the pH was maintained at a level slightly

below normal. All the young dogs could l)e cooled to below 10° C. with the heart

continuing to beat and without fibrillation, though they could not be resuscitated.

The adult animals, if given only 5 per cent carbon dioxide, still developed ventric-

ular fil)rillation, though at lower temperature levels. By giving them 10 ])er cent

carljon dioxide, however, nine out of twelve were cooled to 10° C. or lower without

fibrillation, though they still were not resuscitated. In contrast to this, with oxygen

alone all adult animals fil)rillatcd at temperatin"e levels between 19° and 23° C, as

other investigators have shown.

When the plf was raised to a high Icxi'l at 20° C. througli adding oxygen as

shown in figiu'e 3, 45 per cent of 38 animals went into cardiac standstill. The rest

went into ventricular fibrillalion or their hearts continued to beat. Those which fibril-
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Fig. 3.—Blood pH in dogs, illustrating how the pH shifts to a high level when the respiratory

mixture is changed from 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen to oxygen alone at a body tem-

perature of 20° C. (By permission of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.)

lated and those which had a continuing heartheat were not resuscitated, but of those

which went into standstill and were cooled to lielow 10° C, 76 per cent were

resuscitated and lived indefinitely. At normal temperatures a similar shift in pH
causes a much higher incidence of ventricular fibrillation. Xot only are pH levels

important but shifts in pH too, may be crucial. I think that the use of spontaneous

respiration during cooling with change to artificial respiration at low temperatures

just before doing a thoracotomy, a technic employed by Hegnauer, may produce a

detrimental shift in pH.

These next experiments showed a reduced incidence of ventricular fil)rillation

during operations on the heart at 18° C. if 5 per cent carbon dioxide was employed.

Right ventriculotomy was done on 9 consecutive dogs without fibrillation. In earlier

experiments fibrillation had occurred even with the carbon dioxide ; when the tech-

nique was mastered, however, this was avoided. Careful technique is a very im-

portant factor in reducing the incidence of ventricular fibrillation.

In humans the results have been similar ; pH levels above 7.45 have been dan-

gerous. To begin with we used an ordinary anesthesia machine and oxygen alone.

Among the first 32 patients in which atrial septal defects were repaired under
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direct vision, using hypothermia, 11 (23 per cent) had ventricular fibrillation. By
using 5 per cent carbon dioxide in oxygen and an artificial respirator, we have had

only one case of ventricular fibrillation in twelve operations. All except one of the

fibrillators in which blood chemistries were measured had pH's above 7.45 during

cooling.

Profound cooling has also been successfully carried out in monkeys. Using car-

bon dioxide, it has been possible to cool monkeys to temperatures below 10° C.

without ventricular fibrillation and successfully resuscitate them. So far we have

cooled five monkeys and lost only one. One of them had his cardiac action arrested

for 56 minutes and was perfectly normal after he recovered.

Dr. B. F. Hodman: Several other people who have studied hypothermia have

noticed this same electrocardiographic change which Dr. Hegnauer mentioned. The
electrocardiogram reveals an elevated junction, J, and ST primarily below the base

line.* I am impressed by the potassium and calcium interrelationships which Dr.

Hegnauer has mentioned, and I think that we could account for this type of ECG
on the basis of the electrolyte abnormalities which he has found. The normal

cardiac action potential reveals a prominent plateau prior to repolarization. In the

ventricle the effect of increased extracellular calcium is to change the configuration

of the action potential so that the plateau is abolished.

If we assume that some of the fibers in the ventricular myocardium are more

strongly influenced by calcium than others and thus have some fibers repolarizing

along the normal time course and others along a "high calcium" time course, and

we take an electrocardiogram from that ventricle, we will get a tracing exactly like

the ones which he has recorded. This is a known effect of high calcium on the ven-

tricular muscle. I don't think we should imply, on the other hand, that this ECG
configuration would result only from high extracellular calcium, because localized

anoxia also abolishes the plateau from the ventricular action potential, and with

anoxia of 15 or 20 minutes' duration one sees an action potential configuration

similar to that produced by Ca excess. With some areas of the heart more anoxic

than others, we would again have a situation obtaining in the cells which would

result in an elevated J, a depressed ST segment and very deep T wave which tends

to stay on one side of the base line.

I think that if this tracing recorded from dogs prior to fibrillation has any gen-

eral significance, it is probably that some influence, either anoxia or change in

calcium and potassium fluxes across the cell, has progressed further in some

localized area than in other parts of the heart.

I might emphasize that whenever we do not have a uniform condition obtaining

in the ventricle, the heart is much more susceptible to fibrillation than when all of

the cells follow a similar time course of depolarization and repolarization.

Dr. Gollan: We have heard from different investigators that a hypothermic heart

whose coronary circulation is perfused with oxygenated blood, does not lose potas-

sium, continues to heal at lower temperatures and is protected against ventricular

fibrillation. These phenomena, especially the remarkal)k' tolerance to myocardial

ischemia, can be observed in the dog wlinse venous blood is passed through a small

oxygenator and returned into the left subclaxian artt-ry.

* Dr. Hoffman illustrated this and the following ECG contiguratiuns at tlie hlackhoard.
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If the main trunk of the left coronary artery is occluded for 2 minutes all

uonnolhcrnn'r dogs develop ventricular fihrillation (hg. 1). Since the funclidn of

the heart and lungs is taken over hy the instrument, the rhythm oi the heart is of

little cimcern. Ventricular fibrillation has lost its nightmarish aspect and is just a

cosmetic defect of the electrocardiogram ! After 2 hours, ventricular fibrillation can

be stopped by electrical shock and the pump-oxygenator can be turned off.

In hypothermic dogs with by-pass of heart and lungs the period of complete

coronary occlusion can be progressively prolonged (fig. 2). At 23° C. the empty,

Ijeating heart can be deprived of coronary flow for 25 minutes without ventricular

fibrillation. Longer periods of coronary occlusion at lower temperatures were not

tested in this series of experiments. After occlusion of the aorta the heart rate de-

creases in a linear fashion with time (fig. 3) and the electrocardiogram shows signs

of severe ischemic injury (fig. 4). This electrical injury is of a functional nature

only, because after release of the aortic occlusion and after perfusion with oxy-

genated blood, normal electrocardiogram and heart function can be established.

The degree and dynamics of myocardial ischemia and the rapidity of its recovery

can be demonstrated by measuring myocardial oxygen tension polarographically

with a platinum electrode (fig. 5).

It should be pointed out that the changes recorded are not absolute ones because

no corrections are made for temperature and pH effects. In this experiment clamp-
ing of the ascending aorta was followed by a gradual decrease in myocardial
oxygen tension until about half of the available oxygen was used up after 6 minutes.

After release of the aorta it took the heart muscle about one minute only to return

to its previous baseline of oxygen tension. The slowing of the heart rate and the

decrease of amplitude of excursions during the ischemic period can also be
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that blocking the sino-auricular node permitted the performance of right ventricu-

lotomy without ventricular fibrillation in dogs under drug-induced "artificial hiber-

nation."^ Knowing of this work prior to its publication, a group of us at Indiana

University began some studies in December 1953 which have proved informative.

All of these experiments were performed upon dogs anesthetized with intraven-

ously administered thiopental sodium, intubated, and hyperventilated with oxygen

by a mechanical insufflation apparatus operating from 35 to 45 times per minute.

All were cooled by immersion in a bath of water and cracked ice. At the completion

of the operative procedure they were rewarmed to a temperature of approximately

36 degrees in a bath of warm water.

We found that injection of procaine into the area of the superior vena caval-

atrial junction (fig. 1) produced slowing of the heart, some drop in blood pressure,

and alterations of the electrocardiographic P wave, suggesting sino-auricular node

blockade." In roughly 70 per cent of the animals the P wave disappeared (fig. 2)

and in the remainder it showed reduction in voltage or inversion. In a series of 10

animals the average reduction in pulse rate was from Q to 46, the blood pressure

from 146/110 to 125/78, and the duration of the effect as measured by P wave

changes a little less than 20 minutes (table I). In 10 normothermic dogs the aver-

age reduction in pulse rate was from 143 to 91, the blood pressure from 174/122 to

165/98, and the duration of effect as measured by P wave alterations was approxi-

mately 10 minutes. We gained the impression that the cardiac rhythm was more

stable and the heart less irritable on external manipulation after such injection. In

the hypothermic animals the heart also appeared pinker.

The apparent decrease in myocardial irritability proved to be correct when sub-

jected to the test of other manipulative procedures. In moderately hypothermic ani-

£'

Fig. 1.—Drawing showing area uf procaine infiltration. From Riberi, ei al. (Surgery, Nov., 1955.)
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Fig. 2.—Effect of procaine injection of superior vena caval-atrial junction upon electro-

cardiogram (lead 2), pulse and blood pressure in hypothermic dog, temperature 27 degrees.

From Riberi, ct al. (Surgery, Nov., 1955.)

mals^ the stimulus of very rough external manipulation or vigorous massage of the

ventricular septum by a finger passed into the right ventricle through the right

atrium and tricuspid valve resulted in ventricular fibrillation in all control animals

and in none protected by procaine injection (table II). When animals were stimu-

lated by right ventriculotomy, or by ventriculotomy and placement of sutiu"es in

the ventricular septum, similar results were obtained. Ventricular fibrillation oc-

curred in all control animals and in none of those injected with procaine. The series

of animals was not enlarged because the results were so conclusive and because

Radigan, Lombardo, and Morrow, who repeated our experiments, obtained the

same results.** When the experiment was carried out upon dogs cooled to a lower

temperature, only 56 per cent of the control animals developed fibrillation.^ Those

with procaine blockade showed a remarkable degree of protection. Fibrillation was

prevented in 94 per cent.

We have also investigated the influence of the extrinsic nerve supply to the heart

on the incidence of ventricular fibrillation^ (table III). In moderately cooled dogs

subjected to a 10-mintite period of venous inflow occlusion, right ventriculotomy

and placement of sutures in the ventricular septum, upper dorsal and stellate

ganglionectomy protected all animals from ventricular fibrillation. The use of in-

TABLE I

Average Pulse, Blood Pressure and Electrocardiographic Changes in Dogs with Procaine

Block of Atrial- Superior Vena Caval Area

(Adapted from Surgery, Nov., 1955.)

Normothermic animals

No.
of
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TABLE II

Effect of Procaine Block of Atrial-Superior Vena Caval Area Upon Incidence of

Ventricular Fibrillation in Hypothermic Dogs

(Adapted from Surgery, Nov., 1955.)

Stimulation: Rough external manipulation or finger massage of ventricular septum

Untreated controls Treated (procaine block)
A

,
^

>
,

Per Per
No. Inflow cent No. Inflow cent

of Temp. occlusion: fibril- of Temp. occlusion: fibril-

dogs range time, min. lation dogs range time. min. lation

6 24.5-27 4.8 100 8 23.5-27.5 10.4

Stimulation: Right ventriculotomy or right ventriculotomy and placement of sutures
in ventricular septum

A . .

,^

6 27-28 4.2 100 11 24.6-28.3 10.4

16 19.5-22.5 8.2 56 16 19 -22.5 10.3 6

travenous or intra-atrial Arfonad, in sufficient amount to produce an average l^lood

pressure decrease from 153/11 to 60/26, was similarly effective, the incidence of

fibrillation being only 13 per cent.

Bilateral section of the cervical vagosympathetic trunks, which interrupts vagal

but not sympathetic fibers to the heart, resulted in almost as high a percentage of

fibrillation as occurred in untreated control animals. On the other hand, as Mont-

gomery and his associates reported.® stimulation of the right vagus lowered the

incidence of fibrillation. If we exclude three animals in which vagal escape oc-

curred, fibrillation was noted in only 17 per cent. When bilateral upper dorsal sym-

pathectomy and stellate ganglionectomy were combined with division of the cervical

vagosympathetic trunks, 40 per cent of the animals developed fibrillation. The ob-

servation made in animals in which the vagal nerves were divided distal to the

caudate ganglion, and distal to the origin of the depressor nerves is difficult to

understand. Only 20 per cent of these animals had fibrillation.

TABLE HI

Effect of Extrinsic Cardiac Innervation Upon Incidence of Ventricular Fibrillation in

Dogs Cooled to Approximately 26° to 27° C. and Subjected to Venous Inflow

Occlusion for 10 Minutes, Right Ventriculotomy', and Placement

OF Suture in Ventricular Septum

(Surgery, Nov., 1955)

No. Per cent

Type of alteration of developing
of nerve supply dogs fibrillation

Bilateral upper dorsal sympathetic and stellate ganglionectdiiiy . . . 15

Injection of intra-atrial or intravenous Arfonad 15 13

Bilateral section of cervical vago-sympathetic trunks 15 80

Stimulation of the right vagus 15 Z2) (entire group)

17 (excluding 3 in

which vagal

escape

occurred)

Bilateral division of vagi distal to caudate ganglia 15 20

Bilateral upper dorsal sympathetic and stellate ganglionectomy

and bilateral division of cervical vago-sympathetic trunks 15 40
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Thus far it seemed clear llial certain measures almost completely prexented ven-

tricular fibrillation in moderately hypothermic dogs stimulated by maneuvers which

in control subjects invariably were associated with fibrillation. Such measures in-

clude procaine blockacle of the supericjr vena caval-atrial junction, sympathetic in-

terruption or blockade, and vagal stimulation.

These experiences ])roved of some value in the treatment of ventricular fibrilla-

tion induced by coronary air enibob'>m in iiioderateK' ]i\])otliermic dogs.'' It was our

experience that conversion could be successfully accomplished in all animals by

making the fil)rillation strong with the intracardiac injection of a weak solution of

epinephrine, clani])ing the ascending aorta, elinn'nating the air from the coronaries

l)y massage, and, if necessary, l)y incising terminal branches of arteries with en-

trapped air, and by the application of three successive electric shocks using 170

volts and a duration of one-tenth of a second. In 10 control animals fil)rillation oc-

curred in all (table IV). In one, fibrillation recurred once and in two others, three

times. In one of the latter, procaine blockade preceded the final successful con-

version. In six animals, injection was carried out after the onset of fibrillation and
in none did fibrillation recur. In four animals, procaine blockade was accomplished

before the expected onset of fibrillation. Fibrillation did not occur in one and it did

not return after conversion in the other three. When the same experiments were
repeated with the added procedure of right ventriculotomy and placement of

sutures in the septum, fibrillation developed in all (table \'). The fibrillation did

not recur, however, in any animal treated by procaine injection before the expected

TABLE IV

Experiences with Treatment of Coronary Air Embolism and Ventricular Fibrillation
iN THE Hypothermic Dog by Cardiac Massage, Intracardiac Epinephrine, and

Electric Shock

(Surgery, Nov., 1955)

Sinoauricular node injection prior to expected onset of fibrillation
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TABLE V

Experience with Treatment of Coronary Air Embolism and Ventricular Fibrillation in

Hypothermic Dogs Subjected to Right Ventriculotomy and Placement of Sutures

IN Ventricular Septum by Cardiac Massage, Intracardiac Epinephrine,

AND Electric Shock

(Surgery, Nov., 1955)

Sinoauiicular node injection after onset of fibrillation
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both groups, however, would indicate that prompt restitution of cardiac function

after prolonged venous inflow occlusion is more important in ultimate recovery than

is brain perfusion. Procaine blockade and coronary artery perfusion v^ith oxy-

genated blood clearly permits a greatly increased period of safe caval occlusion.

Additional safety is derived from simultaneous carotid artery perfusion.
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Dr. Jean Calm: In 1953 two brief papers on the prevention of ventricular fibril-

lation by sino-atrial blockade appeared from our laboratory.^- -

What we call sino-atrial blockade is the injection into the sinus node of a 1 per

cent solution of lignocaine ; it is very important not to replace lignocaine by pro-

caine, because the duration of anesthesia produced on the sinus node is longer with

lignocaine than with procaine. We have done experimental work on dogs and
monkeys with an arrest of the blood circulation longer than 25 to 30 minutes. In

the data reported by Dr. Shumacker the arrest of the blood circulation is not longer

than 15 minutes. We have proof that procaine cannot act longer than 12 to 15

minutes ; it is destroyed rapidly by procaine esterase. So, even though procaine

gives protection during the first part of the operation, ventricular fibrillation may
occur during the cardiac massage if the duration of the arrest of the circulation is

longer than 17 minutes.

We must inject lignocaine not only in the junction area between the superior

vena cava and the auricle ; that is not sufficient. I could show you that it is possible

to stop the heart completely with an injection of lignocaine 1 per cent at the junc-

tion between the superior vena cava and the right auricle, but this does not avoid

ventricular fibrillation if the duration of the arrest is longer than 20 minutes. It is
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necessary to inject lignocaine in the sinus node from the superior vena cava to the

inferior vena cava in three or four points. With this method we obtain, first, a very

marked bradycardia; second, sometimes brief cardiac arrest (30 seconds) ; third, a

nodal rhythm. It also seems that the contraction of the ventricle begins only after

the acute dilation of the auricle. There is a mechanical contraction which is the re-

sult of the autonomic rhythm imposed to the heart after the sino-atrial blockade.

The benefit, I think, is not only in the diminution of the cardiac excitability, but

in the slow heart rate. When the heart is clamped, the metabolism of the heart is

very different in spite of hypothermia : the metabolism of the heart is an anoxic

metabolism ; and the immediate reaction of the heart in those anoxic conditions is

first, the outpouring of potassium, second, the use of glycogen as the only emer-

gency fuel. It seems that the heart cannot use more than a certain quantity of its

own glycogen ; the slower the heart rate the more economical is the use of glycogen

and the longer can l)e the duration of the arrest of the circulation.

On the other hand, in the same period of arrest of the blood circulation we still

have coronary flow. We were surprised to see that during 12 to 14 minutes we still

had coronary flow in spite of the occlusion of both vena cava and azygos. Cer-

tainly the coronary flow is diminishing gradually during those 12 to 14 minutes, and

after 15 minutes of clamping the coronary flow is about 1 per cent of its value at

the beginning of the clamping.

At the same time there is a reduction in the oxygen supply, and there is also a

reduction in all the metabolite supply to the heart.

What are our results with this method in surface cooling and in artificial hiber-

nation? In surface cooling we could arrest the blood circulation in dogs cooled l)e-

tween 23 and 24° C. during 22 and 30 minutes without any cases of ventricular

fibrillation in 22 dogs. In artificial hibernation we did the same work, and the arrest

of the blood circulation was also from 17 to 28 or 30 minutes. We have had about

2 per cent of ventricular fil)rillation.

In 16 monkeys we did the same experiment in surface cooling and in artificial

hibernation with exactly the same results: No cases of ventricular fibrillation in

spite of 16 to 25 minutes of arrest of the blood circulation.
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REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF PART III

CHANDLER AIcC. BROOKS and BRIAX F. HOFFMAN

Tliroughiiut the S\ini)()sium, statements have been made which relate to the effect

of coohng on tlie l)eha\ior of the heart and its responsiveness to stimuh. The major

contributions to this subject, however, are to be found in the papers deahng with

the action of hypothermia on the myocardium.

This brief summary has been written to call attention to and correlate statements

made throughout the Symposium which are pertinent to the study of Cardiac Ir-

ritability, to consider and if possible resolve contradictions and to indicate various

problems needing additional study. These three considerations will not be handled

independently but will be treated under specific headings chosen for discussion from

among the many presented. Tt is the opinion of the reviewers that these are the

subjects most extensively dealt with in considerations of the action of hypothermia

on heart function.

SPECIFIC THEMES AND CONCEPTS DISCUSSED

The oxygen supply and cardiac metabolistn. One conclusion was definite and

that is that in hyi)othermia the blood carries sufficient oxygen to the heart to meet

its calculated recpiirement (Adolph. Friedman, D'Amato, Kao, Horvath and

Spurr ) as long as that organ continues to beat in a coordinated fashion and the

oxygen can be released to the tissues (Fuhrman). Although there is an increase in

anatomic dead space there is no evidence of difficulty in elimination of CO2 due to

a failure of gas transport (Severinghaus). Gross coronary flow is adecjuate (Berne,

D'Amato) until fibrillation or asystole occur.

A second conclusion can also be accepted. Despite the adequacy of the oxygen

supply metabolism cannot be said to proceed normally. It is of course reduced but

more significant is the fact that imlialances develop. Whether or not these al)-

normalities are due to perfusion difficulties and transport between capillaries and

cells cannot be decided on the basis of evidence presented but the reported changes

in H ion, potassium, sodium and calcium levels, as well as in the efficiency of con-

tractile proces.ses, indicate that hypothermia has had a selective action. Normal

balances and exchanges are not maintained.

Analysis of functional reactions. Subdivision of the reactions of the heart

into individual, but interrelated processes, was stressed in several papers presented.

The differential effect of temperature change has been employed in this type of anal-

ysis. Brown pointed out a number of examples of information thus obtained. Low
temperatures slow the rates of all processes and modify the action of metabolites

but this is not necessarily harmful until anoxia and chemical imbalances begin to

develop. Circulatory failure is the limiting condition in hypothermia which initiates

such anoxia and imbalance. The development of imbalances depends upon the tem-

perature coefficients of the several processes involved in cellular function. Metabolic

and rhythmical processes exhibit a Oio of 3, contraction has a Qio of 2, and physical

processes such as diffusion of metabolites a On, of 1 ; thus. metal)olic and rhythmical
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activity decrease in hypothermia three times as fast as diffusion and twice as fast

as contractiHty.

The selectivity of actions of B strophanthine and pressure on certain periods of

the reaction cycle of the heart cells suggests that they amplify the alpha process of

the contractile reaction and thus affect tensions developed. Temperature change can

contribute to a much needed study of the specific physicochemical changes going on

in the membrane which influence its polarization, repolarization and the associated

reactions of the contractile process.

Similarly, hypothermia enhances the action of certain drugs and hyperthermia

enhances that of others. This permits a degree of analysis of the specific action of

these substances on cardiac tissue components and reaction processes (see Brown,

Horvath, and Spurr).

The effects of hypothermia on the depolarization, repolarization and recovery of

excitability described by Brooks for the whole heart and by Hoffman for cardiac

cells provide other examples of subdivision of functional processes and the selective

action of cooling. The analysis of the hypothermia-produced changes in the various

phases of the cardiac cells' resting and action potential presented by Hoffman ex-

plains the modification of many of the grosser cardiac reactions. It should be

pointed out that the temporary augmentation of the action potential at certain

phases of cooling in both heart and nerve (Hoffman ; Brooks and Koizumi) indicates

that description of changes produced by hypothermia in simple Qio and unidirec-

tional relationships cannot be correct for all ranges of cooling (see Fuhrman).

A great deal of attention was paid to ion flux and partition. The ultimate bal-

ances maintaining at various temperatures were measured rather than the cyclical

fluxes associated with the rising and falling phases of the action potential. Con-

clusions were somewhat contradictory but the majority of participants (e.g.

Horvath, Spurr) claimed a slight loss of K from the cell in hypothermia. Shifts in

Ca (an increased intracellular level) appeared to be more significant to the develop-

ment of fibrillation (Hegnauer and Covino ; McMillan, etc.). Such studies should

be continued because our knowledge is inadequate at present.

Species and tissue peculiarities. In considering hypothermia and cardiac effects

it is stated that in some species, hibernating animals for example, "the reaction

rates of the various cellular processes have a better relative setting" although the

temperature coefficients are the same. This hypothesis was employed by Brown to

explain the cessation of cardiac rhythm at 13° C. in some species but not in hiber-

nators. Such species differences may explain in part the discrepancies in results of

tests of tolerance of the heart to cooling.

There are optimum temperatures for the development of tension by the cardiac

tissues of different species (Brown, Lyman and Chatfield). Critical temperatures

for conduction in nerves of different species differ (McQueen). Effect of tempera-

ture on various diametered nerve fibers differs.

Since it has been shown that cardiac cells differ (Hoffman, Brooks) specific

studies of cellular susceptibilities to cold would add to tiie understanding of changes

in behavior of the heart in hypothermia.

It is possible that protection of the ventricle from fibrillation in hypothermia by
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blocking the sino-auricular node ( Calm, Kilx-ri ) niii^ht be due to a lesser depression

of that pacemaker tissue. Continuation of a tendency to drive the heart at a rate

faster than it could follow might explain the result. At least the observation pro-

vides an example of imbalance in specific tissue effects.

The work of Andjus, Lovelock & Smith, and that of Lewis in which cooling to

extremely low levels and then rewarming was accomplished shows that fibrillation

is not inevitable. Whether this is possible merely because of the small size of ani-

mals and hearts remains to be seen.

Diastolic threshold changes in hypothermia. In the experiments reported by

Hegnauer, ( lollan and others, the threshold changes to stimulation go either way,

up or down. There are several possible ways in which this can be explained.

(a) High thresholds. (1) In experiments in which the heart is driven at a rate

faster than the intrinsic frequency it is likely that the increase in threshold occurs

at some low temperature where the Q-T interval tends to equal the cycle length

(D'Amato) and thus diastolic levels of excitability are not attained.

(2) In Hegnauer 's work (at least the earlier experiments reported in the litera-

ture) the measurements of "diastolic" excitability were made at a fixed point on the

T wave. If it is true, as some work suggests (see Brooks), that at low temperature

recovery of excitability lags behind repolarization in time, then a progressive in-

crease in thresholds will be recorded with progressive cooling.

(b) Lozv thresholds. (1) It is interesting that in Hegnauer's work, in the ani-

mals which showed a decrease in thresholds and also a terminal fibrillation, the

decrease in threshold began to appear at around 26° C. This is also the temperature

at which a fairly rapid loss of resting potential and magnitude of action potential

appears in studies of single fibers (Weidmann, Hoffman). A good case can be con-

structed for both a lowering of threshold, due to loss of resting potential, and

failure of uniform conduction, due to loss of action potential amplitude. These

factors could easily lead to fibrillation.

(2) The difference in electrodes and electrode placement may explain the differ-

ence in threshold of the ventricle to stimulation in the papers by Brooks and by

Hegnauer and Covino. This same difference in technique may also explain the

greater constancy obtained in experiments reported by Brooks and his associates.

The observation by Hegnauer that animals in which cardiac threshold drops

markedly on cooling are prone to fibrillate causes one to wonder if in these cases

injury currents or currents originating from asymmetrical cooling (Berne: cooled

coronary blood and fibrillation) might not have occurred and rendered the hearts

vulnerable to fibrillation by the mechanism discussed by Brooks. Animals with

more constant thresholds survived as did the animals of Gollan. A similar concept

is in fact expressed by Hegnauer but the ECG asymmetry reported, though not

thought to be due to injury, is not explained.

The fact that the cathode and anode can both stimulate (Durrer), and that at

certain parts of the cycle the cathode is more effective while at other times the

anodal stimulation predominates (Brooks, Durrer), should be taken into account

When the two electrodes are on different chambers of the heart (Hegnauer),

multiple recordings are required to determine just what is happening.
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Ion shifts in hypothermia, (lollaii found decreased K/Na ratio in hearts of

well-oxygenated hypotlierniic animals and in anoxic norniotherniic animals.

Swan found positive myocardial K balances during coolrng.

Rcnkin perfused skeletal muscle and did not lose K.

Taylor perfused hypothermic heart and did not lose K.

Hegnauer had varying results, notably, an uptake of Ca by cold hearts and loss

of K and H in fibrillators, and different electrolyte balances in non-fil)rillators.

Other workers presented similarly contradictory results.

All of the studies reported are open to many criticisms. In the first place, it is

not possible to accomplish any sort of electrolyte balance studies on tissues unless

careful studies of water shifts are also made (see Horvath and Spurr). This applies

to both intracellular and extracellular water.

The bulk of available evidence shows that cooling of any tissue is associated with

a loss of intracellular K and uptake of Na. This change will be more marked in

aetive than in quiescent tissue. On the other hand, if perfusion of the immediate

extracellular space is poor, there will be two effects : 1 ) the local ion concentration

will change in such a direction that additional shifts of electrolyte across the mem-
brane will be minimized, and 2) the magnitude of transmeml)rane electrolyte shifts

will not be accurately mirrored by the concentration in the i)lasma or perfusion

medium. In addition, if there are significant water shifts, studies of perfusion fluid

concentration will be of still less meaning.

These results are further complicated by two additional factors : ( 1 ) anoxia, and

(2) membrane potential. It is reasonably certain, in both myocardium and other

excitable tissues, that both anoxia and a decrease in resting potential alter the

permeability of the meml)rane to both Xa and K, so that Na is gained by the fiber

and K is lost. Furthermore, anoxia can result in a change in membrane potential.

The results of Ca studies (Hegnauer, Lewis) seem reasonable. // the myocardial

fibers lose K, they will certainly become more sensitive to Ca, as has been shown

by many studies.

The significance of pH and CO2 changes in hypothermia. The beneficial

effects of alkalosis due to hyperventilation (Hegnauer) are open to considerable

question (Lewis). Hegnauer states that too much alkalosis made fibrillation more

likely, and that institution of artificial ventilation after development of acidosis did

not prevent fibrillation. Lewis got his best results by preventing alkalosis with 10%
CO2, and others report the same findings. Hegnauer found that the blood pH had

no effect on the sensitivity of hypothermic hearts to calcium infusion, and that

coronary A-V potassium differences were not influenced by pH. Gollan states that

at 23-24° C. the heart can be completely deprived of circulation for periods up to

20-25 minutes without fibrillation, and under these conditions the tissue pC( )o

must be very high and pH low.

All this makes one wonder if the various investigators have conducted studies of

sufficient breadth. Perhaps the necessary approach, at both 38° C and lower tem-

peratures, is to vary independently H ion concentration, pCOo, O... HCO;,, etc. This

has been done at normal temperature for certain hearts (Vaughn, Williams) and

results show that
|
H"^] and [CO2] have some quite different effects.

Another line of work possibly indicated is to maintain some record of the CO2
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l)alance of the animal during the entire experiment. It is quite possihle that, due to

l)oor perfusion, the tissue levels of L\)j are not accurately reilected l)y blood pH.

The studies of ( jollau. in which die circulation is maintained by a immp-oxygenator

(hu-ing cooling, suggest that perfusion may indeed be inadequate. Thus, he was

able to cut off all coronary How tcj cooled hearts (25° ) for 20 minutes without

fibrillation, and when perfusion was resumed cardiac ])0., returned to normal. This

period of anoxia can be repeated. On the other liand, if the coronaries were re-

occluded too soon after the first period of anoxia. irreversil)le filjrillatiou su])er-

venecb

In this respect, the use of a pump-oxygenator. anfl independent control of H and

COo seems indicated in intact animals. In addition, further study of isolated

cardiac tissues is certainly suggested. It is perhaps significant that in isolated

preparations (where perfusion is presumably adequate) arrhythmias are not seen

during slow cooling.

Cardiac efficiency in hypothermia and rewarwing. Although it is generally

agreed (D'Amato, Berne, Adolph, Kao. etc.) that the heart's need for oxygen is

satisfied during hypothermia some inefticiency is reported (AIcMillan, Swan). The

reduction in cardiac and body metabolism permits the heart to supply itself and

other tissues with needed oxygen (Horvath and Spurr ; Rosomofif). No oxygen debt

is incurred during hypothermia. The increase or decrease of cardiac efficiency ap-

pears to be of little significance in hypothermia but on rewarming (Swan) an effi-

ciency of cardiac action capable of meeting the increased body needs is not im-

mediately developed and rewarming may entail its own specific hazards.

GENERAL SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The first and most important observation which emerges from the Symposium

is that different investigators have had markedly different results. Most workers

(Hegnauer, Kay, Swan, etc.) have obtained fibrillation at 26-19° C. but Gollan

(who uses a pump-oxygenator) and Lewis (who does not) have cooled animals to

much lower levels without trouble. Similar discrepancies are apparent with respect

to production of alkalosis-vs. -acidosis. It is doubted that hypothermia, itself, in-

creases the tendency toward fibrillation (Dammann and ^Nluller). A review of the

contributions indicates that the entire story can be put together some\\hat as follows.

With cooling of the whole body metabolic requirements decrease in all organs,

and Oo use and CO2 production drop. This decrease in metabolic activity is accom-

panied by a decrease in cardiac output roughly proportional to the requirement for

O2 transport. There is no evidence that the contractility of the myocardium is im-

paired (IMcMillan) . If the heart rate is not artificially high or exceptionally low there

is no evidence that the cardiovascular dynamics are abnormal (D'Amato). High

driven rates, however, will impair filling of the heart, due to prolonged contraction

time (D'Amato) and (when Q-T begins to equal cycle length) will also influence

apparent diastolic thresholds (Brooks), causing a spurious increase. The change in

total and absolute refractory periods are those that would be expected from the

combined eft'ects of temperature and rate ( 1' rooks. Hegnauer) and thus will vary

unless changes in rate are eliminated. With fairly severe cooling, asystole is the
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expected end result, and spontaneous rhythmicity will cease at different tempera-

tures in different parts of the myocardium (Brooks, Hoffman). If the body temper-

ature is in the range of 20-10° C. when asystole supervenes, long periods (25 -|-

minutes) of complete lack of perfusion can be tolerated by the heart without any

evidence of damage (Gollan, Lewis, others). Furthermore, most studies indicate

that, prior to the advent of asystole the cardiac output, in terms of O2 flow, is at

all times more than adequate. Thus, in the simplest situation, there seems to be no

problem with respect to hypothermia (Dammann and Mviller) as, indeed, is actually

the case in studies of isolated cardiac tissues (Hoffman) and as is always seen in

hibernators and sometimes in non-hibernators. When difficulties are encountered in

hypothermic mammals, they might thus be divided into two major areas : 1 ) the

onset of fibrillation at relatively high temperatures (26°—>19° C.) when the body

still requires blood flow and 2) the onset of asystole (a normal and expected

result) at too high a temperature, when flow is still required. If we disregard the

requirement for hlood flozv, both these happenings (fibrillation and asystole)

provide certain surgical advantages (quiet heart, less danger of air embolism with

open heart, etc.).

The problem is thus simplified, at least in superficial analysis, to a search for

the factors responsible for onset of fibrillation and asystole at temperatures which

are inconveniently high. As a starting point, it is probably easiest to assume that

there are multiple factors which may all not always be present and which, in

different combinations, can cause trouble. In an analysis of these factors, however,

it is immediately apparent that our information is not adequate to permit a full

evaluation of each factor.

Inadequate perfusion. Although studies of A-V Oo differences during hypo-

thermia suggest that O2 carried to the capillaries is in excess of tissue requirements,

we have no conclusive evidence that oxidative metabolism is normal. Thus the

rate of oxidative activity may be depressed to an extent that does not keep up with

the other metabolic requirements of the tissue. More important, we have little

evidence concerning the adequacy of CO2 removal from tissues. Under certain

conditions it is possible that serious local accumulations of CO2 occur in spite of,

or even perhaps in part due to the high p02.

Also to be considered with respect to perfusion is the question of local changes

in electrolyte concentration. Poor perfusion of the extracellular spaces of certain

cells will result in (1) local changes in electrolyte concentrations differing from

those obtaining elsewhere, and (2) an inability to evaluate local electrolyte shifts

from a study of plasma electrolyte levels. Finally data on water shifts between

plasma, extracellular and intracellular phases are not adequate.

These findings suggest several areas where added work is required. Information

on cellular metabolic activity, local concentrations of CO2 and ions, and local

changes in water distribution are needed. It is possible that accurate studies of

PO2, by means of the so-called oxygen electrode, would show results similar to

those obtained on the cerebral cortex—large differences in p02 of cells near to

and far from capillaries.

The evidence in favor of a perfusion defect is fairly good (Gollan's studies using

a pump-oxygenator, and getting no fibrillation, and also his studies of the effect of
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coronary occlusion at low temperatures). It is also possiljle that the effect of age

of the animal on tlie response to hypothermia, as well as the reported heneficial

effects of liigJi pCC)., in tlie inspired air may both he related to differences in local

perfusion of tissues.

If we consider that, in some instances, tissue perfusion is in certain respects in-

adequate we are in a position to ask : What are the direct results of poor perfusion

which might give rise to the undesired effects of hypothermia (i.e., fibrillation and

high-temperature asystole)? We should consider the following factors:

1. Anoxia (local).

2. Hypercapnia ( local ) ±:5and pH.

3. Electrolyte imbalances : K* ; Na^'' ; Ca^* ; H\
4. Other effects on metabolic activity of cell and cell memlirane.

5. Dissimilar effects in various regions or tissues.

Also, the possibility should be considered that at certain critical stages of hypo-

thermia, norepinephrine and/or epinephrine are released (Hume, etc.) or unusual

autonomic nerve discharges occur as a part of the nonshivering compensatory

mechanism (Keller). Certainly a combination of excitatory action and depression

would tend to favor development of arrhythmias (Brooks, et al.). Keller's work

constitutes a contribution to such studies but it is not as yet sufficiently extensive.

There is ample evidence for the possible role of each, any, and all of these

factors from the reports of various investigators.

Hegnauer says that fibrillators are identified by S-T segment changes, by low

diastolic thresholds and by positive Ca and negative K and H ion balances of myo-

cardium. Taking these statements at face value, what can they imply regarding the

underlying mechanisms ?

The ECG change noted is entirely non-specific. It can be brought on at unusually

high temperatures by giving Ca, and abolished at low temperatures by giving K,

P04=, or changing pH ; and yet it may persist in spite of pH reversal, and may be

brought on at normal temperature by high pCOj. It can be caused by local injury

or asymmetrical cooling or anoxia, etc.

If this ECG finding has any significance it is that of local differences in the

condition of the myocardium with respect to the time-course of repolarization. In

the simplest case, it suggests that in some areas the plateau of the action potential

has been lost in certain fibers but retained in others. Such a change in the plateau

might result from anoxia, ions (Ca|, K|), perhaps from changes in pCOo amd

pH. At any rate, any of these could be an effect of local perfusion deficiency. Not

to be ignored, however, is the effect of unequal cooling of the heart, which could

give a similar picture if the temperature gradient were great enough.

Studies of isolated heart fibers have not revealed significant changes in the criti-

cal "threshold" potential level. The next possible cause of a lowering of diastolic

threshold is a change in resting potential, and it is interesting that studies of single

fibers begin to show a drop in resting potential at the same temperature (around

25-26°) as that associated with a significant decrease in threshold of potential

fibrillators.

Again, however, we cannot exclude inadequate perfusion as a contributing factor,
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since both local anoxia and local failure to perfuse away K^ will result in a lower-

ing of resting potential. This hypothesis gains support from the observation that

not all animals develop the lowering of thresholds; some (possibly those with

better perfusion) go on to show a progressive elevation of thresholds and terminal

asystole.

The attempt to do balance studies of ions, based on A-V differences and per-

formed in the absence of any study of water shifts is not necessarily meaningful.

However, if the threshold studies indicate a decrease in resting potential, we cer-

tainly are entitled to a loss of K" from the fiber, and possibly also a loss of H*.

Our feeling about the positive Ca*"^ balance in particular, and all ion studies in

general is that, as long as the methods used cannot explain the finding of a con-

stant negative Na* balance in all animals under all conditions, the other small differ-

ences noted are not worth worrying about.

The finding of an increased sensitivity of the heart to Ca*"^ at low temperatures,

regardless of pH, is probably accurate. However, this may be related to the finding

(see Lepeschkin) that frogs in winter have low serum Ca, in summer high Ca, and

addition of Ca to winter frogs converts them to summer condition. In other words,

we have other evidence that Ca sensitivity of the heart is related to body tempera-

ture and perhaps the nonfibrillators, like the frogs, have an adequate mechanism

to lower the serum Ca during cooling.

CONCLUDINCx SUGGESTIONS

It should be stated, without implied criticism of those w'ho have made contribu-

tion to this field, that fuller studies are needed. Additional multiple recordings and

analyses are required before conclusions can be drawn about many matters dis-

cussed in this symposium.

Despite the vast amount of work already done, little is as yet known concerning

the action of hypothermia. It is abundantly evident, however, that unless future

experiments are well conceived, carefully done, and more extensive, they will add

little to our present knowledge.

It is felt that the individual cell and specific reactions must be studied more
thoroughly; that the action of hypothermia on membrane function and on the

contractile process should be determined ; and that a more extensive study than has

yet been attempted of the functional changes in the intact heart during hypothermia

must be undertaken by groups qualified and equipped to study many aspects of

physiology.
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HYPOTHERMIA IN NEUROSURGERY

E. H. BOTTERKLL and W. M. LOUGHEED

In 1950, Bigelow' first sui^gestcd tlic use ni hy])(ithenni;i in cardiac surgery.

The purpose of this investigation is to establish the role of hypothermia in neuro-

surgery, with particular reference to the management of the ruptured intracranial

berry aneurysm. Extra-corporeal shunts and local cooling of the lirain which were

investigated by one of us ( W. M. L. ) proved to l)e too difficult for practical use.

Experimental studies of general hypothermia- indicated that the cerebral metabolic

rate of dogs fell to between 33 per cent and 25 per cent of normal at 25° C. and

that these animals could withstand periods of anoxia four times greater than the

average survival period at 37° C.

This paper deals with the clinical aspects and evaluation of hypothermia in

neurosurgery.

We have operated upon 40 patients using hypothermia. Thirty-two have had

berry aneurysms, four arteriovenous malformations, one resection of internal

carotid artery, two cerebral tumors, and one hemispherectomy^ (table I).

METHODS

Pre-operative medication consisted of the intramuscular injection of 50 mg. each

of Largactil (chlorpromazine), Phenergan and Demerol the night preceding opera-

tion, and again in the morning of operation. Lightly anesthetized (N2O in Trilene)

and intubated, the patients were placed in a bath on the operating table (fig. 1).

Electroencephalograi)hic, electrocardiographic, and multiple thermocouple leads

were connected with the patient. A Cournand needle was placed in the radial artery

to measure the mean blood pressure. The neck was dissected with exposure of the

carotid and vertebral arteries bilaterally in order to allow occlusion as might be

needed (fig. 2). The bath was filled with ice water and the patient cooled. The

patients were allowed to breathe spontaneously and were not hyperventilated.

Hypothermia has greatly facilitated and reduced the risk of local surgical treat-

ment of intracranial aneurysms and certain arteriovenous malformations.*

The advantages afforded by hypothermia in the surgical management of recently

ruptured intracranial aneurysms include reduction of the oxygen demand of the

TABLE I

Hypothermic Cases

Hemispherectomy 1

Brain tumour 2

Arteriovenous malformations 4

Aneurysms 32

Resection int. carotid 1
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Fig. 1.—Patient in ice-water bath, prepared for operation.

brain and prevention of further cerebral damage from anoxia secondary to spasm

of the affected artery. A "slack" brain accompanies hypothermia in a substantial

proportion of cases. In a smaller proportion the blood pressure is reduced (fig. 3).

Exposure of the aneurysm is therefore made easier with a lessened likelihood of

recurrent rupture. Should the aneurysm bleed during exposure, uncontrollable

hemorrhage and clipping of the main artery are avoidable, for one may temporarily

interrupt the cerebral circulation completely or in part. This is done in safety by

occlusion of the carotid or carotid and vertebral arteries in the neck, or the

appropriate intracranial artery.

Case report. The case of B.H. demonstrates the advantage of hypothermia.

This 45-year-ol(l woman, between 1 July 1955 and 1 August 1955, had four sub-

arachnoid hemorrhages. The third and fourth attacks were followed by uncon-

sciousness and confusion, which cleared. She was referred on 29 September to the

Toronto General Hospital for further treatment.

Examination on admission revealed the patient to be fully conscious without

localizing symptoms save for slight ptosis on the left side.

Arteriograms demonstrated a left supraclinoid aneiu-ysm (fig. 4).

Operation was carried (jut on 5 October 1955 under hypotliermia. At 29.2° C.
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Fig. 2.—Dissection to expose carotid and vertebral arteries.

both common carotid and vertebral arteries were occluded for 10 minutes to reduce

bleeding to a trickle. The neck of the aneurysm was clipped and this was reinforced

with muscle.

Postoperatively the patient made an excellent recovery, and there was no neuro-

logical deficit.

Certain arteriovenous malformations, either because of their situation or large

size, or both, have heretofore been impossible to remove. Reduction of blood flow

by means of bilateral cervical occlusion of carotid and vertebral arteries can make

possible successful surgical removal.

Of the 40 cases, there have been 32 aneurysms of which 18 were operated upon

in the acute stage. There have been four deaths among the acute cases (due to

overwhelming brain damage), plus one death from ventricular fibrillation. Ventric-

ular fibrillation occurred in a second case, but cardiac resuscitation was success-

fully performed.

During operation the aneurysm ruptured in 18 instances, and by means of carotid

or carotid and vertebral occlusion, a "dry" or "relatively dry" surgical field was

obtained, and a clip placed accurately on the neck of the aneurysm (fig. 5). The
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Fig. 3.—Reduction of blood pressure witli hypothermia

I'IG. 4.—Arteriogram of patient with left sU])raclinoid aneurysm
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Fig. 5.—Arteriogram of same patient as in fig. 4, showing clip on neck of aneurysm.

periods of cervical occltision of l)Oth common carotid and both vertebral arteries

ranged from two minutes to 13 minutes and 20 seconds, with repeated periods of

occlusion in some cases. There has been no c-linical evidence of cerebral dysfunc-

tion attributable to hypothermia or occlusion of the cerebral circulation save in the

case of ventricular filirillation.

The liabilities inherent in the use of hypothermia, such as ventricular fibrillation,

must be weighted against the grave dangers to life from ruptured aneurysms and

their treatment. The results have encouraged us to pursue this methodology, but as

yet we do not have sufficient experience to warrant definite conclusions. The possi-

bility of operating upon lesions of cerebral blood vessels, supported by interruption

of cerebral circulation, may allow development of new and vital reparative opera-

tive procedures.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. George Clowes: It is apparent that the recordable electropotentials of the

brain disappear below certain temperatures. This "silence of the brain" is also seen

after the carotid arteries are occluded at somewhat higher temperatures. It seems to

me that the situation is different in each instance. In the first, the brain metabolic

and electrical activity probably is almost totally obliterated by cold. In the latter, at

a degree of cold normally not obliterating the brain waves, removal of the blood

supply causes an event to occur within the brain which stops organized electrical

discharge.

It has been shown at normal temperatures that anesthetic agents in sufficient

concentrations can depress and ultimately obliterate the brain waves. This is re-

versible. We have demonstrated that severe hypercapnia uncomplicated by hypoxia

has this same effect. However, if an animal's brain waves are obliterated for more

than 20 minutes by excess carbon dioxide or anesthetics, it will die in a state

resembling normovolemic shock within 12 to 18 hours. Pure hypoxia, on the other

hand, produces little effect on the electroencephalogram until the arterial oxygen

content has fallen below a critical level of three volumes per cent, after which death

rapidly follows. It seems to me that the neurosurgeon who clamps the carotid

arteries is dealing with a situation similar to that which I have described at normal

temperatures. I should like to ask, how long is it possible to obliterate the cerebral

circulation under hypothermia with disappearance of brain waves and still have the

animal recover fully?

Dr. Lougheed: I don't think that I can answer the first part of Dr. Clowes'

question very well, because when one occludes the cervical vessels to clip the

aneurysm, it is a rather tense moment and it is difficult to coordinate the electro-

encephalographer with the surgeon, so there are gross artefacts in the EEG. We
have not noticed that the EEG right after this period of occlusion has been dis-

turbed. The portions of EEG that are not disturbed by artefact during the occlusion

were normal.

Animals breathing 100 per cent nitrogen at a temperature of 25° C. have not

shown any change in their brain waves for a period of 15 to 22 minutes. I have

never taken an animal or a patient to the stage of electro-silence, so I can't answer

that part of it.

Dr. B otterell: This work was done primarily as a clinical effort to improve our

success, or lack of it, in dealing with these ruptured aneurysms.

One can expand a bit on what Dr. Lougheed said about the EEG, for there are

surprisingly few changes in ten minutes of bilateral carotid and vertebral artery

occlusion, There is some lowering of the amplitude and disappearance of fast

activity, but nothing in the way of spikes or high voltage slow waves. Dr John Scott

has been studying these records. We have the needle electrodes in the scalp and a

constant recording throughout the operation and cooling.

It might interest you to know that the pH of these patients has ranged from 7

A

to 7.45 in the last dozen cases. We have been able only to make these physiological

observations in the course of our clinical treatment, so they are perhaps not as full

as some of the experimental work.
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HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK*
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During peripheral vascular collapse the disparity between the tissue requirements

for blood and the amount available results in rapid impairment of many vital func-

tions. Since hypothermia reduces this imbalance by reducing the tissue requirements,

its value as a means for the preservation of tissue function during peripheral vas-

cular collapse deserves exploration. A beneficent effect upon hemorrhagic and

tourniquet shock by lowering the environmental or body temperature has been

observed. Thus, Warren^ noted a lower mortality rate in tourniquet shock at a

room temperature of 16° C. as compared to a room temperature of 28° C, and

Delorme- and Adams-Ray^ state that the hypothermia protects the dog from

otherwise lethal severe hemorrhagic shock. The studies described below deal with

the effect of hypothermia on hemorrhagic shock in the dog with particular refer-

ence to the cardiovascular dynamics and survival rate.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES WITH VENO-VENOUS COOLING

Various methods of cooling were considered in order to find the one that would

best satisfy the requirements of our standard hemorrhagic shock experiment.* Since

the development of a state refractory to transfusion is a function of time, we
sought the method which would produce the desired reduction in body temperature

as rapidly as possible. Veno-venous cooling^ has the disadvantage that an extra-

corporeal circuit imposes upon the circulation. But the promise of very rapid cool-

ing (1° every 4 minutes) with a minimum of shivering and a low incidence of

ventricular fibrillation led us to try it.

The cooling equipment consisted of a rotary pump which sucked blood froin the

superior vena cava and drove it back into a femoral vein after circulation through

a coil immersed in an ice bath. All tubing except for a rubber segment in the pump
was polyvinyl plastic, 15 feet in length, connected to plastic cannulus inserted into

the superior vena cava via the jugular vein, and into the femoral vein. The femoral

artery was cannulated for sampling, pressure readings, and bleeding. The trachea

was cannulated for measurements of respiratory finiction and oxygen consumption.

Mixed venous blood for measurement of cardiac output (Fick method) was ob-

tained from the caval cannula advanced into the right auricle. Because of the de-

sirability of avoiding barbiturates and anesthetics in the animal to be put into

shock, the foregoing procedures were performed under local anesthesia.

All dogs were given 2mg./kg. of morphine one to two hours before the experi-

ment. After 2 mg./kg. of heparin was injected intravenously, the extracorporeal

* Supported by a contract with the Research and Development Division, Office of the Surgeon
General, U.S. Army; and by a grant from the U.S. Public Health Service.

t Fellow of the American Heart Association.
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circuit was filled with 150 ml. of donor l)lood. The pump was then started and its

speed regulated so as to return 100, 200. or 300 ml. of ])lood per minute.

Coolinfl in normal dof^s. At a rate of oOO ml./min. through the pump the tem-

perature of the returning hlood range<l from 22° C. to 10° C. Shivering began as

soon as the pump was started, and continued with increasing severity until con-

vulsive seizures occurred, or narcosis from cold supervened. Because of the shiver-

ing, the average time required to reduce the rectal temperature of 28° C. averaged

two and one-half hours. We could not safely lower the rectal temperature below

28° C. because ventricular fibrillation occurred without warning in three of seven

dogs (at 26° C. in two and at 27° C. in one).

When the rectal temperature reached 28° C, circulation through the pump was

stopped. To keep the rectal temperature at this level it was sufficient to operate the

pump for five minutes every half-hour at a rate of 100 ml./min. Cessation of

pumping was followed by a spontaneous rise in temperature of 2° C. per hour, and

circulating the blood through the coil immersed in water at 40° C. raised the rectal

temperature to 34° C. in about one hour. (Jf four dogs which were rewarmed after

hypothermia of six hours duration, two survived indefinitely and two died, one in

12 hours and one in 60 hours, both with pulmonary atelectasis.

The data in table I show that in the unanesthetized dog a rectal temperature of

28° C. substantially reduces arterial pressure, respiratory rate, pulse rate and

cardiac output and increases the oxygen consumption and the A-V oxygen differ-

ence. Although the volume of air breathed per minute per 100 ml. of oxygen con-

sumed ("ventilation equivalent") is reduced, the arterial oxygen content remains

normal.

Cooling in hypovolemic dogs. Dogs were bled into an elevated reservoir from

the femoral artery until the arterial pressure fell to 30 mm. Hg. This level was

reached about five minutes after bleeding was started. Cooling was begun at this

time and a rectal temperature of 28° C. was reached within an hour. Starting the

pump induced an abrupt return of about 100 ml. of blood from the reservoir to the

dog. On stopping the pump this blood returned to the reservoir. Shivering did not

occur. The dogs were quiet and weakly responsive to ordinary stimuli.

Of a total of six experiments, four were not completed because of technical

difificulties in two and ventricular fibrillation in two others (in one at 34° C. and in

another at 32° C). In the two completed experiments the hypotensive period was

TABLE I

Cardiovascular and Respiratory Dynamics in Seven Unanesthetized Dogs Prior

TO and During Hypothermia (28° C.) by the Veno-venous Cooling Method of Ross"
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5 hours in one and 4', in tlie other, (hn'ini;' whiel: time al)out 40 per cent of the shed

hliKid had returned t(i llie aninial>. Tlie rest was then transfused Idic tenijjerature

rose alont; with the rise in hl(i<id ])ressure. l)ut the jjressor response was inadecjuale

and not sustained IJoth d(i,L;s were dead several hours later. The ])ostniorteni

tindinj^s in the two C(»ni])leted experiments were characteristic of irreversil)le

hemorrhagic shock.

The hemodynamic data of hoth experiments are similar to, and are included in,

table IV below with the data from experiments with external cooling.

Because the time recjuired to lower the temperature in the unanesthetized dog in

shock was longer than we considered desirable for our i)urposes, because of the

unpredictable occiu'rence of ventrictilar fibrillation during .shock as well as before,

and because of the undesirable additional load of an extracorporeal circuit, we

abandoned the veno-venous cooling method.*

COOLING BY IMMERSION IN ICE WATER

This is a much simpler technique than direct cooling of blood and was used in

all subsequent experiments. We preferred ether rather than barbiturates as an

anesthetic for precooling because, by allowing a short interval for desaturation

before shock is induced, virtually all of it is eliminated. Shock dispenses with the

need not only for further anesthesia, but also for further cooling because the body

temperature continues to fall and remains below 28° C. until a transfusion is given.

Experimented procedure. Mongrel dogs weighing 15-25 kg. received morphine

sulfate (2 mg./kg.J and were lightly anesthetized with ether to prevent shivering.

After immersion in ice water for one hour the rectal temperature fell to 28° C.

The anesthesia was then stopped, heparin (2 mg./kg. ) was injected intravenously,

and the animal was removed from the ice water. Time for desaturation of ether was

allowed. The dogs were then bled from a cannulated femoral artery into a bottle

elevated so as to maintain the arterial pressure at 30 mm. Hg, as previously

described.* The rectal tempei"ature continued to drop during the next half hour,

and generally leveled ofif at about 23° C, where it remained for two hours. ( In two

of fifteen experiments the rectal temperature dropped to 19° C. ) It then began to

rise one-half degree every hour so that at the time of transfusion it ranged between

25-28° C.

The amount of blood entering the elevated reservoir reached a maximum in

30 minutes, and remained at that level from one to two hours, after which blood

returned to the dog at about 25 ml. per hour, which is very much slower than in

uncooled dogs. After 40 per cent of the maximal bleeding volume had spontaneously

returned to the animal, or after an arbitrary period of eight hours of hypotension,

whichever occurred first, the femoral artery was clamped and the blood remaining

t Precooling by any method requires anesthesia to prevent shivering. Cooling started during
shock does not produce shivering and does not require anesthesia. In the definitive experiments
with external cooling described below, we were obliged to use ether for cooling prior to inducing

shock. Our experience does not permit a judgment as to the relative merits of the Ross method
and external cooling when anesthesia is employed for precooling. But for cooling initiated during
shock external coohng proved superior to direct cooling of blood in that ventricular fibrillation,

within the temperature limits employed, did not occur and was in general a less hazardous burden
on the animal.
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in the reservoir was warmed to 37° C. and reinfused via the femoral vein. Because

rapid transfusion precipitated ventricular fihrillation in the first two experiments,

the rate thereafter was restricted to 5 ml./min. At this rate, and with constant oh-

servation of the pulse and immediate cessation of transfusion on the first sign of

cardiac irregularity, ventricular fibrillation during transfusion was avoided. When

the arterial pressure had risen to 60 mm. Hg, the animal was immersed in a water

bath (40^5° C.) to hasten warming. After completion of the transfusion the dogs

were given 25 grams of glucose intravenously to counteract the development of

hypoglycemia. The blood pressure continued to rise concurrent with the rise in

rectal temperature until normal limits were restored. When the animals were re-

moved from the bath and dried, some struggling usually occurred. Occasionally

weakness or paralysis of the hind legs, especially of the leg with the cannulated

femoral artery, occurred and lasted about two days.

Adequate spontaneous respiration persisted at all temperatures as low as 19° C,

so that artificial respiration was not required.

Data were obtained on pulmonary ventilation, oxygen consumption, cardiac out-

put (Fick method), A-V oxygen difference and blood pH (Beckman glass electrode

pH meter).

Three types of experiments were performed. Group I (14 dogs) were treated as

described above. Group II (9 dogs) received in addition one million units of crys-

talline potassium penicillin-G intravenously and 0.5 gram streptomycin intramus-

cularly at the time of transfusion, and twice daily for three days thereafter. From

the therapeutic point of view, it was necessary to determine the importance of the

time of application of the hypothermia. Accordingly, in Group III (10 dogs) the

cooling was started during shock when the level of hypotension was reached. The

rectal temperature fell to 28° C. within one hour. In these dogs antibiotic therapy

was given as in Group II.

All dogs which died or were killed were submitted to gross postmortem examina-

tion.

RESULTS

Effect of hypothermia on tolerance to hypotension and on survival rate in

hemorrhagic shock {table II). Previous experiments on uncooled dogs, which

received no antibiotic or antibiotics as given in these experiments, provide the con-

trol data.'' These show that after about five hours of hypotension (30 mm. Hg)

40 per cent of the shed blood will have returned from the reservoir to the circula-

tion. At this time the rate at which the blood is returning spontaneously is insuffi-

cient to sustain the selected level of hypotension, so that the blood remaining in the

reservoir must be rapidly transfused to sustain the blood pressure. The resulting

immediate and substantial pressor response is transient, and death follows after an

average of six hours of shock. The survival rate is some 15 per cent or less. Sur-

vival in these experiments means survival in good condition for at least five days

after transfusion.

In all three groups of experiments with hypothermia the capacity to tolerate

severe hypotension is distinctly greater than in uncooled animals. The volume of

blood returning to the dog from the elevated reservoir within the period of observa-
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TABLE II

Effect of Hypothermia in Severe and Prolonged Hemorrhagic Shock on Tolerance to

Hypotension and on Survival Rate

T3^ S u

^

^ c t; o .

1 ype 01 3M-I n^« rt— ortj^owra
•r: ^ 3 v.- " 3 o

expei-iment 'Z
° C"^^ S-°^~^ P^

Control—Shock without hypothermia or

antibiotic 200+ 5 53 40 6 <20
Group I—Hypothermia prior to shock,

no antibiotic 14 7 44 17 30

Group II—Hypothermia prior to shock, anti-

biotic* with transfusion and for 3 days

thereafter 9 7.3 46 12 — 100

Group HI—Hypothermia after induction of

shock, antibiotic witli transfusion and for

3 days thereafter 10 7.0 60 26 31 30

" Penicillin and streptomycin.

tions is so much less than in uncooled dogs that transfusion in most cases is not

required to support the circulation for at least eight hours. The protection afforded

the circulation is also reflected in (a), the excellent and sustained pressor response

to transfusion given at this time; (b), the subsequent restoration of a normal

cardiac output as the body temperature rises to normal; (c), the return to near

normal of the arterio-venous oxygen difference (table III).

Usually such a response is prognostic of recovery. But the survival time in the

dogs of Group I (no antibiotic) average 30 hours, and permanent recovery did not

occur in a single instance. Because death occurred after such a relatively long inter-

val as compared to that for uncooled dogs, we suspected that some supervening

TABLE III

Cardiovascular and Respiratory Dynamics in Dogs Pre-cooled Under Ether and

Subsequently Subjected to Hemorrhagic Shock

d £-
.2 o'«

„if « *^^ '-S^ u.Z-: §.S g-'^S .2.S

2|u SXj| Sii-S tS-^- fc-p ^i, B^< 8^ -^-j,, -as
^S- <^^ i--- cj°" <^ <~^ 'X."^ C^ >^^ c:"

No hypothermia or shock 38 124 114 3592 22.9 3.7 18.3 97.4 18.7 30

Hypothermia

(under ether) 28 104 109 1909 23.8 3.4 11.3 50.6 23.0 27

Hypothermia and shock

(no ether) 22 30 70 181 22.9 12.6 4.9 20.5 24.2 16

After transfusion and rise

in body temperature... 33.5 112 95 3355 22.7 5.5 14.8 123.0 13.0 18

Number of experiments

represented in each

value listed (23) {23) (23) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) {23}
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lethal factor was involved. The postmortem examinations disclosed none of the

normal stigmata of shock, or evidence sufficient to implicate hypothermia as the

cause of death, for nothing more than an occasional instance of pulmonary atelec-

tasis was found. Since we had already demonstrated that traumatic shock in normo-

thermic animals severely impairs the antibacterial defense, and that this impairment

persists for at least 48 hours after transfusion in surviving animals, we considered

the possibility that infection might account for the late death in cooled animals, in

spite of the absence of the customary evidence of infection. In the subsequent series

of experiments (Group II, table II) this was investigated by treating the dogs in

precisely the same manner as the dogs in Group I except that, as stated, antibiotic

was administered at the time of transfusion and twice daily for the three subse-

quent days. The result was 100 per cent permanent survival

!

In uncooled dogs antibiotics given at the time of transfusion proved useless, in

contrast to the very consideral^le protection they afforded when given prior to

shock. ^ The explanation for the difference in the result due to timing of the anti-

biotic is that loss of resistance to Ijacteria develops rapidly during the shock state

so that some bacterial toxin is produced in the absence of anti])iotic. At the same

time the animal becomes rapidly and increasingly vulnerable to toxin so that if onlv

a tiny fraction of the dose that is lethal to the normal animal is produced it may

become a fatal dose as the shock continues, since it can meanwhile be neither de-

toxified nor excreted." The development of irreversibility to transfusion appears,

therefore, to be related to the amount of toxin to which the animal is exposed be-

fore an antibiotic to halt further toxin production is administered. Since antibiotic

therapy at the time of transfusion is ordinarily useless, but is the sole agent re-

sponsible for survival in the precooled animal, the conclusion follows that the pro-

tection which precooling confers upon the animal in shock consists in shielding the

antil)acterial defense mechanism. That this is true is further demonstrated in ex-

periments to be reported elsewhere,* the results of which were briefly as follows : In

uncooled dogs transfusion after two hours of shock nearly always results in per-

manent recovery. Nevertheless, the antibacterial defense has been damaged because

such dogs uniformlv succumb to an intravenous dose of bacteria which the normal

dog can readily dispose of.'' This dose of bacteria is fatal whether given during the

shock period or anytime within 24 hours after transfusion. ( )n the other hand, if

the dogs are precooled, the bacteria are readily eliminated, and the dogs survive.

In the group of experiments in which cooling was started after shock was in-

duced (Group HI), and with antibiotic given as in the Group IT experiments, the

protection achieved was far less than by precooling, i.e. a sur\ival rate of 30 per

cent in Group III as contrasted to 100 per cent in Group II. From the evidence

given this is because during the interval between the induction of shock and the

delayed aiiplication of hypothermia souie damage to the antibacterial defense

mechanism in c()nse(|uence of deficient ])eri])heral llow occurs and some bacterial

toxin is produced. Precooling is sU]u*rior to delated cooling l)ecause it not only

minimizes the damage to the defense mechanism during this interval, but ])robably

also because it at the same tinu' niinimizes or totally i)revents the ])ro(luction ol

bacterial toxins. In this latter respect ])ropliylactic hypothermia achieves the same
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TABLE IV

Cardiovascular and Respiratokv Dynamics in Dogs Cooled Akter Induction of

Hemorrhagic Shock

tt

c ^•; 3 o.

r b =. "^ « !=. -I Si-1 "H giJi>CO «*

K*' -<
"

P-( U° < < 0. O
Prior to cooling or

shock 38-39 130 150 2920 19.2 6.3 19.6 164.4 12 34

During shock 38-39 30 166 724 17.0 13.2 18.6 99.5 18 ^2

During hvpotlicrniia

and shock 24 30 84 366 17.6 14.2 15.5 68.8 30 21

After transfusion and

rise in bodv tem-

perature ..." 33.2 106 90 4572 19.1 4.2 22.7 193.4 13.8 21

Number of experi-

ments for each value

listed (10) (10) (10) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (10)

kind of protection as prophylactic antil)iotic therapy, thou^di hy a cHfferent action

npon the offending hacteria.

The effect of hypothermia on the cardiovascular dynamics of hemorrhagic

shock {tables III and IV.) In the unanesthetized dog hypothermia (28° C.

)

lowers the blood pressnre, pulse rate and cardiac output, but the pulmonary ven-

tilation is adequate to sustain the oxygen content of the arterial blood. The con-

siderable increase in oxygen consumption and in the A-\' oxygen difference are due

to muscular activity, for when shivering is prevented by ether the oxygen con-

sumption is considerably reduced rather than increased, and the A-V oxygen dif-

ference is unchanged. Hence the rise in the \-\ difference in the unanesthetized

dogs appears to result from the increased extraction of oxygen by muscle.

After the induction of shock the pulse rate continues to fall instead of rising as

it does in the normothermic dog. The precipitous further decline in cardiac output

is such as to reduce the stroke volume to less than 3 ml. With an oxygen consump-

tion only 20 per cent of normal during shock, the sharp rise in the A-V oxygen

difference must signifv an almost static peripheral circulation. For this reason, to-

gether with the feeble eft'ect upon caval flow of the much reduced respiration, re-

turn flow to the heart is extremely small. The resultant slow flow through the pul-

monary circuit allows the very low ventilatory exchange to provide enough oxygen

to maintain an adequate arterial oxygen content. Because of the low level of tissue

metabolism, hypercapnia does not develop in the face of a depressed respiration, as

indicated 1)V the fact that no significant shift in blood ^jH occurred in our experi-

ments (table \). Therefore, we were not obliged to employ hyperventilation.^

Following transfusion and warming there is a return to normal or nearly normal

values in all categories. The notable increase abt)ve normal in oxygen consumption

§ The death of hypothermic dogs in shock cannut be explained as due to the effects of hypo-

thermia upon pulmonary efficiency because such a death would not be prevented by an antibiotic,

unless it could be shown that the primary effect of deficient ventilation is pulmonary infection.
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TABLE V

Blood pH in Nine Dogs Prior to and During Hemorrhagic Shock

Plus Hypothermia (24° C.)'

During
shock

Dog plus

no. Control hypothermia

1 7.20 7.20

2 7.20 7.18

3 I.'il 7.30

4 7.40 7.40

5 7.45 7.45

6 7.4 7.4

7 7.44 7.48

8 7.28 7.40"

9 7.52 7.60"

» Produced by surface cooling.
> Shock induced prior to cooling.

may be due to resumption of greater muscular activity than occurred during the

control period under morphine.

Comparison of the foregoing data with those from dogs which are cooled after

the induction of shock reveals several points of interest. The fall in oxygen con-

sumption and cardiac output is appreciably less than in the precooled dog, and the

respiratory depression is not nearly so steep. The higher level of metabolic activity,

as reflected in the higher oxygen consumption, suggests that when the circulation is

already defective external cooling may fail to reduce the temperature of some of the

deeper tissues to the same level as in the precooled animal.

That hypothermia reduces bleeding volume is evident from the data in table II.

One cannot attribute the greater tolerance to shock in precooled dogs (Group I and

II) to this effect of hypothermia because dogs bled prior to cooling (Group III)

suffered a greater than average blood loss and also showed a greater tolerance to

shock. Since the antibiotic therapy alone cannot account for the difference in sur-

vival rates in these three groups of dogs, we conclude that some property of hypo-

thermia other than its effect of bleeding volume must account for its influence upon

the course of the shock state.

COMMENTS

Deterling et al.^° observed ventricular fibrillation in 40 per cent of 16 normal

dogs under barbiturate anesthesia at temperatures below 23° C. Spurr et a/.^^ ob-

served this complication in 33 per cent of normal dogs cooled to 20-26° C. for four

hours. In a series of 34 shocked dogs at temperatures ranging from 22-28° C, we

encountered fibrillation in only 6 per cent. Bigelow et al.^~ lowered the incidence of

fibrillation by a 50 per cent reduction in blood volume, and attributed the cause of

filirillation to an increase in venous pressure. Our own observations are consistent

with this view, for we found that rapid transfusion via the femoral vein is well tol-

erated by normothermic dogs in hemorrhagic shock, but precipitates ventricular

fibrillation in hypothermic shocked dogs. The lowered irritability of cardiac muscle

during shock may contriliute to the lower incidence of fibrillation in our series of

shocked dogs.
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The acidosis of hypothermia resuUino- from liyiKM-capnia'''' apparently does not
occm- in shocked dogs. This is douhtless ])ecaiisc the level of metaholic activity is so
low that the correspondingly low ventilatory volume is sufficient to discharge the
CO2 produced. That the death of hypothermic shocked dogs which did not receive

antihiotics at the time of transfusion was not related to hypercapnia is ohvious from
the fact that death was regularly prevented by antibiotic therapy.

Fisher et al}* observed hypoglycemia and prolonged clotting time as a result of
hypothermia of 5 to 10 hours duration. Firor^-^ observed altered cell morphology in
tissue cultures grown at 28° C. Within the limits and duration of hypothermia
which we employed these and other deleterious effects of hypothermia are not
dominant features in the shocked dog. On the one hand, the protective action of
hypothermia is impressively demonstrated by (1), the experiments of Allen/" who
found that hypothermic rats survive a dose of total body X-radiation which is fatal

to normothermic rats, (2), by experiments showing that hypothermia prevents the
swelling of the hind limbs following removal of tourniquets applied for 4-5 hours,
and (3), the observation that hypothermia protects the abdominal viscera from an
otherwise fatal exposure to total ischemia.- ^' "'' ^^' ^^ Similarly, we have observed
that hypothermia reduces the volume of peritoneal exudate in experimental fecal

peritonitis in dogs.-° This may be due to decreased capillary permeability or to

vasoconstriction. Presumably the relatively bloodless state of surgical wounds dur-
ing hypothermia is due to slow flow through the peripheral vessels because of vaso-
constriction, lowered blood pressure and reduced cardiac output. Additional bene-
ficial effects of hypothermia, as our observations on hemorrhagic shock demonstrate,
are the suppression of bacterial activity, and the support given to the maintenance
of the integrity of the antibacterial defense mechanism.^ AH of these positive
qualities of hypothermia are derived from its capacity to reduce the tissue re-

quirements for oxygen and blood supply. When applied within certain limits of
degree and duration for certain specific objectives the protective properties of
hypothermia outweigh its dangers.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) The dog's capacity to tolerate severe hemorrhagic shock is substantially in-
creased by precooling to 28° C. Used alone it does not effect survival, but when
combined with antibiotic therapy, it results in 100 per cent survival.

(2) The increased resistance to hemorrhagic shock is due to the protection of
the antibacterial defense mechanism, which disintegrates rapidly in the normo-
thermic dog.

(3) The very low level of respiratory activity does not result in hypercapnia, or
deficiency in oxygen supply because of the extreme reduction in the rate of meta-
bolic activity. This accounts for the fact that survival is possible even though the
cardiac output and peripheral flow are at levels far below those consistent with
survival of normothermic dogs,
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DISCUSSION

Dr. E. Frank: I would like to show you some extended studies based on con-

tinuation of Dr. Friedman's work in an effort to define some of these antibacterial

protective mechanisms as provided by hypothermia in hemorrhagic shock.

Table I shows five groups of experiments. If a single group of dogs is given a

standard dose of bacteria, in these experiments E. coli, they tolerate it quite well

((jroup I). If a separate grotip of dogs, Grotip II, is subjected to two hotu's of

hemorrhagic hyi)otension, then retransfused, they, too, can be expected to live. If,

however, you combitie those two procedtn'es, namely two hours of hemorrhagic

hypotension plus inlrax'enous bacteria, yott wind u]) willi 100 per cent mortality

within one to three days ((jronp III). In other words, the two hours of hypotension,

though not lethal in itself, has done something to make it more possible for bacteria

to go on and kill that animal.

However, in (in)U])s I\' and \' n'ou will notice that if the dog is cooled i)rior to
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TABLE 1

Ei'i'KCT OF 1 Ivi'<iriii:i<MiA UPON Rksistance to Bacteria Givkn ouking ok Aktkr Shock
OF Two Hours' Duration "

No. Survivors
of ,

'-

Group Kxijcriincut doKs Number

I E. coli intravenously in normal dogs 10 10

II 2-liour shock in norniothermic dogs 10 —
III 2-hour shock in norniothermic dogs, E. coli intra-

venously during shock or at any time up to

24 hours after transfusion ,iO

I\' Hypothermia (28° C.) induced prior to 2-hour

shock, E. coli intravenously during hypotensive

period—warmed to normal temperature after

transfusion 8 6

V Same as Group I\' excei)t E. coli given after body

temperature was back to normal'' 14 11

%
100

90

75

79

» Hemorrhagic shock—bleeding to blood pressure 30 mm. Hg for 2 hours followed by transfusion of all shed
blood.

'' The results for E. coli—four of these experiments were done with a coagulase-positive hemolytic staphylo-
coccus aureus, to which normal and 2-hour shock dogs respond as they do to E. coli.

the two-hour shock period, with intravenous bacteria given either during hypo-

thermia and hypotension (Group IV) or after rewarming (Croup V), the result

is that about three-quarters of the animals survive.

The nature of this protection we cannot begin to state, although we may ha^e

some inkling of a possible mechanism as a result of our recent cooperation with

Dr. Pillemer of Western Reserve. Dr. Pillemer has recently described a substance

in serum which he called properdin and which he believes, and we believe with him,

may play an important part in natural resistance to bacteria.

Figure 1 shows a characteristic response of properdin titer in a dog subjected to
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TABLE II

Properdin Titers of Dogs Subjected to Hemorrhagic Shock during Hypothermia

Arterial
pressure Properdin titers

Bleeding (mm. Hg) during shock

Dog Body volume ,
^

v i
^

; >

no. temp. (cc./kg.) Mean Range Initial 2 hrs. 6 hrs.

P-S2 Under 28° C. Z1 45 30-60 12 12 12

P-S3 Under 28° C. 39 40 30-60 12 12 12

a brief period of hemorrhagic hypotension from which he survives. The properdin

titer falls markedly within the first two or three hours. It remains low for several

days, and then overshoots. However, when two animals were subjected to hypo-

thermia while their blood pressure was being lowered, the properdin titers remained

high not only for two hours but for six hours as well (table II).

We are intrigued by these findings and intend to pursue this matter in the near

future.



EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE OF
HYPOTHERMIA AND AUTONOMIC BLOCKING AGENTS

ON HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK*

ROBERT C. OVERTON and MICHAEL E. De BAKEY

As a result of the pioneer work of Bigelow,-"^^ the efficacy of general body hypo-

thermia in obviating the ischemic consequences of acute circulatory interruption has

been widely documented.-- "• ^«' ^'' "• -'' -"' *'- '°' ''• '*• ''' "'• '* <='• "^ More recently

the concept has been advanced of the state of "artificial hibernation," mediated by

the combination of hypothermia and certain autonomolytic drugs, in which the

organism is believed to be resistant not only to acute total ischemia, but also to the

v^ide range of nocuous stimuli which lead to traumatic and hemorrhagic shock,*'' '-

14, 16, 17, 23, 26, 37. 38, 40, 41, 43-46, 49, CO, 70 Broad claiuis have been made, particularly by

French investigators, for this concept and its clinical applications, extended even to

its administration to battle casualties in Vietnam. ^^' ^°' *"• ^- Their method involves

use of body cooling together with a "lytic cocktail" of certain drugs, of which

chlorpromazine seems to be the most important.-' Highly significant as the French

work may be, the picture is obscured by the polytherapy employed. It seemed im-

portant, therefore, to investigate the problem by a carefully controlled study

directed toward ascertaining the significance of the various factors involved in the

French protocol.

Because of considerable experience in the study of "irreversible" hemorrhagic

shock by the method of Fine,-""' ^^ it was considered desirable to employ this shock

preparation and to investigate the effects of hypothermia alone, chlorpromazine

alone, and a combination of these two factors on the course of the shock experiment.

Method. The procedure employed in the production of shock was essentially

similar to that previously described. ^^ Healthy, afebrile mongrel dogs, averaging

14.5 kg. in weight, were bled via the femoral artery into an elevated reservoir

adjusted at such a height that the blood pressure equilibrates at 30 mm. of mercury.

The bleeding volume reached a maximum usually in about one hour ; thereafter,

as the animal's compensation failed, blood was gradually and spontaneously "taken

back" in order to maintain the blood pressure at 30 mm. of mercury. After 40

per cent of the maximum volume had thus been taken back, the remainder was

rapidly retransfused. If this "40 per cent end-point" was not reached in eight hours,

the experiment was arbitrarily terminated by retransfusion. Although after re-

transfusion the animals appeared temporarily improved, in our experiments the

mortality from this shock preparation has averaged over 90 per cent. In addition

to the survival rate, the dog's response to the experiment and to any therapy em-

ployed was gauged by the maximum bleeding volume in cubic centimeters per

kilogram and also by the duration of hypotension necessary to attain the end-point.

In both Fine's original work and our previous studies, a local anesthetic was used.

In the present study, because of the hypothermia and the necessity for obviating

* Supported in part by a grant from the Research and Development Division, Department of

the Army ; and by the Cora and Webb Mading Fund for Surgical Research, Department of

Surgery, Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
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shivering, general anesthesia induced with morphine sulphate { 10 mg./kg.) and

pentobarbital (15 mg./kg.) intravenously was employed. It was realized that this

might increase the stress of the procedure, but the factor was kept constant by its

application to all animals, including the control dogs. The tracheas were intubated

perorally, but insufflation was not employed. The anesthetized animals were wrapped

in rubberized blankets through which refrigerated fluid was circulated until their

temperature reached 31° C. Parallel controls were treated identically except for

the cooling. Chlorpromazine was given in dosages of 50 and 100 mg. intramuscu-

larly one to two hours before bleeding to one group and in 5 mg. doses to another.

The difference in 50 mg. and 100 mg. dosage has no statistical significance, both

being large doses for the dog. Parallel controls were treated identically except they

were not given the drug. In the series receiving coml)ined therapy, chlorpromazine

was administered in dosage of 50 mg. approximately one hour before initiation of

cooling, and on the average approximately two hours before the beginning of the

bleeding to one group, and in 5 mg. doses to another.

The experiment was performed on 46 dogs with hypothermia alone. 45 dogs

with 50 mg. of chlorpromazine, 20 dogs with 5 mg. of chlorpromazine, 3S dogs

with combined chlorpromazine (50 mg.) and hypothermia, 14 dogs with combined

chlorpromazine (5 mg. ) and hypothermia, and 50 control dogs. Slight (1-2° C.)

cooling was secured by the autonomolytic drug alone, and cooling was achieved

somewhat faster in the dogs receiving the drug before the application of surface

cooling. The discrepancy in number of controls is due to the simultaneous use of

one control to parallel one or more of the other groups.

Results. Originally the survival period was arbitrarily determined at the end of

24 hours, since the majority of deaths occurred well within this time. INIost of the

controls expired at or soon after the end-point. Subsequently it seemed desirable

to determine ultimate survival, based upon a minimum period of 2 weeks. Accord-

ingly the experiments were repeated on additional groups of animals for this pur-

pose. Certain studies carried out in the first groups were also repeated in the

second groups thus providing additional data.

Both the immediate as well as the ultimate survival rates were increased in all

of the experiments as compared with the control animals (figs. 1 and 2). As might

be expected the ultimate survival rates were somewhat less, except for one group

of animals, than the immediate survival rates, since in the former groups a number

of variables are introduced, such as bacterial contamination and lack of supportive

measure. In this connection it has been observed in another experiment conducted

in our laboratory that the coml)ined use of anesthesia and hypothermia alone is

followed by a mortality of 10 per cent when anti-bacterial therapy is not employed.-"

The high proportion of rapid deaths in the control dogs, which is slightly greater

than that oljtained in our previous studies, testifies to the severity of the stress.

Although there was a significant increase in survival rate among the dogs that were

cooled before being bled, and an even greater increase in those receiving chlorproma-

zine in both large and small doses prior to the experiment, the dogs treated by the

combined use of hypothermia and chlorpromazine in large doses showed the most

pronounced increase in survival. The combined use of hypothermia and small doses

of chlorpromazine resulted in a survival rate greater than that following use of

the drug alone in comjiarable dosage, but slightly less than when used alone in
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80 r

No survivors

No animals

trol Cooling Chlorpromozine Chlorpromazine Chlorpromoz.ne Chlorjpromozme
5mg. 5 mg 50 mg 50mg.

+ Cooiing Cooling

P 05 P.05 P .01 P.OOI P.001

Fig. 1.—Immediate survival in experimental hemorrhagic shock.

larger doses. These results are valid statistically at P values of <.05 significance

level for cooling alone and for 5 mg. of chlorpromazine alone, <.01 for combined

cooling and 5 mg. dosage of chlorpromazine, and <.001 for 50 mg. dosage of

chlorpromazine either alone or combined with cooling.

A protective mechanism is also suggested by the increased tolerance to duration

of hypotension, or duration of shock, before the 40 per cent end-point was reached.

Whereas in only 8 per cent of the control animals was the blood pressure maintained

at 30 mm. Hg for eight hours without having to retake 40 per cent of their maxi-

mum bleeding volume, among the treated animals this figure was significantly

greater. Particularly striking in this connection is the high proportion of "tolerance"

hypotension among those treated by the combined use of hypothermia and chlor-

promazine (fig. 3). At arbitrary completion at eight hours the control animals were

61.8 per cent short of the 40 per cent end-point, whereas the hypothermic dogs

were 40.3 per cent, the 5 mg. chlorpromazine-treated 17 per cent, the 50 mg. chlor-

promazine treated 79 per cent, the cooled and 5 mg. chlorpromazine-treated 72

per cent, and the cooled and 50 mg. chlorpromazine-treated were 80.3 per cent.

This may be considered a further reflection of compensation to hypotension without

necessity for replacement.

Additional support of tolerance is manifested by the average duration of hypo-

tension, including the animals that were arbitrarily terminated at eight hours. The
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Fig. 3.—Experimental hemorrhagic shock, number of animals tolerating hypotension eight hours.

is the decreased rate of the blood loss in the dogs receiving the drug in large doses

(table I). This decrease in amount and rapidity of bleeding in these animals may
be a reflection of the initial hypotension. The average blood pressure at the be-

ginning of the experiment was 93 mm. Hg in the control dogs ; 94 mm. Hg in

the hypothermic dogs ; 84 mm. in the 5 mg. chlorpromazine-treated ; 90 mm. in the

5 mg. of chlorpromazine and cooled group and 73 and 80 mm. Hg, respectively, in

the group receiving the larger dosage of drug alone or in combination. The better

survival rates in the 50 mg. chlorpromazine and cooled dogs as compared with those

receiving the drug in large dosage alone is not entirely explained on this basis, for

despite the lower initial blood pressure, both groups were bled almost identical

amounts and in essentially the same period of time. This would suggest an actual

augmentation of effect when surface cooling was combined with the drug. Other

workers have pointed out the apparent better tolerance of the organism to hypo-

tension produced by sympathectomy, anesthesia or autonoinic blocking agents than

to hypotension mediated entirely by acute hypovolemia, and perhaps the beneficial

effects reflect a lesser volume of the hemorrhage.^* This does not mean that the

drug in large dosage had no beneficial effect on the shock experiment, but the results

must be interpreted cautiously. Hypothermia and the smaller dosage of drug,

however, augment compensation in another fashion, since the volume and rapidity

of loss of blood in these animals closely approximated those of the controls.
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Fig. 4.—Experimental hemorrhagic shock, hypotensive time.

Discussion. The hemorrhagic shock preparation used in this experiment is

fairly well standardized and has heen uniformly associated with a high mortality

in previous studies hoth in our lal)oratory and by other workers. Accordingly, it

offers an excellent method of controlled evaluation of the various therapeutic factors

employed in "artificial hibernation." Although there are nuiuerous reports of the

clinical application of hibernation to a wide variety of situations in which shock

is believed to be affected beneficially, there is a paucity of data on its use under

controlled experimental conditions. Jaulmes ct al^'' eiuploying Wigger's method

of inducing hemorrhagic shock, demonstrated an ai)parent protective action. l)ut

no attempt was made to ascertain the action of the individual factors, since both

drugs and cooling were applied to the small number of dogs eiuployed.

This study tends to support the concept that artificial hibernation does offer some

protective action against "irreversibility" in experimental hemorrhagic shock, al-

though the results should be interpreted cautiously. Whether applied separately or

in combination, surface cooling and chlorproiuazine produced a significantly bene-

ficial effect upon the course of the shock, but the significance and meclKUiism of this

alteration are not entirely clear.

Surface cooling preceding l)k'e(ling significanllN' increases survival and suggests

an increased tolerance to shock as manifest l)y tolerance to the hypotension and

blood loss. ;\])proximately one-fotirth of the animals were a])parently compensated
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at the end of the eight hours, and at termination liad r('<[uircd only moderate re-

placement of hlood for maintenance of compensation. These ol)servations are per-

haps the most significant of this study, since they most closely ])arallel the control

animals in the amount and rapidity of the hlood lost, and would indicate a varia-

tion in the animals" resistance to "irreversibility" rather than a \ariation in the

experiment.

That cooling might l)e beneficial in shock was suggested much earlier than cur-

rent interest would indicate, for it has been noted by several (observers that animals

subjected to burn, epinephrine drip, t(nu-ni(|uet release, and hemorrhagic shock

demonstrated much greater resistance when the enviroinnental temperature of the

laboratory was low.^- '• ^-- "'*• *-• ''''• -'• '' In his studies on the nervous system in

shock. Remington-''-' found that it was necessary to bleed the animals significantly

more during the winter months. Allen,' in studies on tourni(|uet release shock,

applied refrigeration to the constricted limb with an increase in survival of both

animals and limbs, Init he noted he had also inadvertently secured general body

hypothermia. In comparing the effects of heat and cold in the prevention and treat-

ment of shock, Blalock^- found a significant increased tolerance to duration of

shock when the animals were cooled but no increase in survival. Cooling was applied

after shock was in progress, however, and the degree of hypothermia secured

(average 25° C.) without supportive measures for respiration perhaps influenced

the mortality adversely. These and other studies coupled with our results perhaps

do not fully support the theory advanced that hypothermia has a protective action

in hemorrhagic shock but do suggest the need for further inquiry into the problem.

The mechanism involved in the beneficial effects of hypothermia is not identified

in this experiment, but may be due to one of several factors : first, it seems likely

that the lowered metabolism and reduced requirements of the tissues for oxygen

prevent irreparable damage to the vital centers responsil)le for maintenance of

compensation. This is an appealing concept in that it carries prevention of peripheral

stagnant anoxia further than one is able to do liy correction of hypovolemia. Recent

studies have demonstrated the ability of cooling to protect a variety of organs from

the acute anoxia of temporary interruption of circulation.--' ^*' ^^ It has been sug-

gested, since tissue repair continues during hypothermia, that the temporary main-

tenance of the animal allows capillary beds damaged by anoxia to improve enough

to prevent irreversibility.^- In this regard selective cooling of viscera might add

information as to the organ most responsible for maintaining compensation.

The second explanation for the beneficial efifects of hypothermia is also con-

jectural but is based on possible alteration of effective blood flow to various body

compartments during shock. Selective vasoconstriction, vasodilation or both to

organs vital to compensation may be accomplished by cc^oling.^- ^-' ^^' ''^ Aside from

the known local and reflex vasomotor responses to heat and cold,*- ^*^' °^ it has been

demonstrated that the temperature of the blood entering and leaving different viscera

varies. ^"^ Rodbard"- and D'Amato-^ and others'"'' have suggested that whole blood

sequestrated in various vascular channels would account for the unexplained reduc-

tion of plasma volume that occurs in hyjiothermia. The close correlation of the

amount and rapidity of l)lood lost among the controls and among the hypothermia

animals in our experiment would tend to discount involvement of any shunting

mechanism.
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The results obtained in animals receiving chlorpromazine were striking both in

terms of survival and increased tolerance to shock. This agent, however, produced

an alteration in the experiment which affects comparison of these animals with the

control and cooled animals. As previously indicated, the autonomolytic action of

the drug, when given in massive doses, reduced the vasoconstrictive response to

such an extent that bleeding was diminished in rate and volume. Survival and

tolerance figures then perhaps reflect only response to lesser stress, since it changes

the method to one of tolerance to hypotension rather than to blood lost. When the

dosage employed was small, however, a beneficial effect was secured with no altera-

tion in the amount of blood extracted, although it was done somewhat more slowly.

The possibility exists that chlorpromazine possesses a pharmacologic property

aside from its autonomolytic eft'ect to account for its beneficial action, but this latter

property seems to be the one of significance. Our results closely parallel those

demonstrated by Remington"- ^^' ^'^ and others using dibenamine, a drug with similar

but more pronounced autonomolytic properties. When the drug was administered

in doses that produced partial vasoplegia 1)ut still allowed some vasoconstrictive

response to bleeding, Remington was able to reduce significantly the mortality of

hemorrhagic and traumatic shock."'- "^ The noteworthy feature of these experiments

is the ability to extract from the treated animals the same volume of blood as from

the controls. The effects of the autonomolytic drug employed in this study, when

used in small doses, seem to add support to his findings. It had been previously

demonstrated that ether and spinal anesthesia, ergotamine and other autonomolytic

drugs, as well as surgical sympathectomy, permit great tolerance to the hypotension

that accompanies bleeding but reduce the tolerance to amount of blood lost.^^- **- "-

Fine-^ has apparently been unable to secure a protective action with dibenamine in

the method employed in this study, but perhaps the dosage employed was excessive,

as was the case in some of Wiggers' animals. '-

The combined use of hypothermia and chlorpromazine. simulating in the ex-

perimental animal the therapeutic regimen of "artificial hibernation" used clinically,

produced striking results in regard to survival when compared with those secured

from their separate application. This study suggests that the benefits are derived

largely from the autonomolytic action of the drug employed since the bleeding

volumes and tolerance to hypotension so closely parallel the drug-treated dogs,

although the cumulative improvement due to the cooling cannot be excluded. Wlien

given in combination, administration of small doses of the drug seems as efficacious

as larger dosage in improving tolerance to duration of hypotension, and nearly as

effective in the improvement of survival.

Summary. In an attempt to determine the effect on shock of the various factors

employed in "artificial hibernation," namely, hypothermia and the administration of

chlorpromazine, these factors were applied separately and in comljination to dogs

subjected to "irreversible hemorrhagic shock" by the technique of Fine.

Two hundred and thirteen dogs were divided into five groups. Fifty animals

served as controls; 46 were cooled to 31° C. before shock was induced ; 45 and 20,

respectively, were initially treated with 50 and 5 mg. of chlorpromazine and in 38

and 14 hypothermia was combined with 50 and 5 mg. of chlorpromazine. respectively.

Both immediate and ultimate survival were significantly improved by administra-
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tion of all the listed factors, either separately or in the various combinations. The

drug in large dosage conil)ined with hypothermia proved the most effective. A
protective mechanism was also suggested by the increased tolerance to hypotension

in the treated animals. This improvement was noted both in terms of hypotension

time and in the number of animals which were still compensated after 8 hours of

shock and their experiment arbitrarily terminated. Combination of the drug, in

either small or large dosage, with hypothermia proved to be most effective therajn-.
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HYPOTHERMIA AND EXPERIMENTAL MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTION*

CHARLES HUGGINS

We have been interested in the effect of pre-existing pathology on the safety of

hypothermia, particularly within the range of temperatures employed clinically. As
ventricular fibrillation appears to be the greatest hazard of general body cooling we
thought it reasonable to investigate first the effect of hypothermia on dogs with

heart disease. In particular, we chose to study dogs with recent myocardial infarc-

tions.

Healthy male mongrel dogs were cooled to 28.5° C. by immersion in ice-water.

They were allowed to equilibrate (usually between 24—25° C.) for one hour, and

then rapidly rewarmed. This initial cooling served as a control on the health of the

animal, and allowed us to obtain electrocardiograms for future comparison. One
week after control cooling a thoracotomy was performed and the anterior descend-

ing branch of the left coronary artery was occluded, either by direct ligation and

division, or by the insertion of a small polyethylene cannula into the artery at the

same level. Large areas of infarction were consistently produced. Three to five clays

following the thoracotomy, the animal was again cooled exactly as before.

In the first experiment 24 dogs underwent control cooling. These animals were

forcibly hyperventilated with pure oxygen throughout the procedure. Technical

errors early in the experiment caused the death of two animals. Myocardial infarcts

were produced in the remaining 22 animals and caused the death of 13. None of the

nine animals surviving both procedures died from their experimental cooling.

We were surprised by these results and wondered if prevention of fibrillation

was accomplished merely by forced hyperventilation with oxygen. Accordingly, a

second experiment was performed which was identical with the first except that the

animals were hypoventilated to the point of hypoxia. Seven of twenty dogs died

from control cooling alone. Five of these animals fibrillated and two died with

nervous system damage. Seven of the 13 animals which survived cooling were

quadriparetic up to 48 hours. Myocardial infarcts were produced in the 13 dogs

which survived control cooling and five lived to undergo later experimental cooling.

Four of these five dogs cooled uneventfully although two exhibited transient

quadriparesis afterward. Death in the fifth animal was probably related to a techni-

cal error, but must be evaluated as a fibrillation mortality.

All dogs which fibrillated show the same changes in the ST segment of the

electrocardiogram that Dr. Hegnauer has demonstrated.

Our conclusion from this study is that in the dog the mere presence of a recent

myocardial infarction, even though of large size, is not a major stimulus to ventric-

ular fibrillation. Clinical ai)plication of this datum must be qualified by the realization

that the human patient with a myocardial infarction has generalized coronary artery

* The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private ones of the writer and are not

to be construed as official or reflecting the views of tlie Navy Department or the naval service

at large.
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disease whereas our dogs have otherwise normal hearts. This study suggests that if
the potential benefits to be derived from an operation under hypothermia are great
and there is no evidence of current myocardial ischemia (by history or electro-
cardiogram), the history of a past uncomplicated myocardial infarction should not
serve as an absolute contraindication to coolino-.



TREATMENT OF THE SERIOUSLY ILL, FEBRILE PATIENT
WITH SURFACE COOLING*

F. JOHN LEWIS, DEAN M. RING and JOHN F. ALDEN

This paper will describe an effective and relatively simple method for lowering

the body temperature of febrile, gravely ill patients. This idea is an ancient one, but

the technique is new.

Though these patients have not been cooled to truly h}'pothermic temperature

levels, inclusion of this discussion in a Symposium of Hypothermia can be justified

in several ways. First of all, the metabolic changes that accompany cooling of a

feverish patient to normal or slightly subnormal temperature levels mimic those

attained when a normothermic individual is made moderately hypothermic. In both

cases the pulse and respiratory rates decrease as the general metabolic processes

slow down. These changes accompany a significant drop in temperature which has

been at least 7 or 8° F. in the feverish patient. In the matter of equipment, too,

cooling of the febrile patient is similar to the production of hypothermia in a

normothermic patient. We have used the same cooling apparatus in both situations.

Finally, introduction of this subject into a Symposium on Hypothermia provides

an opportunity to bring up the topic of "Artificial Hibernation." This treatment,

developed by Laborit and other French investigators,- suggests by its name that a

a profound hypothermia, like that of hibernating animals, is produced, while ac-

tually only a slight drop in temperature occurs.

Laborit and the many other European authors who describe their use of "Arti-

ficial Hibernation" give a number of drugs mixed to make a "lytic cocktail" and

then add mild surface cooling. This system is used as an anesthetic technique,

primarily, and good results have been reported, but there has been little enthusiasm

for "Artificial Hibernation" in this country as yet. This may be due simply to diffi-

culties in communication, but there may also be an attitude of scepticism toward

the use of a mixture of drugs which, separately or in combination, do not actually

produce a state resembling true hibernation. The chief effects of these drugs may be

merely sedative and vasodilatory.

Shackman^ has analyzed the action of the "lytic cocktail" and he reports that

these drugs do not produce a central effect on the temperature-controlling apparatus

but only a peripheral vasodilatation similar to that produced by other vasodilators.

This effect does not produce hypothermia in the unexposed patient. Another author

from the British Isles, Dundee,^ has in his animal experiments reached further in-

teresting conclusions concerning the drugs of tlie "lytic cocktail." Fie found that

deep anesthesia, curarization, or the "lytic cocktail" were equally effective in fa-

cilitating hypothermia and his data show, in addition, that chlorpromazine alone

was as effective as the mixture of drugs in aiding surface cooling. Influenced by

this work, we have used only chlorpromazine and one otiier sedative, phenobarbital

sodium, while cooling our feverish patients.

* Supported in part by Research Grant H-1374 of the National Heart Institute of tlic National

Institutes of Health, Public Health Service.
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Our use of surface cooliiii;- for fehrile palients arose directlv out of our interest in

livpothernn'a for inlracardiac surgery. '•
' I'hv tir>t ])atient we treated was a 2<->-vear-

old woman ( IMI. No. 846504 j who had just undergone an operation for an atrial

septal defect complicated hy mitral stenosis. She was considered to he a poor

operative risk hecause of this additional lesion and also hecause she had mild con-

gestive heart failure, hut despite these complications she withstood the operation

well. Her temperature rose to 104.2° F. a few hours after surgery, however, and
with this her heart rate climhed to 140, her systolic hlf)od pressure fell helow SO. and
she developed pulmonary edema. It was necessary to assist her l)reathing, with an

anesthesia machine working through a tracheotomy tube, in order to avoid cyanosis.

These measures did not seem to be enough to save her. We then lowered her body
temperature rapidly to 96° F. by wrapping her in the same refrigerating blankets

that had cooled her for the heart operation a few hours earlier. The effect was
gratifying. Her pulse rate fell and her blood pressure rose slowdy. After a few

hours, it was possible to stop assisting her breathing. For several days it was neces-

sary to keep her body temperature below normal. If the temperature was allowed to

rise above 99° F. she would suffer an immediate and apparently detrimental in-

crease in pulse and respiratory rates. After five days, cooling was no longer re-

quired and the remainder of her hospital course was untroubled.

In the one and one-half years since this first patient was successfully treated, we
have used surface cooling to treat 24 other gravely ill, hyperthermic patients.

Method. The two essential features of the technique are surface cooling with a

large refrigerating blanket and the administration of enough sedatives to prevent

shivering. The patient is placed supine on a bed-sized cooling blanket (figs. 1 and 2)
which consists of a long rubber tube sewn between two rubberized sheets. This tube

runs back and forth the length of the blanket and a cold anti- freeze solution is

pumped through it by a special machine' which can either cool or warm the solu-

tion, and consequently the blanket, to any desired temperature. At the start the

blanket is cooled to 40-50° F. and occasionally in obese patients ice bags or ice

chips are placed over the groins and axillae in addition. This intense surface cooling

will cause shivering unless the patient is deeply comatose or properly sedated.

For sedation we have used chlorpromazine and phenobarl)ital sodium intrave-

nously. When shivering first appears, 50 milligrams of chlorpromazine are given

and if shivering is still present ten minutes later, 0.13 or 0.20 gram of pheno-
barbital sodium are given. In another ten minutes, if shivering still persists, an ad-

ditional 50 milligrams of chlorpromazine are administered. This is usually enough,

but further 50 milligram doses of chlorpromazine may be necessary if the patient

is large or if he has been unusually active just before the cooling was started. In

any case, enough is given to suppress all shivering—even the slight tremor that

may be detected by palpating the pectoralis major muscles. In an occasional patient

as much as 200 milligrams of chlorpromazine has been given during the first two or

three hours of cooling.

After the temperature has started to fall less cooling and less sedation are re-

quired. It may be possible to stop administering sedatives altogether wdien the tem-

perature has reached normal, but in S(Mne cases an occasional dose of chlorpro-

t Manufactured by Tlierm-0-Rite Products Corp., 17 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
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Fig. 1.—Photograph of the cooHng apparatus. The refrigerating machine which cools the

anti-freeze solution and pumps it through the blanket is shown at the left, and the large cooling

blanket is spread out on the bed. The black box with the dial sitting on the refrigerating ma-

chine is the electrical thermometer.

Fig. 2.—A single slieet has been placed over tlic cooliiiii Maul. ic patient is m position.
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mazine is still required. As the body temperature falls below 100° F. the blanket

temperature may be increased from its original level of 40-50° F. up to 60 or 70° F.

and later, when the body temperature levels off at 95-98° F., the blanket may be

warmed a little more. Our objective has been to keep the body temperature within

a range of 95 to 98° F. To maintain this level, once it has been reached, a blanket

temi)erature of 70 to 80° F. is usually adequate. It is surprising, at first, to find that

the blanket at this temperature provides enough cooling in most cases after the first

few hours. The blanket is at room temperature and it does not feel ccjid to the

touch. It is effective, however, because the entire blanket and consequently a large

area of the patient's skin is kept at this temperature due to the constantly circulat-

ing fluid in the coils of the blanket. The patient's back feels cool—as cool as the

blanket—while in an ordinary bed the back would be hot.

It is not difficult to decide when cooling is no longer required. Any time the pa-

tient's temperature falls below the desired range the circulating pump is turned off

and the patient is allowed to rewarm himself slowly. Then, if the body temperature

begins to rise slightly above normal again, usually in the afternoon or early evening,

the pump is turned back on. Cooling may be required intermittently in this fashion

for several days, but finally, if the patient is to recover, it is no longer needed during

any part of the day. When the rectal temperature drops below the desired level

during cooling it is dangerous to rewarm the patient by heating the blanket above

the skin temperature. By hurrying to rewarm the patient this way one is likely to

bring the temperature up to a fever level again and the intense cooling and heavy

sedation will have to be used once more, as at the l^eginning. It is much better to

simply turn off the circulating pump when the temperature drops too low and wait

patiently for the patient to rewarm himself.

Unwanted swings of temperature are avoided ])y watching the rectal temperature

continuously so that appropriate changes in the blanket temperature may be made

to counteract a slight rise or fall. For this close observation, we have used an

electrical thermometer with a temperature sensitive thermistor kept at one position

in the rectum.

Results. Twenty-five seriously ill patients with temperatures of 103° F. or

higher have been treated with surface cooling. In most cases the method was em-

ployed only after more conventional treatments appeared to have failed. Prior to

cooling the prognosis for recovery was poor in each case, and a number of the pa-

tients were failing rapidly. In fact, two patients whom we were asked to treat died

while we were assembling the equipment. They are not included in the statistics.

Of the 25 who were treated, 12 died and 13 survived. One of the 13 survivors died

over one month after cooling had been stopped.

There was a wide range in age (6 to 84 years) but most of the patients were past

middle age (median age for the group was 59). The sex distribution was almost

equal (13 females and 12 males).

Each patient had a high body temperature but surface cooling brought it down

to normal in every case. Rectal temperatures before treatment were 103° F. or over

and the highest temperature was 107° F., in the oldest patient—an 84-year-old man

who survived. It took a median time of three hours after cooling had been started

to bring the body temperature down to 99° F. Thirty minutes was the shortest
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time interval during which this initial temperature drop was achieved, and the

longest was 10 hours. This was in a man who had not been adequately sedated at

first. Simultaneously with the initial drop in temperature, the pulse and respiratory

rates decreased, though they did not always drop to normal.

In some cases with low blood pressures cooling produced a significant rise.

Eleven of the 25 patients had systolic pressures below 100 before cooling despite

adequate blood replacement. In six of these 11 patients, the systolic level rose above

100 after the temperature had been reduced. Four of these six patients survived.

Severe abnormalities of consciousness or sensorium were common before cooling.

Eleven patients were comatose and nine were semi-comatose or delirious. Among
the 11 with coma, six recovered, one survived cooling but died more than a month

after cooling had been stopped, and four died. Of those who were semi-comatose

or severely disturbed, six died and three recovered.

In table I the mortality is shown for the various clinical groups into which the

patients have been separated. Though these groups are small, it would appear that

success has been greater among some types of patients than among others. There

were more survivors among the head injuries, for example, than among patients

suffering complications following major abdominal surgery for cancer. These cancer

patients had complications, such as hemorrhage, peritonitis, and lung or intra-

peritoneal abscesses. Reduction of the dangerous hyperthermia was not enough to

solve their problems. Where fever was more clearly the major issue, as in the pa-

tients with brain damage, the results were much better.

Discussion. In one respect the method has been uniformly successful. It de-

cisively reduced the temperature of febrile patients and it kept the temperature

down effectively and without great difficulty. The technique is a more certain and

controllable method for cooling feverish patients than the commonly employed nurs-

ing techniques of using alcohol sponge baths or applying ice bags. It is a better

method of cooling because of two special features. The first is the refrigerating

blanket. This blanket provides a convenient and accurately controlled way of cool-

ing the entire bed surface and thus a large area of the patient's skin. The second

important feature is the administration of enough sedation to prevent shivering

while the temperature is being lowered. Chlorpromazine has been particularly effec-

tive in this role.

TABLE I

Mortality among pEBiaLE Patients Treated with Surface Cooling

Niimhfr
of

^

Clinical type patients Survived Died

1. Brain damage: 3 head injuries and one cerebrovascular accident. .4 3 1

2. Major complications following general surgical operations (except

abdominal cancer) 7 4 3

3. Major complications following operations for abdominal cancer.. 5 1 4

4. Following thoracic operations 3 2 1

5. Following urological operations 2 2

6. Preoperative (too ill for surgery) 3 (I 3

7. Burns 1 1

Totals 25 13 ' 12
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So much for the clear-cut acconiplisliiiuMit of the techiiicjue—abohshing- the fever.

Much more important, of course, would be establishment of the treatment's merit

in helping the patient to recover. But since this, like too many clinical projects, was
not a controlled experiment, we cannot be certain and must for the present fall

back on clinical impressions. We do have the impression, if not the conviction, that

many of the patients were benefited and the treatment was not obviously detri-

mental to any of them. The temperature reduction seemed to help all of the sur-

vivors and for a few it may have had critical value. Moreover, the temperature

drop appeared to benefit, temporarily, about half of the patients that died. When
the drop in temperature was beneficial, the exhausting effect of a fast respiratory

rate, a racing pulse, and purposeless muscular activity was overcome and the pa-

tient would then appear to rest quietly.

W e plan to contiinie using this techni(|ue of surface cooling. Init now in a con-

trolled clinical experiment. Perhaps in this wa\- we will be able to make a more
objective analysis.

Summary. L The paper describes a technique for reducing the l)ody temi)erature

of seriously ill patients with high fevers. The patient lies on a large cooling blanket

while chlorpromazine and phenobarbital sodium provide enough sedation to prevent

shivering.

2. Thirteen of 25 patients treated, all with fevers over 103° F., survived.

3. The survivors all appeared to have been benefited and one-half of those who
died may have been temporarily helped by the treatment.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. IV. J. Kolff: Our experiences tend to confirm those of Dr. Lewis although

our results are less favorable due to selection of more seriously ill patients.

In simple refrigeration, the patient is anesthetized and subsequentlv cooled. The
defense reactions of the body set in, and oxygen consumption is increased, at least

in the beginning.

Conversely, in artificial hibernation, the patient is given a combination of drugs

intended to dampen certain parts of the central and the autonomic nervous sys-

tems.^- - The blocking is said to take place at the levels of cortex, midbrain, ganglia,

and nerve endings.

The most important drugs used in artificial hibernation are derivatives of pheno-

thiazine
: Phenergan, Dijjarcol, and chlorpromazine. Phenergan, Diparcol, and
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chlorpromazine have to a certain extent similar actions, although there are differ-

ences. Phenergan for example is an antihistaminic. Diparcol is supposed to be a

bronchodilator and to inhibit bronchial secretion. Chlorpromazine is the most im-

portant of the phenothiazines in artificial hibernation.

I am unable to assess the relative virtues and activities of the many drugs used.

It seems to be intuition that has guided the French. It is an approach that is widely

criticized in this country ; however, I think that we should reserve our judgment

in this instance until we have had more experience and when we want to see whether

"hibernation" has some virtue, why not follow their recommendations exactly?

Nine patients, all of whom were considered beyond recovery by more conserva-

tive methods, were treated with artificial hibernation.^ Uncontrollable deterioration,

shock, spiking temperature, and restlessness were among the indications for hiberna-

tion. The technic of Laborit and Huguenard was followed as closely as possible.

In seven patients a rapidly downhill clinical course seemed to be arrested, at least

temporarily, and patients who seemed about to die lived 1 to 19 days during or

after hibernation. Eight of the nine patients were more comfortable during hiber-

nation. Such signs as spiking temperatures, ileus with distention, convulsions, ex-

treme restlessness, and cyanosis gave way to controlled temperature, less distention,

quiescence, and pink color. Two patients recovered temporarily but finally died

from the underlying disease. It is concluded that artificial hibernation deserves

further trial in patients with potentially curable disease who presently would suc-

cumb to overwhelming illness or during the struggle to overcome it.
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Dr. E. Calkins: Since many of these extremely febrile cases are also in circulatory

difficulty, I wonder if you had any deaths which obviously followed intravenous

injection of chlorpromazine. which reduces the blood pressure rapidly in some

people.

Dr. Lewis: Some of the patients who died had a fall in blood pressure even after

cooling. Of these eleven who had low blood pressure, some went on to die. Whether

it was due to chlorpromazine or to a continuation of their lethal disease process,

we really couldn't say. On the other hand, six of the eleven with serious vascular

collapse recovered their l)lood pressure after the cooling. I am afraid I can't answer

the cjuestion more definitely than that. We haven't felt that there was any clearly

detrimental effect from the technique in any of the cases.

Dr. Henry Stvan: I would like to ask what your thought is on the effect of mild

hypothermia on the course of infection. Does the infective process seem to go

faster or slower?

Dr. Lezins: This is a clinical study. A number of the patients had pneumonia.

Some of them were old men with pneumonia. Some of them who recovered did
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have serious infections. On a purely clinical basis. I can't conclude that reduction

of the fever caused by infection aided progress of the infection.

Dr. Jean Henley: I would like to oinlirui this observation. We have watched two
patients with temi)eratiu-es up to 107 I", on several separate occasions; patients

treated by chemotherapy into the carotid artery because of gliomas. Presumably
the fever was due to brain damage. Each time, when all nursing methods had been
tried to no avail, chlorpromazine was added intravenously. We could observe an
almost immediate response by watching the dial of the thermister type thermometer
we were using. We used small doses, repeating them every five to ten minutes until

the temperature began to fall. The temperature w^ould return toward normal and
could be kept down by the usual nursing methods if chlorpromazine were given in

doses of from 25 mg. to 50 mg. every four hours intramuscularly four or five times.

When we found that this was efficacious, we tried Phenergan, a close relative of
chlorpromazine and also a member of the phenothiazine series. Phenergan works
perhaps a little less efficiently, but it has the advantage of not being toxic to the liver.

Lt. Col. Carl W. Hughes: We have studied the influence of hypothermia on in-

fection at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research. Adult white rats under
sodium pentobarbital anesthesia were used. Experimental peritonitis was created

in these animals by incising the cecum, expressing its contents and injecting hog
gastric mucin into the peritoneal cavity.

Ninety-six per cent of the unoperated anesthetized animals survived cooling to
25° C. for 14 hours. The survival time of the uncooled rat with peritonitis was eight

hours while survival time for the hypothermic rat with peritonitis was increased

to almost 11 hours.

^

In order to evaluate the use of antibiotics in conjunction with cold in the treat-

ment of peritonitis, rats were treated with 4 mg./kg. of dihydrostreptomycin ad-
ministered intraperitoneally four hours after the induction of peritonitis. In these

animals the survival time in the cooled and uncooled rats with peritonitis was
increased to 16 hours.

Our data suggest that cooling may be of value in slowing the development of

infection, but that additional therapy is needed for recovery.
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THE USE OF HYPOTHERMIA IN CARDIAC SURGERY*

HENRY SWAN

Because hypothermia slows the metaboHc processes of the body, oxygen con-

sumption and circulatory energy are reduced. This modality, therefore, suggested

itself as being of potential value in the operative therapy of heart disease. Indeed,

the possibility of this technique as a method for open intra-cardiac operation under

direct vision during total circulatory occlusion was the stimulus which, for the past

three years, has directed our experimental and clinical attention toward attempting

to elucidate some of the alterations in physiology occurring in cooled and rewarmed

individuals, and toward the elaboration of intracardiac operative techniques which

could be safely performed by this method.

This report is concerned with an analysis of 24 patients who underwent standard

closed cardiac operations, and 81 patients who underwent 84 open-heart operative

procedures during hypothermia.

Preparation of patients for hypothermic anesthesia is essentially similar to any

anesthetic procedure. Morphine, Demerol, barbiturates, and scopolamine are given

for pre-medication. Induction is usually with ether. Two intravenous cannulae are

placed to assure that this route for fluids or blood will be available. Electrocardio-

graph needle electrodes are connected and a rectal thermocouple inserted. Through-

out the induction and cooling period a surgeon is available for immediate cardiac

resuscitation if need arises. This precaution was instrumental in saving at least two

patients who underwent circulatory arrest before thoracotomy had been performed.

When the patient is in second plane, third stage anesthesia he is placed in a tub

of tepid water. The head and arms are held up out of the water. If shivering ensues,

d-tubocurarine is given. When vital signs are stable, ice cubes are added to the

water. Hyperventilation is deliberately performed throughout the anesthetic ex-

perience, except during circulatory occlusion.

The patient is removed from the tub w^hen the rectal temperature has reached

a point which is about two-thirds the desired fall. This figure varies somewhat, but

the end temperature can be estimated in this fashion, usually, within a margin of

error of one or one and a half degrees centigrade. To cool an infant requires about

10-15 minutes in the tul), while an obese adult may need as long as an hour or an

hour and 15 minutes.

When the patient is removed from the tul), he is thoroughly dried. The pelvic

area is wrapped with one-inch felt which is taped in place. A standard diathermy

coil is then accurately placed, taking care that the patient is supported so his weight

does not lie on the coils. The diathermy is used to counteract a tendency to over-

drift in cooling, and to warm the patient immediately following completion of the

cardiac procedure. Blood replacement is begun early and attempt is made to keep

pace with the rate of loss. Indeed, transfusion slightly in excess of loss is considered

desirable.

About ()ne4ialf of the patients show am-icular fibrillation when rectal lemjieratures

* This study was aided in part by a grant fruni the L'nitcd States Public Health Service

(H-1559C), and in part by a grant from tlie American Heart .Association.
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ai-f in the hii;li twenties (C). We do not consider this a serious development, and
most will re\ert to sinus rhythm at ahout the same temperature when rewarming.

Ahout five minutes hefore the moment of circulatory occlusion, further curare is

given to prevent contraction of the diaphragm. A determination of blood pH is

made at this time. We believe it desn-al)le that the patient be in a state of respiratory
alkalosis, with a pH of 7.5 or greater. During occlusion the lungs are allowed to

collapse completely, and respiration is discontinued. The surgeon occludes the inflow
of blood to the heart; then, after a few seconds, occludes the aorta about one inch
distal to the valve and injects 0.8-1.5 cc. neostigmine 1 : 4000 into the base of the
aorta so that it will perfuse the coronary system. After an additional 10 or 15 sec-

onds, the operative manipulation is performed.

Upon release of circulatory occlusion, the lungs are again ventilated with oxygen,
and hyperventilation resumed. The patient may receive only oxygen until the end
of the procedure. If further anesthetic agent is needed it usually consists of 50-50
nitrous oxide-oxygen.

Diathermy is now begun, applied intermittently—one minute o&, two on—to

help prevent skin burns. Attempt is made to have the patient have an auscultal)le

blood pressure of 90 systolic or above before the thoracotomy is finally closed, in

order to avoid later bleeding when the hypotension of hypothermia rises to normal
levels. Upon completion of closure, the patient may or may not be further warmed
in the tub filled with water at 45° C, depending on temperature. The endotracheal
tube is removed when spontaneous respirations appear adequate. The usual tem-
perature of waking is about 34° C.

The immediate postoperative period is extremely critical. Evaluation of elYective

circulating blood volume and myocardial function is extraordinarily difficult. A
few cases of severe shock occurred at this time. Blood volume studies are done at

this time to compare with preoperative levels. Improved understanding of the state

of the circulation immediately following cooling is badly needed in order to control

this stage of hypothermia more intelligently. -

In the management of hypothermia, we have emphasized the following safety
measures on the basis of personal experimental and clinical experience. We believe
that a sudden shift of blood pH from respiratory acidosis toward normal may incite

onset of ventricular fibrillation and that a high pCOo sets the stage for the induction
of cardiac arrest. For this reason, we deliberately strive for a respiratory alkalosis

throughout the procedure.

We use neostigmine for the coronary perfusion on the basis of experimental data
suggesting its value. Concomitant with its clinical use, the incidence of ventricular
fibrillation fell markedly. In fact, we have had no patient undergo this complication
in the last thirty cases.

The prevention of coronary air embolus is highly important. To this end, we
make it a practice to occlude the ostia of the coronary arteries with a non-crushing
clamp during the open portion of the procedure, and to evacuate air by flooding the
heart with Ringer's solution before circulation is resumed. Clamping the coronary
arteries removes all coronary blood flow throughout the occlusion period and, there-
fore, is prol)ably undesirable from this point of view. The maneuver probably
shortens the safe duration of occlusion. However, the risk of coronary emlwlism
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is so great that, in our hands, it is one of the serious hmiting factors relating to

open-heart techniques. In order to fill the heart with the Ringer's solution, the

incision in the heart must be positioned at the uppermost portion of the heart. This

requires wide exposure and demands a Ijilateral thoracotomy with a sternum-splitting

incision. It also limits the cardiotomy in our hands to a right-sided incision; we

have not been able to devise a safe left-heart approach which places the incision

uppermost. This technique has been effective in our hands to the extent that

coronary air embolus has occurred only twice in this series. Both patients were

resuscitated by pumping and massaging the air through to the venous side of the

coronary circulation.

Cardiac resuscitation has been done in standard fashion using intermittent manual

compression, electric shock, potassium chloride, calcium chloride, and adrenalin as

appeared indicated. The diathermy is an important adjunct in warming the patient

when attempting to revert ventricular fibrillation.

No preoperative drugs have been used to affect cardiac action, except that digitalis

was given to patients in frank failure. Pre- and postoperative penicillin is routinely

used.

INDICATIONS

In congenital or acquired heart disease for which standard closed operative tech-

niques are planned, the indications for hypothermia have been the following. In

cyanotic heart disease, it was thought that the reduction in oxygen demand would

result in better oxygenation of the tissues. A blue child gradually becomes pinker

as temperature falls. We consider operative risk to be improved under these condi-

tions. In heart disease associated with severe tachycardia, the extremely rapid rate

we consider per se as undesirable. A patient with so-called atypical patent ductus,

with a large heart pounding at 1 70, changes to one whose heart is quietly beating

at 90. We are not sure, because we have not had sufficient experience, whether heart

failure may not also be an additional indication.

On the other hand, patients with valvular disease resulting in left ventricular

hypertrophy and strain appear to tolerate hypothermia less well. Our experience

with this group is very small as yet, and we have only very preliminary impressions.

It may develop that for some cardiac patients hypothermia improves risk ; for others

it does not.

The main indication for hypothermia in this series, however, has been its use to

allow total circulatory arrest in order to perform direct-vision intra-cardiac opera-

tions. Selection of patients w^as largely limited to congenital diseases for which

pre-existing operative techniques had proven to yield poor or inconsistent results,

for example, isolated pulmonary valvular stenosis, or those for which standardized

methods had not yet been developed, for example, septal defects.

COMPLICATIONS

Postoperative evaluation of the state of the circulation for several hours post-

hypothermia is extremely difficult. During this period, w^e lost four patients due to

hemorrhage, which was unrecognized and therefore untreated. For this reason,

warming with diathermy until blood pressure is ol)tainable before closing the chest
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IS now routine. In addition, if there is evidence of postoperative bleeding, re-

exploration will, in the future, he more promptly done.

Postoperative thromho-emholism was the cause of death in three patients, all

adults \vith repair of large atrial septal defects. We feel that the very large pul-
monary vascular tree associated with this disease may allow stagnation and intra-

vascular clotting when the blood flow through the lungs is drastically reduced by
repair of the lesion. For this reason, in such patients we are now giving postopera-
tive anticoagulants in an effort to forestall this complication.

Cardiac arrhythmias, especially ventricular iibrillation, occurred with considerable
frequency in the early part of our series. Even th(jugh these hearts were usually
restored to a regular rhythm by resuscitative measures, the patients often died in

the postoperative period. Reducing the parameters of circulatory occlusion has been
one factor, we believe, in reducing the risk of this complication.

In figure 1 is seen the relationship of the degree of hypothermia to mortality
rate. As can be seen, patients whose temperatures are lowered below 26° C. have a
sharp rise in their risk.

In figure 2 is seen the relationship between the duration of total circulatory occlu-
sion and mortality rate. It is clear that maintaining circulatory arrest beyond eight

minutes also causes a marked rise in risk.

It might be argued that the patients who were cooled below 25° C. were those
with the biggest, sickest hearts. We needed more time and, for this reason, sought
deeper hypothermia. Be that as it may, the fact remains that we did not achieve
a safe prolonged operative time in these patients by this means.
For these reasons, we have come to believe that the safe parameters of open-

heart surgery under hypothermia as we now employ it are procedures which can
be done through a right cardiotomy, in less than eight minutes of occlusion time,

at temperatures above 26° C.

Except for one patient with cerebral embolus, no brain damage was experienced
by any patient in this series. The degree of cooling appears adequate to protect the
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Fig. 2.—Mortality in relation to duration of circulatory occlusion (84 procedures).

higher centers for the periods of circulatory occlusion practised. A peripheral

neuropathy, however, did frequently occur. This was carefully evaluated by our

neurology service and the conclusion was reached that it w'as a complication of our

method of surface cooling. The lesion was a direct injury to the peripheral nerves

of the extremities due to cold. Time is an important factor. Few lesions appeared

when the patient remained in ice water less than thirty minutes. For this reason,

we now make it a practice to elevate the extremities above the water level after

that period of time. Fortunately, all of the patients have experienced a return to

normal function during the postoperative period.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE AND RESULTS

In table I is seen the various diagnoses for which hypothermia was used in

conjunction with standard closed operative procedures. In such small groups, the

TABLE I

Closed Cardiac Procedures

Improved

Diagnosis Patient?

Tricuspid atresia 3

Tetralogy of Fallot 2

Single ventricle 1

Idiopathic pulmonary hypertension 1

Patent ductus arteriosus 6

Aberrant pulmonary veins 2

Aorto-jiulmonary window 1

Auricular septal defect 1

Aortic stenosis 1

Aortic regurgitation 2

Mitral stenosis and rcgurgitatidu 4

24

cured
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mortality figures are without significance. However, we were impressed with its

apparent heneficial effect on the operative course of cyanotic chil(h"en and in patients

with patent ductus arteriosus and puhnonary hypertension.

In tahle II is seen our experience with 81 patients who had 84 open-heart opera-

tions with total circulatory occlusion. In this tahle, the postoperative results are

based on objective data comparing pre- and postoperative studies. If postoperative

studies are unavailal)le, the result is described as "too recent" even though the

clinical course suggests a successful result.

This technique, we believe, is particularly adaptable for operations on the ])ul-

monary valve and on the outflow tract of the right ventricle. A very deliberate

careful plastic operation on the deformed valve can easily be performed in from

3 to 5 nu'nutes of circulatory arrest. The danger of coronary air embolism is almost

nil in \ie\v of the position of the patient, in table 111, the operations on pulmonary

TABLE II

Direct Vision Ixtra-cardiac Procedures with Circulatory Arrest

(81 patients, 84 procedures)

I. Pure (single) defects

Disease Patients

Pulmonary valvular stenosis 22

Pulmonary infundibular stenosis 2

Auricular septal defect (secundum ) 29

Auricular septal defect (primum) 4

\'entricu]ar septal defect 5

62

Total
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valve and infundibulum are recapitulated. As is apparent, the only death following

valvular operation occurred in a patient in whom there was an associated large

atrial septal defect, the so-called Trilogy of Fallot. This infant died of some form

of circulatory failure 16 hours following operation. This anomaly poses special

problems and we are still uncertain whether one should repair the septal defect

or the valve first, or should one attempt both at the same sitting. For resection of

infundibular stenosis, one must be careful not to resect too much. In one patient,

with Tetralogy, for example, following infundibular resection, a large aneurysmal

dilatation of the thin-walled infundibular cJianibcr occurred. Subsequent attempt

to repair this complication was fatal. The other death occurred as a result of

staphylococcic septicemia following a two week period of anviria. This patient under-

went ventricular fibrillation during surgery, and a period of hypotension presumably

occurred during resuscitation. This is the only death in this entire group in which

hypothermia itself was considered to be contributory.

Atrial septal defect (table IV) is also well-managed by direct vision suture, using

cooling to allow circulatory arrest. Particularly satisfactory are those patients with

the so-called secundum-type lesion. A continuous suture is extremely efifective in

obtaining complete closure of these lesions, while aberrant pulmonary veins can be

easily positioned to the left of the closure, except those which enter into the

superior vena cava itself. Primum-type lesions or atrio-ventricularis communis are

more difficult technically to manage within the allotted time limit. One of the deaths

resulted from hemorrhage immediately postoperatively following attempt to repair

atrial septal defect after conclusion of pulmonary valvuloplasty in a patient with

Trilogy. As mentioned previously, three deaths were associated with thrombo-

embolism, presumably of the pulmonary vascular tree, either arterial or venous.

We believe for adults, therefore, that anti-coagulants should be given for a period

of two weeks following repair of atrial septal defect. The other death occurred on

the artificial kidney 12 days postoperatively, the anuria presumably due to trans-

fusion reaction.

Ventricular septal defect, on the other hand, is a lesion of sufficient complexity

anatomically to render the technical repair too difficult to accomplish safely within

the current eight minute time limitation. As can be seen, only one of five patients

survived such attempts. Two others had successful closure, but died a circulatory

death within a few hours postoperatively. The other two were technical failures.

This experience led us to abandon this procedure until longer periods for open

operation became safely available, either by use of extra-corporeal circulations, or

by better application of hypothermia.

TABLE IV

Operations for Atrial Septal Defect

Disease Patients

Auricular septal defect (secundum) 30

Auricular septal defect (primuni ) 4

Trilogy 2

36 22

Total
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Summary. ]. Kxperieiicc with 105 ])alicnts undergoing cardiac surgery during
hypothermia has been described and discussed. ( )\ these, Si had direct-vision open-
heart operations during circulatorv arrest.

2. As currently ai)plie(l in our liands, tlie safe parameters for open-heart opera-
tions appear to be a right heart cardiotomy, hypothermia not deeper than 26° C,
and circulatory occlusion not to exceed eight minutes.

3. The chief causes of death have been ventricular fil)rillation. post-operative

hemorrhage, and delayed thrombo-embolic phenomenon. The methods currently

being adopted to overcome these difficulties are discussed.

4. For cyanotic patients and those with severe tachycardia, cooling appears to

improve operative risk when standard closed operations are performed.
5. Pulmonary valvular and infundibular stenosis, and atrial septal defect, espe-

cially of the secundum variety, are efifectively treated at low risk by direct-vision

repair. At the present time, we consider this method the treatment of choice for

these lesions.

DISCUSSION

Dr. F. J. Leuns: Those of us who use hypothermia in Minnesota have used a
slightly different technique. Although we strive to avoid respiratory alkalosis and Dr.
Swan to produce it, there is some similarity, of course, because we both attempt to

maintain a constant pH level. That may be more important than anything else in

the technique. Except for that difference, most of our experience has agreed with
Dr. Swan's, and I think that hypothermia provides, mechanically, the simplest

method at the present time for doing open heart surgery. It provides the driest

operative field for this type of operation, and it provides the best way at the present
time, certainly, for doing open operations on adults where with heart-lung machines
and other techniques the problem is quite a bit more complicated than it is in in-

fants. In our own series of cases we have operated with success on adult patients

as old as 61.

As to what operations you can do with hypothermia, I think that problem is

obviously still unsettled. With a careful exploration of the heart with the finger be-

fore the open cardiotomy, and a carefully rehearsed technique, a great deal can
be accomplished in seven minutes or less. For example, we recently operated on a

patient with total anomalous pulmonary venous drainage ; all the pulmonary veins

ended in the right atrium. To repair this we made a large atrial septal defect and
reconstructed the right atrium. The operation took eight minutes. Apparently the

results have been completely successful. Further examples can be given. Recently
we also operated on a tri-atrial heart under direct vision during hypothermia, and
that operation took but three and one-half minutes. Our average time for the atrial

septal defects has been four and one-half minutes. The high defects have taken us
the longest to repair.

Dr. Jerome H. Kay: In order to prolong the time during which we can work
inside the right ventricle, Doctors Robert Gaertner, James Isaacs, Richard Dever,

and I have perfused the head and heart in a group of 157 animals.

In all of these animals the right ventricle was open for 15 to 30 minutes. We
collected arterial blood from the femoral artery of donors and added 40 milligrams
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of heparin to each Hter of blood. The blood was perfused from an ordinary 2 liter

graduated cylinder with the use of a sigma pump.

The technique employed consists of cooling these animals to a rectal temperature

of 32 to 34° C. The right brachial (subclavian) artery is temporarily occluded

distal to the internal mammary artery. A catheter is inserted into the internal mam-
mary artery in order to take pressures during the period of bypass. A systolic pres-

sure of 80 to 120 millimeters of mercury is maintained during the period of bypass.

The left brachial (subclavian) artery is occluded temporarily. The superior cava

is occluded around a catheter that has been inserted through the azygos vein. Blood

is drained from the superior vena cava by gravity. The inferior vena cava is oc-

cluded and the aorta cross-clamped distal to the origin of the left brachial artery.

The sigma pump is turned on and blood is perfused in a proximal direction into the

right common carotid artery. The blood, therefore, is pumped into the arch of the

aorta. It can only perfuse the heart through the coronary arteries and the brain and

head through the left common carotid artery.

We have used the right subclavian artery for the site of perfusion instead of the

carotid artery in some dogs, and the results have been the same.

The last 20 dogs were cooled to a rectal temperature of 32 to 34° C. and the

right ventricle was open for 15 to 30 minutes. The aorta was cross-clamped for

30 to Z7 minutes.

In these dogs none of the 20 hearts fibrillated. Seventeen of twenty dogs are

long-term survivors. The other three dogs died within the first 48 hours postopera-

tively. Gross and microscopic studies revealed pulmonary congestion.

The method described is safe and allows open heart surgery in the dog for

periods of time up to 30 minutes.

During the past year Dr. Robert Gaertner and I have used hypothermia in more

than 250 dogs in order to perform intracardiac procedures. All of these animals had

inflow occlusion. Early in our experiments we cooled the dogs to a final rectal tem-

perature of 20 to 25° C. and maintained inflow occlusion for 10 to 12 minutes. It

soon became evident, however, that with inflow occlusion for longer than 7 or 8

minutes, the mortality rate was extremely high. We also noted that the incidence of

ventricular fibrillation was very high at temperatures lower than 30° C. Tempera-

tures of 30 to 32° C. safely protected the brain against damage for periods of in-

flow occlusion of 8 minutes. The incidence of fibrillation with inflow occlusion for

8 minutes at 30 to 32° C. was low and the recovery rate high. We therefore rec-

ommend that procedures requiring inflow occlusion l)e performed at 30 to 2)2° C.

and that these procedures recjuire less than 8 minutes.

Dr. I . K. R. McMillan: Two or three years ago we noticed something which at

the time was regarded as ridiculous, namely, that we lost a lot more dogs from

ventricular fibrillation in the summer than in the winter. This was in England, but

Dr. Swan has had the same experience, and it was also reported by Cookson about

five years ago. It has occurred sv:fficiently often in our experience that 1 think it is

a matter that needs investigating. It is one of the interesting side issues of hyi:)0-

thermia which is little discussed, and perhaps ni}' comment may stimulate others

to add their observations.

Dr. IViUiam P. Loiujiiiire. Jr.: We have recently reviewed 100 cases in which
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various degrees of hypothermia were utilized, aud have classified these cases in

three different groups.

The first group was called "The Controlled Temperature Grou[)." In cases from

this group, the temperature ranged from 34° C. to 30° C. The second group, in

which temperatures ranged from 30° to 25° C, was called "The Moderate Hypo-

thermia Group." The third group, which was lahelled the "Deep Hypothermia

Group," included those cases in which temperatures went below 25° C.

Most of these cases did not involve an interruption of the blood flow through the

heart. Thev were, for the most part, closed cardiac procedures, and hyi)othermia was

utilized because of the severe nature or character of the disease process.

We attempted to analyze these cases with regard to the ill effects of hypothermia

alone. This was exceedingly difficult to do, particularly with respect to the cases in

the deep hypothermia group, since many of these patients had conditions which

were essentially incompatible with life.

Of the 10 cases in the deep hyi)othermia group, only three cases survived the

immediate postoperative period, and there was only one long-term survivor.

There were two patients who exhibited severe postoperative bleeding which might

possibly have been correlated with the degree of hypothermia. One of these patients

was re-explored and found to have multiple areas of bleeding for which little could

be accomplished. The other patient was treated merely by repeated aspirations.

and subsequently survived the procedure. Similar problems have been encountered

in cases of this type without the use of hypothermia.

Our only conclusion was that in this series of 100 cases there was no death

clearly attributable to the use of hypothermia alone ; nor were there any complica-

tions that might not have occurred had the hypothermia not been used.

Dr. Jean Cahu: I think that in operations on the bloodless heart there is a problem

if the duration of the arrest of the circulation is over 20 minutes. We have two

possibilities : ( 1 ) to infuse oxygenated blood into the occluded aorta so as to prolong

the circulation into the coronary system; or (2) to be not inhil)ited by this problem

and to consider that it is possible to operate on the bloodless heart for a period of

25 minutes without any blood sup])ly into the coronary system. In fact, that is

possible ; but yesterday, when I told you that it was possible to arrest the blood

circulation for 25 minutes without any ventricular fil)rillation because of sino-atrial

blockade, I gave you only 50 per cent of the problem and of the solution.

To resuscitate the heart after 25 minutes of arrest of the circulation, we nuist

inject into the right chamber before the release of the caval clamping a mixture of

A.T.P. and cytochrome-C. Under those conditions it is possible to re-establish the

normal beat of the heart after only 30 seconds to one minute of cardiac massage.

The cardiac massage must be done carefully. \\'e have only to push out of the

right cavity the blood and the mixture of A.T.P. and cytochrome-C.

Lf. Col. Carl W . Hnghcs. MC. USA: In keeping with the constant concern with

ventricular fibrillation in the hypothermic animal, it was interesting to note in the

film by Drs. Andjus, Smith, and Lovelock that in the supercooled animal, con-

sideration was given to rewarming the heart faster than the rest of the body. At

the Walter Reed Armv Institute of Research, in a study of the tolerance of the

hypothermic normal dog's heart to ventricular fil)rillation, adult dogs were cooled

until spontaneous ventricular fibrillation occurred. The animals were allowed to
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fibrillate for various periods of time. These dogs were found to survive 60 minutes

of ventricular fibrillation with complete recovery. After 75 and 90 minutes of

fibrillation, survivors were found to have only a mild, persistent hindquarter weak-

ness. Resuscitation in these animals was not a problem, but as the periods of

ventricular fibrillation were lengthened to three, four, and five hours, resuscitation

became increasingly difficult.

Resuscitation was accomplished by removing the animal from the ice water bath,

placing the animal on a warm water mattress, opening the chest and irrigating of

the pleural spaces with sterile saline at 45° C. With each 1° C. rise in rectal tem-

perature a single defibrillation shock of 200 volts was administered to the heart for

a period of 0.13 second. This routine was continued until defibrillation occurred

and the animal had established its own adequate circulation. This warm saline irri-

gation, which we considered an extremely important factor in converting the fibril-

lating heart, was continued about the heart until a rectal temperature of 28° C.

was reached.

Dr. Szvan: I agree with Dr. Longmire that it is difficult to evaluate clinically what

happens when one is dealing with a very sick patient and the patient dies. To try

to implicate any part of the procedure is almost impossible. I hope that many others

as well will think about and attempt to evaluate this problem.

I would like to thank Dr. McMillan for his comment, because in our laboratory,

at least, we have found that the time of the year has a profound effect upon our

experimental results. We in Denver have hot summers and fairly cold winters.

We do not have the advantages of having an air-conditioned, temperature-con-

trolled animal room, and our dogs are subjected in the wintertime to cold nights.

I believe this concept of pre-conditioning is of considerable importance in experi-

mental hypothermia, and that it is one of the major causes why there is a great

variety of results obtained in different parts of the country in studying this problem.



REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF PART IV

R. D. DRIPPS

Induced hypothermia has heen apphed in the following fields

:

Protection against ischemia. Reduction of hody tcmperatinx- can protect

against diminished or ahsent hlood flow. For this reason hypothermia has heen used

during interruption of the hlood supply to the whole hody (e.g., during open-heart

operations), or to parts of the body (e.g., l)rain, liver, kidney, and gastro-intestinal

tract). The degree of protection has not been defined for various temperatures nor

for all tissues. These parameters must he outlined.

Whether low-flow or high-flow pump-oxygenators will replace hypothermia as

the method of choice for cardiotomy remains to be seen. The tendency in certain

clinics is in this direction. Interestingly enough, hypothermia is not recommended as

an adjunct to pump-oxygenators by most workers.

Specific use in neurosurgery. The reduction in brain size during hypothermia

should have a great appeal to neurosurgeons. If the method can be made safer it

may have widespread applicability for craniotomy for this reason alone.

Use in "shock." As expected, a certain degree of protection against hemorrhagic

shock has been demonstrated in animals when hypothermia has been used prior to

bleeding. In operations known in advance to be associated with a large blood loss

and a high incidence of shock this observation may find application. The value of

hypothermia in man once shock has become established has not been documented.

If shivering could be prevented there would appear to be theoretical grounds for

permitting the body temperature of the shocked individual to fall, but studies on

this have not been reported.

Effect on the course of infection. The few data which are available suggest

little significant alteration of the course of infection. The influence of hypothermia

on the formation of antibodies and other respo'nses to infection deserves inquiry.

The value of reducing the body temperature of markedly febrile patients has been

recognized for centuries. Therapeutic application of this should be more wide-

spread in clinical practice. The use of cooling for three to 10 days has been ex-

plored by some European workers in man and by a few investigators in this

country in animals.

A number of clinical problems remain unanswered. Can the clinical impres-

sion that a surgical patient after hypothermia has a smoother postoperative course

and appears less stressed than one operated upon at normal body temperature be

verified by objective means? Observations of this sort tempt one to explore induced

hypothermia rather than conventional methods of anesthesia for operations on

desperately ill patients, regardless of the procedure contemplated.

What is the incidence of bleeding during and immediately after hypothermia? Is

the reduction of platelets described in this symposium responsible for this, or are

other abnormalities of the coagulation process present? Is there a greater tendency

towards fibrinolysis?

The effects of changes in blood viscosity have received little attention.

413
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The coml^ination of induced hypothermia and the dehljerate production of hypo-

tension has been suggested. Data indicate the possibiHty that Arfonad may mini-

mize the reduction of platelets (Helmsworth) and may protect against ventricular

fibrillation (Riberi et a!.). Use of this drug deserves further evaluation, as does the

concept that hypothermia may reduce the hazards of a lowered arterial pressure.

Might continuous spinal anesthesia be worthy of a trial during hypothermia?



Part V

PROBLEMS IN METHODS OF INDUCING HYPOTHERMIA
BY EXTERNAL COOLING

\\ ILLIAM H. MULLI'.R, JR. and J. FRANCIS DAMMANN

Ideally, a method lor lowering body temperature should be simple, inexpensive,

readily availal)le, should permit one to cool at various rates with accurate control

and should allow one to rewarm the subject without having to make extensive al-

terations in the apparatus. The methods in current use for inducing hypothermia

l)y external cooling will be reviewed from these standpoints.

Immersion in cold ivater. This technique has been one of the most popular to

date. It consists of Ijringing a tub partially filled with water and crushed ice into

the operating room and immersing the patient in it. The temperature of the media

is in the neighborhood of 4° C. and cooling is accomplished rapidly. Swan,^--

Bigelow,^ Hegnauer/' ° and others have used it in preference to other methods. Its

advantages are that it is simple, rapid, inexpensive, and readily available. The cold

medium is evenly distributed over the body surface and makes cooling more uni-

form. Its disadvantages are that it is somewhat cumbersome, the patient must be

moved from the tub to the operating table which, in the anesthetized state, can be

accomplished but presents greater difficulties than when the patient is cooled on the

table. Cooling must be virtually complete at the time the patient is positioned on

the operating room table unless other adjunct means are available to drop the tem-

perature to lower levels if desired. Another disadvantage is that if cardiac arrest

should occur diu-ing the cooling period the patient would probably have to be moved

from the tub to the operating table before cardiac resuscitation measures could be

begun.

Application of ice bags. This method has been used extensively by Bigelow;,''

Shumacker," Kaplan,® and Scott'' (fig. 1). It is simple, inexpensive, and readily

available. It allows one to begin the operation before the desired temperature level

is reached. This method also distributes the cooling medium over a relatively large

surface which is desirable for rapid cooling. The disadvantages are that accurate

control of the temperature is lacking. This is especially true if one begins the

operation before the maximum temperature drop is reached and leaves the patient

on a bag of ice during the beginning of the operation. When the bag is removed,

the underlying sheets and mattress are often wet and cold and the temperature may
continue to drop for a period of time in excess of the expected drift. The plastic

bags often develop leaks and as the ice melts water accumulates and makes the

operating area messy. One of the more serious disadvantages is that fat necrosis

has developed in infants cooled by this method. Collins, Spellman, and Scott, ^ who
first reported this complication, noted that the chemical composition of fat in the

415
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Fig. 1.—Application of ice bags to infant undergoing cardiac surgery.
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infant is different from that of the ackilt. According to Langer/° the comparative

concentration of fatty acids in infants and adults is as follows:

Newborn Oleic 67.75%

Adult Oleic 89.80%

Palmitic 28.97%

Palmitic 8.16%

Stearic 3.28%

Stearic 2.04%

Oleic acid has a much lower melting point than the other constituents and the small

change in the relative proportions of these fatty acids results in a considerable

change in the melting point of the neutral fat. It was postulated, therefore, that

because of this, even slight changes in the temperature of the infant's fat can cause

solidification and subsequent necrosis.

Blankets with coils containing a fluid. In this technique the temperature of the

fluid circulating through coils can l)e readily regulated (fig. 2). One can thus cool

or rewarm during an operation. The ecjuipment is expensive and somewhat cumber-

some ; the rate of cooling is relatively slow. During rewarming skin burns may
occur if the warming fluid is too hot.

Air cooling by cold air chamber. A cold air chamber has been used by Cook-

son, Bailey, and associates. ^^ It has not received widespread acceptance in this

country. The method is cumbersome ; the rate of cooling is slow. Frostbite or pres-

sure gangrene is likely to occur in the digits and unprotected parts of the body. If

these are wrapped the rate of cooling is even more slow. Adams-Ray^^ has recently

reported a method of air cooling which is more rapid and which apparently avoids

these hazards (see Adams-Ray, Discussion, pp. 430 ff.).

Fig. 2.—Production of hypothermia by circulating blanket.
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Pleural perfusion. Pierpont and Blades^^ have induced hypothermia by perfus-

ing cold saline into the pleural cavity. During a thoracic operation such a technique

could be readily applied. It may also be quite helpful in rewarming (see Hughes,

Discussion, p. 412) . It has a disadvantage in that, generally, it is not as rapid as other

methods^* although Jaeger/^' using a closed circulating system, found that the

temperature could be decreased about 1° C. every five minutes. It does not seem to

be this rapid when cold saline is introduced into the open chest through a thoraco-

tomy wound during an operation.

Peritoneal cooling. Jaeger^° has used peritoneal cooling in animals. One mush-

room catheter was introduced into the left flank to serve as tbe point of entry for

the coolant fluid while a sump drain was introduced into the right lower quadrant

for removal of the fluid. The intrapericardial temperature was 1.1° to 4.4° C. lower

than the rectal temperature. This was probably due to cooling of the blood flowing

not only through the vena cava but through the portal vascular bed and other ab-

dominal viscera returning blood to the heart. He thought tbe advantages of such a

method were that cooling and rewarming did not interfere witli the opening and

closing of the chest or performance of tbe operative procedure. It seemed to reduce

the temperature as rapidly as other methods. One animal died 48 hours after the

operation from an intestinal hemorrhage and another dog, sacrificed at that time,

showed, in the small intestine, punctate sub-serosal hemorrhage and edema of the

mucosa. In addition, one wonders about the introduction of infection and the de-

velopment of intestinal adhesions subsequent to this method of hypothermia.

Intragastric balloon. This method has been investigated by Khalil and

MacKeitb.^'' They introduced a balloon through the esophagus into the stomach.

The balloon was filled via a connecting tube with 250 ml. cooled water (4° C).

Body temperature in rabbits could be lowered to 25° C. in two hours. The method

might conceivably be useful in infants and small children. It might have an ad-

vantage over skin cooling in that it would not be affected Ijy cutaneous vasocon-

striction occurring in response to cold. In animals profuse salivation and extrasys-

toles were noted. Tbere are no data as to whetber tbe heart might cool more than

the rest of the body. This would be undesirable.

Rewarming. Rewarming may be accomplished by a number of methods. Immer-

sion in water at a temperature of 40-42° C. is useful. It is rapid, simple, and con-

trollable. It has the same disadvantages as immersion cooling. As already indicated

the blankets containing coils can also provide warmth.

Diathermy has been used by Rigelow^' and Swan.- The chief advantage of tbis

method is tbat it appears to minimize tissue gradients between the superficial and

deep tissues because of its deep heating characteristics. In experimental studies,

Bigelow and associates^' did not encounter vascular collapse. This might be at-

tributable to a more uniform heating of deep and superficial tissues. Burns occur

from tbis method, however, if there is inadeciuate insulation between the coil and

tbe patient. Onedialf incb of rubber was alleged to provide sufticit-nt insulation to

permit satisfactory heating and prevent burns.

Air warming has been used by a number of iiuestigators. It is accomplisbed by

placing the patient in bed under a heat cradle. It is most useful when the tempera-
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ture has been reduced only moderately because it is slower than most of the other

methods.

Mechanics of hypothermia. In order to answer certain questions regarding the

mechanics of hypothermia, fifteen groups using hypothermia were polled.

1. Raic of cooling. All but one of the 15 favored rapid over slow cooling. Most

gave as the reason convenience for the surgeon and the operating teams. A more

concrete advantage of rapid cooling is that the period of anesthesia is reduced. It

was also felt that the incidence of frostbite and possible fat necrosis is reduced by

rapid cooling. Another important reason for cooling rapidly involves alterations in

coronary blood flow. Berne-" has found in experimental animals that from 39.5° to

28° C. the aortic pressure decreased slowly, whereas below 28° C. it dropped

sharply. In contrast to this, the coronary blood flow decreased precipitously in the

early stages of hypothermia, declined more gradually as the blood pressure fell

between 33.5° and 21.5° C, and remained fairly constant at 20° C. This constancy

remained in spite of a further decrease in aortic pressure. It would seem advan-

tageous, therefore, to lower the temperature rapidly, especially during the early

phase of hypothermia when the coronary blood flow is relatively reduced. Lewis^^

stated that the only incidence of irreversible ventricular fibrillation which he has

encountered was in a patient in whom rapid cooling was used. He, therefore, pre-

fers relatively slow cooling.

2. Rate of rc-cvarming. Lewis^^ found a higher survival rate in rats which were

rewarmed rapidly. Lind and Senning^'' noted small necrotic foci in the myocardium

of dogs in all of their hypothermic experiments and felt that time might be a fac-

tor; that is, the longer the duration of the experiment, the more extensive the

lesions. Drift occurs with rewarming just as it does with cooling and one should

discontinue active warming when the body temperature is within 2-4° C. of normal.

This minimizes the development of hyperpyrexia.

3. Optimal teniperatnre. This temperature depends on w^hether or not one is

using hypothermia as an adjunct or whether one plans to interrupt the cardiac

venous return for intracardiac surgery. When uSed as an adjunct, one desires to re-

duce the oxygen consumption significantly but, at the same time, not reduce the tem-

peratures to levels which carry a greater risk of serious cardiac arrhythmias. At
30° C. the oxygen consumption is roughly one-half of normal and the general level

of 29° to 32° C. is being used by most investigators when the entire circulation is

not interrupted. When inflow occlusion is used, a lower temperature is desired. A
range of 25° to 28° C. is generally advocated and Swan-^ states that for periods of

inflow- occlusion as long as 12 minutes, the temperature should be lowered to at

least 25° C. Below 30° to 32° C. the risk of hypothermia becomes greater because

it is generally agreed that ventricular arrhythmias begin at approximately this level

and become more frequent as the temperature is reduced. In achieving the optimum

temperature, one must take into consideration the drift which occurs after surface

cooling has been discontinued. The drift is usually one-half to two-thirds the num-

ber of degrees of lowering at the time the cooling agent is discontinued, but de-

pends on a number of factors including the rate of cooling and the size of the pa-

tient. If cooling has been rapid, it is likely that the drift will be greater. Drift is

likely to be greater in large patients and adults and less in the smaller patient w'here
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the depth of tissues which must be transcended by the decreasing temperature wave
is less. Blood stream cooling is more uniform and drift is minimal.

4. Prevention of shivering. Shivering should be prevented during the process.

When it occurs, cooling is more difficult. The oxygen consumption during shiver-

ing is greatly increased. It is especially important, therefore, to prevent shivering

in cyanotic patients where one desires to maintain as high an oxygen saturation in

the circulating blood as possible. When shivering occurs, it may be controlled by

administering small doses of the muscle relaxants and if the anesthesia is especially

light at this point, one may deepen it.

5. Degree of ventilation. The majority of those questioned used hyperventilation

during hypothermia. Its use is based on the work of Swan and associates^ in order

to maintain a relatively constant pH during the cooling process. Lewis and asso-

ciates,^® however, use an artificial respirating system throughout in order to main-

tain a constant respiratory rate. CO 2 (5 per cent) is added to the respiratory mix-

ture to avoid the efifects of hyperventilation at low temperatures and prevent the

development of respiratory alkalosis.
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PROBLEMS IN METHODS OF INDUCING HYPOTHERMIA BY
USE OF DRUGS AND INTERNAL COOLING

J. FRANCIS DAMMANN and WILLIAM H. MULLER, JR.

External cooling by means of ice or cold water immersion has been the method

selected by the majority of surgical teams^"-^ in this hemisphere. Several of the

European groups--""' have believed, however, that problems and hazards involved

in hypothermia have been decreased by the use of a direct blood cooling unit. Thus,

investigation in this country has split along two lines: (1) The investigation of an

extracorporeal pump-oxygenator system, and (2) the investigation of hypothermia

by means of external cooling. The Europeans have combined these techniques and

have, at least in part, demonstrated that the combination simplifies both hypothermia

and the extracorporeal circulation.

Direct cooling of blood in an extracorporeal circuit was first introduced abroad

by Boerema-- in 1951 and Delorme-^ in 1952. Their work was extended by Ross

and Brock-^' ^®' ^'' and blood stream cooling is now being used by Brock during

intracardiac surgery on humans. In this country Gollan-^"^^ has been the chief ex-

ponent of direct blood stream cooling. His work has been in the experimental ani-

mal, and experience in human patients has been very limited.

There are three different methods of direct blood stream cooling. Following

Delorme's work, Ross and Brock'--'' have developed a technique of vein-to-vein

cooling. Blood is sucked through a catheter from the superior vena cava and, after

being pumped through a siliconized polyethylene cooling coil, is returned to the

inferior vena cava. If the thoracic cage is not opened, catheters are inserted into the

superior and inferior vena cavae through the external jugular and femoral veins.

During thoracotomy it was found that the most efficient method was the insertion

of both catheters into the right auricular appendage ; one catheter being directed

up the superior vena cava and the other down the inferior vena cava. When starting

a cardiac operation, Brock is prepared to use hypothermia but the final decision is

not made until the chest is opened and the cardiac malformation is analyzed. If

cooling is elected, the catheters can be inserted rapidly and the blood cooled at a

rate of one degree centigrade per five minutes. Brock feels that there are several

advantages to this method of cooling : It is rapid, readily reversible, can be applied

easily in the open chest, and does not involve cannulation of any major arteries.

The second method consists of withdrawing Ijlood from one of the large systemic

veins and, after passing the blood through a cooling coil, returning the blood to

the patient through an intra-arterial catheter. This technique was advocated by Ross

and Brock as a means of increasing coronary blood flow and thereby improving

cardiac function. In the experimental animal a striking improvement in heart action

and a reduced incidence of ventricular fibrillation during ventricular cardiotomy

was noted when a simple venous-arterial cooling circuit was added. Later, they

modified this simple circuit by the addition of a reservoir of oxygenated blood so

that the oxygen content of the perfusing venous blood was increased. Lewis and

co-workers^^' -° also have perfused the coronaries with venous blood at low tempera-
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tares and noted an improved tolerance to prolonged cardiac nianipnlation. This
method of cooling has the advantage of increasing or controlling coronary blood

flow and systemic blood pressure. The chief disadvantage is that one is introducing

into the arterial system unoxygenated blood. Furthermore, if clots form in the cool-

ing coil, they are introduced into the arterial circulation and may damage a critical

area. Using the vein-to-vein method, any clot that forms in the cooling coil is

filtered out by the pulmonary capillary bed and the systemic circulation is protected.

The third and perhaps most promising method involves vein-to-artery cooling

plus some form of oxygenator. This method has been extensively studied by Gollan,

using an oxygen-diffusion oxygenator. Peirce has used vein-to-artery cooling plus

a dog lung as the artificial oxygenator.^^

All three methods are open to certain criticisms. Cannulation of veins alone or a

vein plus an artery adds to the total trauma. A complicated pump and cooling coil

that needs careful watching is added to an already complicated setup. When an
artificial oxygenator is used, the machine becomes even more complex. Any me-
chanical device is subject to breakdown and if the breakdown occurs at the wrong
moment, the result may be a fatality. When difficulties do occur, it is not always

easy to determine whether the extracorporeal circulation or hypothermia is at fault.

When blood is passed through a system of coils and through an artificial oxygenator,

damage may be done to some of the constituents of normal blood. Blood clots,

hemolysis, loss of platelets and alteration in electrolytes comprise a few such altera-

tions. These comprise the chief disadvantages of blood stream cooling.

In the questionnaire to which Dr. ^Muller referred, rapid cooling was preferred

by the majority of those queried. If this view is correct, blood stream cooling would
seem to offer a distinct advantage over other methods. The rates of both cooling

and rewarming can be greatly accelerated. The total period under anesthesia is

decreased. The surgical procedure can be started immediately and by the time the

chest is entered, the patient's temperature will have reached the desired level. At
low temperatures where dangerous arrhythmias seem more common, heart action

can be observed directly and complications treated rapidly. As soon as the procedure

within the heart has been completed, rewarming can be started. Consequently, the

patient's temperature can Ije brought up above the danger level before the chest

is completely closed. Swan- has stressed the importance of warming to the point

where pulse and pressure are strong and regular before the chest is closed, for he

feels that complications can be recognized more rapidly and handled more effi-

ciently with the chest open. Brock,-^ using vein-to-vein venous warming, has found

that 20 to 30 minutes rewarming can be provided while the chest is being closed and
that during this time the temperature can be raised to 32° C.

A common experience when external cooling of the body is used is the drift of

the temperature downward after external cold is removed. Such a drift is not asso-

ciated with blood stream cooling. The desired temperature can be selected, reached,

and maintained until the procedure is completed. If, for reasons of necessity, rapid

rewarming is desired, this can be carried out within a few minutes.

Ross states that a fall of one degree centigrade in five minutes is ideal when using

the vein-to-vein method. Cooling can be faster but he does not feel that rapid cool-

ing is as well tolerated by the animal. One result of very rapid cooling is that the
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rate of body cooling is not uniform. The right auricle and right ventricle are cooled

more rapidly than the rest of the body. Consequently, the SA node, which is highly

susceptible to cold, is depressed. Cardiac output is decreased. Ventricular arrhythmia

is more likely to appear. This objection would not appear to be valid when a venous

arterial method of cooling is used. Gollan^''' "^' "^ has cooled dogs down to five

degrees in 40 minutes ; and Peirce,^* to twenty degrees centigrade in 20 minutes

without ill efifects. If the arterial cannula is inserted high in the arch of the aorta,

cooling is essentially uniform and can be carried out rapidly. If the cannula is

inserted into the femoral artery, cooling proceeds more rapidly in the lower ex-

tremities. By careful localization of the arterial cannula, therefore, either uniform

or selective cooling can be carried out. As Peirce has suggested, selective cooling

of the heart and brain may be the ideal approach.

All studies of hypothermia have shown a rise of three or four hundred per cent

in oxygen consumption when the animal is shivering. Since one of the primary aims

of hypothermia is to decrease the metabolic rate, the avoidance of shivering would

appear to be a prime requisite of any method of cooling. Shivering has been avoided

by: (1) using deep anesthesia, (2) adding to a mild anesthesia one of the curare

drugs, and (3) using Thorazine and Phenergan, the French lytic cocktail. ^^' *°"*^

Jung and his associates^** established that shivering stimuli arise from receptors in

cold skin. External cooling applies the cooling agent directly to the skin and, thus,

a strong stimulus to shivering is promoted. Blood stream cooling avoids this reflex

and shivering is decreased. As stated by Ross,-^ "By direct cooling of hypothalamus,

adrenals and thyroid, this method aims at circumventing the highly efficient and

coordinating reactions of the body to the surface application of cold." Furthermore,

Ross has pointed out that shivering can be avoided completely if the skin is kept

relatively warm. Thus, blood stream cooling would seem to offer a safer means of

controlling shivering than the use of high doses of anesthetic agent or curare.

In contrast to external cooling, there is no definite evidence of injury to nerves,

fat or skin from blood stream cooling. Such injury might be difficult to detect.

Damage to the constituents of blood, however, is more frequent with a simple

extracorporeal circulation than when hypothermia is added.

Perhaps the most important advantage of vein-to-artery blood stream cooling is

that at low temperatures it permits easier control of coronary perfusion rate, sys-

temic pressure, and systemic blood flow. If the patient does develop a dangerous

complication, it is possible to maintain life l)y maintaining an adequate coronary

and cerebral blood flow until the complication is corrected. Brock is not concerned

when ventricular fibrillation develops during cardiac occlusion. He feels that

fibrillation may even be advantageous from the point of view of avoiding air

embolisms and providing a quiet heart. Senning,'' Juvenelle, Lind-^ and Wegelius

have induced fibrillation to achieve a quiescent heart. Crafoord^^ found it difficult

to maintain deliberately induced ventricular fibrillation while using a pump oxygena-

tor. Brock permits the ventricular fibrillation to continue until the procedure on

the heart has been completed and then defibrillates the heart with electrical shock

following a period of cardiac massage and intracardiac adrenalin. He makes no ef-

fort to warm the patient until defibrillation has been acconii)lished and may con-

tinue decreasing body temperature if ventricular fibrillation appears l)efure the pa-

tient has reached a sufficiently low temperature.
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Hypothermia is alleged to predispose to the development of ventricular fil)rilla-

tion. Many authors have concluded that it is not wise to lower temperature below
twenty-six degrees centigrade because of the high incidence of ventricular arrhyth-

mia. For the same reason, some authors have felt that hypothermia was indicated

only in intra-auricular or great vessel surgery but not in surgery involving enter-

ing the ventricle itself. Lillehei'" has repeatedly stated that it is mandatory to

maintain normal temperatures in patients undergoing a ventriculotomy during

cross-circulation.

There is some reason to doubt that hypotbennia. itself, increases the tendency

toward ventricular fibrillation. Lewis's work with carjjon dioxide/^^^" Osborn's'^°

studies of pH changes during hypthermia and a recent publication of Covino and
Hegnauer^'^ all indicate that changes in blood pIT are the important factors in the

production of ventricular fibrillation rather than liypothermia. Hegnauer demon-
strated that alterations in pH in both directions increased myocardial irritability.

In the experimental animal when pH was controlled, hypothermia had little direct

effect on myocardial irritability. All authors have agreed that pH tends to shift

towards the acid side, particularly at a temperature of twenty-six or below. Osborn
suggests that this shift is related to a total reduction in pulmonary blood flow, for

although the blood carbon dioxide level is high, the alveolar carbon dioxide level

is low. Vigorous hyperventilation is helpful but perhaps is not sufficient. Occlusion

of the heart during an intracardiac procedure certainly alters pH. During the period

of complete occlusion, circulation ceases, carbon dioxide accumulates and, immedi-
ately after the resumption of circulation, there is a marked increase in blood carbon

dioxide. Swan attempts to control this shift by vigorous hyperventilation before

the period of occlusion. He makes every efifort to have the venous pH level above

7.5 immediately prior to occlusion.® Osborn increased the total available base by
submitting animals to a prolonged high carbon dioxide environment prior to cool-

ing, believing that the acidosis developing at very low temperatures could then be

buffered more readily.

It is not the purpose of this discussion to^ consider alterations in electrolytes,

alterations in pH or the possible causes of ventricular fibrillation during hypo-

thermia. It is important to point out, however, that no matter what the mechanism
of pH shift, vein-to-artery cooling combined with an artificial oxygenator offers an

excellent method of maintaining a normal blood pH. Furthermore, no matter

whether ventricular fibrillation is brought about by change in blood pH, h\ reduc-

tion of coronary perfusion,^'- by decreased efficiency of the myocardium''^ or by

the type of anesthetic agent, ^* the use of the venous-arterial cooling system com-
bined with an oxygenator would appear to offer great promise in reducing the high

instance of ventricular fibrillation at low temperatures. Gollan'® has been consistently

able to lower the temperatures of experimental animals to zero to four degrees

centigrade, producing cardiac arrest and not ventricular fibrillation. The rate of

resuscitation has been excellent (13 out of 13). The incidence of post-hypothermic

shock was zero in contrast to the high incidence reported by Wegelius and Gollan

when the extracorporeal circulation was used only after cooling had been accom-
plished. Although he suggests that a continuous quinidine drip prevents ventricular

fibrillation, it is hard not to implicate the pump-oxygenator rather than quinidine.
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In animals which were cooled by refrigerated air and ice immersion, Gollan was
not able to reach as low a temperature and the percentage of long-term survivals

was markedly decreased.

Some of the problems involved in cooling and rewarming can be emphasized by-

citing a personal experience. Using the surface application of ice, we lowered the

temperature of a newborn infant with a transposition of the great vessels to the

surprisingly low level of 11 degrees centigrade. The heart did not fibrillate but

went into standstill. At the end of the procedure, an effort was made to warm the

baby : hot w-ater bottles were placed around the infant and warm saline was used

on the heart and the chest ; cardiac massage was instituted to restore some degree of

circulation. The temperature was raised to 26° C. degrees at the end of an hour and

a half. At around 20° C, heart action returned, though the ventricular contractions

were not sufficient to maintain an adequate pressure. At 26° C, heart action ap-

peared to be improving but then became progressively worse. Cardiac massage was
carried out for a two-hour period during this rewarming. Massage was necessary,

for the only way in which warmth could be spread throughout the body was by

producing a circulation. On the other hand, the only method of olitaining an ade-

quate circulation was to have an adequate heart beat which in turn was dependent

upon sufficient rewarming. It was our feeling that perhaps the chief cause of the

death of this child was prolonged cardiac massage. At the start of cardiac massage,

the appearance of the myocardium was excellent ; but, as massage continued, small

petechial hemorrhages appeared and the myocardium gradually became increasingly

edematous. Had we had a vein-to-artery warming system at hand, it seems probable

that we could have warmed with more speed, maintained coronary circulation with-

out massage and, thus, avoided the trauma to the myocardium. If the desired aim

is to lower body temperature to where cardiac standstill appears and where the

circulation can be cut off for a prolonged period of time, it appears to us that we
cannot rely on external methods of warming l)ut must be able to maintain a circula-

tion artificially until such a time as the heart is able to resume normal function.

It may be that the temperature of 26° to 28° C. that has been termed ideal by many
authors is not ideal. It is possible that a much lower temperature would offer more

safety, besides permitting a longer period of circulatory arrest without damage to

the heart and brain. If external methods of warming are used, the risk of going to

such low temperatures is certainly great ; for to rewarm, one must have a circulation

and to have a circulation, one must rewarm. The use of a venous-arterial cooling

and warming system may eliminate this problem and permit much lower tempera-

tures to be reached with less danger and better results.

During the past few years a great deal of interest, time and effort have gone into

development of an adequate artificial oxygenator and pump, one that can maintain

life while the inflow and outflow tracts of the heart are closed. The difficulties of

such a machine are tremendous: it must be efficient, safe, capable of handling large

volumes of blood and not productive of damage to various components of blood.

Many of the difficulties involved in the production of an adequate pump and

oxygenator can l)e answered satisfactorily by the addition of hyi)othermia. At low-

temperatures, life can be sustained with a much smaller systemic blood flow. Conse-

quently, a pump-oxygenator used with hypothermia would be required to handle a
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much smaller volume of hlood. This makes a smaller, cheaper and more efficient

machine possible. At low temperatures, the normal ckjtting- mechanism is inter-

fered with. Consequently, when the pnui]) is in use, a much lower heparin dosage
can he used. Hemolysis of hlood in the tubing of the pump is reduced by the reduc-
tion of temperatures. A reduction in hlood flow means a reduction in coronary cir-

culation and therefore a reduction in the amount of blood that enters the operative
field from the coronary sinus. Finally, a pump-oxygenator is a man-made machine
It is, therefore, subject to breakdown. If a breakdown does occur when the tem-
perature of the patient is low, the low metabolic rate permits more time for repair.

The final method of cooling which we will discuss involves the use of the French
lytic cocktail,"' ** either alone or in combination with external cooling. The basic

ingredients of the French lytic cocktail are Thorazine and Phenergan. Both drugs
belong to the generic group phenothiazine. Thorazine is primarily a central nervous
system depressant. It is a mild antispasmodic, antihistaminic and adrenolytic drug.
It is alleged to potentiate hypnotics, sedatives, narcotics, anesthetics, alcohol and
antispasmodics. It may potentiate carbon dioxide narcosis. It produces sedation,

probably by interrupting impulses passing between the diencephalon and cerebral

cortex. It is not a hypnotic and does not produce addiction. Its value in hypothermia
is that it blocks the thermo-regulating mechanism, thus permitting a closer approxi-
mation of body temperature to environmental temperature. Phenergan is a strong
antihistaminic but a poor antithermic. One of its chief effects is decreasing capillary

permeability. When these two drugs are used in combination with a small dose of
Demerol, a state of drowsiness is produced. The normal body response to the appli-

cation of ice is greatly inhibited. The peripheral vasoconstriction constituting the

body's first line of defense against cold is markedly reduced and shivering, the
second line of defense, is minimized. Thus, the patient can be cooled more rapidly.

In experimental work. Dundee^- found that shivering could be controlled equally
well with deep anesthesia, curare, or Thorazine. Angus Smith*"^ used the lytic cock-
tail without additional external cooling and noted a drop in temperature to 95° F.

In America, Ripstein^*' has combined the use o"f Thorazine with a cooling blanket.

Temperature is reduced to 83 in about an hour and a half. The patient is first

anesthetized and placed on a refrigeration blanket. A 50-mg. dose of Thorazine is

given intravenously, followed by 100 mg. intramuscularly. Then, 50 mg. are
given every one to two hours during the procedure and for rewarming. Dr. Ripstein
feels that the chief advantages of this technique are a more rapid fall in temperature
and the avoidance of shivering without the use of curare or a heavy anesthetic.

It is difficult to assess the advantages and disadvantages of the French lytic cock-
tail. Most workers in this country have avoided use of the cocktail because Thora-
zine and Phenergan are potent drugs with diverse pharmacologic effects. The dosage
is variable. The degree to which hypnotics and barbiturates are potentiated varies.

Since the hazards of hypothermia still have not been thoroughly elucidated and
controlled, it seems unwise to add to the difficulties potent drugs, the actions of

which are not clearly understood.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. J. Adams-Ray: A new method for prodticing hypothermia has been elaborated

in team work with engineer P. O. Persson at the Royal Institute of Technology,

Stockholm.^ Cold air with a velocity of 5-6 meters per second is fanned over the

dog or patient, lowering the rectal temperature by 0.1° C. per minute, much as is

done with icewater. Heating elements provide warm air for the rewarming period.

As we all know, it may be difficult to keep the rectal temperature stable, and

drift may be dangerous. When studying the effect of hypothermia on burns with

Dr. B. Johansson and L. Troell we worked out a technique for the automatic con-

trol of the rectal temperature. A thermocouple adjusted for the desired rectal

temperature is inserted in the rectum. \Vhen the temperature has come down to

31° C, the automatic-control thermocouple is activated. The rectal temperature

can be held at a constant level very easily (fig. 1), in this case a 24-hour experi-

ment. The oscillation of the air-temperature can be adjusted by a maximum-mini-

mum control (see the adjustment at 12 hours).

An apparatus built on these principles and that can be used for experiments or

as a cooling bed or operating table is now manufactured by the Heljestrand Cy.

Eskilstuna, Sweden (fig. 2). The air temperature can be varied from — 10° C. to

2 4 6 8 W 12 U 16 18 20 22 24 h

Fig. 1.—IMaintcnancc of constant rectal tcnipcraUu-e by automatic control of air temperature.
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Vw,. 1.—Schematic drawing of apparatus. To the right are Ujcated the fan, the cooling coils,

and the heating elements. Under the left side of the apparatus is located the refrigeration system.

+ 50° C. The segmental plastic domes can be removed and the operation-field

draped off (fig. 3). A special apparatus for neuro-surgical operations and one with

possibility of tilting the patient and adjusting the height of the apparatus has been

constructed. The patient can thus be brought to the wanted rectal temperature, kept

there automatically and warmed in the same apparatus in an easy, simple, and

neat manner.

Fig. 3.—Apparatus in use.
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Dr. A. Rihcri: We have had a good deal of experience with experimental hypo-

thermia, and have used a bath of water and crushed ice. We have never had any

trouljle with our dogs during cooling. We have never had any case of ventricular

fibrillation due to hypothermia alone in about 400 dogs operated up to the present

time. We also use a cooling blanket when we operate on adults. With children we

have used ice bags ; this is a very simple technique and, so far, we have not had any

trouble with fat necrosis. In this way hypothermia is induced in children very fast.

It takes about 1 5 or 20 minutes to cool a small child from 37 down to 30-28 degrees

centigrade, at which time the patient is put on the blanket, which is rewarmed as

soon as the cardiac part of the operation is over. When the blanket is used for

cooling, the time required is long and the surgeon is obliged to wait, sometimes

hours, before the patient has reached the temperature desired. This can be obviated

by careful planning.

I wish to emphasize Dr. Muller's point that the blanket is very helpful, but also

that the danger of burns is a real one and must not be overlooked.

Dr. R. O. Hcimbccker: Many factors help to determine the pH changes and

value of assisted ventilation under hypothermia. The method of cooling and degree

of anesthesia are important.

We find that surface cooling with blankets is quite a different situation from

cooling with ice water, in that the latter is a strong stimulus to spontaneous hyper-

ventilation by the anesthetized patient.

In cardiac cases in which the chest is, of course, open, hyperventilation is im-

portant, while in the neurosurgical cases in which the chest is closed, spontaneous

respiration seems adequate.

Dr. F. Gollan: The induction of hypothermia by means of a small pump-oxygena-

tor has drawbacks as well as advantages. The drawbacks are due to difficulties in

the technique of extracorporeal circulation and oxygenation. They can be overcome

by systematic experimentation under controlled conditions. The advantages are of

a physiological nature, and I am confident that those investigators who are patient

enough to master the technique will be gratified by the results.

This is not the place to go into a detailed description of the instrument and I

just would like to show a diagram of the principle used (fig. 1). Oxygen is forced

through a microporous porcelain disc into venous blood which is promptly oxy-

genated by the dispersion of these fine bubbles (Clark, Gollan and Gupta in 1950).

The fine oxygen bubbles are then made to coalesce into large ones by leading the

blood over a large surface coated with an antifoam compound. The large bubbles

are separated from the blood by a screen and rise to the lower surface of another

porcelain filter of much larger pore size. This filter is made non-wettable so that the

blood will be repelled whereas the excess of free oxygen and carbon dioxide can

filter through. Thus, by a change of surface tension a small closed and disposable

plastic chamber can oxygenate 2 liters of blood per minute. Circulation is provided

by a finger-pump and temperature changes are produced by a coil in the system.
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Fig. 1.—Diagram of a small pump-oxygenator.

By immersion of the coil in an ice-salt mixture, differential hypothermia (fig. 2)

can be rapidly induced in the upper part of the dog's body where the temperature

can be lowered to or close to 0° C. This might not be necessary in eventual clinical

applications. We did it only to prove that the temperature at which water freezes

is not harmful to large, adult, nonhibernating mammals.

At about 13° C. the last heart beat is recorded (fig. 3) and cardiac arrest can

be maintained as long as the temperature is kept that low. The heart is still irritable

because mechanical stimulation can elicit a slow contraction at 6° C. On rewarming

the blood the heart starts to beat again in sinus rhythm and at about 30° C. the

pump-oxygenator can be turned off.

This technique has the following advantages : it is rapid and clean ; hypothermia

is selective for organs perfused w'ith cold blood ; no drifting to lower temperatures

takes place ; shivering is minimal or absent ; the volume of the instrument is so small

that it can be filled with cold Ringer's solution ; the increased oxygen consumption

of rewarmed organs is simultaneously and automatically covered with an adequate
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supply of oxy<;enate(l I)lo()(l; a small amount of heparin is sufficient to keep the

blood liquid at low temperatures ; hemolysis is minimal ; the cannulation of peripheral

hlood vessels only supplies ade(|uate blood flow of about 10 to 20 ml/kj,ViiiiHite

and trauma to the large intrathoracic vessels is avoided ; the operating field is not

crowded by tul)es ; the collapsed lungs and the heart in arrest permit the leisure

and accuracy essential for the surgical repair or replacement of delicate anatomical

structures ; low blood flow and aortic pressure reduce the coronary flow to a mere
trickle; ventricular fibrillation is absent in quinidine pretreated animals; air em-
bolism does not occur since the heart in asystole does not eject blood and air into

the aorta ; tissue anoxia is prevented during rapid cooling and rewarming ; the time

for open cardiotomies is not limited to minutes, but to hours.

Dr. R. W. Brauer: I should like to call your attention to yet another method of

cooling devised by Drs. F. W. Behmann and E. Bontke in Prof. Thauer's laboratory

at the Kerckhofif Institut, Bad Nauheim, Germany. In this procedure a plastic

catheter is introduced into the vascular system in such fashion that cooled brine can

be circulated through it, resulting in intravascular cooling of the blood. The general

arrangement is shown in figure 1. The catheter K is introduced into the femoral

vein and is guided under a fluoroscope past the heart to an exit point in the jugular

vein by means of a special auxiliary catheter with a pickup device. The temperature

of the circulating brine is regulated in passage through the thermostat bath Th,

equipped with heating and cooling systems. These are controlled by the relay R
activated by the rectal resistance thermometer W, and by the maximum-minimum
control Gr. The system allows rapid lowering of body temperature of lightly

Fig. L—Diagram of Kerckhofif Institut hypothermia preparation using intravascular brine

cooling of blood.
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anestlietized clogs, and maintaining it quite steadily at rectal temperatures down

to 25° C. at least. The maximal cooling efficiency is conditioned by the dimensions

of the catheter in relation to the large vessel diameters to a greater extent than by

the rate of blood flow, at least within the range studied so far.

The advantages of this technique are the relatively atraumatic procedure resulting

in minimal derangement of normal circulatory conditions, the possibility of main-

taining a steady predetermined degree of hypothermia while maintaining any desired

room temperature, and the possibility of continuously measuring and recording the

number of calories withdrawn or added in relation to the animal's temperature

pattern. Limitations of the procedure are that the maximal rate of heat withdrawal

cannot w^ell exceed a value of 1200 cal./min. X m-, and the obvious dependence of

cooling upon a functioning circulation.

In all, this technique of intravascular cooling would seem to have a great deal to

offer in the study of temperature regulation as well as of the physiology of the rela-

tively undisturbed hypothermic animal ; although no clinical applications have been

attempted so far, one can envision a number of situations where the close tempera-

ture control effected by intravascular cooling could be of very real value.

Dr. L. I. Goldberg: In a study of the effects of total, preganglionic, sympathetic

block (produced by epidural injection of 0.45 per cent procaine solution) on cardiac

arrhythmias developing during hypothermia in the dog, it was found that ventricular

fibrillation occurred at higher temperatures in blocked animals than in dogs with-

out such sympathetic block. Hypothermia was rapidly produced, in the initial series,

by a veno-venous, extracorporeal method, in which blood was circulated through 8

feet of plastic tubing immersed in w-ater at 0° C. In a later, smaller series with

blocked dogs, experimental conditions were unchanged, except that hypothermia

was produced more gradually by application of ice packs. The animals, cooled in

this manner, developed ventricular fibrillation at significantly lower temperatures

than the animals cooled rapidly by the extracorporeal shunt. In a third series of

blocked dogs, hypothermia was produced by the extracorporeal shunt, but the rate

of temperature decrement was controlled in order to approximate the more gradual

rate of cooling produced by application of ice packs. Ventricular tachycardia or

ventricular fibrillation developed at higher temperatures in three or four of these

latter dogs, also, than in those made hypothermic by application of ice packs. Pre-

liminary results are tabulated below.

Adult, mongrel dogs, weighing between 10 and 20 kg., were used in this study.

Anesthesia was induced with intravenous thiopental sodium and maintained in the

third stage of surgical anesthesia. Epidural, preganglionic, sympathetic block was

produced according to the technique described by Brewster, Isaacs and \\'aino-

Andersen (Am. J. Physiol. 175: 399, 1953). In this technique, laminectomy is

performed and polyethylene catheters are inserted into the epidural space at varying

levels. Procaine solution (0.45 per cent) is injected every 15 minutes through the

catheters until sympathetic block is achieved. After a total block is established,

additional procaine is injected every 30 minutes for the duration of the experiment.

Non-blocked dogs were prepared in the same way, l)ut normal saline solution was

substituted for the procaine solution.

All dogs were mechanically ventilated by an lunerson Resuscitator with 100 per
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cent oxygen througli a cannula tied into the trachea. jNIccIianical ventilation was
begun at least 30 minutes before the animals were cooled. The respirator rate was
15 per minute in Exj^eriments 1, 2, 3, .\ 7 and M. hi all other experiments the

respirator rate was maintained at 30 per minute.

Extracorporeal cooling was accomplished by means of a modified Dale-Schuster

pump. Blood was i)umped from the inferior vena cava via one femoral vein through

8 feet of plastic tubing immersed in cold water and was then returned to the animal
via the other femoral vein. Approximately 150 cc. of dextran solution was needed to

prime the pump. Electrocardiograms (leads I and 11 or I and III) and femoral

arterial pressures were frequently recorded. Recordings were made synchronously

on three channels of a Sanborne Poly-Viso oscillograph. Arterial pressures were
obtained from a femoral artery by means of a Sanborne electromanometer. All

temperatures were obtained by means of a mercury thermometer inserted approxi-

mately 20 cm. into the rectosigmoid.

In most cases, cooling was continued until ventricular fibrillation or cardiac arrest

occurred. In a few experiments, rewarming was carried out by replacing the cold

water surrounding the plastic tubing with water of 35-40° C.

The following are typical protocols

:

Series I.

—

Blocked Dogs, Rapid, Extracorporeal Coolixg

Ventricular
Expt. tachycardia
no. r C.)

1 31.7

2 33.5

3 —
9 27.1

12 26.3

13 24.0

14 29.4

20 26.5

22 29.5

Lowest
recorded
temp.
(°C.)

29.5, VF
27.0, VF
24.5, VF
22.5, VF
16.0, CA
23.7, VF
22.4, VF

. 25.5, VF
24.0, VF

Rate of
cooliiiR

decrement
per IS niin.

(°C.)

5.6

3.0

3.0

5.0

2.3

3.8

4.1

2.8

2.6

Series II.

—

Non-Blocked Dogs, Rapid, Extracorporeal Cooling

Ventricular
Expt. tachycardia
no. r C.)

5 20.7

7 25.9

8

10

16 .

17

Lowest
recorded
temp.
CC.)
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Continued—from preceding page

Series III.—Blocked Dogs, Slow, Surface Cooling

Ventricular

Expt. tachycardia

no. (° C.)

30 —
31

—
40 —
41 21.7

42

Lowest
recorded
temp.
rc.)

18.2, CA
20.5, VF
21.6, VF
18.9, VF
21.5, VF

Rate of
cooling

decrement
per 15 min.
(°C.)

1.1

1.0

1.7

0.9

0.9

Series IV.

—

Blocked Dogs, Slow, Extracorporeal Cooling

Lowest
Ventricular recorded

FxT)t tachycardia temp.

no r'c.) rc.)

43 26.7 20.5, RW
44 .

—

24.3, VF
45 — 18.6, CA
46 31.3 20.2, RW

Abbreviations: VF. Ventricular Fibrillation; CA, Cardiac Arrest; RW. Rewarmed.

Rate of
cooling

decrement
per 15 niin.

rc.)
0.9

0.9

1.0

0.9



REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF PART V

R. D. DRIPPS

Three methods of inducing hypothermia in man have received the most atten-

tion, i.e., (a) use of drugs alone, (b) appHcation of cold to various body surfaces,

and (c) cooling of blood removed from and subsequently returned to the body.

Unfortunately, few comparative studies of these techniques have been reported in

humans so that much remains to be learned about the optimum approach to reduc-

tion of body temperature in clinical practice. In this brief review established data

will be presented, together with suggestions for future investigation.

It is evident that no single drug or group of drugs has produced a significant

lowering of body temperature without added cold. Neither chlorpromazine,

Phenergan, Hydergine, or meperidine, alone or in combination, have caused signifi-

cant hypothermia. A few degrees reduction in body temperature over a two to

four hour period is the most that can be expected in the average adult patient.

Some or all of these substances are of value as adjuncts to cooling, but none can

stand as a primary agent.

Direct cooling of blood appears to produce a more rapid reduction of body tem-

perature in adults than does any method of surface cooling. Direct blood cooling

is also alleged to be associated with less compensatory shivering and vasoconstric-

tion. Damage to skin, subcutaneous tissue and peripheral nerves are infrequent with

this method in comparison with surface cooling.

Unsolved problems include some of the following

:

Ideal rate of cooling. From the practical standpoint the more rapidly one can

lower body temperature, the less time is wasted. In infants and children tempera-

ture reduction can be achieved with extraordinary rapidity by surface cooling. This

is not true in adults where greater surface area and increased subcutaneous fat slow

up temperature change. The hazards of rapid cooling deserve further studv. Ir-

regularities in cardiac rhythm have been alleged to follow rapid hypothermia. The
concomitant effect of such factors as inadequate ventilation, hypotension, and
shivering has not been assessed, so that controlled experiments are needed before

one can determine the safest rate of reduction of body temperature.

If a relatively rapid rate of cooling is found safe, can the lowering of tempera-

ture following surface cooling be increased by tilting the subject, changing his

position regularly, or by brushing or rubbing the skin vigorously ? Clinical impres-

sions suggest that these adjuncts deserve appraisal.

Post-cooling downward drift of body temperature. Once active cooling has

been stopped, a continued decline of body temperature has been reported by a

number of workers. Again this appears more frequently in infants and children.

The predictability of the extent of this drift is not reliable. The causes and pre-

vention of this continued fall in temperature require investigation.

Anesthetic management. There is little agreement as to the pre-hypothermia

sedation, the anesthetic agents and techniques, or the muscle relaxants which are

preferable as cooling is induced. Substances which are destroyed in the bodv will

439
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tend to accumulate as body temperature falls, since detoxification mechanisms are

depressed. Animal studies suggest that ventricular fibrillation is less common with

one type of anesthesia than another. This has not been established for man. Gen-

eral anesthesia and the administration of a muscle relaxant are generally used dur-

ing surface cooling to minimize shivering and vasoconstriction. The ideal depth of

anesthesia is unknown. Whether chlorpromazine, other phenothiazine derivatives,

Arfonad, or various ganglionic blocking or adrenolytic drugs should be part of the

anesthetic regimen remains uncertain. Various beneficial effects including increased

rate of cooling, protection against ventricular fibrillation and decreased cardiac

work-load have been attributed to use of some of these substances, but controlled

data are lacking.

Type of respiration. The majority of those reporting indicate a preference for

hyperventilation techniques in an effort to achieve a mild degree of respiratory

alkalosis. Disagreement with this has been voiced by a few. If hyperventilation is

accomplished by increased pressure in the airway, a comparison of the hypotensive

effects of intermittent positive pressure and alternating positive-negative pressures

should be made.

Use of pumps and oxygenators. When direct cooling of blood is the method

for producing hypothermia, one must consider the advisability of incorporating a

pump and/or oxygenator in the circuit. Should well-maintained perfusion of the

coronary vascular bed prove of value in reducing the incidence of ventricular fibril-

lation, the incorporation of such devices may be essential.

Rewarming. There is little agreement on the best method or on the optimal

rate of rewarming a patient. The circulatory hazards during rewarming have been

stressed by some and have proved of little significance to others. Overshoot of body

temperature to above normal values probaljly represents the same sort of response

reported as downward drift, only in the opposite direction.

Apparatus. Attention should be directed towards standardization and simplifica-

tion of the technical details involved in hypothermia. Complex, costly apparatus

should be avoided if possible. The ability to change body temperature while opera-

tion is in progress is also desirable.

Differential versus whole body cooling. If a single tissue such as the Ijrain or

liver is to be operated upon and interruption or reduction of the blood supply is

necessary, localized cooling of the involved region would seem preferal)le to gen-

eralized body cooling. Various methods of producing differential cooling have been

reported. The technical aspects should be simplified and refined.
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